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THE INFANTRYMAN- INYINC:BILITY ON THE BATTLEFIELD

REPORT OF THE

EIGHTH ANNUAL ARMY HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING CONFERENCE

16-19 October 1962
U. S. Army Infantry Center

Fort Denning, Georgia

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGR.OUND participant observers (without Note), fromthe
U. S. Army Personnel Researcrt Office, a
Class It activity under the jurisdiction of

a Conference Report. 'Army Human OCRD, the Human Reources ResearchOf-

Engieering Conference." The Pentagon, 14- lice (HumRRO), of The George Washington
15 December 1955 University. the U. S. Army Boardfor Aviation

b. Report, "second Annual Army En- Accident Research (USABAAR) and theArmy

gineerng Psychology Conference," Army Participation Group at the U. S. Naval Train-

Medical Research iaboratory, Fort Knox. ing Device Center (USNTDC) The member-

Kentucky, 7-9 November 1956. ship of AHFEC will be changed in the near

c Report, "Third Annual Army Human future to reflect the recent reorganizational

Factors Engineering Conference," Quarter- of the Army.

master Research and Engineering Command, Purposes of the Conference are

Natick, Massachusetts, 2. s October 1957. a. To provide direct exchange of in1or-

d. Report, "Fourth Aniual Army Human matson on human factors engineering among

Factors Engineering Conference," tJ. S. personnel of U. S. Army development agen-

Army Chemical Center, Marylat d. 9- 11 Sep- cies, and between these and representatives
tember 1958 of user agercies and other qualified :ndivid-

e. Report, "Fifth Annual Army Human uals.
Factors Engineering Conference." Redstone 5. To provide recommendatiors and sog-

Arsenal, Alabama, 22-24 September i9
5 9

. gestions to be followed up by the U. 2. Army

f. Report., "Sixth Annual Army Human Human Factors Engineering Committee to

Factors Engineering Conference," FortBel- assure exploitation of all opportunities for

voir, Virgina. 3-6 October 1960 improving man-machine compatibility in the

g. Report, "Seventh AnnualArmyHuman design of U. S. Army materiel.

Factors Engineering Conference." Univer- c. To pre ,ide a Conference Report which

sity of Michigan, 3-6 October 1961. will serve as a useful, authoritative, and

h Arm) Regulation 70-8. "Research and complete compendium of current work pro-

Development. Human Factors Research," grams and related information concerning

I July 1958. all U. S. Army humanfactors engineering re-
search and development activities.

Sponsorship and Planning of the Confer- Following the invocation by Colonel Silas
E. 'ecker, Post Chaplain, the Eighth Annual

The Annual U. S. Army Human Factors Conference wos called to order in Theater

Engineering Conference is sponsored by the Number I, Fort Benning, Georgia, at 0900

Chief of Research and Development, (OCRD) hours, 17 October 1962. by the General Con-

Department Of the Army. Seven such Annual ference Chairman, Dr. LynnE Baker. Scien-

Conferences have previously been held and t1fic Advisor. Human Factors Research Ds-

are reported in references a. b. c, d, e, f, vision, Office of the Chief of Research and

ard g. Development, Department oftheArmy Reg-

"it accordance with references, planning istration of the conferees was accomplished

for che Conference. as well as follow-up of 1500-220'J hours on 16 October attheSalern'n

its suggestions and recommendations, Is ac- Mess Billets where the major-ty of the con-

complished by a U. S. Army Human Factors ferees were quartered.

Engineering Committee (AHFEC). TheCom-
mrttee has been comoosed of representatives Ma or General Ben Harrell, Commanding
of the Chief of Research and Development Gen t - Army Infantry Center and

(Chairman), the U. S. ContinentalArmyCOm- Commandant, U. S. Army Infantry School,

mand, and each of the U. S. Army Technical welcomed the conferees and put the facilities

Services. Inadditiontothe above representa- of the Post at the disposal of the conference.

tlion directed by reference h, the Committee The keynote address was delivered by Lieu-

has been augmented since 1960 by regular tenant General John P Daley, Comnmanding

3



General, U. S. Army Combat DeGelopments guidea the execution of the plans during tne
Command. General Daley emphasized the ionference

urgent need for human factors enginreringon To Ist Lieutenant Edward J. Shanahan,
the clothing and equipment of the •ombat Jr , G-3 Section, U. S. Arm/ Infantry Center

Infantryman who personrily arranged the many adminis-
trative mutters of the Conference and who"was constantly in attendance as a gracious

1' e Conference Banoqyt was held at toe rpeettv forhssFort- Benning Main Glf.-er-s Open Mess at representative of our hoots.
1 or s, 17e-n-ning i Octber. Then Afer s G r To Major Paul Schultz. Office of the
1830 hours, 17 October. The After Dinner Provost Marshal, U.S. ArmyInfantryCenter,
Address was given by Major GereralHarrell who served in an exceptionally fine manner
who stressed the Infantryman's role in the as our Senior Guide offcer.
Army's over-all mission and gave a colorful To Master Sergeant John Kirkland, 72d
oum'%ary of Fort Bemsing and its functions Engineer company, Ist Infantri Brigade,
and facilities. P ollowing General Harrell's for his excellent and flawless service as our
remarks the conferees were entertained by Chief Clerkn
the Infantry Chorus.

During the seco d day of the Conference. Ad ournment
Fort Benning personnel put on a series of Le on ernce adjourned at 1410 hours
demonstrations to highlight the trait ing. on 19 October 1962.
artlivtlcs, weapons and equipment of the
Infan:ry soldier. The field demonstrations Forecast for 1963
included orientations on airborne, ranger, The Annual Arm, Human Factors En-
and liadership training, on river crossing gineersng Conference now has a history of
techniques, on capabilities and lsmitations of eight successful years. There are numerous
ground mobility means, and on the dislay indications that this series of eight con-
and firing of all weapons of the infantry ferences has contributed measurably to the
battle group and brigade. These demons'ra- maturat.on of the human factors engineering
tlions were highly professional, sophisticated,
and extremtly well receivedhythe conferees progra. % ithin the Army. Under the recent

reorganlzation of the Army, the Army's hu-
man factors engineering activities were con-

Acknowledlgements vensently and efficiently consolidated within

This Conierence extends to its hosts, the the newly formed Army Materiel Command.

U. S. Aim! Infantry Center and the U. S. Throughout the course of the past eight con-
Arml Infantry School and to Major General ferences. the scope of the conference has

Ben Harrell. the Commending General c
5
our been steadily broadened to include research

host agencies, our appreciationandcongratu- from other human 'actors groips not specif-
latlons for the outstanding manner in which ically engaged in human factors engineering.

the Conference was planned andconducted. This procedure has promoted recognition of

Specifically, the Conference wishes to the interrelation of the varied human factors

record its appreciation to the following who endeavors. Therefore, in view of past suc-
toiled diligently for our comfort and con- cess and the existing propitious circum-
vemiene- stances, the scope of the ninth conference,

To Major George R. Henderson, G-3 to he held in 1963, will be expanded to en-
Section , U. S. Army Infantry Center. for the compass the entire Army humanfactors pro-
excellent planning and the outstanding prep- gram It is planned that the conference in
arations for the Conference. 1963 will, in fact, be an Army Human

To Major Joseph Hall. G-3 Section, U. S. Factors Research and Development Confer-

Army Igfantry Center, who so effectively ence.
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B. WELCOMING REMARKS TO THE EIGHTH ANNUALARMYHUMANFACTORS ENGINEER-

ING CONFERENCE by Major General B-yn Harrell, Commanding General, U. S. Army

Infantry Center and Coninianding General, U.S. Army Infantry School, Ft Benning, Georgia

Or. Baker ... Gene eal Daisy ... and velopments Agency The Infantry Board is

Delegates to the 8th Annual Armf Human responsible for evaluating and making rec-

Factors E Conference ommendations on Infantry weapons, clothing
sngineering Cand equipment, and other items under de-

It is a real pleasure for all of us at Fort velopment. They are the ones who see how

Benning to have as our guests such a dis- well you've done ybur work as design engi-

tinguished and important group of visitors neers The Infantry Combats Developments

And, I extend to eachaofyouour very warmest Agency, a subordinate element of General

welcome. Our entire Post and its faciltties Daley's Combat Development Command, is

are at your disposal, and we sincerely hope also here The CDA, as we call it, is con-

that your visit will be enjoyable as well as cerned with how the Infantry saill be equipped

professionally profitable. We rarely have and organized, and how it will fight in the

the opportunity of meeting with a group that If turn.

is so influential in develOping the Infantry- I'm sure you are aware that the Infantry

man's Weapons and Equipment. Bioann Research Unit is located at Fort

The theme of this Conference - "The In- BDenning. This Unit conducts psychological and

fantryman, Invincibilily on the Battlefield" - sociological studies to gather data relative to

is especially meaningfultous at Fort Benning. training methods applying to the Inlantry.

In fact, it's the theme we live by 365 days of We have many other organizations here.

the year. We know that Infantry is the very such as the ISt Brigade, and toe 151st

core of our Army's combat strength. We Engineer Group, the Lawson Arm- Aviation

know from rrst experience that the doughboy Command, and Martin Army Hospital. But

always cat -ies the brunt of the Armny's our most significant activity, to my mind, is

fsghtIng and suffers the highest casualties, the Infantry School.
His job is the dirtiest, the hardest, and often it is here that we train the leaders and

the least recognized. Further, he mrist be men of the Infantry. This isthelargest milt-

prepared to fight anywhere inthe world under lary training institutlon of its kind in the

any conditions of weather or terrain. He world. In effect, it is a vast proving ground

must be organized, equipped, and trained to where Infantry Officers and Noncommiissioned

play a major role in any kind of war, from officers are made, trained asd tested. Last

guerrilla war to unrestricted nuclear war- year we had over 20 thousand resident stu-

fare. It is precisely for these reasons that dents attending 16 different courses of in-

everyone at Fort Denning, considers your structlion. Incluaed in this number were over

conference so important. 472 Allied students from 49 d.'ferent coun-

Following General Dalsy's address this tries. These courses includebranchtraining

morning you will hear a lot more about the for Infantry officers, advanced courses for

modern-day Infantry from Colonel Short of Infantry leaders, and specialist courses such

the Infantry School. This morning I would as Ranger, Airborne, Communications, and

like to spend ItIe next few moment. telling Weapons training. OfficerCandidatetraining

you about Fort Benning and some of its for prospective second lieutenants oflnfantry

various functions and facilities. is one of the most important functions of the

Fort Henning is the hut. of Infantry actv- School. We also supported more than 275

ity and the fountanlhead of:nfantryknowledge thousand nonresident students from the Re.

within the U. S. Arm;. It is the home of the serve Components and ROTC.

Infantry Center. the Infantry School, and the Our activities compare to those ofa large

2d Infantry Division. The Infantry Center university. The Infantry School employs the

supports the Infant.y School and the entire most modern teaching methods and tech-

complex at Fort Benning. It furnishes all of tuques, and the facilities of Fort Benning arc

the services for a mnilitary community of unmatched anywhere in the world for Coin-

over 70,000 personnel, which includes saol- bined Arms training. Our students from

diers and their families. In addition, it pro- Allied nations come from as far away as

vides the maintenance and upkeep of all the Ethiopia and Indonesia, primarily to study

facilities of the 193,000 acre reservation. our methods and to use them intheir military

The famed Zd Infantry Division, com- schools.

seanded by Brigadier General Bilhsngslea. is In many ways our work here at Fort

stationed here. This organization of 15,000 Henning is very similar to yours. Our

men is a highly trained, combat-ready di- primary concern is with men and their per-

vision prepared now for any task that might formance as members of Combat teams. Of

confront us. It also renders valuable assist- course, we are concerned with equipment.

ance to the Infantry School. particularly that used by the Infantry soldier,

Also located at Fort Henning arethe U. S. for nis equipment and weapons must be the

Army Infantry Board and the Combat De- best available.

5



And since )ou are the people no can get I hope you will leave Fort Benning with a

us that good usable equipment. we are cl-arer picture of the importance of the

doubly happy to welcome youto Fort Benning. ground soldier ind the vital role he always

While you are here we are going to show you plays in any kind of war. I hope, too, that

what Infantry does. We have arranged your you will leave with rencwed conviction of the

schedule so you can see at least some of the importance of Hurman Factors Engineering as

various types of training conducted by the it applies to the Infantry soldier.

School. During these demonstrations I hope Again, welcome to Fort Benning. I hope

that yci will notice the very high level of your stay will be pleasant and profitable and

professional skill possessed by the Infantry- that this Conference will be an outstanding

men iho conduct them. success.

6



C. KEYNOTE ADDRESS by Lieutenant General John P. Daley, Commanding General, U. S.
Army Combat Developments Command, ForK Belvoir, Virginia

General Harrell. Dr. Baker. Members of strated the value of repetition in or out of
the Human Factnrs Engineering Conference. context. It is a lesson I have learned.

In every speech I make I keep driving
It is particularly appropriate that we home to every captive audience the fact that

mec' here at Fort Benning, the home ofU. S. the mission of the Combat Developments
Infantrymen, and, indeed, the greatest In- Command can be summed up in these three
fantry Center of the Free World. It is questions
peculiarly appropriate because the theme of How should toe Army be organized9
this conference is the Combat Infantryman. How should the Army be equipped'

In words the theme of the conference is How should the Army fightý
expressed as "Infantryman - Invincibility on I have at each Army school a CD Agency
the Battlefield." If you and I are to tarn our and here at Fort Benning I have the Infantry
attention, as we must, to help this man in Combat Developments Agency commandedby
his task, we must understand that task ex- Colonel Eckland. whose task can be equally
phicitly. Stated in Field Manual, 100-5. Field simply expressed How should the Infantry
Service Regulations, this man's function is be organized' How sbould the Infantry be
as follows equipped? and How should the Infantry fight'

We in oembat Developments answer the
"75. Infantry Function question, How to organize units'•, by pro-"ducing Tables of Organization and Equip.

"a. The basic infantry function I ment. We answer the question on how to
to close with and destroy the enemy by fight by producing Field Manuals. It is the
fire and .naneuver and shock action The third question that is of most interest to you
essential characteristic of infantry close conferees. HowshouldtheArmybeequipped?
:ombat elements is the ability to fight on We in the Combat Developments Command
foot in all types of 4errain and under all produce the Qualitative Materiel Require-
conditions of veather. coupled with the ments, QMR's which state indetailtheequip-
ability to move and fight with any means ment needed-in this case the equipment
of mobility provided, either organic or needed by Infantry. If you have never studied
attached." a Qualitative lMateriel Requirement, I sug-

gest you do so because in effect it is the
To set this conference in perspective. I contract between the Combat Develc .ments

would like to look from the infantryman's Command and the Army Materiel Com,'nand
task to yours. Your task as defined in Army for a piece of iquipment, and a part of that
Regulations is as follows, contract is a statement of the human factors

"Human F a ct o r s Engineering- The which mist be considered in producing the
application of scientific principles con- equipment. This is the first opportunity for
cerning human physicalandpsychological human factors engineeringto influence equip-
characteristics to the design of equip- ment design. For example, here'sthe state-
ment, so as to increase speed and pre- ment taken from a Typical QMR
ession of operations, provide maximum
maintenance efficiency, reduce fatigue Extract from QMR for Lightweight, Self-
and simplify operations." Propemed 155m Howitzer -

Paraphrased then, the purpose of your
task as related to infantry is simply. "10. (U) Human Engineering Character-

istics. Human engineering is required toin-
Design equipment: sure efficient operation of the weapon for

to increase the speed and precison extended period. oftime without undue fatigue
of infantry operations, of the crew. Specifically

to provide maximum maintenance
efficiency for the infantry, a. (Essential) Provisions forthe crew

to reduce the infantryman's fatigue, to mount and dismount easily and safely are
and to simplify infantryoperations. required. Seating, hand holds and fotbraces

I propose this morning to explain to you are required for safety and comfoxt of per-

briefly the Combat Developments Command sonnel riding on the weapon while negotiating
and how we in Combat Developments attempt rough terrain. Provision should be made

to provide the Infantryman thewherewithalto (seat belts) to enable personnel to operate
perform his functions. Secondly, I propose individual weapons for defense while on the
to point out to you some of the things which move.
you can do to assist this man. b. (Essential) The driver comport-

Many years ago. Cato, theRomanSenator, ment should provide maximum room fcr the
ended every speech with these words- driver to prevent fatigue from cramped
"Carthage must be destroyed." He demon- quarters even while wearing arctic clothing.
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An adjustable seat (with safety belt) is re- factors engineering. It is here that those of
qui red Instrument s and controls should be you connected with either the Combat Die-
visible and accessible to the driver through- velopmoent 5 Command or the Army Materiel
out ti- adjustment range of the seat. Command can first directly effect tthe ade-

c. (Essential) All dials, gauges. le- quacy of human engineering. YOi. can make
yers, control buttons. hand-wheelo, etc.. certain that an adequate statement of the re-
should be located to be easily read-operated quired human factors engineering appears
by It e individual required to control such in the QMR.
items from his normal operating position. When a Qualitative Materiel Require-

d ment is approved by the Department of the
e. 0 0 5 5."Army and becomes an active project withthe

The following are several examples of Army Materiel CommAnd, then those of you
human factors engineering specifications working sn the laboratories, arsenals, and
takes from the Combat Developments Oh- other facilities of that command have a
Jective Guide. As you can see, one of these chance to directly affect the design of the
examples does not specify very much con- equipment.
cerning the precise human engineering inputs It is my hops that your visit here today
which are required, and the demorntrations youewitl see tomorrow

a. Reference CDOG Paragraph 238d(t) - will make your Human J- actors Engineerinf
Foxhole Digger (U) more realistic since you will have a better

sb e xnaesasle assthpicture of the tasks facing the Infantry and

out~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~h enviroten ageo hesa. om nment ins whiechthe Infaentrymane

If. (U) Human Engineesing Charac- works. wich the Infantman
teristirs. I sometimes think that min our entrance-

a. The device shalt be of opti- ment with Human Factors Engineering for
mum simplicity in design and operaton ce- major pieces of equipment. we have perlMaps
quiring the minimum human effort and in- neglected our duty with respecttotlse simple.
terligence in isn operation. reoiaileW rugged, usually man-portalleequip-

b. The soldier should not require.ment t or I y needand de
any external assistance in handling andusing ser v . n yan t e e e

thý device.sev.
c. Environmental factors in- Several weeks agobatour CombatDevelsop

duced by the o beratioa of the device should ments Experimentations Center at Fort Ord.
be within the requirements set forth in the tasked an Infantryman who wae charged with

performance and physical characteristics. mayang a small groundnsearch radar what
he would change about the equipment if he
could. The answer wasoquite frank: "Gen-
eral. it's got about six knobs on it. That's

b. Reference. CDQO Paragraph too many knobs to work from a fox hole. I
237bIO) o heavy Assault Weapon System (U) think two would probably do." Quitefrankly.

gentlemen. this is a case of poorHuman

3s. (U) Human Factors En- Factors Engineering. But with infantry e-

ginering De igin conformity with human .sipment the task you face is really not
gitoeris g. Design rqie that complex, because that radar is

Sa.~~~~~~~atr e h elesalb fot- etwt ua atr ngineering prnileosreurd

More specific guidance on human factors en- tainly as complex a piece of equipment

can be furnished after the system a. one would expect an Infantryman to have
gs bnetering . in the fore-vfront of the battle.

I suggestrthatiw could afford some Hu
man, Factors Engineering, starting with the

c. Reference: CDOG Port h heel of the Infantryman's boot and stopping

237aS) Spcia PuroseIndviParagraphn with the cap on his head. It is an unfortussate
pr)a Scial Pph se nivdalaWeapon fact that we still send the Infantryman out to

battle loaded with equipment which is too
* * oheavy. too bulky. not satisfactorily human

16. (U) Hui, ineering. engineered.
Human engineering is reqe About a year ago in Mannheim. Germany.

b. Referen * D r a we loaded down a lieutenant with all the equip.

We produce a MR's as a result of studies ment he was supposed to carry. It was quite
which are coordinated between the various asight. Ihappenedobe the G-3 of USAREUR
Combat Developments agencies, for example, at tho time. I took one look, turned to the
between the Infantry, the Ordnance, the Signal, G- 1. General Lindeman, and said, "Obviously
and whech in turn reflect lateral coordination it is not an equipment problem. It is a per-
with agencies ofthe Army Materiel Command. sonacr problem. We need bigger lieutenants."
for example, with the Iantry Board or with Unfoiciuately- gentlemen, the production of
tie Munitions Command. Bythis coordination bigger lieutenants falls in the very long-
we attempt to insure that there is a proper range development cycle and we should do
statement of the requirement for human things to help today's h fqimtry.
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I would like you gentlemen to Study the The keynote to this conference is the
,quipment that you will see the Infantry here Infantryman-tnvincibility on the Battlefield.

.It Fout Denning use in a battlefield environ- The challenge to you, gentlemen, istoassure
ment. I urge you, individually and collec- that we have engineered that Infaitryman's
tlively, to consid-r whether or not there is equipment for the Infantryman and have not
any means for 1tghtening the load that man tried to engineer the Infantryman for thu
ca-vies. An ounce reduced here and a pound equipment. In other words, your challenge
there can make a great deal of difference to is to insure that that Infartrmnian, when he
the man who fights on foot. Ank yourself if goes into battle, has the support of every bit
all the wonders of modern technology cannot of engineering and scientific know-how that

in some way reduce the load the Infantry this conntry can produce. Ifyoudoyourtask,
carries. Ask yourself such simplequestlons then in a small wayyoucan share in the glory
as whether or not the Army's canteen is of the Invincible United States Infantry; the
actually human engineered. Frankly, I doubt best human factors engineering (or the finest
it. infantry in the world. -the U.S. Armv Infantry.



D. INFANTRY DOCTRINE AND CONCEPTS by Colonel Walter D. Short, U. S. Army Infantry

School, Fort Benning, Georgia

The Infantry uelcomes the opportunity To accomplish his mission our Infantry-
provided by this conference to put its views man must be capable of winning, in any area
to you. General Decker, our former Army of the world under all environmental condi-
Chief of Staff, says concerning materiel de- tions as he fights a counterguerrilla opera-
sign 'hat, "It is the responsibility of the tlion, a limited war or an all-outnuclear war.
combat arms to establish requirements that lie must be able to combat alltypes of enemy
embody the desired standards of simplicity forces be they massed mechanized units or
and to demand that these standards be elusive guerrilla bands. He cannot be cast
followed. Simplicity and directness arehall- in a mold which allows him to fight only on
marks of combat effectiveness-they are the plains of WesternEuropeorthemountains
evidence of constructive imagination and and deserts of our CENTO friends-or only
thought, they indicate insight into the heart in the jungles of Southeast Asia. He must be
of the military problem." Therefore, weare able to fight anywhere. Moreover, he must
also most interested in your views and the be capable of quick deployment and be ableto
items on your agenda. I realize thatthe title operate with austere logistical support and
of this talk should more appropriately have without a long and vulnerable administrative
been "'rfantry Psychological Patterns and tail. Therefore our tables of org.nization
the Ph " ena of its Coreeptial Response" and equipment must be designed with the
in the li&b.1 of your scientific sophistication, specific idea of multicapability
but perhaps you will be able to find a few
technical terms an we progress. eAs you all know, the Army is currently in

During ther next 50some proge s, I the process of reorganizing its combat di-
During the next 50 some minutes. I pro- Visions under the ROADconcept. "Reorgani-

pose to discuss with you the missions of the zation Objectives Army Divisions" is the
Infantry, and to examine our organizational translation of this acionym. The purpose is
structures. Thereafter, we will see the to give the divisions, and the divition is the
general marner of the Infantryman's tactical basic combined arms unit of the Army, a
op. ations that you may better visualize the greater flexibilitv so as to achievethe multi-
environments in which he must operate. capability we seek. There are four so-calced
From this we will proceed to outline some of type divisionslofantry. Airborne. Mechanized
our equipment deficiencies, where perhaps and Armored: the first three of which con-
you will be able to help us. and then we will
examine the problems ahich we consider cern us most here at the Infantry School. I
remaine tobe srobledin to our o said "Type" because we will no longer ex-
remain to be solved in regard to our organi- pect to find a large number of identical units
zations and their support. the size of a division. - some 15.0u3humans.

As an instrument of war the infantryman Rather, each division will be tailored to fit
has been declared ossolete many times since the characteristics of the theater of opera-
the decline of the Roman legion. In theory, tions for which it is destined and the mis-
over the years he has been replaced by many sions it is expected to accomplish. Each
weapons developments from the armored divosion is given a common division base.
knight to the first cannon, the tank, the air- With minor modifications, such as increased
plane, the rocket and the nuclear weapon, maintenance support for mechanized di-
But this is only in theory for the pages of visions or anAirEquipmentSupportCompany
modern history prove that this alledgedly for an airborne division, this base os identi-
obsolete footsoldier has played a critical cal. It consists of a Division Headquarters,
p•rt in every war. Even in the short span of a Military Police Company and a Signal
time since the end of World War II we have Battalion to exercise command and control.
seen this rifleman-or his Allied counter- An Armored Cavalry Squadron exists topro-
part-fight in Korea, Malaya, Indo China, vide air and ground reconnaissance informa-
Greece, Laos and Viet Ham. And in each of tion to the commander. This organization is
these so-called "Small Wars" hehasbeenthe highly mobile and well armed so it can fight
decisive clement. But we areheretodealnot to get information. It has an air cavalry
with te Mast but withtheInfantryman's ole in troop with helicopters and light aircraft.
the pres .. and on the battlefield ofthe future.
All of the Army's resources as well asmany The Engineer Battalion is invaluable in
of those of the other Sersices existto support helping the combat elements to get forward.
the man or. the ground. In the final analysis Its companies can demolish enemyobstacles.
he is the most valuable asset in our Defense fix roads, build bridges or fight as infantry
establiisment. The Doughboy's ultimate job if necessary.
is stoll to close with tMe enemy by fire and The primary fire support for the division
maneuver in order to capture or destroy is found in its artillery. The Division Artil-
him---or to repel the enemy's assault by lary has howitzers and rockets capable of
fire, close combat and counterattack, providing indirect fires of high explosives.
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In addition to backing up the ground gain- cyclic rate of fire and two 40mm grenade
ing elements with indirect fire support at launchers w.th a 400 meter range plus six
ranges out to 39,000 meters, the division rifoes.
artillery provides tbe divisionwithanorganic There are three rifle squads organic to
tactical nuclear weapons delivery capability. all rifle platoons. We fight bj fire and

The Aviation Battalion exists to provide maneuver so to give these maneuver squads
the division commander with a degree of fire support, each rifle platoon is provided
air .nobility-the newest dimension in Army with a weapons squad. This is an t1-man
opecatlons The 45 helicopters andhghtair- organization armed with two M60 machine-
craft of this battalion will move adismounted guns and two short range 90-m recoilless
175 man rifle company in a single lift. The antitank rifles, the successor to the bazooke.
oattahion also has airborne radar, infra-red The meihaniced infantry rifle and weapons
equipment and dronas for target acquisition squads are each provided a pesr innel carrier.
so the division commander can better employ By combining the three rifle squads, aweap-
the massive firepower of the newdivision. ons squad and a control headquarters, the

The divisions administrative support ele- rifle platoon is formed.
ments-personnel, medical, supply, trans- To give rifle platoons additional fire
portatlon and maintenanco are found ,n the
Support Command under the control of a support, a weapons platoon is provided. Itls
single headquarters. The support command organized with a platoon headquarters, a

is a functional organization organized by section of three 81sme mortars, and an
activity rather than being compartmnentalized antitank section w,th two 106rmi recoilless

actiityrater hanbeig cmpatmetalzed rifles. By combsissng the 3 rifle platoons, a

by technical service, such as quartermaster, weapos By com pany headlaters,

transportation corps, signal, and ordnance, weapons platoon asd company headquarters.

This .s a step forward as it provides the the rifle company s formed. The company

division commander with a single re- ponsive headquarters is organized into a headquarters

operator and also lends itsctftobesng:eadily section, ý ground surveillance section and in

fragmented to give balanced support to in- the mechanized infantry a maintenance sec-

dividual brigades as required. tion The ground surveillance section con-

Lastly, as part of the Common Divion tains two portable short range all weather

Base there are three Brigade Headquarters. radars, with line-of-sight ranges up to 6.000

The Brigade Headquarters is a command meters Commanded by an infantry captain,

control facility with a capability of control- the rifle compny is the maneuver etemrnt

ling and coordinating maneuver elements of the infantry battalion. From the rifle

together with essential administrative sup- company we will proceed to the battalion.

port. The brigade headquarters, therefore, To assist the battalio- commander and
is a tactical control element and its capability provide support to the rifle companies, we
of conducting military operations is bounded have the headquarters and headquarers com-
only by the type and number of maneuver pany of the battalion. The battalion ground
elements, support elements, and other re- surveillance section consists of two medium
sources provided by the division to which it range radars, with line-of-sight ranges upto
is subordinate. These resources would be 18. ZOO meters. The communication platoon
provided in a mix appropriate to the mission assists the battalion commander byproviding
to be ýccomplished radio, wire and message center service. An

To form i division we add to a common air control team is assigned to this platoon.

base, battalionsofinfantry, airborneinfantry, The support platoon provides the battalion

mechanized infantry, light tanks, and tanks, logistical support with its transportation,

in an appropriate mix. In the type infantry supply and mess sections. The maintenance

division there are 8 infantry and 2 tank platoonprovidesthenecessary second echelon

battalions, in the airborne division there are maintenance for vehicles withinthe battalion.

9 airborne infantry and I light tankbattalion; The medical platoon provides treatment and

in the type mechanizeddivision, 7mechanized is equipped with 6 front line ambulances to

infantry and 3 tank battalions. All three provide for evacuatior. of casualties. The

types of Infantry battalions have the same battalion commander's reconnaissance ele-

basic structure. Regardless of how they get ment is the armored cavalry platoon. For

there, when these various units get to the fire support, the battalion mortar and Davy

ob~ective area they fight alike. We have a Crockett platoon has 4 mortar squads with

One Infantry concept. 4.2 mortars having a range of 5,425 meters.
It also has a nuclear capable .ig-ht 2000

Now that we have looked at the divisional meter range Davy Crockett and two heavy
orgafniaticn we are ready to examine the 4000 meter range Davy Crockett weapons.
infancey units if this combined arms team. The antitank platoon has three wire guided

Since man is the basic element of any oig ENTAC missile launchers mounted on 4 ton
ganicatlon let's begin by ecamining the fight- trucks.

lng heart of our Service-the rifle squad.

The squad leader and his men have inthe two The headquarters and headquarters com-
fire teams two modified M14 rifles of high pany, and the three rifle companies make up
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the Infantry, Airborne Infantry and Mech- of a higher headquwrters, or a rear area

anizcd Infantry Battalions. You will recall security force.
that each type division contained one or more When the battalion conducts the area

tank battalions. Our tank battalions are defense as part as a brigade, it organizcc its

also organized with Headquarters Company defense oriented toward the retention of

and three fighting companies-in this case specific terrain. Forward positions are

tank companies with 17 tank$. You know our strongly organized and emphasis is placed

missicn and our new organization. Now on stopping the enemy forward of the battle

let as see what is expected of cur Infantry area, with penetrations destroyed or ejected

battalions in combat, by counterattack and the control of the for-

In a war against a major power employ- ward defense area regained.

:ng regular forces the tactical employment Our tactics also envisage the conduct of a

of our infantry battalions, our basic tactical mobile defense by our corps and divisions.

units, may be described under the general This is a more fluid form of defense wherein

categories of offense and defense. As we minimum forces are employed intheforward

discuss the tactical doctrine of the United area and the retention of specific terrain is

States Infantry, it is well to remember that subordinate to the executionsofcounterattacks

Soviet tactical doctrine alsoemphasises fire- by strong mobile reserves. Whenthebattalion

power and mobility. The Soviets apparently participates in the mobile defense, the pri-

are prepared for tactical nuclear warfare. mary differences are that the forward bat-

They are attempting to mechanizc nearly talons will often conduct delaying actions

eaerything that fights and at the same time while a greater number of battalions will be

they are stressing air mobility. This threat involved in the counterattacks of the division

we must be able to counter if war were reserve.

thrust upon us. Although I began my discussion of tacts-

In the offense the battalion may be em- cal operations with what you might call the

ployed in a movement to contact, as the traditional type of war, the Infantry is well

covering force, advance guard, flank guard, aware of the threat posed by communist

rear guard, or it may move as part of the inspired insurgency movemena. We are

m.aai body. When contact is made the leaving no stone unturned in our efforts to

battalion may be all or part of the main at- train our men to fight guerrillas. Of course,

tack of a brigad-, the supporting attack or the in counterinsurgency operations we recognize

brigade reserve. In the a.tack of an enemy that counterguerrilla tactical operations are

position, the battalion may conduct a ground only one aspect ofthe problem. Concurrently.

envelooment or an aerial envelopment. It certain policies must be implemented at the

may "also participate in a penetration where governmental level of the country involved

we pierce a soft spot in the enemy lines. to aimed at eliminating the causes for the

seize a deep objective and divide the enemy growth of discontentwith resultant communist

forces. In conducting an envelopment or exploitation. The small unit commander

penetration the battalion may employ in- must be knowledgeable of the overall pro-

filtration techniquer. grams designedtoaccomplishthesepohtical/

The missions assigned to the battalion economic aims and the role of his unit in

and the method of employment will vary with their implementation.

the mission and organization of the brigade Even the rifle company commander is a
to which attached. For example. a mech- strategist in this type war where the best

anized infantry battalion in an armored di- strategy for one locale will differ from that

vision will normally be employed to support of another not only because of the guerrilla

the advance of tank elements, whereas in an strength and type terrain present but also

infantry, airborne, or mechanized division, due to the density of the civilian populations

the tanks will normally be usedto supportthe and their varying attitudes, political tradi-
advance of infantry elements. However, all lions, and economic environments. Adapting

commanders must gear their actions to the to the location situation is essential for a

mission of thehigherheadquarters, andnot be unit both prior to and during counterguerrilla

reduced to thinking in terms ofone particular operations.
type -I operation or one form of mobility. In Here is how we are teaching that an In-

the defense, as in the offense, the battalion fantry brigade might be involved ina specific

when operating attached to a brigade may counterguerrilia situation. Visualise. if you

receive additional combat power through the will, that a certain area is under effective

attachment. of rifle, tank, or armored cavalry control of the hostile guerrilla force; and that

units, an adjacent area is underthe effective control

The battalion may be employed in any one of neither combatant except for small areas

of three echelons of defense. It may be occupied by troops or civildefense elements.

employed in the security echelon, in the In order to simplify this tactical example we

forward defense echelon, or in the reserve will assume that the civilian population is

echelon. At times the battalion may be em- sparse and is largely apathetic or friendlyto

ployed as all or part of the covering force our cause. The brigade commander places
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the majority of his combat power in the area and on the removal of the primary cause of
vhore the guerrillas must he located and the resistance movement.
destroyed In the adjacent area, the com- (5) Gaining and maintaimniga mobility
mander feels that the main effort will be differential over the enemy primarilythrough
directed to civic assistance and police op. the use of airmobile and airborne forces.
erations including the security of installa- (6) Provirion of civic assistance to
tlions, communities and lines of communica- aid effective controloverthe civilian pop-
tion as well as population control. ulation.

Companies and larger units are assigned Having discussed our Infantry mission,
definite sectors of responsibility in the organization and tactics, you are doubtless
guerrila dominated area. and a priority for interested in our ability to do allthese things.
clearance of sectors or subsectors is es- particularly from the standpoint ofour equi?-
tablished. Now the guerrilla force must be ment. When we examine the Infantryman s
located. First we would prefer that our weapons, we find some good areas and some
clandenttne intelligence effort be good enough areas where we have failed to provide ade-
to find the guerrillas-and we will certainly quate means. First of all, we are generally
strive for such efficiency but we cannot satisfied with the M14 rifle. M60 machine-
realistically expect such results. Sowe must gun, and the M79 grenade launcher. These
also employ continuous aerial surveillance, are excellent weapons providing a good
patrols. ambushes and hunter/killer teams, close-in firiog capabitity.
A high priority as given to locating the Only in one area in the small caliber
guerrillas outside sources of supply and field do we have a serious deficiency. The
shutting them off, caliber .50 machinegun does not meet the

Infantryman's requirement for a mounted
Winthn its sector, each compfny main- automatic weapon. What we need, of course,

tains a reac'on force of a platoon at its is a simple and somewhat larger caliber
combat base, the battalion two platoons and machmegun which is effective at long ranges
the brigade a battalion task force. These against materiel, personnel and air targets.
forces must have priority for use ofallArmy It is hoped that one of the 20mmsystems now
transport aircraft. When a guerrilla force being listed may at least partially answer
is located, one or more of these reaction these requmrements.
units is moved immediately to the area to In the antitank field we find one of our
finish off the enemy. When possible, an en- most notable deficiencies. We have a good
circlement is effected, if time or forces are weapon - the LAW, effective at ranges up to
insufficient a pursuit is launched. The key 250 meters. It is packed in a telescoping
is rapid violent reaction with adequate com- tube which is both a packing case and a
bat power to destroy the guerrilla element. "throw-away" launcher. It is :arried bythe
This isapre-eminently infantry effort where-
in the entire, massive effects of the other troops when required and we are satisfied

arms and services can rarely be brought to with its capabilities.
The same cannot be said of our medium

bear, and heavy antitank weapons. The M57,90mm
This has been a briefand over-simplified recoilless rifle is our current platoon level

visualization of counterguerrilla tactics, weapon. Unfortunately, it needs too many
Once the local strategy is determined we find people to carry it with the required inmuni-
that while the tactical principles for conven- tion, and its range is too short. We need a
tional operations have a general validity, platoon weapon a soldier can carry with him
their application against an irregular enemy wherever he goes and use it to kill a tank at
with little interest in the securing or re- ranges up to 1000 meters.
tention of terrain differs markedly. But, we The current heavy antitank/assault weap-
are sure that a rifle squad or platoontreamed on for the rifle company is the 106 mm re-
to defeat guerrillas will have no equal on coilless rifle which is not hand-portable.
any other battlefield. The ENTAC, our current battalion-level

Here are the primary areas whlchwe be- weapon, is a wire guided missile. It offers
lieve will require increased emphasis in improved accuracy over recoilless systeme
counterguerrilla operations: at the longer ranges, however. poor per-

(1) Training motivation of troops and formance in the assault role, slow rate of
tailoring of TOE units for the specific mis- fire, expensive gunner training, and poten-
sion to be accomplished. tially degraded performance in a battle en-

(2) Continuous and accurate intelli- vironment make it undesirable. What we
gence, need at battalion level is a heavy antitank/

(3) Detailed planning of small-scale assault weapon which can deliver accurate
decentralized tactical operations. fire against a variety of targets at all ranges

(4) Continuous orientation of the op- to 2000 meters and which does not exceed
eration on the separation of the guerrilla 200 pounds in weight. Our Infantry anti-
forces from support and supplies, on the tank weapons must be oriented towards the
destruction of the eneml guerrilla force, offense and this requires mobility.
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When w e examine the organic indirect fire allowing him to move rapidly on the battle-

support provided to the doughooly we find that field is to provide his., with a vehicle which

the 1rmm mortar in the rifle company and will carry his crew served weapens, am-

the 4 Z mortar atbattalionarebothexcellent munition, and aupplies wherever he must go
weapons. Additionally, development is pro- including swamps, mountains, juigle, and

ceeding on improved, lighter models with an other difficult areas. When, you objectively
,creased range capabilt), examine our preent and future ground ve-

Th- Davy Crockett is, of course, a rela- hicle inventory, you can see why we are far
bvely new weapon for the doughboy. Although short of our goal. Our wheeled vehicles

the Davy Crockett does add a nuclear di- are little better than those we had ten or
mension to the Infantryman's firepower, the f-lteen years ago. They are bigger, h-aover,
weapon does have several disadvantages, in- more difficult to maintain, cost more, and
tluding the signatury effect, lack of crew consume more gas. And their capabilities

portability, and limited range and yields, have not increased proportionately. We are
when we lookatthelInfantryman'sorganic still quite roadbound with our wheeled ve-

air defense weapons, we find that they are hicles

totally inadequate At present he has only Although our tracked vehicles have
hos ground weapons and toe caliber .50 greater cross-country moblity, their log-
machinegun. The Redeye has beendeveloped istical support is still dependent on wheeled
to provide an active air defense capability vehicles. Even our tracked cross-country
to the Infantryman, however, this weapon is mobility is not all that it should be. The
still undergoing tests and may not be on the armored personnel carriers and tracked
hands of combat units for sometime, reconnaissance vehicles have been armored

There is one other type weapon available at the expense of reduced maneuverabilityand

for Infantry support which deserves nmention. increased gasoline consumption. Protection

Thos is the armed helicopter which we find should be considered only after the required

organic to the ROAD division. This weapon mobility l.as been achieved.

system includes the use of either machine- In summary, we are far from satisfied

guns, rockets, or antitank guided missiles with curent or proposed ground vehicles.

mo_-ted on utility helicopters. It is antici- Their complexity and gasoline consumption

paled that the airborne weapon system willbe places a heavy maintenance and supply bur-

particularly effective against tanks. APC's, den on our combat forces, while their use is

personnel, bunkers, and other similar t. - restricted in far too many potential battle

gets. However, it should be remembered areas. What we need is a simple, durable,

these aerial weapons platforms are not a lightweight economical vehicle-tracked,

substitute ior and do not duplicate the close wheeled or zero ground pressure-which can

support aircraft required from other sources. move the Infantryman and his equipment to

In summary, the Infantryman has good the final objective in any part of the world -

small arms, an excellent close on antitank truly multicapable.

weapon and indirect fire weapons in the in- In the field rO air mobility we are some-

ventory or under development which meet what better off We are generally satisfied
present and future requirements. An ef- with the typ.. of helicopters programmed to

fective large caliber machinegun, organic air be availabl o n the Infantry dvisinn" however,

defense weapons plus medium and long range in numbees. there is room for improvement.

antitank weapons are not now available. Our Lookin¶, to the future we hope to see an in-
weapons development program needs em- creas, on the lift capability particularly
phasis in these areas, and for the Infantry- with'i the Infantry division to improve its

man, we feel thatthehumanfactorsengineer- potlntial for airmobole operations. In ad-

ing aspects play a key role. diAton, we see a long range requirement for

Let us now consider the Infantryman's , icreased airborne fire support. In the
ability to move; first, by foot. Withall of his overall picture we expect Army aviation to

equipment our soldier is loaded with over play an increasingly important role in future

90 pounds of clothing and equipment. He is operations.
not very mobile. Unfortunately all of hi, A thoughtful look at our Infantry corm-

gear .- essential in some phase of his comvat municatlons equipment leads to some un-

operation and it or its equivalent must be comfortable but inescapable conclusions We

available to the Infantrymarn This is one are able to communicate with a man in orbit

area - lightening the load anx still providing around the world; yet we have not equipped

the needed items - where a real break- our leaders in rifle companies with the much

through on equipment and support techniques less sophisticated radios they require to ex-
is needed. We are hoping you can assist us ercose effective control of their men. The

here. rifle company commander, who must be

When we speak of lightening the Ir.aantry- ready to direct his unit in dismounted op-

man's load, this inevitably brings as to the eratlons, no matter what the terrain, lacks a

subject of ground vehicles. Certainlyoneway radio that can meet his needs with respeetto

of lightening the doughboy's load, as well as range, reliability and size. Although the new
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family of radios, now in a drawn-out dis- of battle and that their application requires
tribution phase, doubles the range and re- -he other four-control, information, support
duces the bulk in Infantry vehicular radio and training. They are the basic ingredients
sets, this family constitutes no significant which must determine cur operational con-
improvement in range or weight in the man cepts. When their relationship changes so
porable models necessary for Infantrycom- should our concepts which we express in
pany operations. Perhaps single sideband organization and doctrine. A material in-
equipment more contemporary to that widely crease in the effectiveness of anyone ofthem
employed by business and "ham" operators will not alter our concept when it is con-
will answer theArmy'sneeds. Butatpresent, sidered by itself. On the other hand, such a
one cannot avoid the conclusion that current change should cause us to examine our cur-
Infantry communications equipment, as well rent doc,rine and organization with a view
as some of that now scheduled for proauction to developing new concepts which would then
falls significantly short of the state of the be reflected in modified organization and
art. doctrine. Or sn other words, have we re-

Turning to the electronics field, in any lated the use of these basic elements to each
Infantry surveillance device we require ac- other in such a way as to best accomplish
curacy, durability, light weight, an IFF our objective

9

capability, simplicity of operation, and maxn- Obviously, they should be in balance with
mum possible immunity to ECM and weather each other, and no gaps should exist in any
extremes. In addition, our systems should one of them. When they are out of balance
overcome the limitations of line-of-sight and gaps do occur, our materiel develop.
surve.llance and the power sources for mint program should then be directed to-
surveillance equipment should be standard- wards filling such gaps, and to bringing them
iced and simplified. The short range radar back into balance. However, such program-
currently organic to the rifle company is ming should be done in conjunction with our
rated as having the ability to detect a walk- examination of doctrine and organization; or
ing man up to a range of 1500 meters and else we will never develop really new con-
moveng vehicles up to a range 6000 meters. cepts. With these points in view, we con-
However, this equipment is heavy, complex tintally study the six so-called ingredients.
andi quite fragile. Additional limitations are Today the obvious conclusion is that fire-
that it produces excessive orerator fatigue power is greatly out-of-balance with control,
and provides tine-of-sight coverage only. mobility, and our means of acquiring enemy
The medium range radar organic to the information.
battalion can detect to a range of4400 meters At the present time, we are not able to
and moving vehicles ua to a range of 18200 control all of our available conventionalfire-
meters. However, it also is heavy, com- power, much less the nuclear. We also lack
plex and fragile. In summary, we have the tactical mobilitytoexploiltAs eifects, and.
made lust enough progress in the develop- in the case of Infantry firepower, adequate
ment and employment of Infantry surveil- means to move it. And everyone will agree
lance equipment to whet our appetite with that our surveillance and intelligence system
regard to its potential, is far from being able to provide us with

To review our position, we are generally adequate target acquititior. vet, even with
enthusiastic about the multicapabilsty en- the devastating firepower represented by
visaged under the ROAD organizational con- today's warheads and improved munitions,
cept. However, we believe that, not only are we still find one critical gap in the antitank
we faced with certain deficiencies in our weapons field.
weapons and other hardware which must be In the ROAD division orgamnzation great
overcome, but that certain problems still strides have been made in capabilities in the
remain to be solved with regard to our or- field of administrative, logistics and combat
ganizational structurej, support but little has been done to make it

From our discussion to this point I am responsive to the user. This is because the
sure it is apparent to you that we accomplish user has too little means to ask for it; while
our missions by fire and movement; and for too often the provider has no rapid way to
this to be efficient and effective it must be deliver it. So again, the need to beef up
controlled, and directed touard; decisive mobility and controltobringthemintobalance
points, which requires enemy information. with support capability, particularly ad-
Also,any unit. from squad to field army, re- ministrative, becomes apparent.
quires enemy information. Also any unit, Finally -ith respect to training we feel
from squad to field army, requires adminis- that our methods are sound but that we must
trative support to accomplish this objective continually Icok for ways to get maximum
and certainly Infantry units require a lot of participation Jin realistic training oriented
combat support. Finally, all of these fune- towards the battlefield rather than our gar-
tlions require trained individuals and units. rnoon posts.
Therefore, we operate on the premise that Therefore, we conclud, that our major
fire and movement are the basic elements problems (where we believe Human factors
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engineers may be able to help us) are to means, air defense weapons, mobixty, com-

increase our means of mobility, to make municatlons and elect.onsc equipment. We

niore effective our control-which in hard- have also looked at the doctrinal ind or-

ware is rtpresented by communications, to ganizational •re•s where problems exist

seek better ways to get information about the which when solved will maximize the capa-

enemy, to close the gap in antitank weapons. bitities of the ROAD divisions.

to make combat and administrative support However, I most emphatically do not

more ýesponsxve, and, finally, to improve wish to undermine your confidence in the

traicing We are working hard to find the current combat capability oftheInfantryman.

answers and, tonight, General Harrell will He is ready, willing and able to move quickly

describe for you some proposed solutions to any part of the world to fight any type of

Over the past hour we have taken a close war at any time. He can be counted on to do

look at the Infantryman his organization, his job a" a part of the combined arms team

weapons, equipment and doctrine. We have of your Army living up to his proud tradition

ported to his needs for improved antitank as a prime defender of this nation.
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E. BANQUET ADDRESS by Major General Ben Harrell, CommandingGeneral, The U. S. Army
Infantry School, Fort Benning, Georgia

Dr. Baker, General Daley, distinguished cent effective, then their sum, our total
members of the Eighth Annual Human Fac- power, would also be one hundred percent
tors Engineering Conference. When General effective. Certainly, we don't want some
Beach asked me to appear before youtonight, elements to have a greater effectiveness
I ecognized at once that your theme for the than required while others fall short. This
Conference-the Infantryman-and this is a problem for our masters in Washington.
group's dedication toward improving his ef- But I do believe that we must lave -thing
fectiveness, created an opportunity to be undone to makeourpart, thefrontline soldier,
heard that the Commandant of The Infantry as effective as possible.
School could scarcely pass up. With this in The experiences of World War 11 and
mind. I set about preparing my remarks Korea leave no doubt that our combat units

I am delighted to have the opportunity to were not nearly as effective as they should
discuss some of our Infantry problems with have been, particularly when'we considerthe
such a highly qualified audience. We at Fort high caliber of men and equipment found in
Benning have a great deal in common with them. As ind.cated--according to many ex-
this group. You are concerned with the ap- perts-their combat effectiveness in World
plication of scientific principles concerning War II and in the Korean War probably did
human physical and psychological character- not exceed twenty percent of their fullpoten-
istics to the design of equipment. You tial. The figure of twenty percent itself is
strive to increase speed and precision of not important-what is important is that our
operations, to provide maximum maintenance combat units have never been as effective
efficiency, to reduce fatigue, and to simplify as they can and should be. Also. I am certain
1equirements. Success in this area makes a that the effectiveness of our combat units
great contribution to thq combat effective- was considerably less than that of the other
ness of the individual soldier. Our mission elerents behind them, both the administra-
as professional soldiers of the combat arms tlive and combat support units of the army,
-a an extension of your task. We must shape as well as the other elements of national

the soldier and his weapons and equipment power shown on my chart. I am sure we will
into combat units which willwinonthe battle- all agree that when these maneuver elements
field. In the final analysis, we are both are in a position on the ground to control it
vitally interested in the performance of the and its people, we have realized the full
individual soldier, results of our national power. Therefore, it

I realize, of course, that the combat ef- seems ridiculous to spend billions of dollars
fectiveness of our Army is reflected in the in our factories and in the iaintenance of
sum tctal of our country's resources for our defense forces in order to support a
national security and sn the way these re- twyenty percent effective combat force.
sources are distribated and brought to bear In my opinion, the overriding reason we
on the task at hand. Schematically-we might failed to realize our full combat potential
indicate our military power this way. Ob- was not due to the quality of our manpower,
viously, our potential depends on our ability nor the lack of equipment, nor even the type
to produce inore than that required to sustain of equipment but rather was due to our
our people. And, then, after reaching this failure to control men and equipment
production goal, there must be some per- properly.
sonnel left to man our Armed Forces. We
would hope that our productson base and our Tonight, I should like to discuss control
Armed Forces would be in balance as to for a few minutes and suggest some aspects
their capabilities and size. I don't neces- of it which merit further study and investi-
sarily mean that the entire effort of the Navy gation by interested and qualified people
and the Air Force is in a supporting role, such as yourselves. At the combat unit
but no one would deny that the Army does level-that is at the battalion and lower-
require their support. Finally, Ihave divided effective control means to me that each
tir Army into the basic maneuver elements individual is pulling his fair load. Thi -re-
which are charged with seizing, holding, and suits in our being able to place our fire-
controlling a piece of ground, and the ele- power where we want it, when we want it, and
ments, both combat and administrative, which to move quickly and decisively to exploit its
support them. Ihave not intentionallyomitted effects. Effective control--especially control
our respected friends, the Marines. They of combat units on the battlefield-is not
fall in the same category as does the Army. something which occursautomatically simply

I should like to think that all of these because we have good equipment and good
elements are in perfect balance-that "ve men. It is, rather, the product of superior
have distributed our resources in such away leadership, workable communications, sound
that when each element is one hundred per- organization, and effective training.
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All of these elements ale highly im to this audience that a poorly trained unit

portant, but tonight I shall confine my re- performs ineffectie-ly in conbat, and that

marks to the last two-namely, organization this adds immeasurably to the already dJf,-

ard training. By so doing. I don't deny for cult problem of control. Our greatest weak-

one minute that new and better equipment nesses in training do not lie in our training

won't help tremendously in the matter of methods, in our training facilities, or in our

control. Exactly the opposite is true. This training equipment. These are generallyac-

mort ing. Colonel Short discussed equipment ceptable, although improvements can and

w-th you in some detail. He pointed out should be made wherever possible And

areas of strength and wealknesses, and he there is no shortage of good officers and

cited the great progress wc are making in good noncommissioned officers who know

mobility, especially air mobility. Increased their otuif and who are capable of conducting

mobility alone maoes for much better con- effective training. Our greatest weakness

trol; for example, it improves our recon- lies in team training.

naissance and surveillance capability, which Can we really have an effective system

in turn makes it easier to direct our efforts that can be efficiently operated with highly

with mare precision and intelligence. More- trained individuals who lave never operated

over. greater air mobility will permit us to as a team. The answer is yes, in some

develop new operational concepts which will areas. This is possible, for example, where

no lon er require the combat soldier to do the weapon 2s the airplane or the missile,

a or carry anything on hi back which in which the system itself is largely comn-

can be done or carried for him by support posed of mechanical elements requiring

units to his rear. We are also getting some skilled technicians. Here the problem is

fine new communication equipment. The one of marrying the individual up with the

new family of lightweight radios will help equipment. But I oon't think you can ever

control immensely. In all of our weapons transfer this type of training to ihe rifle

and equipment, we are striving, with your squad, platoon and company. The individuals

help, to get material specifically designed themselves are- the actual instruments of

to meet the requirement of the soldier rather power- soldiers seize objectives, defend

tl.ý-. trying to adopt our thinking and our critical terrain, and work together to provide

men to match the equipment, their own fire and maneuver. They must be

I don't have tme tonight to tail about trained to fight together as a team This, of

leadership and its great impact on control, course, is our primary responsibility.

Suffice it to say that we are doing our best However, it would be interesting to have

to make improvements in this area. I am your evaluation of how much more effective

happy to say that, in my opinion, our army an Infantry Squad tlhat has really trained as a

has never had better leaders. This is par- team would be over a squad t*.:t has jus
t

ticularly true in our junior officer ranks and been thrown togethes. Further, it would be

in our noncommissioned officer corps. interesting to know how much team training

Therefore, recognizing these things, what you feel is actually required for our combat

steps should we take about our organization units to achieve a really acceptable level of

to improve control? For one thing, we combat effectivenes i, and once this level is

should look for oetter ways of transmitting reached, how much training you feel must be

instructions and information to the soldier, done to maintain it. You should recognize,

As a corollary to this, we mus
t 

search for too, that our team losses are high in combat,

easier ways to supervise him. What I .- n and such a study should include whether or

saying, in reality, is that we should study mt replacements should be assigned to and

span of control and unty of tommand-the trained with the squad or team. In the Army

two organizational principles involved here- we call such replacements, fillers.

to see if they can't be improved. I don't think we would be far off by com-

Secondly, we can certainly reduce the

number of tasks assigned to the combat unit paring our combat unit to a football team.

and the combat soldier. Today, he so ec- Certainly our squads should have the same

peeled en be a jack of all trades when he ob- opportunity to develop as a team as the

Green Bay Packers do. I'm sure that Vince
vsos'sly should be a mante, of only one. We Lombardi wouldn't dream of taking a bunch

should concentrate on homogeneous assign- f players who ha

ment and training. Our new and impreld eor pand y pt he never seen one another

equipment-if it is designec properly and if before and put them together on Sunday

we use it intelligently-ican help in this afternoon for the first tose no matter how
respect. And, as I noted earlier-relieving proficient they might be as sndividoal run-
the comabat soldier and lbs combat unit o h ners, blockers, or tacklers. Also, I can't

adminstrative and support chores, willplace seeLombardi putting n a man who has

m is where emphasis oelongs--fghting never practiced with the team to replace

emphas someone "ho bas been hurt.

in combat and training in peace.
Finally, allow me to talk for a few My pr.nt here is to emphasize the im-

minutes about training. I don't have toprove portarce of team trainiig in any endeavor
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where tae key ingredient is man. This ap- ing of human factors engineering, but I can-

plies to tntantry Squads and platoons with not help but think that this highly qualified

the same vigor that it applies to football group could find ways to help solve these

teams. We of the Infantry are keenly aware problems. I can assusie you that we here in

of this requirement, but I should point out the Infantry School and those in General

that it requires resources and effort, and Daley's Combat Developments Agency here

should be considered when the overall dis- wlll welcome all the help we can get. To-

tri•ution of national resources is made. morrow you will see a number of demon-
strations conducted by personnel of The

In summary, I am proposing that we Infantry School. In a very real sense, what

give our organization and training some very you will see is the final extension of this

careful thought and study-that ýe conduct country's powe' -the ground combat soldier

research into these areas to determine in action. Gr nd combat is eseentially a

whether they require more effort and re- struggle bet -- n human beings-not ma-

sources We must make our end product- chines-and i nis environment, the Infantry

the ground combat unit-at least as effective always rules supreme. Anything thatyoucan

as toe tremendous and costly effort behind do to help the Infantry Soldier nhis difficult,

it. I know that the research and study I have lonely, dirty, and dangerous job will be

suggested may not fit neatly under the head- appreciated.
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A. EVALUATING PROFICIENC1 THE USE AND THE MAINTENANCE OF INFANTRY
WEAPONS by Thorias F. NicholsandJcsephS. Ward, U. S. Army infantry Human Research
Unit, Fort Henning, Georgia

INTRODUCTION essential to successful human engineering
design for the Infantryman.

'he systems approach, including systems Traditional human factors e-Igieering
Az.alysis and system engineering, is widely strives to permit human beings to perform
used as a usofut mo2dus oeadiithe devel- their functions most easily and reliably within

opment of sltosto uman engineering the performanice context of the particular sys-
problems. For optimal design, a complete tem under study. The uttimate criterion per-
descriptive model of the system is essential. formance content for systems involving In-
Such a model relates inputs. outputs. and sys- fantiymen is that of actual gro...t. combat.
tem slates in time Design for the :nfan- Somehow or other, the ecology of Infantry
tryman, therefore, requires a special hnowl. combat must be kept in mind during the de-
edgt and understanding of the miss -s and sign of weapons and equipment for the tn-

the tashs assigned to Infantryme . during fantryman and must be represented with all
combat operations, possible fidelity during lbs evaluation of

Since military systems are designed to items designed for use by Infantrymen.
accomplish the nature of the mis- Task RIFLEMAN faced the problems
.ion determines the nature of the system involved in the simulation of ground combat
The Infantryman's basic combae inissior. is coiiditions in the course of a recent asses.
to tahe and to hold ground. This requires ment of the combat proficiency of gradu-
him to close with the enemy by n'eans of fire ales of the 16-weeb training program for
and maneuver in order co de- ,' f r capture the Light Weapons Infantryman. A realistic
him or to repel his assault .y- fire, close series of job samples was incorporated in a
combat and counterattack. The nat,-e of tactical exercise whichprovidedfor the scor-
ground combat is essentially thot of a delel ing and the rating of individuals in terms of
bra,-een active, alert, and skilled opponents, standards of performance based upon the
Success demands continuously changing pat. actual situations and conditions which pre-
teens of adjustment and readjustment from vailed during the evaluation. This work.
individuals and from units. Infantry com- hopefully, may serve as a useful model for
bat is thus primarily a man fuction rather consideration by human engineers concerned
than a machine function. Consequently, most with the evaluation of items designed for the
systems which include infantrynen as humas Infantryman.
components are man-ascendant rather than First, I $hall describe the development of
machine- ascendant systems. What are the the combat job description and give you some
implications for human engineering design idea of the scope of its content. Then I shall

for the Infantryman? Since man is the describe indetailthe evaluation exercise used
heart of such systems, it is vitally important to assess proficiency on selected critical
to ensure that the weapons and the equipment combat performances.
designed for use by Infantrymen enhance
rather than hamper the application of human, INFANTRYMAN COMBAT
skills and hnoarledges to the successful ac- PERFORMANCES
complishment of ground combat missions.

Adequate description of a system must Back in 0958 Task RIFLEMAN set out
include those operations which are criticalto to developra job description of the combat
ihe desired outputs of the system. For the performance requirements to be met by the
Infantryman, it is necessary to knnw the Light Weapons Infantryman should he engage
specific performances required of him inthe in combat in 1962. This description oftmini-
successful accomplishment of assigned mis- mum requirements was a necessary prelude
sions. Task RIFLEMAN, a research effort an ths design of proficiency tests and 0
conducted at the U. S. Army Infantry Human development of more effective training.
Research Unit here at Fort Beoning, has Such a job description had to be devel-
developed and publisied a detailed job de- oped by experts whose knowledgi, informa -
scription in terms of the critical combat lion, and body of experience constituted an
skills, knowledges, and performances re- assurance that they would be ablge to provide
quired of the Light Weapons Infantryman us with a meaningful one. We could use a
(LWIi as a minimum but adequate prepara- single mail itary expert for this if we could be
tion fa ground comrbat. Although prepared assured that our choice was correct. To do
primacily for use in the development of this we would need to know () his degree of
training, this comprehensive set of perform- reliablity which is the relative freqaerty of"hce which define the behavior required of cases in which, when confronted with a
the Light Weapon: Infantryman in combat is number of alternative hypotheses, the expert
a prime source of descriptive information ascribed a greater personal probability to
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the eventually correct alternative than to the EVALUATION OF COMBAT
others, and (2) his degree of accuracy which PERFORMANCES
is the correlation between his personalprob.
abilities and his correctness in the class of In order to focus research efforts on
those hypotheses to which he ascribed this those performances whichwere most directly
pzobability. Since all the relevant background related to combat and which were also most

data necessary for determining the choice of in need of improvement, two selective cr-
a sin•le expert was not available, the decision teria were applied to the i02 perfirmances
ses o nde to utilize a number of experts with specified in the job description. First, 13
eaco functioning as a cho-ck on the other. RIFLEMAN staff members, who were com-
These experts acted as a single group, pool- bat veterans and who had participated in the
ing their knowledge of a subject through a development of the requirements for entry
series of conferences and discussions, elim- into combat, chose the 60 performances the
mating discrepancies in open debate, and thought to be more directly relatedtocombat
attempting to find solutions satisfactory to missions than the others. They then applied
all. the same criterion to rank order these 60

Zaci of the experts was an experienced performances.

military man who had taken part in aggres- Next, 50 members of a Strategic Army

sive actions against the enemy in World Corps (STRAC) division. all combatveterans

War II or the Korean Conflict and who was familiar with the abilities of AIT graduates,

familiar with the training products of Basic arranged the 60 performances in order of

Combat (BCT) andAdvanced Individual Train- need for improvement.

ing (AIT). The members of this grour The 13 performances which ratedhighest
stadied and recorded their analysis of the on both combat relatedness and need for

combat duties of the LWI in a series of Improvement were selected as the core ele-
papers. This analysis was based on a con- ments of a combat proficiency test.

ceptualization of the 1962 battlefield, the The next step was to devise anevaluation
tactical utilization of the different weapons exercise whichwouldincorporatetheselected
the LWI would operate, a study of current combat skills performances in a series of
eC:Aions and drafts of relevant fseldmanuals, combat-like sitiations and provide objective
training manuals, Army Subject Schedules. measurements, ratings, and observations.
Army Training Programs, and relevant com- This evaluation exercise was designed to
bat experiences. Groups of experts worked simulate the first day of combat which might
on different aspects of the combat job, form- be experienced by an sndividual replacement
ulating skills, knowledges, andperformances at the end of 16 weeks of training. The
for that ,ob, and preparingpapers whichwere vehicle for providing individual performance
reviewed by other members of the group. measures was a combat squad consisting of

Differences were reconciledthrough solicited four trained actor squad members and an
comments from other experts. Final papers actor squad leader. Four AIT graduates
produced on a given job were subjected to completed the squad; two were assigned as
"murder boards' inwhichallmembersofthe riflemen and two as automatic riflemen.
group made suggestions for changes. These Subjects (1) were received, oriented, and

papers were thenrevisedto reflect consensus assigned at division, battle group, company.
of the group and the other experts and sub- and platoon levels of command, (2) were

mitted to the U. S. Army Infantry School taken on a 10-mile road march inbattle gear,
(USAIS) for review and comment. Repre- (3) ate field rations, and (4) conducted night
sentatives of USAIS and Task.RIFLEMAN security guard duty. Thefiveactormembers
reconciled their differences and the final of the squad functioned as experienced squad
statement of the skills, knowledges. and per- members who, according to plan., moved the
formances was produced. Theendresultwas subjects through the exercise, issued and

a set of sh1ils, knowledges, and performances relayed orders, fired weapons, provided
which comprised a detailed jobdescriptionof realistic combat cues by their actions, and
the minimum requirements necessaryforthe assisted in safety control during live-firing
LWI to perform effectively in combat. situations.

Published in January 1961 by the U. S. Live-firing portions of the evaluation
Army Infantry Human Research Unit. Fort were scored individually in terms of hits.
Beiming, Georgia. as Research Memorandum targets presented, targets fired at, and
Number 23, this job description is offered rounds expended. Eachmanwasratedinvar-
as a source of detailed information on what ious situations on such tactical considerations
the nlnantryman does in combat. Although as use of cover and concealment, choice of
direct-d specifically at 1962. the 41 subjects firing position, skill in maintaining formation.
and tMe 102 performances described are and ability to receive and act uponverbaland
considered to have continuing validity con- signaled orders. Every man was followed

tingent upon the development and the issuance closely by a military observer who noted
of new weapons. individual errors of omissionand commission
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which detracted from theman's effect.veness sectors of fire and was backed by a scoring
as a member of the squad, panel. The squad leader, in a separate fire

In order to convey an idea of the nature order, designated the limits of this linear
and scope of the situations used, I shall target prior to its pre3entation and gave the
briefly sketch the scenario of the exercise, command to fire as the display began. This

During the night, a simulated attack by situation provided data on rate, distribution,
enemy infiltrators provided a situation in and effectiveness of fire on suspected eneniy
wl:ch data on the proper choice of weapon locations with rifle and automatic rifle, and
aria on the use of hand grenades were on understanding and compliance with the
gathered, verbal fire order.

The next morning, the squad leader gave In addition, during this general defenite
the attack order, issued weapons and live action, enemy personnel approaching by
ammunition, and moved the squad out toward rushes and bounds were representedbymo:-
the enemy. Sudden simulated machinegun ing personael.type targets which appeared at
fire from an enemy outpost, accompanied by far, midrange, and near distances. The
a display of movable targets interrupted the defense phase terminated with the presenta-
forward movement and introduced a situation tion of a moving personael-type target which
in which the subjects' inmmediate reaction to arose from a concealed positionand advanced
surprise fire was recorded. During subse. for 5 seconds and then felltoaprone position
quent maneuvers in response to leaders' 15 meters from the foxhole. These situations
orders, use of cover and concealment and provided additional data on proficiency in
choice of firing positions were rated by firing at moving targets.
trained scorers and experienced military The silhouette target displays presented
observers. Data on effectiveness offirewith during the course of the simulated enemy
rifle, automatic rifle, and hand grenades counterattack provided a series of situations
were also obtained, in which data were obtained on proficiency

Once the enemyoutpostwas "overcome," in engaging stationary single and multiply
forward movement was continued. As the personnel-type targets, including "surprise"
squad crossed the assault position, moving targ-ts, under various conditions of distance
eremy personnel targets appeared and ran and exposure time.
ioward the forward edge of the enemy battle At the end of the defense phase, the
area (FEBA). Data on effectiveness infiring squad leader ordered the squad to move to
at moving targets with rifle and automatic positions from which approaching enemy
rifle were obtained in this situation. tanks could be engaged. A target tank

The squad moved forward in a squad tine traveling laterally backandforth represented
toward the enemy FEBA, represented by a the Approaching tanks. The riflemenengaged
display of silhouette targets and fleeting- the tank with inert antitank rifle grenades.
glimpse indicators backed by scoringpanels. while the automatic riflemun used inert
A series of silhouette targets, representing 3.5-inch rockets. Data on proficiency i n en-
an unexpected enemy defense in depth, ap- gaging movingtankswiththerespectiveweap-
peared after the squad completed the assault ons were collected in this situation.
of the enemy forward lines. The assault The moving tank situation concluded the
ended when the squad reached a hilltop, exercise. Immediately afterward, each sub-
Data on effectiveness of various aspects of ject was interviewed regarding his pre-
assault fire, fire distribution, and engage- evaluation experiences, his reactions during
ment of surprise targets with rifle and auto- the exercise, and his opinions regarding
matic rifle were gathered, certain aspects of training. Also, the ability

At the conclusion of the assault, the squad of each subject to disassemble, clean, and
occupied 4 two-man foxholesontheobjective. assemble both the MI Rifle and the Browning
Each subject was paired with an "experi- Automatic Rifle was evaluated and scored
enced" squad member who pointed out the through use of a checklist.
liits of the subject's secor of responsi- Because the exercise was designed and
bility. The expected counterattackbegan with conducted primarily to gather data of signif.
simulated inachinegun fire and a display of icance for the development of improved
silhouette targets. A programmedpresenta- training. the specific resrlIts of the evalua-
tlin of single and multipledisplaysofkillable tion are not relevant to this discussion.
silho•e.tte targets at progressively decreas- However. with anappropriate change offocua,
ing ranges and for varying durations repre- data of direct relevance todesignand evalua-
sented the progress of the enemy toward the tion of items for the Infantryman could heve
squad. Some displays required shifts of fire been collected. For example, observations
from more distant to closer, more dangerous made during the administration of the exer-
targets, cise to 51 men who had completed 16 weeks

Duiring this action. an enemy assault of individual training suggest that the pro-
formation preparing to assault the squad's vision of more adequate facilities for carry-
position was represented byaline of fleeting- ing hand grenades while crawling over rough
glimpse indicators which extended across all ground would result in less loss of grenades
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en route to a suitable throwing position like conditions may be observed and eval-

Ammunition magazines were observed to uz.ed.

have a distinct tendency to stick in ammuni-

tion pouches. with a resultant loss in volume SUMMARY
of fire-often at critical moments. BAR

firers were relatively ineffective onmultiple Two products of infantry training re;

targets ard on near targets when firing from search have been described and offered as

foxholc a and using the bipod. A rather awk- potentially useful in the human factors en-

ward body movement seemed to be necee- gineering of weapons and equipment for the

sary in order to engage suchtargets. F -ther Infantryman. Research Memorandum No.
investigation might revea) factorswhich could 23 provides a complete description of 10Z

be corrected by an improved design. combat performances required of men en-

A complete description of the exercise gaged in ground combat. The soon. - be

will soon be available in aforthcoming Tech- published Technical Report providesaniilus-

mcal Report. This document will provide an trative example of how the combat perform-

illustration of how the combat performance ances can be incorporated in a series of

described in Research Memorandum No. 23 tactical actlons during which proficiency can
may be evaluated under combat-like condi- be evaluated under simulated combat opera-

tlions. The scope of such evaluations may be tional conditions.
tailored to fit the particular human en-

gineering problems of concern. In this way. Consideration of these two items by all

the use of Infantry items by individuals per- those concerned with hurmzn factors Cngs-

forming in tactical situations under combat- neering for the Infantryman is invited.
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B. INDIVIDUAL CBR PROTECTIVE CLOTHING UNDER SIMULATED COMBAT CONDI-
TIONS by Edmund G. Cummings, U. S. Army Chemical R-search and Development
Laboratories, Army Chemical Center, Maryland

L Introduction forming heavy exercise. The principal criti-
cism by the investigator of these long.

The primary objective of this experiment wearing trials is the frequent interruption
was to determine whether the M17 mask. for ingestion of food and water. The tolera-
L33 hood. and protective clothing could be tlion point for unbroken wear ofthe protective
worn and tolerated in the physiological and ensemble in a CBR-contaminated are% is not
psychological sense for a continuous 24-hour known.
period and for an additional 48 hours with
interruptions only for food, water and IL Materials and Methods
egestion. A. Subjects

The second objective was to investigate wenty-three men from the Directo-
problems that the soldier would encounter in rate of Medical Research Volunteer Program
sustaining himself while wearing the protec- were selected to participate ina fi-hourfeld
tive ensemble for extended periods of time. test. The men in this group were untrained

The third objective was to investigate for fieldoperationsandmostofthemnormally
the usefulness of several experimental items, worked at a desk. Only three of the subjects
to develop concepts for future experimental were accustomed to outside work at a fairly
items, and concepts for tactical operations high rate of exercise. Most of the men were
while men are operating in a toxic atmos- tobacco smokers and three of the group had
phere. head colds. Indscations were that the per-

No attempt was made to estimate casual- formance of these men would not be as pro-
ties that might result from leakage or faulty ficient as mightbe expectedmahighlytramed
material, and organized combat group.

During World War I, American forces
were equipped mainly with the British Small e Testogram
Elux Respirator (SBR) atn extremely uncom- The entire military activity was de-
fortable respiratory protective device to be veloped and supported by the U. S. Army

worn during mustard gas attacks. The Chemical Corps Board, ArmyChemicalCen-
physiological limit of toleration of the SBR ter, Maryland.
was from 6 to 8 hours at low-work rates. The test was conducted at a test

and heavy work forced removal of the SBR site at the U. S. Army Chemical Center,

even in the presence of gas. Toward the Maryland. This field was a cleared area,

end of the conflict, the response to the de- approximately 1/4 sq ml. which was to be

mands for a more comfortable mask resulted defended and held by a groap of 17 men

in the introduction of the American Tissot (including the Platoon Commander) known

Mask. as the defenders. The field wao bordered
Following World War I ýnd up to the on three sides by a thickly wooded area,

present tipe, continual effort has been di- which was to be infiltrated by aix men based
reeted toward producing a more comortbl approximately 1/4 mi away. These menowere
mask. Breathia g resistance has been tow- the aggressors. On the first afternoon, the
eaed. hreadharnresisesamdfed hasbeend c- defenders prepared their position by diggingered. head harnesses modified, and can- foxholes and sending out patrols. Intheeven-

ister position changed. With 4 newer mask
(presumably the Amesican M), wearing ing, the first attack by the aggressor forces

occurred. A fifty per cent alert was main-
trials by 6 out of 12 resting men lasted for tained throughout the night.
48 hours. On the second day, positions were

The American MI7 mask was developed ft ire and mri, aft ern
for increased (a) comfort. (b) protection, further improved, and morning, afte.noon

(c) durability, (d) vision, and (e) voicetrans- and evening attacks took place.

mission. Ease of breathing is shown by the The thira day consisted of a pro-

M1i's low-resistance capability, which en. longed attack in which smoke grenades were
atb•s men to exercise at exhausting rates, used. On the fourth morning, the aggressors

witn only a slight decrease in normal per- attacked and withdrew.

formances C. Elui ment
In the field trials, the American 'lt17 Ejitistsubject was equipped with

mask has been worn for 72 hours, with the M17 field protective mask, E33fieldpro-
intervals for food and water consumption. tective hood, steel combat helmet, CC-Z im-
The American M17 mask, hood, and im- pregnated two-piece field uniform and field
pregrated protective clothing have beenworn jacket, CC-2 impregnated long underwear.
under hot weather conditions forlongperiods CC-2 impregnated gloves and socks, and field
of time. but the insulation of the underwear boots. The MI rifle, canteen and cartridge
subjects men to a high-heat load while per. belt were also standard equipment.
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On the last day of the test armored supplied it with pressurized filtered air.
vests were worn by three subjects, alongwith This station, whichaccommodatesthree men,
disposable protective outer garments The had openings on one side through which the
purpose of this experiment was to determine head and hands couldbe placed. The subjects
whether the mask and hood were compatible sat on a bench outside the station with head
with the armored vest. and hands thrust into the ftitered atmosphere

Eleven of the masks were modified (Figure 3). The subjectsunnmasledinsidethe
with a special experimental drinking tube shelter and were given 15mtnutestoeattheir
leading to a canteen (Figure I).* The tube rations (Figure 4). Because of thehigher in-
was designed to enable ftento consume water ternal pressure of purified airwithinthefeed-
or liquid food, such as soup andmilk, without ing station, therewouldbenotoxic agent leak-
removing the mask and hood from the face. age into the structure. This feeding station
It consisted of two polyvinyl chloride plastic was used by all men at subsequent meals.
tubes, one inside the other. In the feeding station C rations were

At night, when the ambient tempera- supplied to the men and assault ra,ionswere
ture was cooler, the nen wore field jackets, supplied when they ate by the lifting of the
They slept in sleeping bags inandaroundfox- mask and hood method.
holes. F. Measurements

D. Wearing Conditions The resting pulse rates of the group
The test subjects were required to were taken routinely in the morning between

wear the protective clothing and mask en- 0700 and 0800 hours and in the evening be-
semble continuously for the first 24 hours. tween 1700 and 1800 hours. These were
They were instructed that if, for iny reason, radiai pulses and were obtainedafter the men
they were forced to unmask, or remove any had been siltting quietly for 5 minutes while
part of the protective clothing, even for the filling out the subjective questionnaire. The
briefest time, they were to consult the ob- questionnaire waspreparedbythePsychology
servers. The observers thenwouldtrytode- and Human Factors Engineering Branch,
termine the reasons for their desire to these Laboratories, and sampled attitudes
unmask, and, if no physiological difficulties toward the protective ensemble. The same
were noted, the observers would attempt to questionnaires were distributed in the morn-
persuade the subject to return to the test. ing and evening throughout the test period.

Since this was a volunteer-type test. When a subject decided he needed
any man wasfreetoremovehimselfwhenever medical or other attention or was about to
he felt that conditions became unbearable, withdraw from thetest, hispulseandrespira-
The men were informed before the test ofthe tory rates, as well as his oral temperature
importance of their cooperation. They were were recorded. Furthermore, he was asked
given instruction in wearing the mask and the reason for his wish towsthdrawandques.
clothing and had 2 hours ofpreparatory mask thoned about his previous activity, main dis-
wearing the day before the test began, but comfort, ease of breathing, andhisdssirefor
were untrained in so far as the individual tobacco, water, and food. He was also asked
protective equipment was concerned, if he would remove the mask if he were ex-

E. Feeding Methods posed to a toxic atmosphere. If the subject
Three methods of supplyingfood were could not be persuaded to return to the test.

attempted during the field experiment. For he was removed without being seen by the
the first 24 hours, the II men whose masks remaining volunteers. Somenonparticipating
were equipped with drinking tubes were sup- volunteers, however. wereutilizedtoassist in
plied with water and soups, the remainder of the feeding detail in the portable feeding
the men were without food or water. After the station.
initial 24-hour period, the 12 men without UIL Results
drinking tubes were allowed to consume their A. Meteorological Conditions and Sub-
first meal of assault rations by lifting the *ective Comfort
mask and hood for a brief instant, inserting this test period, the weather
food or water into the mouth and replacing the was temperate. Day temperatures rose from
mask and hood until they had swallowed and 54' to 74"F. while at night the temperaturz
were prepared for the next mouthful (Figure dropped to 53F. During the seventeenthand
2). -he men with drinkingtubes atethis meal eighteenth of October, the sunwasdirectw-th
in an experimental, protective field-feeding very littlecloudcover. Onthedayof the nine-
station.* The unit was litted with a small teenth, clouds hogan tomov.overthetest site
gasoline-powered, collective protector.which and it started to rain at 2300 hours.

B._Wea_ B. Time
*The eItssetsal &fdbnlq tube as mode enessly fot S jec participation inthe initial 24.

this test by the intoc Bracdh, Protective DrmIoP- hour interval of continuous maskwear is sum-
neit Dinsto, these Lbomrtenes. marized in Table I. Twenty-four men were

scheduled to participate as test subjects, but"Faslxmted by the Air Filtiso Bedi. Protectlve one refused to wear the equipment. Of the
Deslooust Mvisti,. tese L•hoststo.s. 23 remaining. 3 had their masks offbefore 24
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TABLE I TABLE 2

Subject Participation during Unmasked Time, 72 Hour Field Test
First 24-Hours of Continuous

Ensemble Wear October
17 18 19 20

total participants 23 1 SUBTOTAL-
Pre 24 hour drop-ots 33
Remaining 20 Hrs. 0 9 0 0

Mis. 40 53 53 3
Discounted for unreliability 3 Sec. 15 20 30 0

Remaining 1I Freq. 2/22 6/16 9/16 1/16

Involuntary mack removal (15 min)._1 I TOTAL
Total 24 hour participation 16 Hrs. 3 83 109 78

Min. 5 54f 3 3
Sec. 40 18 30 0

hours had passed Three were found sleeping Freq. 6/23 12/23 15/23 7/23
wilth their masks removed onthe third night of
the test, thereby discounted, although there *Excludes those relieved from participation
was no evidencc that these menliftedtheo aask
at any time during the first 24 hours of the came after approximately 36 to 44 hours of
test. One man, who engaged in a high levelof wear. At this time, beard growth, ingrown
activity, was removed briefly from the test, hairs, and acne caused discomfort.
because of his elevated resting pulse (135 The increase in unmasked time on
beats/min) and because he was found to have the morning of the eighteenth is attributed to

an oral temperature of 99.0? F. After sitting one man who was forced to drop out of the

for 15 minutes, his temperature and pulse test for 8 hours because of severe headache.
-eturned to normal, and he was reinstated in He returned, however, after hisheadachehad

the test situation. This left 16menwho wore disappeared.
the mask continuously for the first 24 hours. The characteristicsandobservations

The unmasking occurred at the first of subjects who withdrew from the test are
meal, which was served from 1300 to 1530 given in Table 3. One subject, mentioned
hours on the second day (18 October). Some above, returned to the test after 8hours when
of the subjects were fed using the portable his headache had disappeared. Two of the
field-feeding station method and the re- other four withdrawals complained of feeling
mainder ate by temporarily lifting the hood frightened or closed in duroo.g the night and

and mask. Among those utilizing toe feeding mentioned feelings of impending death. One
station, some of the subjects wore the mask subject. Ru, had no real complaint nor any

slightly morn and some wore it slightly less real reason for withdrawing from the test.
than 24 hours The capacity of the portable but he had observed others leaving earlier
station, which was built to accommodate only and probably wished to do the same. Subjec

three men at any one time. accounted for the Ju claimed to have a sore face but had

difference in wearing times among the sub- expressed an unwillingness to participate in

jects. the test when first interviewed as a test sub-

The amount of time spent by all ject. Pulse and breathing rates and oral
participants, during the 72-hour trial, is temperatures of the four men were all fairly
shown in Table 2. The Table does ot include normal, even though the pulse readings were

the time spent unmasked for eating. During slightly elevated after 1/4 mi of walking.
the 15-minute meaitime period taken in the Mask removal occurred in three of the four
protective shelter, facialskinabrasionswere cases during the night after the men bad

treated in the cases where this attention was slept briefly. Sleep would account for the low
required. The test subjects who ate by the oral temperatures measured on these men.
lifilng of the hood and mask method required C. Liquid Consumption
moar time to consume their meals, that is. There was concern among the ob-
20 to 30 minutes. servers about the ability of the men to regu-

The total unmasked time, shown on late body heat adequately when deprived of
Table 2. also includes the wearing times of the oportunity to ingest water because of
the personnel who dropped out of the test. restrictions on lifting the mask. Menwothout
The unmasked time for those who remained the drinking tube felt particularly thirsty

is given in the subtotal, which averages ap- after IS hours of continuous wear. When
proximately IS minutes per 24hoursfor each these subjects were allowed to eat and drink
of the 19 men. after the 24-hour period, they consumed on

The secondary period of complaints, the average slightly less than 1- 1/2 canteen
in the men's desire to remove their masks, cups of water (approx 800 ml.).
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TABLE 3

Characteristics ci Subjects Withdrawing from Test

Participation H.R. 0 T. Resp. R. Complaint
Subject Hours b/ami. *F b/-mi.

Re 7 68 97.9 18 felt suffocated
Fr 9 92 97.8 vascular headache
D: 9 92 98.3 12 frightened
Ru 25 96 - 1- 6 difficult breathing
Ju 17 s0 97.8 -- sore face

The men who were provided with a average man 173 cm (5 ft 8 in) tall and
drinking tube consumed approximately two weighing 67 kg (147 Ib) the skin area exposed
canteens (2 pt) of soup and stightly less than during defecation would be 25% of 1.77 sq m
I canteen of water during th- first 24 hours, or 4.420 sq cm.

D. Ph12-1o'ial State The most any man urinated during
In a fietd trial, the number of ex. one day was four times, giving a repeated

perimental differences increases so as to exposure of 118 cm of skin for a total of 4
make biological measurements highly vari. minutes and 10 seconds. No man defecated
able. The resting pulse rate was the most more than twice a day; the one man who de-
retiable index of physiological stress that fecated twice would have had an exposure of
was appticable to the test situation. The 4,420 sq cm of skin area to toxic aerosol or
pulse rates of the subjects are shown in vapor for 8 minutes.
table 4. There was much variation in the F. Complaints Concerning Protective
rates, because there was no control over Ensemble
previous activity. Those in the aggressor In general. the conditionsproducedby
group had consistently higher pulse rates the mask and clothing after prolonged wear
than the defenders, presumably because this were not of a serious nature. Theprotective
was the more active group. Two of the underwear has a tendency to irritate the skin
aggressors had resting pulse rates fre. of the crotch and armpits because of its
quently over 100 beats/min. roughness and because it has anacid reaction

when damp. Only one man had a crotch irri-
TABLE 4 tation that bothered him enough to cause him

to seek some form of treatment.
Resting Pulse Rates in Beats per IV. Discussion

Minute During 72 hour Test A. Criticism of Test Procedure

The main criticism of this field
17 Oct 18 Oct 19 Oct 20 Oct experiment was the lack ofconstantobserva-

M Ot P8 Ot 19 O 2 t0lion of each subject during the time of wear.
PM AM PM AM PM AM ing the ensemble. It may have been possible

that some of the men removed the mask,
Mean 81 82 89 83 85 76 lifted it away from the face, placed a finger
High 104 116 108 96 lO0 98 between the facepiece and face, or even
Low 56 60 68 68 68 52 removed the outlet valve in order to make
No. 23 20 19 19 19 19 breathing easier. An agent or irritant was

needed in the area in a concentration that
E. E st v. Activities would be a positive deterrent to mask re-

he ýrequencvs and time spent by moval in the absence of continuous observa-
men during thetest performing egestivef unic tion.
tions are shown in Table 5. On the basis of B. Factors Affecting Wearing of the
these times, the skin expo-ure of men, per- Protective Ensemble
forming these functions, canbecalculatedand The continuous 24.hour wearing of
from skin exposure and vapor concentration, the protective ensemble, indicates that it is
casualty estimations can be made. possible for most troops to remainprotected

During urination, the surface of the for this interval in combat situations. The
penis is exposed. Assuming ittobecylmdri- length of the protection interval depends
cal with averagedimensionsofl3.Oby8.6cm, largely upon the ambient temperature at
the surface area would be 118 sq em. which the men are operating. The ambient

During defecation, the skin area ex. temperature, during this test, did not rise
posed is irregular, but the regions generally above 74*F. As illustrated by the results of
involved would be the thigh, buttocks, and Project JACKPOT, an operational group
genitals. This area may be estimated to be would have to ingest water frequently, pos-
25%6 of the total skin surface area. On the sibly every 2 to 3 hours, when operating at
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TABLE 5

Skin Exposure during Urination and Defecation

Avr. S. A. Max. - Min.m Avr.
c-

2  
Exposure/day Exposure/day Exposure/day

min. sec. min. sec. .in. sec
U. 118 4 10 1 0 1 47
D. 4,420 8 0 4 0 4 24

high levels, at temperatureib 1 70F and high engaged in prolonged wear of the protective
relative humidities. This is necessary to ensemble if brief relief intervals were ob.
maintain high sweat rates for evaporative tamned in the field, possibly by means of the
cooling. Also, in hot climates, the work rate portable field-feeding station.
would have to be reduced when men wear the The reason the maskbecame intoler-
two-layered ensemble to prevent their ac- able after a period of wear was not primarily
cumulating a high heat load. the breathing difficulty caused by airway

Under cool and arctic conditions, the resistance. The resistance of the M17 mask
24-hour protection interval could be main- is low, although the addition of the tightly
tamed without difficulty, even without water pressurized hood does produce noticeable
ingestion, because heat stress would be min- expiratory resistance. The pressurized ex-
imized. Other problems, however, involved piratory resistance during wear has not
with cold protection, might become limiting, yet been measured.

In temperate and hot climates, the The major complaints, were those
availability of a drinking tube would decrease resulting from pressure and irritation onthe
the possible casualty expectation, because a head and face. Severe swelling of the scalp,
mask would not have to be removed from the from impeded lymph drainage, was probably
f•ca to permit water ingestion; however, the the cause of the reportedheadache from mask
drinking tube and availability of water didnot wear. Only one man suffered from a severe
prevent mask removal in this test, since headache, although the writ znquestionnaires
three of the four men who withdrew had indicated that over half the men developed a
drinking tubes, headache at some time during the test.

With suitable rel-ef intervals, the In this field test, three of the four
protective ensemble can be worn for at least men who voluntarily withdrew can be con-
3 days. After this period, the menwho com- sidered as poorly motivated, since they gave
pleted the test were suffering no severe no evidence of physiological strain at the
effects from the ensemble. Physiologically, time of withdrawal. Three of these subjects
they were sound and the nature of the facial who withdrewthefirstdayhadmasks equipped
irritations, although annoying to these sub- with drinking tubes, which indicated that the

cts, was not serious, alleviation of thirst had little effect on pro-
Psychologically, the volunteerswere longing mask tolerance.

willing to remain masked for another day, as From questioning the four men who
indicated by the queslvinnaires, and the ma- withdrew, it was apparent that they did not
jority felt they might remain masked indefi- wish to endure the discomforts of the test.
nitely if their lives were in danger. The It was also apparent that the effect of the
test does not include an assessment of the dark hours upon mask wear may be a real
effectiveness of the protection after 3 days. problem to anxious individuals. Two with-
Presumably, the mask filters would have drawals similarly described themselves as
required renewal at iixtervals if a toxic agent waking from sleep and becoming frightened
had been present. Also, the mask sealwould at finding themselves with their faces cov-
have been less effective after 3 daysbecause ered. The descriptive phrase, "feeling I
of beard growth. The addition of a pressur- was going to die," was used by two men.
ized hood would lessen peripheral leakage The interpretation of this statement might
and decrease hazards of long-term wearing, depend upon the subject's acting ability.

The group did appear to maintain Quite probably, the isolation of the person at
higher motivation and combat capability if night during sleep results in increased anx-
allowed to remove the mask after approxi- iety about the problems that may be of minor
mately 24 hours of continuous wear. It is concern during the daylight hours.
quite feasible that the mask could be worn There is indication that an adaptive
continuously for longer periods, however, process occurs during thefirstdayofprotec-
relief periods of approximately 15 minutes, live ensemble wear. Abasis forthishas been
as utilized in the test, were important in described by Soloviev, that a seriesofphysio-
alleviating the first peak of complaints. One logical adjustmentstothe nrreasedbreathing
might expect greater efficiency from troops resistance occur in the form of changes In
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breathing pattern and in card:ac output. In drinkinj tubes consumed adequate liquids
this field test, the resting pulse rate did not when masked. fhose without tubes restored
indicated adaptation in its pattern of change. their water during the first and second meals.
Pulse rates dropped on the last day, but this E Psholoical Aspects
n-ay have been attributed to the cessation of Besides physiologica- stress, there
otl tary t-neuvers, Adaption was indicated were indications that the anxious personmay
by (.t thc cessation of withdrawals from the have become emotionally stressed fromlong-
tent a, e- 4 hours. (2) the change in breath. term mask wearing, especially during dark

ing patterns .1s recorded on questionnaires hours. This concept is exceedingly difficult
from short, allow breaths to long, deep to prove, however, from the practical point
breaths, " -r increase in the number of men of view, this type of anxiety might be over-
who srei -I, alter the first night, and (4) a come by training the mentowear the mask so
,ecreas, is. lhc number of complaints after they can become familiar with its effects and

the first 24 hours, develop confidence in its use.
C. Effectiveness of Methods of Eating F. Protective Clothing

and Drxnkln rn-'thre tests, the-protective clothing
Drinking Tube proved its intended worth since there was no

The drinking tube utilized snthe field evidence of obvious cuts or tears during the

program was attached to the mask and can- 3-day period of continuous wear. Therewere
teen. The tube seemed to be best suited to skin exposures, but these were attributed to
drinking water. Soups and milk. when sucked the carelessness of the wearer. Observers
through the tube, had a tendency to spill into reported that some of the subjects had skin
the facepici, rmaking the maskuncomfortably exposed at the wrists and the back. where the
sticky. The drinking tube wouldbeavaluable shirt had been pulled out of the trousers
asset to troops wearing the hood and mask during exercise or daring sleep.
during hot weather, because it would lessen Because of the climatic conditions at
exposures resulting from lifting the hood and the time of year the test was run, where the
mask. nighttime temperatures ranged from 53.5* to

2. Lifting the Mask 67.7*F, the subjects were required to wear
Ingestion of food by the lifting of their field jackets in order te remain com-

the mask and hood method is practical in the fortable during the night.
field only when aerosols or vaporsareknown G. Armored Vest
to be at low concentrations. Eventhis method The armored vest might produce a
involves the risk of toxic exposure, high heat load when worn with the protective

3. Portable Field-Feeding Station ensemble in hot climates. In this test, after
The portable field-feeding station one hour's wear, the clothing of the men was

confers additional benefits by enablirg the sweat soaked under the vest.
men to (I) change filter pads, (2) smoke, The E33 hoodwaswornwithithelower
(3) obtain relief from mask wear. (4) obtain apron covered by the vest. This greatly
treatment for facial abrasions, and (5) shave, restricted head movement in all directions.
These units, or ones of similar utility. would Increased head movement was obtained when
extend the tlime men could efficiently operate then protective hood was worn with its lower
on the field. The feeding station was highly edge outside the vest.
praised by all subjects using itduringthe72- H. Suggestions for Further Work
hour wearing trial. Tests In assess the reLiability of the

D. Physiological Condition protective ensemble during prolonged wear
The resting pulse rates showthatthe would be important to determine casualty

men were not highly stressed. The type of estimates. This reportedtestdidnot indicate
stress expected from the equipment would how many men would be disabled because of
result from heat storage, attributed to the mask leakage, meal preparation, mask re-
layers of permeable clothing, and respiratory moval during sleep, or innumerable other
stress imposed bymaskr-sistance. Thenew factors. The introduction of an irritant, such
M1? mask imposes only , slight nespiratory as CS. into a similar test plan would give
resistance, but may imp-ce a relatively high valuable information about the protective
expiratory resistance when worn with the barrier.
pretssrized hood. The field test, however, Additional problems could be en-
did not show the men complaining of, or af- countered in c•.matic extremes. Project
fected by. expiratoryresislance. Heat stress, JACKPOT has provided information on hot-
under the ambient weather conditions at the weather problems, cold-weather problems
time of year the test xas conducted, was not have not as yet been investigated.
apparent nor was it expected. Also, thý Hazards ofuronatinganddefecatsngin
period of water deprivation for men without a toxic atmosphere are known, but practical
drinking tubes was not of a stressing condo- solutions to this problem are lacking.
tion, but it might have been a limiting factor L Military Sinnidicance of Data
on endurance at higher ambienttemperatures I. Since thecomplaints aboutthedis-
or higher exercise levels. The men with comfort of wearing the protective ensemble
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were heaviest during the first 8 hours The method, lsste4 above canbecon

and particularly during the first night, it can sid-red as those to be employed from rear

be assumed that a tolerance to wearing the areas to the actual line of contact. The last
ensemble \€as developed. On the subsequent method is the most hazardous, primarily
days, the men appeared to carry on their because of the possibililtes for food contami-
dut,es normally and in a much better psycho- taluon and for contamination of the inner side

logical condition. The conclusion, then, would cf the hood or the mask while lifting and

app-ear to be that training in the wearing of replacing them. The hazard from vapor
the protective ensemble is desirable It is would be increased in proportion to the total
expected that wearing the ensemble for long amount of time that the hood and mask were
periods of time during exercises or ma- off during eating. Also, the possibility for
neuvers will confer three main benefits upon leakage through the seal of the mask to the
the troops so trained These are. (altroops face would increase with the numberoftimes
would become familiarvwiththeequipmentand the hood and mask were lifted. Development
develop confidence in it, (b) they would develop of a one-bite package, opened readily in a
a tolerance forthediscomfortassociatedwith manner that would preclude contamination.
wearing the ensemble, and (c) they would learn could reduce this hazard significantly. Also,
to perform mission tasks more efficiently the use of this method would be restricted to
while wearing the protective ensemble, those troops who could not be relieved at

2. This test was conducted during a least once during a 24-hour period to eat in
mild season in a temperate zone. In hot, a pressurized station similar to the one
humid weather, the problem of heat would be tested. The lifting of the hood and mask
significant. In this instance, there would be method would be utilized directly to the rear
the problem of so pacing the task perform- of the forward edge of the battle area and
ance as to prevent heat exhaustion. Thss is within walking distance of it. Further to-
normally done even without the protective ward the rear, more sophisticated methods
ensemble. Activity injungle anddesert areas for eating in contamlnated areas sould be
presents limitations, which the human body devised. The units used for this purpos-e,
could not endure. including the most elementary types, could

3. The requirement for water as- also be used for a rest, shave, or examination
sumes a much higher priority than that for of the eyes for miosis.
food. This is particularly true as the tem- V. CONCLUSIONS
perature rises. The concept of supplying Sixteen of twenty-three subjects %ore the
water through the mask by the use of the M17 mask, E33 protective hood, and per-
drinking tube shows promise. The item meable, impregnated CBRfprotectiveclothing
would have to be engineered sufficiently to continuously for a 24-hour period, while en-

withstand hard field usage. The use of this gaged in a simulated combat situation. At
item for liquid food, such as milk and soup, mealtimes, after the first 24 hours, the men
tends to present a sanitary problem inside were allowed t1 remove the mask for inter-
the mask. For this type of use, the tube does vals while in a protective field-feeding sta-
not appear practical, tlion, and the wearing trial continued for a

4. As aresultofthistestandchamber total of 72 hours. Eleven masks were modi-
tests that havedealtwiththe-problemof eating fied with an experimental drinking tube,
within chemical contaminated areas, at this which led to a canteen. The test was con-

time the most promising methods appear ducted dursngt the month of October. The
below in descending order of capability: temperatures at the time of the field trial

a. An uncontaminated shelter into ranged from 53* to 74iF.
which men are brought to be fed only after The following conclusions were reached:
they have been decontaminated. I. The test indicated the feasibility and

b. A shelter within which con. practicability of combat groups maintaining
tamination is held to a minimum by air an unbroken protection interval of at least 24
purification through a diffusion barrier or a hours in a contaminated atmosphere, without
collective protector unit. undue physiological strain caused by the

c. A shelter within which con- present standard protective ensemble. This
tam.nation is prevented by positive internal applies principally to temperate-climatic
praseure generated by tanked air or a col- conditions.
lectivc protector unit. 2. Healthy men who attempted to escape

d. A shelter into which menthrust from prolonged wearing of the M I? mask did
their heads and arms, contamination being so because they were poorlymotivated or felt
combated by positive internal pressure as in the mask restricted their breathing. During
the experimental station tested, test situations, the most poorly motivated

e. Eating by temporarily lifting persons may remove the mask during the

the hood and mask, holding the breath, taking nighttime: some men may remove the mask
a bite of food, returning the mask, then the unconsciously while asleep. Subjects who
hood, clearing the mask, and swallowing the would remove the mask ir, gassed areas for
food. reasons of comfort are usually ignorant of
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the danger to which they would be subjected. conforts, and to learn to perform their mis-

Experiences reported in World War I mdi- sions efficiently wh-le encumbered with the

cated that, even in trained groups, casualties protective ensemble.

did occvr because of this practice. 6. Prolonged mask wear produced minor

3. The drinking tube is a practical con- Irritations and abrasions on th, skin of the

cept In mask usage, but its utility value ap- face and neck. Severe, eadache, once a major

peared to be restricted to the ingestion of deterrent to prolonged ,askwear, is r-'tuced

wat- r. The tube should be protected so that by the new M17 mask design.

it does not break off or catch onto any type 7. The reduced breathing resistance ar.d

of obstacle. improved design of the Ml7maskappearedto

4. The portable field-feeding stationwas be the most important factors contributingto

found to be practical and a morale booster, the ease of prolonged wear.

because It allowed the subjects (a) a brief

respite from wearing the mask. (b) time to s. Men slept less soundly than in their

smoke, and (c) time for treatment of facial usual habit when wearing the taik and hood,and there was a tendency for leakstodevelop

irritatioý-. during their sleep.
5. Training in wearing the protective

ousemble continuously for 24 hours isdesir- 9. While the wearer slept, the pres-

able for the purpose of enabling troops to sunned hood collected condensed exhaled

become familiar with the capabilities of the moisture, which soaked the chest and back

equipment, to develop tolerance to its dis- when he arose.
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C. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR USER REVIEW OF CAMOUFLAGE FOR THE INDIVIDUAL
COMBAT SOLDIER by A. H. Rumphreys and DavidL. Gee. U. S. Army Engineer RoSearch
and Development Laboratories, Fort Belvotr, Virginia

The experiments on which this paper is 3248 meters. Each range as shown on t-hn
based are a part of toe User Reviewof Cam- diagram had two range guards, two tele-
ou..age for tne Individual Combat Soldier in phones for secure 2-way communication w.tn
"he Field. The experiments, using visual, the OP Controller, a loud apeaker system,
inrfiared and radar detectors, were designed and two range panels (one on 'sither side of
to provide reliable information onthe detect- the center sector).
ability of variac scombatuniformsuponwhich The program was designed to be com-
QMRs for research and developmentoffuture pletely random is showe in a typical day
uniforms and personal equipment may be tFsgure 4). Ranges (distanne in meters),
based(Fgr ) Rag,(ith -mts,

The U. S. Army Infantry Board wan as- postures (prone. stand:.ig, kneeling, walking
signed the responsiblity forthe conduct often laterally, walking foruard) and uniforms

gnedxp herientsonsd theU.o.Army t Corps f were randomly presented andthedistribution
enpeniments. and the U. S. Army Corps of of men across the sectors .was also random.
Engineers. Ouartermaster Corps. Signal One complete series inthe 12-day experiment

Corps, and Infantry School were responsible )stn uniforms at sei ranges for both morning

for technical guidance and material used in and -iternors ubservatiorn required boaysto

the experiments. The exeriments were
conducted at Lao Feld and vicinity at Fort son.plete. Thus, 1Z days were required to
connucted aorLacFdurdngndhvicinthyof May complete the experiment and perform one
Bening, Georgia. daring the month of replication.
1962. The OP Controller controlled the entire

Previous experiments in the camouflage
of individuals have for the most part been experiment from a detailed plan, and each

confined to visual observation. This work in range guard had a plan for his range. The

the past was highly subjective and the data Field Controller also had a detailed plan for

n'tained consequently were influenced by each day's operation and aerved as the

personal opinion and other factori. The ex- manager and " trouble shooter" down range.
periments opnwihon e a re otherpaortig utized - The OP Controller or an assistant read over
periments on which we are reportingputiied the field telephone the programs for eachan esperimental design through which per-. bevto tec rneplrt h b

sonal opinions and prejudices shouldbe over- observation at each range prior ts the .oh

come. Such an experimental design has net servalson, and the range guard at tns appro-

heretofore been attempted in this field of en- priate range confirmedthe random placement

deavor and thus is also an experiment within of subjects. postures. range and uniform. and
the User Review. alao confirmed the readsnees ui nts range to

Six different uniform ensembles were em. proceed

ployed in the various daytime experiments- Each observer %as placed At a small

British. USA OG 07 ewith soft hat and bando- table enclosed by a booth The front panel of

leer, USA OG 107 with helmet and webbing, the booth was fitted with a standard window

USA ERDL 1948 Camouflage pattern, Marine shade on a roller. The observer raised this

Corps MitchellCamouflagepattern, and Khaki shade during his observations and tosered it

No. I (Figure I). Two other uniforms were to obscure the range between observations

used only in the night experiments-OG 107 All observers were cautioned not to discuss

with an infrared pattern an4l OG 107 with 20% observations with anyone during the course

infrared reflectance. All subjects wore cam- of the experiments. The observer recorded

ouflage face paint on their hands and faces, his observations on a rceaston sheet (Figure

and were instructed to place themselves in 5) which was provided, in duplicate, for each
positions wits a cleas view totheO.P. Either set of six observations. At the beeinning of
helmet covers or foliage were used on hel- each set. the observer entered nis name and

mets, and rifles were wrapped with burlap mode of observation. He alst e-eered the

strips to reduce weapon shine, observation set ýnd time which was provided
0.servers employed in the User Review by the OP Controller who was situated in a

woo 21 enlisted men andone officer shown.. tower immediately behind the observers
Figurm Z. (Figure 6).

All of the experiments were conducted on Upon a signal from the OP Controller the
or in the vicinlty of Lae Field. A diagram is two range guards erected the range panels on
inclosed as Figure 3. The 12-day experiment either side of the center sector of the range
used ranges from 500 to 1800 meters. Night in operation, e.g.. Range A, 500meters. The
experiments were conducted on ranges of 100 OP Controller then announced over the loud
to 60J meters without moon. and on 100 to speaker system to the observers and subjects
1,000 meters with full moon. The far range down range, thetime and range. The observer
experiment was conducted on three ranges entered this informationonhis reaction sheet.
diagonal to the line of sight from 2580 to The OP Controller started the observation
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withthecommand,"Cormmence Oboervetlon." esployed three sectors. However, the panels

The observer marked ttt( number of detec- ma-king these sectors remained in place

tlons he made in each sector in the columns during the entire experiment. The question-

L. C and R. At the endof tic preecribed tI- nasre used in the 12 day experiment was also

mrulteo coservation time, the OP Controller used in this experiment. The major differ-

commanded "Cease Observation." Whilethe ences between this andthe 12-dayexperiment

obser.ers observed on range, the OP Con- were that distances were shorter, the ob-

troller or an assistant prepared for the nect servers were required to record posturesas

obsefvatlon. At the end of each set of six well as numbers detected, and the obse-vers

observations the observers were givena short were moved from range to range 1325 to 125
break away from the observation point while to 50 meters) white the subjects remained

the subjects down rant:e prepared for the along the assigned fringe of the woods. As

next set. Each get df-observations required in the ease of the 12-day experiment, the

approximately 30 sintnoes. subjects were instructed to take pcsitions

The reaction sheets for each set of ob- with a clear view to th- observers (not

servations were collected aftor o-th set of screened by trees and bushes). Figure 9

six observations and delivered to the data is typical of the program u.sed in the Ambush

processing van where they--were scored for Experement.
totGl correct. omissions, and cormmiosions. The Infiltration Experiment exployed four

This information was then placud on master sectors with fixed panels to divide them (See

aheets, The experiment control perrotnmei Figure 10t. Arandom distributionofsubjects

were thus able to monitor the progress ofthe was designed. but subjects coulaappearinany

experiment by using the master sheets and two sectors and atanyoftheefourranges from

msXe any adiustmentf necessary in proce- the observers. The observers were situated

dures of the experemental design. It also as show, in the diagram and were requiredto

provided the opportunity to recognize and r:ecord numbers detected and their postures.

explain or makO adjustments for any unusual The observers stayed at the asssgnedposition

trends in the information. out the subjects could be at any range-?5.
In additior to abil-ty to follow thb data 125, 175, and Z25 meters. Figure I I shows a

.,nsn approxisatcly ore hour after any patt of the program used in the Infiltration

obssrvat-on, a member of the experiment Experessee.I The reaction sheet employed

control team called the Experiment Con- was -imilar to that employed in the 12-day

troller isonitored each observatson fron the experiment except that provision was made

ObLervation Point wtth 7ox5 binoculars to for four sectors.
ensure proper distribotion and display of The curves ineludedisthispaper (Figures

test subjtats, recorded sun angl,. cloud 12 thru21) are imrn•dateafter-actionresults

shadows, tm.e of each observation, and any and show "percent detections a- L functionof

unusual phenomena during the observation range.' These general trends are a strong

(See Figure 7). When in his Opinion circim- indication that our method isvalidand maybe

stances warranted -t, thh Experiment Con- employed for meaningful experiments and

trollop could instruct the OP Controller to tests of camouflage for individual soldiers.

re-run an Indi-vidual observation at the end These curves place values on the observers'

of a set. responses. Such values were not possible

Two other experiments waee conducted- under previous methods which relied on a

the Simulated Ambush Expuriment then the word description provided by the observer.

Simulated Infiltraticn Experiment--employ- The data compiled during the User Re-

ing variations of the same experimental view are being programmed into the RCA 301

design. compuler at Fort Belvoir and we are hopeful
The An•.bush Exprimlent (See diagram toot m.ore refined data will be forthcoming

(Figure 0) also used eandom distribution of sooc. ThefinaltechnicalreportontheReview

subjects, postures and uniforms, and also is sicheduled for publication early in 1963.
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REVISED

DAY 12

Observation Time Range Posture Uniform Sector

L C R
0800 C WL Beta 3 5 a

A WL Delta 4 3 3
E S Zeta 3 0 7

F K Gamma 4 3 3
B P Epsilon 5 1 3
D WF Alpha 6 1 3

2 0840 F S Gamma 3 ? 5
C P Beta 1 7 2
A P Delta 8 1 I
E WL Zeta 6 2 2
D K Alpha 2 3 4
B S Epsilon 0 2 8

3 0930 B WF Epsilon I 1 8
D WL Alpha 3 5 2
F WL Gamma 2 2 6
A S Delta 4 2 4
C S Beta 5 4 !
E WF Zeta 7 1 2

4 1030 C K Beta 2 4 4
E P Zeta 2 2 6
A WF Delta 4 4 2
B K Epsilon 5 3 2
F WF Gamma 7 1 2
D S Alpha 1 3 6

5 1110 A K Deita 1 1 8
E K Zeta 2 2 5
C WF Beta 0 3 7
D P Alpha 4 4 2
B WL Epsilon 7 2 I
F P Gamrna 3 3 4

Figure 4. Typical experimental program for the morning of one day
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* - ERDL Pattern
1, - Marine Standard

Observation Range Uniform Posture Sectors
I 2 3

t C * K 4 1 3
M4 0 4 2
S 5 4 0

2 B S 6 0 4
K 5 3 0
Mt 0 2 7

3 A * K 2 2 3
S 0 5 6
M 3 2 3

4 C Z K 5 0 6
M 4 2 S
S 2 3 2

5 B 7 K 2 3 4
S 0 7 5
M 6 4 0

6 A z S S 0 4
K 3 4 1
M 2 3 3

7 C * K 3 1 4
34 2 4 0
S 0 4 5

8 B * S 4 0 6
K 0 3 5
M 7 2 0

9 A K 3 2 2
S 6 5 0
M 3 2 3

10 C Z K 6 0 5
M 5 2 4
S 2 3 2

11 B Z K 4 3 2
S 5 7 0
M 0 4 6

12 A Z S 4 0 5
K 1 4 3
M 3 3 2

Figure 9. Typical experimental program for Simulated Ambush Experiment
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* ERDL Pattern

Z Marine Std

Set #1

Obser.ation Range Uniform Posture Sector

I B ERDL* w -- _

C ERDL* S I

2 A z K
SD z S5

3 D RDL* W i
B Z K 3 II

4 A Z S 2
C ERDL* K

5 D ERDL* K

A ERDL* S 2

6 Cw Z5
B z S

7 D3 ERDL* S 4
A Z W

8 C Z K 5"B ERDL* S 4

9 C ERDL* W 4 M
A ERDL* K 3

10 D Z K 4
B Z W 2

l1 B ERDL* K I13 Z W

12 C z S 3
A ERDL* W I

Figure II. Typical experimental program for Simulated Infiltration Experiment
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D. HUMAN FACTORS AFFECTING RIFLE ACCURACY IN AUTO AND SEMI-AUTOMATIC
FIRE b i lames P Toure, Jr.. U. S. Army IHuman Engineering Laboratories, Aberdeen
Proving Crouid. Maryland

(This is an unclassified abstract of the paper presented at the Conference.)

tue U. S. Army Human Engineering stock cornfgurations for two levels of time
Laboratories were requested by small arms to fire were reported.
designers to specify the effecte of various (2) For automatic fire, methods of
rifle parameters on accuracywhenthe weapon increasing accuracy were obtained and the
was fired semi-automatically and automats- results of studies conducted by Human En-
cally. gineer-ing Laboratories and Baltistic Re-

The paper describes several studies search Laboratories were presented. The
which were conducted bythe Hum-nEngmeer- effects of several rifle parameters such as
ing Laboratories atAberdeen ProvingGround impulse, cyclic rate, stock configuration
during the past year. checking quality, etc., onaccuracywhen firing

Data were presented automatically were presented.
(I) For semi-automatic fire, the ef- Additional studies on this problem

fects on accuracy of three different types of were described and recommended for imple-
sights in combination with two types of mentatlon.
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E. OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF INCAPACITATING AGENT BZ by Richard S. Kneisel, U. S.
Army Chemical Corps School, Fort McClellan, Alabama

The presentation on Operational Aspects been type classified as Standard B. Two
of Incapacitating Agent BZ, to the Eighth munitions to disseminate this agent have
Ant •al Army Human Factors Engineering been type classified as Standard B.
Cor-erence, 17 October 196?, at the U. S. As in all combat operations, once a
Army Infantry Center, Fort Benning, Georgia tentative decision to employ the incapacitat-
was given - a cia- ified basis. The follow. ing weapon system is reached, a detailed
ing represents an unclassified sun-mary. analysis of the situation, viewed in the light

The ultimate objective ofwarisio subject of target requirements and capabilies of
one country's will to another. This involves the agent and munations, must beundertaken.
the reduction of a country's manpower, re- Such factors would include the foltowing
sources and its will to fight. The foundation location of the target, i ature of size and shape
for all of a country's resources is the inner of the target area, the nature and tempera-
man. ment of the target population, time of attack.

1he unclassified film "Armor for the meteorological conditions, techniques of
Inner Man," shown totheEighthAnnualArmy attack, munition and delivery requirements.
Human Factors LEgineering Conference, de- exploitation requirements, and safety factors.
picts some of the basic research that the The characteristics, capabilities, advantages.
U. S Army Chemical Corps engaged in and limitations of incapacitating agent BZ
relative to incapacitating agents. The film and its associated munitions and delivery
describes some of the compounds that were systems would be an integral part of the
utilized in the tests and describes the re- planning activities and the ultimate employ-
actions of the individuals engaged in the ment of the agent.
expersmental studies, showing specifically Incapacitating agent BZ has temporary
the effect of certain compounds upon a physical and psychic effects sufficient to
soldier's performance and a unit's perform- prevent an individual from going about his
,.,ce in various types of situations such as normal duties. The individual recovers in
marching, artiller) surveys, and normal a matter of hours.
activities. Film emphasizes that there is a With the broad concepts of incapacitating
requirement to provide armor for protecting agents in mind, paying particular attentionto
the inner man. The incapacitating weapon agent BZ, Human Factors Engineers should
system could philosophically be called the consider that a new dimension has been in-
"ultimate weapon" in that it theoretically troduced into the combat situation. This new
causes no permanent physical damage to battlefield concept requires reorsentaison on
man or his materiel. It reduces theoreti- the part of all personnel associated with
cally the ability or will of a man to fight, military activities.
It allows him, after a reasonable length of The use of incapacitating agents gives
time, the capability of resuming his place in rise to many problems that Human Factor
the scheme of activities. Engineers can assist in answering. For

Incapacitating agents offer apossibilityof example How will casualties of incapacitat.
gaining control of an enemy where lethal and ing agents be treated and handled? What
destructive weapons systems are not de- sort of specialized equipment can be devel-
sirable. This incapacitation may be physio- oped for handling BZ casualties? What type
logical or mental. The incapacitation, in of training problems need to be solved when
order to be effective, must result in the ex- considering incapacitators' Each partici-
posed individual's being incapable of per- pant so the conference should bring his
forming his primary military duties for a thoughts to bear on the new field soas to see
militarily significant period of time how his own special area of interest might

The agent BZ is an incapacitating agent be affected by the introduction of incapacitat-
developed by the Chemical Corps and has ing agents into battlefield operations.
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F MANAGEMENT OF THE U S ARMY HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEFRING PROGRAiM FOR
THE PERSHING WEAPON SYSTEM by John H. Erickson, U S. Army Human Engineering
Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground. Maryland

Several years ago human factors engi- affected the design of the operationalaspects
reerig personnel and minsile system -- of the system and to be prepared to con-
signeis differed concerning the point indelel- tribute facts bearing on the operator's capa-
opreent of a system at which human factors bilities and limitations
engineers should be brought into the design 3 It was the responsibility of the Human
picture to assure compatibility between the Engineers to bring to thc attention of the
soldier and the equipment of large, complex Director of SSEL any problems conce- ing
weapon systems. During this period of the Human Engineering for winch the HumanEn-
past the Human Engineering I boratoriec giroers could not obtain a satsfactorv sola-
(HEL) were not requested to svaluate a tiona
system until the system was fielded or in
the final design phase. The resalts of these 4. Although SSELheldprimaryresponsi-
evaluations pointed up many deficienctesthat bility for system design and development to
should have been corrected. Design person- the PERSHING WeaponSystemOffice, ABMA,
nel generally adopted the view that had these detail design was performed by the prime
deficiencies been pointed out earlsr in the contractor, sub-contractors, other labora-
development cycle they could bave been tories within the ABMA, other Ordnance
corrected, The cost at this point in time Cofnmands, such as Picatlinny Arseral, and
was prohibitr.ve, therefore the change was Ordnance Tank and Automotive Command, and
withheld until such time that a major modi- other tichnical services, primarily Corps of
fication warranted the cost of incorporating Engineers and Signal Corps. The Human
the change recommended by the human en- Engineers were respoasibsle to the Director
gineers of SSEL to insure that thepotential operators

This situation was, of course. unsatis- were given adequate consideration in the de-
fa, 3ry to all concerned. A solution was not signs generated by all participants, andwhen
forthcoming until the US Air Force refused the individual debigns were put together, the
to accept the JUPITER Missile System, in Army would have an integrated systemwhich
part, because of the excessive number of could performthemissionspecifiedwithinthe
human engineering deficiencies in the ground requirements of the Military Characteristics
support equipment. An outcome ofthis action with a minimum training requirement and a
by the US Air Foxce was the decision to give minimum requirement for specialized per-
HEL authority to evaluate and recommend sonnel
design changes whichwould correctthe human 5. This would be primarily an exercise
factor deficiencies. One year later the vast in Applied Human ractors Engineering. By
majority of these deficiencies had been cor- this we mean that the Human Factors En-
rected, the Air Force accepted the JUPITER gineer would act as the briage between the
System and the Human Engineering Labora- Human Factors Research specialist and the
tories had convincingly demonstrated that weapon eystem designer. Another way to
they could make a contribution to the design state this is that this was a four-year de.
of missile systems. velopment program. We started with two

During termination of the redesign effort Human Factors specialists-one a psycholo-
on the JUPITER System, the Director of the gsst, the other an engineer. The pace of
System Support Equipment Laboratory (SSEL) the program and the staffing would not per-
of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA) mit many, if any. formalized studies, in the
invited HEL to develop and manage a human classical sense. The majority of decisions
engineering program for the design of the and inputs would have to be made on the spot
PERSHING Weapon System (See Figures I with little time for cogitation but much time
and 2). Theofferwasacceptcdandthe Human for regret. In order to make intelligent "on-
Engineering Laboratories were launchedona the-spot" decisions, the human factors spe-
majer development program at the beg:nning cialist had to have a wealth ofexperienceand
of the slesign effort. I think it advisable at a thorough knowledge of the field of huma,-
tnis time to specify the ground rules bywhich engineering. He would have to be able to in-
tne human engineering prograrnwas governed. terpret results from previous research into

I. For all intents and purposes Human applicabilitytothepresentdesignproblemand
Engineering for PERSHING was established then present this information to the design
as a brai ch of the System SupportEquipment enginer in a manner which the engineer
LaboratOry of ABMAwithstatusequalItoother would accept. In addition, hewouldhavetobe
branches of that laboratory. However, the able to pace the programandanticipateprob-
personnel remained employees of HE!.. lem areas, early enough to pormit obtaining

2. It was the responsibility of the Hunian an answer, in time to influence the design
Engineers to attend alldesignmeetings whbch decision.
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The following approach was taken by the d. Azimuth Laying engineer. Th.s is

aifnman Engineering Laooratorxes personnel the other area wnere tne soldier canmake or

to discharge their responsibilitytothe Direc- break the system Physicists, mechanical

tor of the System Support Equipment Labora- and electrical engineers combinetheir talents

tory. to develop, to the limitations of ihe state of

I. Provide guidance torepresentativesof the art, the equipment required to accurately

other technical services on the design of lay the missile.

PE ISHING peculiar equipment forwhichthey e. Systems Engineer. The systemrs

:.old development responsibility, namely the engineers are responsible for over-all sys-

Power Stat.on and the Radio Terminal Set. tem integration, partliclarly as concerns co-

2. Provide guidtnce to other Orsnance ordination with Ordnance Tank and Auto.

Commands on the desnign of PERSHING pe- motive Command for vehicles, Signai Corps
cutuar components for which they hold de- for communication equipment, and Corps of

vexoprent resonscbihity, namelr the war- Engineers for power generat-.ng equipment

head, its tents eq` pment and container, and and other itemn such as winterization kits

the s-eter.n vehctes, and shop sets.

3 Participate in oL design m-eetings It was not long before it became apparent

berwen A-my Ballistic Missile Agency per- to all concerned that in order to insure a

sonnel and the contractor, whenever the uniform and systematic applicatior of human

agenda included areas of istereet to human factors criteria to the design of this system,

factors, an official document spelling o.t these cr.-

4. Develop a close, personal working ter-a was required As a result, the con-

relaito.ssh~p wit. the contractor's human tractor's human engineering perso.mel and

factors engineering group to -nsure that they representatives of the Human Engineering

are participating in the detailed design ofthc Laboratories jointly developed a document

system on a continuing day-to-day basis and which later became known as EF.RSHING

to uncover unsolved design problems of a Development Specifications for Weapon Sys-

ouman factors nature in order to br:ng about temr Human Factors Design Criteria. Specs-

a solution as early as possible ficatin No ABMA-XViD-844. Thisdocumernct

5. Develop a close personal working -as staffedtnroughtheSystem SupportEquip-

relationship with the following cognizant ment Laboratory, PERSHING WeaponSystem

engineer.* at ABMA. Office, and concurred in by the Guidance and

a ElectrIcal networks engineer for Control Laboratory and the System Analysis

both ground support and airborne equipment. and Reliability Laboratory of the Army Bal-

This was important because the electrical listic Missile Agency Incidentally, to the

networks are the roau maps of the system, best of our knowlcage, toms was the fmrst tmme

they describe the flow of commands ana that a %uman factors sp~cifict~cawasdevel-

responses, as well as theflowof information, oped for and used throughout thedevelopment

and they are the means by which the operator of a major Army Weapon System.

controls hbs system. The electricalnetworks Abaut the ti.ne that the need for a Human

engineer also develops the layout of control Factor Criteria became apparent, it also

panels and the arrangement and configuration became apparent that aifull-time representa-

of electrical test and checkout equipment. tive was required at ABMA to act as our

b. Computer engineer. In this sys- itaison As a result, one ofHEL's represent-

tem, comratation of the firing problem and atives was placed on extended TDY toABMA.

transmnssion of this information to the air- At a later date, a.tumanFactorsEngineering

borne equipment is the responsibility of cam- Requirements Coordination Office was estab-

puter engineer. This engineer iastodevelop lhshcd at ABMA. This office has recently

the means by whschthe soldier communicates been incorporated into the Engineering Re-

with the computer, how he adjusts, repairs, quirements Coordination Office, which inturn

and determines faults in the computer. He is a staff office of the Director of Research

also determines the requirements which will and Development for the Army Mksile Com-

be placed on the soldier and the requirements mand.

which will be placed on the computer. To recap the foregoing, we are able to

Handling equipment engineer. Me- manage the Human Factors EngineeringPro-

coor.•.•c design engineersare responsiblefor gram fo the PERSHING Weapon Syste,

too development of the handling equipment because:
required to assemble, transport, and fire I. Representatives of the Human En-

the missile. This is the area in which most gineering Laboratories provided guidance to

of the system's manull tasks will be per- other Army Technical Services.

form'. and it is in this areathat information 2. They provided guidance to other Ord-

relative to the soldier's physical character- nance Corps agencies.

istics is required This is the area in which 3. 2 hey monitored the contractor's hu-

teamwork itrin the firing crew- , .l be very ma', factors efforts.
important and this is one of the areas where 4 They worked directly with the de-

the soldier can make or break the system. signers at all phases of system development
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5. They were accepted by the eermy tions to the Army, such as OERSHING
Ballistic Missile Agency as a part of their Component Exhibits, (3) formdl Human En-
design t-am. gineering meetings, (4) Human Factors De-

s 6. A Human Fectrs DevelopmentSpeci- velopment Specification. (5) Ordnance Pro-
fication was prep.red early in the design ef. curement Instruction which directs the
fort and has been utilied throughout the pro- contractor to consider the human factor in
gram the development cycle, and (6) frequent con-

s . A Human Factors Engineering Re- tact with the Army'shumanfactors specialtst
qirement Coordination Office was estab- responsible for the system under develop-
lishea at the Army Ballistic Missile Agency. ment.
Incidentally, this office appears to be develop- Steps which have been taken to improve

a ing a capability to handle more and more of the the effectiveness of the Army's humanfactors
applied human factors responsibility in the engineers include.
development of Army Missile Systems. I. The acceptance by the A.rmy Missile

o It may be appropriate to spend a moment Command of HumanEngineeringasacontrib-
to reflect on the differences in the roles of a uting member of the deslgn team.
human factors engineer whenemployedbythe 2. The recognition of the need for and

a Army as opposed to being employed by a the development of a Human FactorsSpecifi-
o contractor, cation, ABMA XPD=844.

I beheve that in both instances the indi- 3. The development of a capable Human
vidual human factors engineer is ultimately Factors Engineering Requirement Coordmoa-
responsible to the soldier toprovidehim with tion Office at the Army Missile Command.

d a system which be is capable of operating in 4. An Army Human Factors Program
9 all types of environment with a minimum of which reflects, in the area of weapon system

training. development, experience gained from the
The major difference in the two positions PERSHING program

is that the contractor's HumanFactorsEngi- 5. An increased awareness of the de-
neer is responsible for detail design, that is, sirabihty of closer coordination between the
nuts and bolts, knobs anddials, accessibility. Human Engineering Laboratories. ArmyPer-
ciermmnmng operating times and operating sonnel Research Office andHumanResources
forces for all components of the system as Research Office.

d they are being developed.
The Army's human factors engineer is In summary. I have dincussedthe fol-

responsible to provide direction to overall lowing areas as related to managing the con-
effort, determine compatibility withthe Army tinuIng evaluation of the development of the
system, logistics, operation, training, etc. PERH(NO Weapon System-
The Army's human factors engineer should a. T' e Human Engineer,'sg Labora-
also participate in the test and evaluation of tortes definition of APPLIED HUMAN FAC-
the system. I believe that he should be re- TORS ENGINEERING.

n quirea to train a crew to operate systemn b. Approaches takentocoordi-atethe
o components as they become available and human factors engineering activities at the

later operate the system in a tactical con- several Army agencies holding design re-

figuration to insure that the Army is obtaining sponsibility for portions of the system and
the system which it requires, monitor the efforts of the contractor's human

Steps which have been taken to improve factors engineering group.
the effectiveness of the contractors Human c. The roles filled by the Army
Factors Engineers includes: (I) requiring human factors engineers andthecontractor's
detailed accountability to the project office human factors engineer.
for all comments generated by the Human d. Steps which have been taken toin-
Engineering Laboratories representatives, crease the effectiveness of both types of

h (2) active participation in formal presenta- human factors engineers.

to

it.
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A. AN EXPERIFENT IN QMCSYSTEMSRESEARCCIbyAlexaanderLeiin, U. S. Army Qutarter-
master R&E Command, Natick, Mass.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND individual items with little emphasis on over-all system effects.

In military operations, the performance In 1959 an opportunity was presented for
of men working as a team or crew is of studying small military groups operating over
ev-r-increasing importance. Small units the Greenland Ice Cap 111, always a logistic-
such as squads, gun crews, mine teams, vtc., ally formidable problem. Probablythere are
historically have formed the basic human not many other portions of the earth in which
composite for military tasks, and as contact the capaoilities of men, equipment, and or-
with remote geographic regions continues, ganizations are stressedbyunusualextremes
the value of the small, integrated, and self- of climate and terrain as they are in this
sufficient unit becomes even more important. Polar Region, It was felt that in tuch a
Recent activities in the Far East have re- situation someinformationcouldbedeve-oped
emphasized the value of small groups of per- on the following questions
sox. I. Moreover, in Polar Regions par- a. Can operational factors influencing
ticulerly, it is expected that such a unit (4-8 logistics at the lowest unit level be identified
men) will work together, cook and eat and measured objectively?
together, and share the same shelter. Yet, b. What is the relation of small system
at present, available informationonrmeasure- components to an overall objective measure-
ments of groups of military personnel ap- ment of effectiveness of the entire system'
pears to be inadequate While muchresearch c. Can a methodology be developed to
has been focused on individual performance, assess Quartermaster Corps components on
much less systematic work has been ac- a system basis'
complished on small group and small system
performance measurements 12).

If you have been to the Arctic. I need not CONCEPT AND PROCEDURE
emphasize the burden imposed by clothing and
tquipment which are essential merely for As was implied earlier, the complexity of
survivaL For example, for a small opera- modern military technology has intensified
tional unit, precise planning of an integrated the need for system engineering. Even
assemblage of rations, fuel, shelter, clothing, though individual components may satisfy all
and operational tools is always necessary. of their specifications, they may not fulfill
Moreover, considerable effort and time must their function when combined as a system. In
be expended L.i procuring and assembling the general, a syste-- isdefinedas anassemblage
myriad of required items and components of objects functioning in interaction. In this
from supply sources because of the manner study it is specifically an intimate interaction
in which these items are stocked. In spite between assemblages ofequipment and groups
of continuous efforts of Quartermaster Corps of men working to accomplish a common oh-
scientists and engineers to reduce the num- jectlive in an extreme environment.
ber of items used in military operations, The concept of the system investigated in
continually changing requirements produced this study is illustrated in Figure 1. Three
by changes in military and technological discrete objects are distinguished as the
situations tend to expend the complexity of interdependent system components. the
equipment required for the care and feeding module, the pomms, and the tasks. The
of troops. However, some progress has module identifies a basic group consisting of
been made. For example, tariffs of clothing six men. In this experiment the module.
sizes have been reduced, tentpole-stovepipe hereinafter called the grouip, was the basic
combinations have been tried, and a uni- decision-making unit and in addition per-
versal single combat uniform has been pro- formed the essential military tasKs. The
posed 131. pomms, hereinafter called assemblages or

One of the problems frequently experi- materiel systems, were used by each group
enced is hat the evaluation of a new item or during some portion of the experiment.
require'rent is generally developed from The traditional basis for selecting a sys-
measure rients and analyses based on the tem of tems has been to determine how well
relative. 'erilts of comparable items. More- it protected one from environmental stress;
over, the 1.arameters which help to define however, the design and selection of system
Quartermaster system design criteria are components may also be based on reduction
se:dom specified. In the past, research has of the load placed on support systems. This
beer carried out withafocusonthosepsycho- latter alternative was the viewpoint em-
log,ral, physiological, and biophysical pa- phasized in this investigation. Thus, the
rameters which are based upon the limita- measurement of fuel and food energy inputs
tlions of the -divsdual rather than the group. was used as an index of relative load value
Likewise, testc and evaluatir- of materiel placed on supporting systems. The value,
have tended to focus on the . .. ,itations of however, cannot be judged on this factor
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alone, but must be related in Some way to a The groups were organized from vol-

measurable output which is representative _nteer military subjects. Each of the groups

of the operation of the system as a whole, was composed of one officer, one non-

The tasks designate related networks of commissioned officer, and four enhistedper-

daily actlions in which groups of personnel sonnel. The characteristics of groups are

and assemblages of equipment interact to shown in Table I. Physical conditioning,

accomplish a standard objective measured pretesting, and orientation took place at Fort

in soandard units of time, distance, and Lee, Virginia. Indoctrination in the use of

mass. equipment and procedures took place on site

The study was carried out on the Green- in Greenland.

land Ice Cap near Camp Fistclench, at ap- The materiel s-ystems were selected on

proximately latitude 76°59'N. longitude an empir.cal basis to provide three levels of

5t4'W and an elevation of 7,000 feet. Fig- accommodation which differed in the t ?e of

ures 2 and 3 illustrate the conditions typical shelter, food, and heat.ng equipment used.

of the area, as wellasthefacitltiesdeveloped Each materiel system was dividerd into five

to support the conduct of the study in three subsystems toobtainmarageablegroepingsof

separate areas which were isolated from components. These functional groupings in-

each other. The study was conducted during etude (1) clothing, (2) shelter and protection,

a six-week period from the middle of July (3) heating, (4) food, food service and sans-

to the end of August. This period of time tation, and (5) operational equipment. The

was selected for the initial studytominimize materiel systems used were limited to items

exposure to extreme environments associated of QMC cognizance. Therefore, wveaponsys-

with seasonal changes. Nevertheless, this tern components were not included. An ex-

time frame gave adequately variable and ample of a major differencebetween systems

increasingly severe climatic conditions for a is illustrated in Figures 5, 6, ana .. aIthotign

reasonable study. Figure 4 shows the en- several designs of the type ofsheltcr shown in

vironmental conditions measured during the Figure 5 were preplanned and available, the

six-week period of the study. Note that groups were encouraged toanddidapplytheir

temperatures above freezing were encoun- ingenuity to create their own in si. u type

tered for a very short time duringthe second shelter design and their own construction

psesod, and the decline intemperatures below procedures.

freezing continued thereafter. The low of Wherever possible, tasks and environ-

minus IS'F occurred during a non- mental conditions were equated for all three

experimental day. groups. The control of activities involved

The plan for the study included three grouping daily tasks typical ofthose required

possible assemblages of equipment typical of of United States military personneloperating

those intended for use by military units that in such an envirosment. These activities

will live and operate in the Arctic environ- provided for two types of experes.ental days

mient. Three groups of six men (Alpha. one involving individual load movement as

Bravo, Charlie, Table I) were associated shown in Figure 8. and the other involv.ag

with each equipment system used to ac- load movement by the group as pictured in

complish a series of tasks on which meas- Figure 9. The study was designedtoevaluate

urements could easily be obtained. Each of the three types of assemblages as well as to

the materiel systems was used by each provide measures of the interaction betoeen

group for six days. D-ring this period each the groups and the materiel systems.

group followed a schedule of controlled Instrumentation was limited to that re-

activities. At the completion of a cycle (i.e., quired to measure time to accomplish tasks,

three weeks), during which each group usea weight, volumes, and distances. Subjective

all three systems for six days each, the per- measurements were obtained through ques-

sonne! of each group were realigned into tionnasros, diarses, and interviews (I).

tnrze new groups, ore of which had to be

eliminated from the study for medical RESULTS AND EVALUATIO.N

reasons, thus leaving data on two groups for In this study, emphasis was directed at

the second cycle (Delta, Echo, Table I). obta'mng measurements which could be used
to liscrimrnate between the effectiveness of

TABLE I each system as a complete, integrated unit.

This was accomplished by studying the out-

Average of Group Characteristics puts produced with each system and the in-
puts required to maintain or support each

Age HeiEht Educ Weight system.

(Years) (Inches) Level (Pounds) Output

Alpha Z3.2 65.6 11.0 163.0

Bravo 23.2 69.2 II 2 153.4 Three categories of output effectiveness

Charlie 20.6 70.0 10.8 161.2 were assumed. These involved measare-

Delta 19.6 70.3 10 8 164.2 ments to obtain habitational. restorationul,

Echo 22.0 69.2 11.0 156.2 and operational characteristic values.
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The f'rst (habitational) involved,surnima Inuut
tions of time to accomplish all jobs related
to merely living in the environment, suchas, Two of the basic inputs to any man-
erection and dismantling of shelters, prep- machine system performance are energy
aration and consumption of meals, personal supply and maintenance, and in the group-
maintenance, etc Values for this category materiel system concept the energy supply
were fouied to be too complex and inconsistent was in the form of food and fuel. Figure 13
be incse of inadequate time keeping. This charts the food-fuel inputs for each of the
occurred because of some overlapping of three systems. Although some differences

activity time and insufficient instrumentation. in food input were noted, they were not signif.
The second category (restorational) in- icant. The fuel input required by each of the

volved the physiological effect ofthe materiel systems is quite different and is responsible
systems upon the groups as reflected by the for the differences noted in Figure 13. The
net loss or gain in ody weight for each energy cost in fuel for as-emblage B is im-
period. The weight loss or gain ofthe groups cmediately obvious. The low fuel require-
using the different assemblages under the ment for assemblages A and C suggest that
experimental conuitions indicated a trend economies sn fuel may be obtainedby smaller
favoring the group shelter design. The net group shelter designs. Woen the second and
loSses for systems A and B over the total of third experimental days of the sixth period
experimental periods were 4.5 pounds and are examined we find that although the op-
6.8 pounds, respectively. Groups associated erational output factor for assemblages A and
with mnatcriel system C had a net loss of 22.3 B are reduced to zero because of intense
pounds. Arctic fog or "whiteout," input requirements

To examine the third category, criteria rose. It would therefore seem to be reason-

of the operational output advantages of one able to conclud- that fuel requirements for

system over another were evaluated. Ac- small dismounted units tendtovaryinversely

cordingly, the rates of movement of groups with level of operational effort, and the

when using the different materiel systems magnitudes will vary directly with fuel utili-

were studied Figure 10 focuses on the zation .apacitv as well as with length of time

n- ,blihty factor and indicates that the rate of used

movement was not necessarily best for the In order to place an indexor comparative

hlghtest weight system. It is pertinent tonote evaluation number on each of the three sys-

that the advance of lower terperatures with tems, the ratio of measurable work output

time improved trafficahility and influenced (Figure 12) to total measurable input (Figure

the rates of movement for all systems 13) was derived The output-input ratio or

significantly, index of effectiveness gives an approximate

In Figure II, the transportability factor rank-order of the three systems. The gen.

is plotted based upon the rate St which the eral form of the index of effectiveness is

total operational tasks were accomplished, shown below

For the same unit load, differences in the
two methods of transport are clear. Sled Generalized Effectlveness Index

pulling can be seen to be superior to back-carrying. 1-
Total system output was considered tobe AISE = 0.001258 WO . To = 12.6 xI0

limited to the work done with the specific QT
operational tasks of sled pulling and pack-
carrying. Figure 12 charts the levelofeffort WO . TO
inmolved for each system. These data were
obtained directly from the operational loads QT
pulled or carried. Although a consistent
level of effort should be expected, the vaft- Where
ability in the data is due to load change as
food and fuel were consumed and to alteration W0 = Total work done for all operational
in distances over 'ahich the load was moved, missions/day (mobility, habitabil-

Except for the first peried, the mean Of the ity, and restorabihty).

data rLnids towards a fairly flat but gradually 
0

T = Total energy inputto system (BTU's

isng characteristic for two of the systems per day).

iA and B), which confirms the fact that load 10 = Ratio of actual time tototaltime for
and distance were fairly cotnstant. Thetrend all operational missions per day.

of materiel system C is gradually downward
and it ,* believed to be the result of living in
splintered groups, that is, in g-man shelters, In the study conducted, the values obtained
when exposed to increasing severity of from the computation of system effectiveness
weather. This is also suggested by the net appear to be a representative index for each
weight losses experienced by the groups of the assemblages, that is, the pertinent
associated with this materiel system. C. physical variables are included rIthe formula.
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By considering the groups as independent the group Charlie was expected, since it was
variablcs and averaging the values for their aisected in the first pe-od by the loss of one

performance, we find thatthe indices ofgroup of its members. For all practical purposes

performance are quite comparable. The it can be concluded that four groups were

column titled "Effectiveness Index" in Table approximately equivalent in effectiveness.

II shows a consistency between at least four Thus differences found may be attributableto

groups. On the other hand, the low value for the materiel systems.

TABLE II

Summary of Group Effects

Net Weight Average Morale Rates of

Change Score Movement Effectiveness Index
Lb Ft/Min

Alpha 163.0 -8.25 -6.30 171/180 8.7

Bravo- 153.4 +6.50 +6.40 176/179 8.8

Charlie-- 161.2 -1.75 -0.05 167/88 6.0

Delta** 164.2 -22.75 13 60 224/250 8.0

Echo* 156.2 -7.25 15.00 218/225 9.5

Identical leadership.

The values obtained for each of the based on the objective measurements with

materiel systems are shown in the "'AISE" those based on subjective ratings, the dis-

column of Table Ill. These effectiveness agreem.'t in ranking ;s obvious The

nu-bers may be interpreted as the relative explanation may be that the subjective rank-

value of a system. For example, inthe most ing of efficiercies was expressed in terms of

effective system, of every 100 energy units personal comfort. Thus the subjective se-

"•equired to support it, at least twelve units lection of systems followed attitude prefer-

are operationally useful; for the least ef- ence and was to be expected. At the same

fective, only about five. It also ýhows which time, the weight of the most comfortable sys-

system tends to minimize impact on support- tem (Aesemblage B) was heavily criticized

ing systems By this method, the objective and the lighter load and simpler food system

ranking is obtained and listed in the last of the lighter system (Assemblage C) was

column of Table III. praised Thus it may be concludedthatwhile
the subjective efficiency is indicative of user

On the other hand. the subjective ranking preference, the objective efficiency reveals

shown in Tabi, Ill was obtained from the the probable ranking of those charged with

groups directly by pericdic questionnaires, providing support to a combat group under

If you compare the ranking of the systems such environmental conditions.

TABLE Ill

Summary of System Effects

H.F. Group Food Fuel Sebj. Obj.

Value Weight Volume Load Effect Factor AISE Factor Rank Rank

- Lbs Cu Ft Lbs Lb - Cal -p Gals per
Mlan-day Sys-day

System A 1681 700 67 117 - 4.5 4114 7.5 0.78 3 2

Syste-i P 1834 908 80 151 . 6.8 4519 4.9 2.58 1 3

b)stim C ISI0 784 72 131 -22.3 4267 12.1 0.44 2 1

c1IMMARY AND CONCLUSION on supporting systems. In the future it may
be possible to specify component design

The research under which this experi- criteria on the basis of such work. The

mont was conducted involved an 3ttempt to indices of system effectiveness, although not

focus on the interaction whichhuman require- conclusive at this phase of the work, indicate

ments and materiel design factors may have the feasibility of obtaining objectively derived
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calue. of cystem performance when com- research in "micrologistics" and humar.
ponents are changed. N nen carefully meas- factor aspects of small group eapabilities
ured subjective values, judgments on the in a polar area Quartermaster Research
compatihility of new system components, oh- & Fngsneering C -nter, Natlick, Mass
jective measures of system performance and Dec. 1961. ASTIA AD 270 858.
of the •conomics of system support are oh- 2 Seaton, R. W. Bases of soldiers' opinions
taxned it should he possible to specify meas- of materiel. Seventh Anouat Army Hu-

urar'e criteria for new components and man Factors Engineering Conference,
systoms. University of Michigan, AnnArbor, Mich.,

3.6 Oct. 1961
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Figure 2. QMC Polar Systems Research Area in Greenland (July-August 1959)
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Figure 3 Q\IG Polr Sy~ten s Research Support Faciht) in Greenland
(Jul-)August 1959)
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B EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC NOISE LEVEL AND WORK METHODS ON RADIO TELE-
PHONE MESSAGE TRANSCRIPTION by Anthony E Castelnovo. U S Army Personnel
Research Office, Washington. D C.

I. 'ncroucnon Ill. Stimuis Material,

The problem area underlying this re- The messages used to test their work
serch is that of improving the quality of -sethods were Sentence Intelligibility Lists
transcripts of noisy radio messages. Even developed at the ,larvard Psycho-Ac.iastic
though limited improvement in the sgnal to Laboratory during World War Df. There ae
noise ratio ca-n be ansieved by filtering and a total of 68 lists, each of vhich consists of
other t-chniques. noise continues to be a twenty sentences containing five s ireable
problem words per sentence. Research has shown

In analysing the method, by which these lists to be extremely sinilar in diffi-
transcript, are produced, it appeared that culty. The noise used in the experiment was
some improvement is accuracy and crm- atmospheric noise taped from a short wave
pleteness miget be aflorded by utiliznig receiver. Atmospheric rather than white
available manpeaer in a somewhat different noise ýas used because it was considered to
manner, be homogenous enough for this study and at

The normal procedure in the tran- the same time represented the major ob-
scription ot 505ce radio messages is to tape stacle to accurate transcription in th, op-
rc-n-•i h •r•sie m ge which is then erational settine The messages were read
given to a transcriber who makes a tran- onto one track of a two-track tape while the
script In cases where the message is noise tape was reproduced ontheother track.
osaskee ay noise, the transcriber may scan The speakers monitored their own recording
portions of the tape repeatedly until he is level and the noise level by watching the
s•t•used that he bas gotten as much of the recording of the two channels on a dualtrace
icess•age as he can possibly get to make the oscilloscope An atteinpt was made tornain-
mos•t complete and accurate transcript tain relatively constant amplitude of the peak

It wa• assumed that the quality of a for each word envelope The noise -'ivelope
second transcript would be better ifproduced was relatively flat, though it showed some
by a sr•-io listener with the aad .1 the f:rst random disturbances, and was maintained at
transc t than if produced by the original a constant level throughoutthe message, each
teansnssbee. This assumption was based set oftwenty sentences constituted a message.
upon tie beliefthat errorsofperceptionwould Six tapes of ten messages each were con-
tend to be different from one listener to structed in this manner to be used for train-
another, tat some errors made by the first ing purposes and three messages were pre-
transcriber would be rejected by the second pared in the same manner to be used in
transeer-r, and therefore the likelihood testing the alternative work methods.
would be .ncreased that the second tran-
scriber would substitute correct words for IV. Subjects.
these errors.

The subjects used in this study were a
I. Work Methods group of fifty reservists who had been ac-

tivated In 1961 and were abouttobe released.
On the basis of these notions, it was The mcot pertinent characteristics of these

d-eAded to test three methods of producing subjects were that they were ir thei early
tr-cripts from noisy voice radio2 messages, twenties, all except three had some college
The first method consists oa having one in- trairung, and many had gone beyond a Bach-
divwdual listen to the same noisy message elors degree. All weretrainedtoreceiveand
thr•e coasesitive times and produce a cam- transcribe code except fire who had other
plate transcript on each occasion. At each types of transcription training.
successive exposure to the tape. hr oses the
prr-iax- transcript as an aid. Work Method V. Experimental Procedure.
Tr' e-rsists of having a second transcriber
i;sIen tr the same noisy message and withthe A. Pre-Test Training.
aid of the first transcript produced by the
original listener, produce a complete tren- Previous research astheareaofthe
scriptL He then listens to the message a pcrce-pln of speech masked by noise indi-
secone tlim and with the aid of his own first e:a that there is a relatively rapid ill-
trasox-cpt produces a second complete tr.- provem•enT in hearing through noiseandthata
scrip'. In r.ork Method Three a third tsr. plateau is reached after exposure of several
scriber listens to the noisy message onceaz beers a day feor fire days. Ourgroup of sob-
,-stE % aid oft he first transcript produced ;.e-te was therefore eaposed to messages
.y the second transcriber produces a con-- sased by various levels of noise over a
plete t--nscript. three hour period for each of six days.
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The six days of training served That th' four groups were very

three parposes I) to train the subjects to smilar in ability ca i be seen from Table I

read through noise, 2) to get an index of each which shows the mean scores for the six

subject's abiity to read through noise sothat traming days were,

three groups of equz! ability could be identi-
fied for use in the experiment; and 3) to Table I

deternmine three noise levels which would per-
mit t.ie subjects to .inderstind correctly ap- Group Mean Sc-..es

pr~i'omatcly 75% of the message. 50%, asd LwMdu / hc

To oht.-n indices of noise which o v 7 2 I Geoup

usuld result in the three levels og intelli- MaScore 146.98i 47.097.2I s
gibility desireed a range of signal to noise
ratios was esplored during the training
session. These ratios were tabulatcd daily

and those which most nearly approximated
the intelligibility levels desired were re-

checked on successive days. The noise levels e r hree messages were used in the

eere referenced initially to the message by experiment. vor a particular message, sub-

setting the no.se envelope peak eqaal to the ject A. was assigned to Wo;kMethsdI, for the

word envelope peak. The noise was then second iteso age he was assigned to Work

varied abaut this value in decibel steps by a Method 11, ard for the thixd message he was

.Davin attenuator which had initially been set ass,6
ned to Work Method ItL These initial

at its middle position, This permitted vary- assignments of subjects to workmethodwere
lng the noise peak fomtendbbelowthe voice made in a random manner but all subjects
envelope peak to ten db above this peak. served in all work ni.ethods and no one com-

Previous work had shown that this range was bsnat'on of these subjects worked together on

suffielent to encompass the signal to noise Tea threemesae tth sm

ratios of interest. he signal to noise ratiothe Sam
r'tcoso inthiest. exermeT were s 4db to e Shes Rnoise level was presented three consecutive

,:l in this experiment were -4 db for the times. The limo lapsebetweenpresentations

low noise level, n -3 db for the medhum noise was only enough to let the subjects get ready
level, and 3 db for the high noise level. to transcribe. Each message wax presented

to each group attheassignednolselevel. The

B. Assignment of Sabjects. schedule of presentation of messages for a

set of three subjects is diagrammed in Taole
Based on tha total scores achieved 2.

over the sxi days of training, forty-eight of

the fifty subjects were ranked and divided Table 2
into three quality sub-groups of sixteen sub-

jects each. W°ck
The best qualitygroupconz-minedtlie I Metnod Cubjec, Message Presentation

cop sixteen subjects, the second the middle ___________________ _..___ _____

sixteen, and the lowest the bottom Sixteen. T -At 'A2-- A
Four equal quality groups of twelve subjects •-yjI - B --- 'n2-l--B3 _
each ucre formed by randomly assigning - C--- '_----
four subjects from each quality c-ategory to
.ch of four groups One of the iour groups

thus formed had been predesignated to be A- I sn the diagram, usd', ti-s gat subject A

used for a final check of the signal to noise listened to the messabe an-e made the f.rst

ratio setting of the .hree tapes to be used transcript which is designated A-I. A copy

in the experimental session. of transcript A- I was given to subject B. On

Each of the other three equalquality the second presentation of the .nessage, both

groups was randomly assigned to one of the subjects A and B listened and independently

noise I-vels. The group assi ned lo the low prepared transcripts, although both used a

no-• levee, approximatelyl75Tsntelligibility, copy of the transcript A- I as an aid. On the

is designated group one, the group assigned third presenitatsor of the message all taree

ic 'he mediu- noise level, approximately subjects, A, B, C. prepared independenttran-

s0% intelligibility, is group two, and at the scripts. A used the transcript A-easan aid,

high noise livel, approximately 25% intelli- B and C each used a copy of 0-2 as an aid.

gibility. group three. Due to such factors as

quality of the noise and variation between VII. Results.

messages due to the talker, the signal to
noise ratios which were used in the experi- The transcripts which resulted from

'.lent gave somewhat different intelligibility the three methods of utilizing personnel

levels than these, but "ere relatively close were scored for Rights. i.e., the number of

and were within acceptable limits, words transcribed correctly, and for Wrongs,
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i.e., the number of words whichwere Included howcver, a-near to be leveling off more
in the transcript which did not appear in the quickly than for the mediumnoie level. This
original voice message. leveling 6it for the low noie ijfqi4 is at-

The average Rights and the average tributable to the fatt that th limit •f$score-
Wrongs for each message presentation for able words is being approached. The miean
each Work Method at each noise level is number Rights for the third presentation for
shown in Figure 1. (These means are shown Method I is 90 words. Though thefp are one
in 7able 3.1 hundred scoreabic J at: .mes

average for this gi'oup ftor transcribing
Table 3 s.milhr meO ls in the a'eonet qf noise is

apfioxilmately 96 words The curve 16f
MEANS AT THE THIRD MESSAGL PRESEN- Rights for f•he hIgh noise gpoup is, as an be
"rATION FOR EACH OF THREE SEPARATE seen in Fig 'f Is very similar innoinomth b

WORK METHODS AND NOISE LEVELS for ihe low Dise group,
_________* ____~.... ..... The Icu rob $o WrnI~p~ Sm we Can

Work Mean M Mean see in Flgif' l4 •4$ Wft crenl ftyftt -11Wli95!
Noise Level Method IgRights Wrongs Righlts, At the low notib T# tth ft Ap•tPbP pi
S. . ... ... cWrongs tends 10 dtftrlSe with sci§

I1 90.00 10.4Z presentations. T~~hli 0 9 bie xpig nc
if 91.14 8.Z5 repetition dgullij reotlils Jhl~I~ 1~IO4

Subsample I _ ------ This decreS5p in errors Is also gsnipa((•|0
(N = 12) Itt 91.02 8.S8 witRt the increase in the number of righ)Medum I 66 50 35.92 repnses for the low 41s q pS 014g, 61.

Medium0.42 31.00 the medium noise level, hý,Qithb rý
1__ , 704 35.92 respone fo hR1whSubsample 2 of wrong responses for lIethod I ineeqj•

(N = 12) IIII 70.92 32.25 from the first to secol?4 t~scrii i db.
IhH_ 09 61.67 creases from the secdnd to the third trait,

Hg U 21.83 51.75 script. For the high noiie level JgA 24sh
iSubsample 3 is clear enough. Here. thbniiiai 'ýn-
(N_= 12) Itt 23.50 14. introduced into the transcrijit icrtirfli

each successive exposure tothitipi, T iqa
A. Effects of Work Methods on the several alternative reasons have bhee sd;.

Response Functions for Rights and gested for this increase a the number ii
Wrongs. Wrongs with successive presentations. ,

analyses of the data are as yet avallable lp
As can be teen in Figure I the clarify this finding.

work methods show exactly the same re-
lationship to each other for all three noise
level groups. Notice that in the production C. Individual Differences in Ability to
of right responses, Method Ill is consistently Read 'hrough Noise.
better than either Methods I or II and Method
I is consistently better than Method L For At the time of preparation of this
wrong responses, Methods II and III also are paper some analyses of the training data had
better than Method L That is, fewer errors been completed which indicate that there are
are made with either of these work methods relatively stable individual differences in
than with Method L Although the differences abil.ty to he.r messages masked by noise.
among the three work methods are consistent, The following bar graph (Figure 2) shows the
the amount of this difference, as canbe seen, percent of the fifty subjects aboeaveragefor
is small. The fact that these differencesare each of the number of days zero through sit.
quite small is reflected sn statistical tests Note that 22% were consistently below
applied to the means. The mean difference average, that is, they were above average
between Method I and the average of Methods zero days and that 32% were above average
II and III wasfound to be significant (.05 level) all six days. The stability of tlisidifferrnce
for the third message presentation at the is indicated even more forcefolly by the
medium nolse level for both Rights and correlation of the sums of scoresobtainedon
Wrongs but was not significant for the low the first, third and fifth days withthe sums of
,md high noise levels, those obtained on the sectd. fourthand sixth

days. Thus r= .867. Frtigei, as can be
B. Effects of Atmospheric Noise onthe seen is Table 4, the correlatic=w =fhe scores

Response Functions for Rights and of he ferst days of trainang with the last
Wrongs. davs are -ubstantial. whiicb paints to the

possibility of identifying hig- ability per-
Notice that at all noise levels the sonnel for purposes of training and assign-

response curves for Rights continue to rise ment. These differences in ability had been
with successive exposures to the tape. The zoted by personnel who ha& se-ved in op-
curves for the high and low noise levels, eratsonal situations, and the preent data
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Table 4 VIII. Summary and Conclusions.

k MATRIX Or INTERCORRELATIONS FOR The data have led us to conclude that
TRAINING DAYS ONE THROUGH SIX there is a tendency for Work Methods II and

REFLECTING STABILITY OF III, that is, those using two or morediffer
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES transcribers, to produce a greater accuracy.

(N = 50) but that their superiority over a method
(All noise levels) using a single transcriber, though consistent,

tends to be small and reaches statistical
Day 1 ) 3 4 5 6 significance only at the medium noise level.

__ . ... Unless additional factors are discovered

I 1.00 ý4 .74 .79 .8! .60 1 which might enhance these differences they
I ".4 1.500 .65 .68 6261 57 1 are not large enough to be of practical value

3 14 65 1.00 .77 .84 . encept in situations where a small irprove-
I 79 .68 "77 1.00 .88 .64 ment is of cr-tical importaner. Of greater

I , 6. l .84 88 1.00 1.6 practical value is the fact that pronounced.5 7 1.54 .64 .6 - 1 I.00 i individual differne e......t x ability to hear
. . "through noise. It seems that personnel

a oselection and assignment instruments which
ocomposite of days 1 3 and 5 vs. would result in the enhancement of the

h 4 sand 6 = 07. quality of transc-ipts produced Inder condi-
tlion of noise mignt be constructed with a
minimum of difficulty. Such instruments
would permit the selection of transcriber

confirm these observations Additionalanal. personnel who possess a higher basic apti-
yses to determine the effect of noise levelon tude and the assignment of the more capable
these individual differences and to relate personnel already with- the system to more

t4ser atiltudes and abilities to the ability to critical positions, thereby enhancing system
read thiorUfi Heise are being made. capabxiicy.
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C CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS TO LMPROVE OPERATOR S
& MAINTENANCE MEN'S VOCATIONS by Elmer A Kemp, Chairman, Subcommittee
XVmI - Human Engineering, Construction, and Industrial Machinery Technical Committee,
Society of Automotive Engineers

Aa chairman of the Construction and War II, has made great strides to improve
In, astrial Machinery Technical Committee the lot of the operator and service man.
Subcommittee XVIII, pertaining to Human Power assisted or completely powered
Enginecring, my intent today is to giLc you a controls, grester operator physical comfort,

report of our actions and peals, and vastly improved service accessibility
Basically this aim is to establish recom- has been incorporated by the ma'rity of

mended values for human male physical designers and marufict-rers in this, today's
dimensions for industry-wide use by equip- more competit)ie markets. 

5
1-cever, until

ment designars ani manufacturers, our group was establihhed, there was no in-
Late in 1960, when I was invited to estab- dustry effort to standardize on control loca-

hsh and initially chair this interesting and tlions, control efforts o0 traveldirectionsand
intrigaing effort, it was imeerative to callon limits. The real value and need for a
the best informed and eaperienced talent in recommended minimum standard for an op-
this fseld in order to obtain the immediase erator's staton, envrronmci2tal-wise as well
practical results desired, as accessibility-wise, "as been magnsfied as

Active comm•ttee members and consultants a result of the Military's and contractor's
p' rticipating inthis effort are representatives training -' per-n-,cil .coa thesefunctions Be-
frm equipment designers and manufacturers, cause initial consideration indicated that this
component designers and suppliers, engineer- project warranted a concerted effort, the SAE
ing agencies, educational institutions, con- Construction and Industrial Technical Corn-
tractor and industrial equipment users, and mittee established Subcommittee XVIII.
the Military. These individuals are corm- After this new group was organized in
pletely familiar with the design, operation, January of 1961, the Subcommittee agreed

.naintensnce and servicing demands to meet that the initial effort should be tooffer maxs-
the user's needs Our efforts to date have mum and minimum physical dimensions for a
reflected the fine knowledge, experience, normally clothed operatoranddimensionsfor
enthusiasm, and cooperation ofthis team, and a large operator dreused in arctic clothing
it has been a real honor and privilege to be as recommended standards for use in the
affiliated with them. industry.

Just what is Human Engineering
0 

How is it The agreement for such a project was
applied to the construction and industrial aunimous, as each mrn.ufact,,,rr has his own
equipment field' One definition could state, version, which to date is as dissimilar as
"Human Factors Engineering is the apphca- most of us, physically. This particular effort,
tion of the human physical senses, si111, and requiring only five meetsisgs to f-nalize, was
physical techniques to equipment design", comparatively simple to assemble because of
To put it another way, it is the mating of man the male physical dimensional data accumu-
to the machine so that optimum compatibility lated by various individuals, consultant organ-
is achieved, therefore designing the machine izations, and the Military. This 'nformation.
to the man, a truly revol.tionary approach. would have required many man-hours to ob-

A good man) of us can recall the day when tamn from scratch, and we are deeply indebted
equipment was drs gned to perform its basic to several of our consultants for providing
funcson, and then a location for the operator, data and assistance. Using the data accumu-

his controls and instruments was established lated by these various agencies over recent
wherever conveniert and practical, without years, the Subcommittee develaped and sub-
disturbing too greatly the overall configura- mitted recommendations for SAE-CIMTC
lion. Control lever and pedal efforts and Standard usage. For practical reasons we
travel were established, based on each de- offered a male clothed vers.on only, as
sig'ev's idea of what an operator was phys- providing the realistic datý that designers of
icotIp capable of exerting. Accessibility for this equipment would require.
Ibrnirtiion, adjustment, and jervicing was The result of our effort is showninFigure
practically ignored. Operator comfort, 1 and 2. We sincerely believe, althoughbeing
space-wise, suspension-wise, visibility- the first to admit that someone may find a
wise, weather-wise or effort-wise, was of point for contention, thatthis informatlonwill
small concern even though the operator prove a boon to our designers. The chart
prac-..ally lived in the station. itself has been studied and set up to make it

Thro" 5 h the efforts of the Military for readily interpretable. You will note that we
simplification on instructions, organized have established the 5thand 95thpercentileas
labor for physical ease and comfort, and the most practical range fordesignpurroaes.
througn engineering i~eld inicts, the con- This ,ndicatcs that 5% arc physically under
struction equipment industry, since World the minimum and 5% are over the maximum
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and therefore are not included in the chart andstandardszationwtll benefit operator
data. Ihis chart hac been approved and will adaptability and efficiency.
be in the 1963 S.A.E. Handbook' 3. Operator's Seat-

The location relative tothe controls and
Curran'ty we ace stadying the area of the instruments, minimurn size, height, and

operators worh atatino. You would he oar- adjuntment-lirnitatson Is on tap for
prised at the discussnon the Subcommittee fature ntudy by the geup.
has d.veloped pro and con relative to this 4. Operator Comfort-
suhbe' Noine, ventilation, temperature, and

We all well agree that, in the past, insuf- safety are important factors to be

icient concern on the part of the designer considered.
left quite a bit tobedesnredbythe individuals 5. Operator's External Visibilty-

who actually wound up operating that same over-exaggerated on Figure 4, is er-

equipment. Lack of riding comfort and ex- tainly a factor worthy of n nady for

cessive control efforts resulted in a very improved operational efficiency and

weary operator at the end of a shift, and more safety.
frequently than not, in tapering off of his 6. Compartment Size Minimums-

efficiency and alertness late in the work need for which we indicate on Figure 5.
schedule. will be reviewed and our proposals sub-

mitted later.
Bronen down, for practical as well as

expeditious reasons, this project will vrob- The Subcomnmittee recommendations will
ably result in these categories take a great deal of tlime to become realities,

I. Controls- should we be so practical and fortunate to
Foot and hand, (as depicted inFigure 31 develop worthwhile proposals, but with the
can and do result in some confusion on efforts of our industries' designers, -,e look
the part of switching operators, trasn- forward to the ultimate from the operational
ing, efiicienay. and safety-wise. Stand- viewpoint, as indicated on Figure 6.
ardization of location, type, snze asd Our responsibility as a Subcommittee isto
effort ranges, isa project the committee offer a practical and adoptable net of stand-
is exploring and hope to be ableto offer ards for industry consideration.
a recommendation on inthenearfuture. Some additional future areas we plan to

2. Instruments- explore and investigate are service and
Location, type, Visislity and legibility, maintenance space, effort, vsibility, and
are as . ncsmpusiita ohere similarity safety minimums.
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Figure 1. StandingChar
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Figure 3. Confusion

Figure 4. Inadequate Visibility
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Figure 5 Compartment Comfort

Figure 6. Ultimate In Operation
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D AN EVALUATION OF PHOTO DISPLAY MfDES FOR EXTRACTION OF INTELLIGENCE
INFORMATION by Abraham H Birnbaum. US Army Personnel Research Office, Washing-
ton, D. C

In the eventuality of war, the Army has a Approach
critical need for information about the
ene ny's disposition of forces which must be The parpose of the photo-mode study is to
ielevant. timely, accuratc, andcomplete. To determine what, if any, differences there are
met these needs the Army depends on its in interpreter performance, that may be at-tributable to photo-mode, i.e., to whether
image interpreters and the image systems the interpreter views negative transparen-
within which they function. The interpreter of
today and tomorrow must be able to extract the cies. positive transparencies, posits' prints
necessary information from all kinds of (non-stereo), or positive stereo prints. Find-
imagery, conventional, radar or infraredthe ings of this study maj have en _mpact on

abe of high or low quality, and whether or not an electronic image reversalimagery may b e of th o mality an device has a place in an image interpreter
on occasion the volume of the imagery may facility.
be so great that only very little time may be Three analy. eo were conducted. (1) An
available to obtainthe necessary information analy o c and completens as A
Regardless o conditions, the image inter- analystis of accuracy and completeness as a
preter is a Pry person who must provide the function of mode, (2) An analysis of confi-
information on which manymilitarydecisions dence in right and wrong responses as a
will be based. function of mode; and (3) An analysis of

accuracy as a function of time separately for
Until fairly recently very little was known each rode.

about basic psychological factors in image In order to conduct our studies we must be
interpretation, particularly intheooperational Pble to measure interpreter performance.
setting. To fll this gap the United States This requires the use of photographs the
Army Personnel Research Office formulated content of which is known to the researcher
a program to answer two broad questions, but, of course, not to the photo interpreter
(1) What are the skills, abilities and tech- test subject Inaddition. thephotographsused
siques that are necessary to extract intelh- and the requirements imposed on thy inter-
genoe information from conventional and preter should be as realistic as possible.
newer types of imagery' (2) How can the Also, the interpreter s provided with relevant
Army best utilizc its available human re- materials and informationnormallyavailable
sources in order to cope with the ever- to him, such as maps and specific information
increasing volume and variety of imagery and about the deployment of friendly and enemy
yet naintain acceptable standards of speed, forces, as well as equipment that is part of
accuracy and completeness' his PI kit. Essentially, then, the performance

m-s- constitutes a work sample with a
In implementing our research program we known input and with the opportunity for

have paid particular attentionto problems that measuring interpreter output.
dealt with the determinations of how inter- The determination of what constitutes the
preters can best use the imagery, equipment, content of a given photograph depends in all
time, and skills to extract useful intelligence cases on the consensus of independent inter-
information. Findings such as those dealing pretations by expert interpreters. In addi-
with performance as a function of viewing tion, available records were studsedtoversfy
time, repeated exposure to imageryandteam the basic analyses. In those rare instances
work procedures were reported in a prior when agreement could not be reached on the
session of the Army Human Factors En- identification of aparticularobject, theobject
gineering Conference. ' The effort of these was scored neither right nor wrong
studies was directed primarily toward gain- The performance indices used in those
ing insight into how interpreter performance studies are a direct function of the natuce of
might be improved via the mechanism of the responses the int-epreter makes. The
improving techniques and procedures of in- interpreter can correctly identify an object.
terrn-ier operations. We were, however, not The number of correct identifications (number
unaware of the fact that the nature of the of rights) therefore is one measure of inter.
stimulus material itself has an impact on prater performance. The interpreter can
performance. Today's papzr will deal pri- misidentify objects. Number ofwrongsthere-
marcly with interpreter performance as fore is another measure of his performance.
a fuection of selected photo display Further, he can fail to respond where he
characteristics, should. Number of omits thus constitutes a

third measure. In addition, two derivative
measures were developed, one, accuracy the

I Sadacco, tolbet ea TIdmlquies. oogst Itotcsretatim other, completeness. Accuracy is the pro-
Syste.s Presented at the Secenth A-1en Amy lHaws portion of correct to total responses an in-
Factors Enageeeno Cosftesece, 3-6 Octobei 1961 terpreter makes, it is the ratio of number of
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ghts to number right. p w Rg I The sample consists of 64 experienced

g t to n ber r h s r0s0oto interpreter test subjects. 3Z of the AirC.- let-nes. - the proportion of correct Force. 17 of the Army and IoteMrns
total etractable inforaton -Their average on-the-job experience was five

that Is 1n fact extracted from a photograph, years aid ranged from two months to thirteen
numbcr of rights to total years. All subjects were assigned at random

rumber of significant identifable objects to eh photo quality and to each cell withinphoto quality.

Fo-er -- of photographs representing Time allowed for each test was thirty
four different performance measures were
used In this study Table I describes these minutes.

measures The first two measures have a
tactical conter.t, the other two, strategic. Accurac andCompleteness as a Funct.on of
The scales of these photo sets are 1-5,700, A -- Co
I 8,000, l 10,500 and 1 10,500, respectively.

Within each qualityfour performance ineas-

Table o ures were analyoed separately, accuracy
after six iminutes of work, accuracy after

DESCRIPTION OF PERFORMANCE thirty minutes of work, and similarly corn-
MEASURES pleteness after six and thirtyminutes ofwork.,

-- -Table 2 shows the accuracy results for the

Measure Content Scale four different modes of highphotoquality.

The comparison here is for each row.I Individual Objects (e.g., 1:5,700 None of the differences is significant. Table
venicles) 3 presents completeness results for the four

different modes at high photo quality. AgainIntodmidual Objects (e.g , 1"-0.00 the differences attributable to mode were not
small structures found !- be significant. Table 4 presents the

S Object Complexes (e.g., 1:10,500 accuracy resilts for low photo quality.

R.R. yards) Once again mode differences were not found
to be significant. However, when we cometo

4 Object Complexes (e.g., h 10,500 completeness at low photo quality (Table S)
Iiel storage) we find a difference attributable to mode that

is significant at the five percent levelofcon-
Each set of photographs consists of the fidence, and this foi •ompleteness afterthirty

same photograph reproduced in four modes. minutes of work. In viewofthe fact that eight
positive transparency, negative transparency, different analyses were conducted, four for
positive stereo prints, andpositivenon-stereo low and four for high photo quality, At is not
printc. Each .o .hese wa- also reproduced at tns.. rpreisne, on a orobability bas.s, tofind
a lower quality level thus providing two photo one that exhibits differences that appeartobe
qualities and making possible an analysis of significant for the case where in fac. no dif-
mode-by- content-by-quality, ferences exist. The large number of analyses

The design employed was a replicated therefore casts some doubt onthe significance
Latin-Square, separately, for each quality, of the finding of mode differences for com-
with eight entries per cell. Thirty-two sub- pleteness at low photo quality after thirty
jects were used for each phito quality. Each minutes of work.
suoject vas administered the four different
measure contents each in a different mode sn When we examine the effect of photo quality
a counter balances deesgntohlimnate effects on performance we can unqualifiedly saythat
attributable to order of test administration, we have succeeded in reducing photo quality.

Table 2

PERCENT ACCURACY BY PHOTO "IODE
FOR HIGH PHOTO QUALITY

Positive Negative Stereo Non-Stereo
Accuracy Transparenc Transparency Print Print

Initiil 53 53 54 47

Final 42 38 44 40

Mode differences are not significant.
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Table 3

PERCENT COMPLETENESS BY PHOTO MODE
FOR HIGH PHOTO QUALITY

Positive Negative Stereo Non-Stereo
Comoleteness areny Transparenc Print Print

In.tial 14 10 9 10

Final 33 Z7 31 30

Mode differences are not significant.

Table 4

PERCENT ACCURACY BY PHOTO MODE
FOR LOW PHOTO QUALITY

Positive Negative Stereo Non-Stereo

Accuracy Transpar-ey T-iparency Print Print

Initial 40 41 52 39

Final 30 33 39 37

Mede differences are not sigeificant.

Table 5

PERCENT COMPLETENESS BY PHOTO MODE
FOR LOW PHOTO QUALITY

Positive Negative Stereo Non-Stereo
Completeness Transparency Transparency Print Print

Initial 8 7 7 7

*Final 21 16 24 18

'ode d~ferenc - ..- -t P <.05

Without exception performance on high- Content differences we re significant
quality photos was better than on low quality throughout. i.e., performance varied as a
ones as can be seen in Table 6. function of "content." However, this is not

It can also be seen that accaracy drops as too surprising in view of the fact that the
a function of time. For six-minute perform- photograph ictz d:ff.r fror. -ach other in
ance accuracy is higher than for thirty- scale, quality, density and kind of objccte.
minute performance. Conversely, complete- Since the factors that cause thesedifferences
ness goes up as a function of time, cannot be pinned down specifically in this

Table 6

PERCENT ACCURACY AND COMPLETENESS

BY PHOTO QUALITY

High Quality LowGuality

Initial Accuracy 52 43

Final &ceuracy 41 35

Initial Completeness I1 7

Final Completeness 30 20

Quality differences are significant at P < .01
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study, I o1t pass over theoe findings and go Table 8
on to the nex

t
.

PERCENT CONFIDENCE FOR RIGHTS AND

interpreter Confidence WRONGS BY MODE FOR LOW PHOTO
QUALITY

As a part of their regular work routine,
interpreters assign probability indices ex- Right Wrong

pre, sing their confiden'mes in ech of the
iaen'ufications that they make. In a prior Possti-e Transparency 67 6ý
study, a significant difference was found in
the mean confidence for right and wrong iden- *Negative Transparency 61 44

tifr-atsons and in fa-,or of the right ide-ntifica-
tions The present study provided an oppor- *Stereo Print 73 59

tunity to look at confidence for rights and
wrongs as a function of photo mode and of Non-Sterco Print 6±k 56
photo quality. For each object identified, the - -

interpreter assigned a percentage that repre- *Total 68 56

sents what he considers to be the likelihood
that the oblect is correctly identified. Pre- *Right-Wrong differences significant atP< 05

liminary analysis exhibited no significant
interactions between confdenc- in right and
wrong responses as it relates to photo mode, Le.ngth of Viewing Time

content, and quality. Table 7 shows the re-
sults obtained for high photo quality. Note We have already seen some evidence that

that the right responses are invariable asso- accuracy goes down and completeness up as

ciasea wi-o grre..i -- ,od-ccc th.n-th- -r-ng a 'ý-cti= of t..e. We have alsonoted inter-

responses and significantly so in three out of preter performance with the exception of the
the four modes. This significant difference tenuous finding for 30-minute completeness

for confidence in right and wrong responses at low photo quality is not affected by photc

arries over to the total. Similar findings mode. On the other hand, there are signifi-

are obtained for the low photo quality as can cant performance differences attributable to

be seen in Table S. photo quality A performance over time
comparison was therefore only foe photo

Table 7 q oiality.
Figure I shows the cumulative number of

PERCENT CONFIDENCE FOR RIGHTS AND right and wrong responses for five-minute

W RONGS BY MODE FOR HIGHPHOTO Intervals of viewing time, plotted separately

QUALITY for high and low photo qualities. Noticefirst
QUALITY lthe far larger number of wrong than right

Right Wrong responses at all time intervals and regard-
I�ss of photo nuality. When we look at quality

*Positive Transparency 57 46 separately we find for high photo quality that
the number of new identifications scored right

Negative Transparency 60 56 tapers off much sooner than the number of

those scored wrong. Moreover and very

-Stereo Print 73 61 significantly when we compare the perform-
ance for high and low quality photographs, the

Noan-Stereo Print 75 62 high quality photographs provide more right

and fewer wrong responses than do the low

-Total 65 56 quality ones.
Figure 2 shows accuracy which relates

*Right-Wrong differences significant at right to right plus wrong responses, plotted
as a function of time for the same perform-

P< 05 once measures. For high photo quatitythere
is n continuous decrement in accuracy a-
time increases, a finding which conformo to

When we compare total mean confidence pre-vious ones. For low photo quality, on the

for the right responses for the high and low other hand, accuracy remains relatively con-

pho'o qualities we find that they are sub- slant at a lower level at all time intervals as

stan'tially the same 65 and 68 percent, time increases, although toward the end it

respectively. This is also true for the mean begins to decrease. Actually, if additional

confidence for the wrong responses, 56 per- time had been provided to the interpreters

cent in both cases. This implies that across working on the low quality photographs, a

the four modes, the probability of correct- continuing drop in accuracy would not be un-

ness of identificaition based on confidence is expected, since any responses that gobeyond

the same for bothhighandlowphotoqualities. the limits of what thexe is in the photograph
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would have to be wrong. Moreover as the good quality would ihkewise yield an incre-

interpreter addresses himself to objecisthat -ent in accuracy and completeness There-

are increasingly more difficult to identify we fore the finding does not argue for improved

would expect the ratio of wrong to right re- photo quality What should be done firs" , to

sponses to increase and hence for accuracy develop a measure of photo quality and then

to decrease systematically tor different quality levels
determine the accuracy and completeness of

Implcations of the Findings interpretations tý establish the point of di-
-minshing returns, which would then be toe

To the extent to which the test materials goal for the desired level ofphotoquality.

and conditions and test subjects are repre- Photo interpreters generally tend to have

sentative the findings of these studies are more cor.fcdence in their right responses than

generalizable However, it should be no.ed in their wrong ones This mea s tb h he

that there are many limitations to this study, probability of accurate identification will be

Among others there are those dealing with higher for responses associatei with high

the nature of the images, their content, confidence than for those associated with low

quaiity and scales, the nature of the setting confidence However, the use of this knowl-

in terms of the specific task requirements edge should await a more definitivedetermi-

imposed on the interpreters and the experi- nation an to whether or not ne mode is

ence of the interpreters in workcng with ma- favored over another with respect to confl-

terials that differ in mode. Assuming that dence differential between right and wrong

these do not have anefiectonthefsnuings, toe rcsf.ises. If a more r.gorouo test should

following conclusions can be made. idenZify such a mode, this mode would be

Accuracy and completeness in general do preferred, everything else being equal, since

not seem to be dependenton shetherornot an it would make possible the identification of

interpreter views a positive transparency, correct responses with a higher degree of

negatlve transparency or print, although a probability than any other mode.

further study needs to be made to check on Mode differences most likely don't have

the finding for 30- minute completeness at low much of an effect on accuracy as a function of

rhoto quality, time, however quality does. The accuracy

Good photo quality does result sn better curves do no taper off in the same way for

accuracy and completeness than does poor the time period of concern. There is a con-

photo quality. However, this finding applies tinuing very evident drop inaccuracyforhigh

only to the materials at hand. Our "good' photo quality, whereas accuracy for low

photo quality is actually not fixed. We have quality remains fairly constant until almost

no way of measuring thequalityofour "high" the very end of the period where there are

quality photos and we degraded these photos beginiings of a loSo in accuracy. The use of

to a barely acceptable level. Since we were specified work time to establish desired ac-

not able to improve the photo quality of our curacy levels therefore requires the estab-

"good" photos, we are unable to say that an lishmient ofaccuracy-over-time-f-nctions for

increment in photo quality beyond that of our different levels of quality.
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E. HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OF MASK, ANTIFLASH, ROCKET LAUNCHER M19
by Samuel E. Jackson and Maj. E. R. Clov-s, MSC, US Army Chemical Research and
Development Laboratories, Army Chemical Center, Maryland

Under tropical or temperate conditions ine within one-two minutes after donning the
gunner of a rocket launcher team canfire his mash. Frosting occurred in less than 10
weapon without facial protection. Under minutes.
arctic conditions, however, there occurs a Ill. Tracking - While wearing the M19
bac,,flash, formed of unburned particles of Mask experienced rocket launcher gunners
rocket propellant, arming wires, and other tracked moving targets only with great
rocket debris, which constitutes a serious difficulty. The principal sources of diffi-
hazard to the gunner's face. The M19 mask culty identifiedwere (I) The harness strap
was designed to afford protecticrnagainstthis did not prevent the facepiece from sh .icng
backflash. Chemical Corps Engineering when the stiffened length of the apron hit
Command was directed by CONARC to make the body (e.g. shoulder, chest), or some
design improvements When we received the other object. This cauced the entire face-
mask, we were told t at it had previously been piece and thus the eye lenses tobe displaced
subjected to various tests to determine its so that vision was obscured or denied.
ability to protect the iser and was to be type (2) Stray light entered through the venting
classified pending our evaluation. We were mesh causing undesirable reflections with
a-hed to determine whether gunners could the resulting decrease in relative bright-
effectively fire tneir weapon while wearing nesi of tho reticle-sight picture. (3) The
the mask. eye lens retaining ring caught on the sight

Figure i shows the M19 mask ona model - rim. Even steady sighting in the prone
The mask consists of a leatherette-faced, position was frequentlyimposssble because
stiffened apron approximately 15 cm in length the bottom of the apron touched the ground
to which has been sewnthe eyepiece assembly and shifted the mask.
from a pair of type 1 industrial goggles. IV. Donning and carrying - We found that

In order to evaluate human factor charac- the n sk could not be donned easily over
terIstics of the prototype mask, we studied: the helmet and parka hood, if donned inthis

I. Extent of the visual field for detection way by any means, the eye was sofar from
of movement, the eye lens that effective sighting was

2. Fogging and frosting of eyelenses impossible. We firther foundthatwhenthe
3. Effect of the mask ontheabilitytotrack mask was folded and snapped as intended,

a moving target with the weapon, the mask did not fit any easily accessible
4. Ease of carrying and donning the mask outer pocket of cold weather clothing.
5. Effect of right vs left eye preference on Furthermore, in this folded configuration

the part of the user. Our subjects were four the glass lenses -ere extremely vulnerable
medical research volunteers with previous to damage.
training and experience with rocket launchers. V. Effect of right vs left eve pref-
In previous training, these men had used the erence - Soldiers who were normally
MgAl Protective Mask, with the cannister right-eyed experienced all the difficulties
rer, -ed, as an approved field expedient for enumerated above. Suldiers vho were
protection against rocket backflash. One normally left-eyed, and who used their
subject had had combat experience as a left eye to sight the weapon by canting
bazooka gunner, their head when firing without a mask, were

In brief our results were as follows completely unable to use their preferred
I. For visual field. (See Figure 2 - eye when masked.

Perimetrlc Maps). Figure 2 shows a On the basis of these test results, we
comparison of the visual field for detec- recommended that the prototype M19 Mask
tion of movement for three subjects when be declared unsatisfactory because minimum
they wore the M19 Mask, the M9AI Pro- human engineering standards vere not met.
tective Mask, and without any mask Wear- We recommended alterations in the mask
ing zither the M19 or the M9AI resultedin design that would appreciably raise user
definite lmitations of the field of vision efficiency. rigure 3 shows a rough mock-up
for icection of movement. These limita- of a new mask incorporating suggested
.ions existed in three ofthefourquadrants, changes. Note that we have discarded the
becoming insignificant only in the superior goggle assembly and replaced it with, (I)
temporal quadrant. In the inferior quad. For the s.ghtmg eye, a cushioned annulus of
rants the limitation commonly exceeded 30" a diameter sufficient to accommodatethe exit
and reached 450 at one place, pupil of the sight, no more; and (2) For the

IL Fogging - We found by conducting other eye, a sturdy transparent plastic strip
tests in climatically controlled chambers, of sufficient flexibility in cold weather to
that soldiers who were active enough to eliminate excessive replacement and of ouf-
perspire moderately experience fogging of ficent strengthto resist penetrationby rocket
the eye lenses sufficient to obscure vision debris. Some provision could be made for
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easy replacement of the plastic lens when time allowing much better clearance of the
neceseary, i.e a slip-In pocket. In this way -houlder bulk of the arctic clothed infantry
the weapon sight itself protects the sighting soldier.
eye, while toe other eye is given a broad The harness strap attachment points have
visual field for the detectionof movement and been lowered 3.5 cm. thus bringing the
target line-up. This arrangement also pro- harness as worn into the same plane as the
vides for positioning the sighting eye at the eye openings of the mask andthepupilsof the
eyec p rather than I on- 3 cm behind it, and wearer. Thin should reduce considerably
at the same lime elimates a superfluous tue shifting of the facepsece.
glass barrier in the sighting path - a glass
barrier. incidently, which provides two sur- It should be noted that in this study we did

face5 susceptible to fogging, frosting, and not evaluate, and our recommendations donot
scratching. The removal of the goggle as- take account of (I) the strength of ti, ma-
semubhy allows the mask to be used with equal terials employed in either the M19 or the
ease by riglt or left-eyed persons through mock-up, (2) the degree of physt,.al protec-
the simple act of flipping the nose channel in tion these materials provide against such
or out. blast or firing debris hazards as may exist

We have also reduced the apron length to (3) durability of the mask under conditions
II cm at each lateral edge and the lengtn of of field use and (4) the effects of decontami-
the nose channel midline to I I cn. This pro- nation procedures on the condition of the
vides good facial coverage while at the same mask.
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Figure I The M19 Mask

J/

Figure Z. Vis.a wield. for the D-teet.on of Movement
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Figu- 3 eproposd Mas.k (top) Coroa-rd w-h N119 Masks totttor)
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F. THE DISPLAY EVALUATIVE INDEX. A TECHNIQUE FOR EVALUATING TIlE DISPLAY-
OPERATOR DECISION-CONTROL ACTION LOOP IN DISPLAY SYSTEMS by Arthui 1.
Siegel. William Miehel and Philip Federman. Applied Psychological Services, Wayne,
Pennsylvania

With the advent of more complex Signal If cost is of no consideration, the cost factor,
Corp-' systems and the concomitant increased Ee, may be suppressed by setting e equal to
time span between system concept develop- zero.
ment and actual hardware production, the
need has arisen for methods and techniques Each of the five bases involved evaluates
for comparatively evaluating various design
concepts before prototype systems and sub - (a) different system design factor(s)
systems are actually produced. While nose A Base A provides an e:valuation
subjective standards and appraisals possess of the adequacy of the design
merit in the absence of more objective and om the point of vie num-
reliable measurement ans evaluative tcch- from the point of view of num-
niques, the provision of quantitative system bee and complexity of the
effectiveness measurement techniques which display-npeator decisfon-
can be applied early in thedesign stage might control action loops in the
do much to eliminate costly design errors system.
and expensive retrofits.

Accordingly, Applied Psychological Serv- Base B Base B contiders system conm-
ices under contract with the former Engi. poexfty in terms of the number
neeringScience Department, U.S. ArmySignal of indicators, number of con-
Research and Development Command, has trols, used and unused indics-
been engaged in a research program for tor and controls, and displaly-
evaluating the ability of the displays in a control hnkage.
system to transfer information to the opera- Base C Base C involves the time
toe in the system and for the operator to act
on the information received. Specifically, it required by the "average"
so the purpose of this technique to allow operator to complete a desiredis te pupos of his echiqueto alousequence of eubtasks, the allo-
comparative answers to questions such as: csue of sublash teqalto-

I. Can it be expected that the operator rated timefor subtasksequence
will receive, interpret, and act on the completion, and mismatch be-
information presented by design A in a tween display information and
superior manner than to designB? operator control action infor-

2. If we change a display, what will be the matson.
relative effect on the equipment's ability
to transfer information to the operator Base D Base D reflects the complexity
and on the operator's effectiveness7 of the system or the totalnum-

This technique is referred tohenceforthas ber of displays and controls in
the display evaluative technique. The index the display-human operator-
number which emerges from application of control loop.
the technique is referred to as the display
evaluative index or DEL The DEl isbasedon Base S Base E reflects cost factors.
five factors, each consistihg of a base All other things being equal,
raised to a power. Except for tha !ifth or the system that costs the least
cost factor, the exponents are constant and to acquire, operate and main-
fixed. The base values depend on the system tain, is assumed superior.
(including the operator) under consideration
and are based on axioms dra, - from com- To calculate the DEI, a "transfer chart"
munications engineering ci- ., For the describing and linking the displays, decisions
ideal system, each factor ( x - iception and controls of one or more task sequences
of the cost factor) possessri ire ofunity, performed by the operator in the system is
the -al•- approach zero as a limit for the prepared. Bases A, B and D are found from
woesi ctqipment design case. In actual the transfer chart. Base C comes from a
eractice the cnst factor will also belessthan separate calculation of estimated operator
one. Since the value of each base may range time requirements, critical time require-
from zeri to one, the range of each base ments, andinformationmismatch. Estimated
raised to any power is also from zero to one information processing time is based on a
and the DEI (the product of the five factors) formula derived from data presented by
also ra.,ges from zero to one. Woodworth and Schlosberg (1955): TK = .15+

DEIo AaDbCc~dEe 
.49 Id, where

where A to E are the bases and a to e are TK = minimum time required for hnkK
the exponents which weightthevarion bases. Id = nvmber of digits in display
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The bases are calculated as follows. 3,2.0,4,1 and 3,2,0,1,4 (in which 3 is best).
These agreed with the unweighted DEI 3.2.

A original. 4.1 To increas- the sensitivity of
A + E the indee, the base "st..es were transformed

as follows

where W,= weight of Itk link DEI = A C/'E C/ ki
-nd W 1/ I/for acorroborat-ve (two state)

Indcartorr v (Following this the technique was applied to

a special purpose radar system. the AN/FPS-
W = I for a corroborative multiple 56. Agisn the original (0) and four hypo-

choice indicator thbtLcal variations of the original (' Z,3,4)

W = I for a ore bit irdicator were judged from the point of view of the
adequacy of the display reading s operator

W = 2 for a multi bit indicator decision - control act,on loop inthe system.

W = 4 for a computatior., table look- The DEI technique prodiced a hierarchical

up, etc ordering of 3,4.0,2,1 while the rankings of the
experts were 4,3 (tie) 0,1,2 and 4,3,2,0,1.

W = 0 ior links which are of a con- Similar agreement betwe nr the technique and
junctive nature and for links Applied Psychological Services' staff mem-
from "and" element bers judgement of the relative merit of design

i•n m) 5 ' [-(n+ ml
t  

..vs ntions of a public address set andacom-
D ON . n- . plex situational target monitoring and assign-

ment task were obtained. Thus it appeared

where n = no. of indicators as if the technique might begenerallyapplic-
able and that more rigid validation was

m = no. of controls appropriate.

N = no. of forward links

+mii = sum of elements used (connected Validity of the DEI Technique

to forward links) The validity of a technique such as the one

(n + mrt= total no. of indicators and con- described can be supported from several
trols points of view. One point of view is the

conceptual validity of the technique. By con-

o - e "¢ (Tk -
t
k) - £k IMkI , tk < Tk ceptual validity is meant the reasonableness

of the concepts from which the technique is

where Tk = minimum time required for linkk drawn and upon which the technique is based.
The conceptual basis of the DEI technique and

tk = time allotted for lnk k its roots in communications engineering

Mk = mismatch in digits between ele- constructs have been discussed elsewhere
ments connected by kth link (Siegel and Mtiehle, 1961). Some persons

2 would argue that conceptual validity alone is
- + no sufficient for an acceptable technique. The

present authors maintain, however, that if a
where no = number of "other elements" technique can be shown to possess conceptual

(neither disi lay or control) validity and if it can also be shown that the

Q =number of individual components new technique correlates well with some other
acceptable measure of the function being

E 1et - 1 evaluated, then the new technique gainsaddi-
$r $0 tional support.

Sr. Four prominent men (three psychologists
and one engineer) in the fields of human

where $i = initial cost factors and information theory were asked
$0 z operating cost/year to evaluate various system and contrived

variations of these systems. The major con-

Sr = reasonable cost siderations examined by the authoritatine
raters were the various displays in the re-

Development of the DEI spective systems and the abilhiy of the dis-
plays to transfer the requisite information to

The DEI was first worked out on the origi- the operator, the manipulations of controls,
nal s), and four hypothetical variations the various decisions andjudgments required
(1,2,3,4) of the AN/MPQ-4A intercept radar by the operator in each system, and the
set. Two human factors specialists who are estimations and calculationsthatthe operator
members of the Applied Psychological Serv- makes in fulfilling his functions inthe system.
ices' staff, were asked toratethese systems. Correlational analyses were performed be-
The ranks assigned by the two experts were tween the ratings of these experts and the
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DEI values Insofar as the DEIvaiuescirre- tehlnique for evaluating the effectiveness of

late well with the evaluative opinions of the d:sp!.ys in systems to transfer information
outside expert raters, it may be clanmeddthat to an operator and for the operator to act on

the technique Is valid for discriminating be- the Information has been, at least to some
tween, ar.ations of the same sstem extent, achieved.

The results for each of the four systems
and th. i. variations were averaged over the Rethabhlity of the DEI Technique

four r-ters and ranked hierarchically. Rank
order coefficients of correlation were calcu- In actual use of a technique such as DEI

tated bet-een these data and the ranked data method, there is always the posstbility of

obtained from the application of the DEI some varidtion in the analysis if different

technique. These correlations arepresented users apply the techniquetlthe same system.
as Table I This variation may result from different

An analysis of the agreement between the interpretations of the system's design and

individual experts and the DEI is presented function and of the task. There may he

as Table 2. differences in the evaluators' backgrounds
and the users may lack a precise description

Table 1 of operator's tasks andthe systems. Another
source of inconEistenry may lie In differ-

Rank Order Correlations Betweenthe ences of interpretation of the rules for
Authorities' Mean Ranks and the DEIs apply.ng the technique.

Theiefore, for each equipment and its
System Correlation variations reported here, a separate DEI

technique application was made by two or
Radar Set AN/MPQ-4Aand 1.00 three peopie The purpose of these separate

four variations applications was to obtain an indication of
the uniqueness or agreement between the

Radar Set AN/FPS-56 (Track- .90 equipment rankings obtained by different
xnr and Plotting) and four users of the DEl technique.
variations Rank order sntraclass correlations were

calculated to indicate the extent of agreement
Radar Set AN/FPS-56 (Target .80 among the rankings obtained by the various

Definition) and four variations evaluators who applied the technique to the
systems considered. The obtained correla-

Radar Set AN/FPS-56 (Target 1.00 tions are presented for each base as well as
Ranging) and four variations for the total DEI in Table 3.

In computing correlations, only rankorders
Public Address SetAN/UIH-3 .90 were considered and the correlation between

and four variations users was determined for the individual
bases as %ell as for the DEOs In cases in

APS-251 1.00 which two variations possessed close DEI
values, the variatlions were nevertheless

The obtained correlations between the considered as having distinct ranks rather
raters' evaluations and the calculated DEI than being considered as ties. This makes
values indicate relatively high agreement the test quite severe, especially for the in-

between the two variates for predictive pur- dividual bases, where there is no essential
poaes. These findings suggest that the pur- difference between two variations for the
ported purpose of the development of a aspect which that base evaluates.

Table 2

Rank Order Correlations Between Individual Raters and the DEI

Radar Set Radar Set Radar Set

AN/FPS-56 AN/FPS-56 AN/FPS-56
Radar Set (Trackingand (Target (Target Public Address Set

Rater AN/MPQ-4A plotting) Definition) Ranging) AN/UIH-3 APS-251

A. 1.00 .90 .40 .80 .70 .80

B. 1.00 .70 .80 .40 -. 40 .40

C. 1.00 .67 .80 .t0 .90 .80

D. 1.00 1.00 .40 -. 40 .90 1.00
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Table 3 reveals high reliability coeffi- display , operator decision ý control
zrnts. With tIe exception of six coefficients, action point of view. Thus, even if different
there was perfect agreement among the values are derived by different users of the
evaluators who used the DEI technique. It techniqie, the present results suggest that
was pointed out at the outset that the goal of the obtained relative order of merit between
the current program is the determination of the users will agree and that the technique
a technique for determining the relative merit does not suffer from this point ofview.
of equipment design variations from the

Table 3

Reliability Coefficients for the Total DEI and the Bases

System Total DEI Base A Ba se B Base C BaseD

Radar SetcN/MPQ-4A .93 .86 .80 1.00 1.00

Radar Set AN/FPS-56 (Tracking and Plotting) 1.00 1.00 .90 1.00 I 00

Radar Set AN/FPS- 56 (Target Definition) 1.00 1.00 1.00 !.00 1.00

Radar Set AN/FPS.56 (Target Rangiig) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Public Address SetAN/UIH-3 .93 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

APS-251 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Discunsion controls and linking those that affect each
other. Beyond this point, a set of ground

The results of the work completed suggest rules are applied for deriving the resultant
that the DEI technique possesses sensitivity DEI value. Thus, the emergent index value
for evaluating the adequacy ofthedesignofan is largely a function of the objective indi-
equipment from the information transfer vidual base formulas and mathematicaltech-
(display _operator decision ý control nique. The resultant DEI may be compared
action) point of view. The display evaluative and contrasted with an evaluative figure
iiid- (DEI), as the technique has come to be derived from alternative approaches, check-
called, was applied to six distinct tasks over list3, and rating scales. Inthese approaches.
four different equipment types and hypo- the derived scores rest considerably upon
thetical variations of these equipments. In the subjective evaluations, biases, and ideo-
all instances the results suggested the DEI syncratic tendencies ofthe observer involved.
technique to possess capability. Little opportunity for introducing these

In the application of the DEI technique, a effects exist in the DEI technique.
transfer chart must be prepared It is pos-
sible that subjective variation among differ- The validity of the DEI technique rests on
ent analysts or users who might prepare the two pillars. The first pillar is "concept'"
transfer chart, could introduce a degree of validity. The technique is drawn from a
inter-analyst inconsistency intothe technique. series of principles logically related to and
Such inconsistency could limit its effective- drawn from information theory constructs.
ness. This variation could be caused by To the extent that the user accepts these
different interpretations of a system's design, constructs and the derived principle, to that
function. or task, as well as dif',rences in extent will the DEI technique beacceptableto
the analysts' backgrounds. The inter-analyst him. On the other hand, information theory
relsabil ty sttudy performed to estimate the or the present extrapolations therefrom, may
excint of this effect among the various not be impressive to somepersons. Accord-
onalynts employed by Applied Psychological sngly, we point also to the second pill~ar upon

Services indicated very close agreement which contentions supporting the validity of
among the analysts using the DEI technique. the DEI technique rest, the empiricalvalidity.
While this finding does notnegatethefacttbat The validational studies suggested that the
analysts may vary somewhat from one an- technique empirically correlated in a strong
other, it suggests that the technique does not positive manner (medan rho = .95) with the
suffer from this constraint. Moreover, it opinions of accepted human factors ao-
may be pointed out that the preparation of-e thorities. While the validity of the technique
transfer chart is a relatively objective pro- has only been demonstrated forthreeclasses
cess which involves listing the displays and of equsp,eents, future studies are planned
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uhich -l1l e-tend the empirical valialty to Conclusions
other equipment classes The results of the work here summarized

It has also been demonstrated that the and reported suggest the followieg con-

bares are theoretically independent of each clusions

other Hosever, the question of whetherthis I The DEI technique possesses ade-

iodepedence is true in application remains quate sensitivity for quantitatively

open Studies in this regard are currently distinguishing between variation in

being performed. the display - operator decision
Scontrol loops in classes of
equipment similar to those here

It is not believed that the sensitivty, tested.

rel-abslhty, and validity here indicated canbe 2. With trained users, the betwee.. user
obtained by userns ith no training in the use reliability of the technique is

of the technique. W hile the requisite training adequate.

is believed minimal, nevertheless standardi- 3 The index number (DEI) emerging

cation of approach and application is re- from application of the technique to

quired. For this reasor. a handbook or a series of equipments correlated

manual for the use of the DEI is also under acceptably with the selats"e ratings

preparation. The handbook of instructions of authoriltes.

attempts to present a concise, step-by-step 4. By implication, the DEI technique

procedure for applying the technique. represents a useful tool for aiding

in the selection of an equipment de-

It is noted that only single operator equip- sign from several alternative early

ments were considered in the present work. equipment designs.

Multiple operator systems present situations
of a different magnitude and nature and References

must be studied separately for the develop-
ment of evaluative techniques. Additionally, Siegel, A. I., and Miehle, W. Information

t., displays involved in the system studied transfer in display-control system!Surve

were two dimersional visual displays, with and variables in a pr ed dinply eva-

standard controls. Although three dimen- aut"ive index. Wayne, Pa. AppliedPsycho-

sional displays are possible on Signal Corps' logical Services, 19h1.

equipment, the extent to which the DEI Woodworth. R., and Schlosberg. H.
technique may be applied to three dimen- mental psychology. New York* Henry Holt,

sional and to aueitory displays remains open. 195.
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A. THE ASSESSMENT OF IIHUMAN FACTORSINLAND NAVIGATIONAL ABILITY by Theodore
R Powers. US Army Infantry IHunan Researc!ý Unit, Fort Bennimg, Georgia

INTRODUCTION certain physical features which are present on
a representative sample of terrain. Accoro-

It is probabte that some groups in our ingly, eight terrain factors were selected as
socicey feel that the Infantryman's job is a difficulty-determiningparameters Theseare
sis-pie, straightforward task, requiring no total route length, individual leg length, num-
more than the strengthto carry a rifle and the ber of legs, obstacl size, ammunt of vegeta-
ability to follow a multitude of orders This tion, check-point recognizability, degree of
hypothesis is not sustained when the various slope, ans objective size.
skills areas, making up the Infantryman's By varying these esght parameters, avi-
MOS, are closely examined. If this exami- gational routes of three levels of difficulty
nation is made, it is found that what was once (easy, moderate, difficult) were canstructed
conceived to be a unitary task of minimum and used to assess performance of the in-
complexity, has become a multsdi-iensional tergrated job of land navigationat thesethree
complex performance area that is not easily levels. A counterbalanced designwasusedin
learned nor always remembered. Because of which half the subjects received the individual
this shift from simplicity to complexity, skills test before navigating a roste, andhalt
human factors research should offer guidance received it afterwards.
in all skill areaswhere there appears tobe a S.xty Infantrymen, selected from 24 rifle
military problem. companies of an Infantry Division, were eval-

In World War tI, Korea, and now the Far uated. Varying in rank from Private First
East. unit con-manders have reported that Class to Corporal. all subjects %ere gradu-
troops in their command have oftentimes been ales of Basic Combat Training and Advanced
unable to move accurately from point to point Individual Training, and had participated in
across unfamiliar terrain. This type of an average of three months of Basic Unit
movement will be referred to hereafter as Train.mg.
lard navigation. Land navigation can be ac- The procedure, for any one Infantryman,
complished by either dead reckoninginwhich was as follows He was given a general
compass azimuths are used for directionand orientation concoening the activities he would
paces are counted to measure distance undergo for the day. He was then given the
traveled, or by map terrain association in individual skills test, if he was in the ap-
"vhich location is determined by associating propriate group, and next taken to one of the
represented terrain featares on the mapwith navigational routes. There the soldier was
those same features on the ground, given a map, a compass, a pace cord, and

During the design of an Advanced Land a route card, which had magnetic azimuths,
Navigation program to be used in Infantry distances, and check points recorded on it.
Advanced Individual Training, many facets of He was next given a route briefing covering
the land navigation process were examined, all pertinent aspects of the route
particularly with reference to the human As the Infantryman navigated over the
factors relationship to the Infantryman. To- route he was accompanied by an observer.
day, I am going totellyouaboutthe results of This observer walkedabouttenmetersbehind
some of this research, the navigator and carried a checklistofnavi-

gational behaviors. As significant behavior
STUDIES occurred it was noted by the observer on the

checklist. At the completion of the route the
The first study I shall discuss deals with Infantryman was given an interview in which

the area of land navigation as an integrated he was asked to explain some of the behavior
complex performance task. As a place of he exhibited while navigating the route.
departure for our studies, a job description The methods of assessmert just outlined
and an analysis of land navigation were com- proved to be excellent diagnostic tools. The
pleted and seven basic navigational skills proficiency of various skill areas was estab-
were ident.fied These are compass sighting, hished and appropriate action has been taken
chec-.point recognition, map orientation, in the Advanced Land Navigational Program
I.os-tion location, azimuth determination, ac- to stress those skill areas which were found
curacy of pacing. and map-distance measure- to have a low level of proficiency in the
ment. These skills were arranged into a present investigation.proficiency type skills test where each skill As a result of this investigation, the
urs tesied separately, validity of the terrain difficulty parameters

In the next step in the research, the was established. It was found that 55 per
question of navigational difficulty was con- cent of the Iifantrymen reach the objective
-.idrea. We found that the major variable on the easy routes, 45 per cent oz. the

in controlling navigational difficulty was the moderate routes, and 5 per cent on the
identification and subsequent variation of difficult routes.
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Since there were no background data on was from either a north or south direction
which to scale the various route difficulty and the greatest eff-et was exhibited whenthe
dimensions, it had been decided to use a approach was from the east or west.
mathematical average ofthedlfficult and easy For purposes of simplicity, the greatest
route parameters for determining the quants- distance, regardless of direction. at whichthe
ficatson of variables for the moderate routes, criterion effect was shown was labeled the
For example, the easy routes were one mile danger distance for the particular piece oi
in length, the moderate routes one and one- equipment under study.
hiIf miles. and the difficult routestwo miles. It was found that the danger distances
Although this type scaling turned out quite varied from 0 to 15 inches depending on the
well in general, it is obvious that, with a 55- specific piece of equipment tested. In gen-
45-, 5-per cent split, some ofthe determining eral, as the mass ofthe equipment increased,
parameters are probably curvilinear inform the danger distance also increased -J that
rather than simply linear. the maximum danger distance recorded was

An interesting side light developed when for the M60 machinegun which was also the
the data of this study were analyzed. It largest piece of equipment tested.
was found that there was no statistically sig- Because of the smalldanger distances for
nificant relationshipbetween scores onthe in- the smaller items of equipment; it was found
dividual skills test and navigational behavi-r that, if an Infantryman was equipped with a
on the routes where the skills were required weo belt, ii,.,i.n. .adal patk, had daentrerlti-
to be integrated. This implies that land ing tool and a canteen so the usual positions,
navigational ability shouldortlybetested inthe had two M26AI grenaees clipped on the har-
operational setting, as a proficiency type in- ness near the soulders, had his rifle slung
dividoal skills test will not be able topredict over either shoulder, and was wearing a
with validity, helmet, he could use the compass without

From this general study several specific laying down any of this equipment. However,
human factors questions arose on whschthere it is suggested that for the larger hand-held

weapons a distance of at least one meter
were no empirical data. Accordingly, a should be considered as the safe limitforthe
further series of studies was designed in operation of the compass.
order to answer specific questions. The question of whether tolaydownequip-

One question that had arisen during the ment when using the compass evolved into
conduct of the previous investigation was the another area of research. Theusualcompass
effect of various hand-held weapons upon the holding position, taught in the navigational
magnetic field of the compass. Although courses, is called the sighting technique.
Field Manual 21-26 gave some general rules Thorsequirs tat the sigahold theMcom-for several weapons, it was found that these Thi requires thatthenavigatorhioldthecom-
rules were not hased on empirical data and, pass at eye level, sight through a pair of
rulestwere dnotbasedonemeoithenaweraap an slots at the desired object, and then focusfurther, didont cover some of the newer weap- a glass eyepiece so that he can read the
non available to the Infantryman. Accord- directional azimuth which appears under the
ingly, a study was prepared in which all index line. Altogether, there are seven
hand-held weapons ordinarily availabletothe different steps that must be completed tosoldier in an Infantry battle group were ensure a correct reading when using the
studied as to their effect on the compass. sighting method.
Specifically these were the Mt rifle, M14 We had found that trainees often did not
rifle, M60 mnachinegun, M79 grenade bother to complete all the steps required for
launcher, .45 Cal pistol, M26AI hand grenade, sighting and thus many times obtained an
and bayonet. Further, such items or equip- incorrect reading on the dial of the compass.
mint as the helment, entrenching tool, can- The question arose as to whether another
teen, and the web harness and pack were in- compass method could be found that was just
eluded in the study. as accurate as sighting but was less tedious

It is well known that a magnetic field is to use.
not circular in shape but instead exhibits
concentrated lines of force at both the north It had been known for some time thatthere
and south poles of the specific field. There- was a different compass holding technique
fore, the compass was placed in a stationary used by many experienced navigators. This
posi•-ii and the various weapons and items of was usually called "shooting from the hip"

quoipment were moved toward andaway from and was known to be a faster wayof using the
it using eightdifferentdirections. Amodified comapss. Essentially this requiredthenavi-
method of limits was used, with a compass gator to simply open up the compass all the
needle deflection of five degrees serving as way, hold it at about waist level, and to look
the criterion of effect, out over the cover of the compass at the object

As expected, there was a direct relation- in question. He then read the directional
ship shown between the direction from which azimuth directly under the index line without
the equipment approached and the deflection the aid of the magnifying lens. This technique
distance of the compass needle. In general, reduced the number of steps required for
the least effect was shown when the approach efficient operation from seven to two. The
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question to be answered, however, was ging survey was condacted at the Mountair
ohetner when the trainee used tnis hip uhoot- Ranger ramp at Dahionega, Ueorgia, the
Isg technique he could be as accurate in his Florida Ranger Camp at Eglin AF13, Florida,
determination of azimuths as he was when he and also here at Fort Benning Altogether
used a sighting technique. there were 604 observations made over .

Accoedingl1 , a study was designed which period of about two months. It was found
varied the compass holding techniques under tndL, ainoough tnere were differences in
to,. conditions. The first condition had the frequency of fogging among the three istal-
suojects sight on a number of panels and give lations, the over-all means indicated that 79
the magnetic azimuths to the panels. The per cent of the compasses remained free of
second condition required the subjects to fogging at all times (range 70 - 92), 14 per
navigate from point-to-point while using the cent became partly fogged but still readable
compass i-i a specified holding position. (range 8 - 18), ard 7 per cent becare com-
Compass positions were counterbalanced and pletely fogged and unreadable (rarge 0 - Il).
varied so that all subjects used all compass Further analysis yielded three conditions
holding positions on various nasigational under which the majority offogging occurred.
routes. This test was held under both day The first condition was if the compass was
and night conditions of Illumination, well worn When this occurs the cover glass

It was found that, in the test which re- becomes loose from the frime, the distance
quired Signting on the eanels, there was no between the two glass covers enlarges and
oifference between the two compass holding thus there is a greater chance of moisture
positions. Thus, it appeared that the hip en'ering and condensirgbetweenthetwoglass
shooting method of compass usage was just surfaces.
as accurate as was the Standard sighting The second condition under whichfogging
method when used In a stationary position. may occur is when the temperature of the
However, in the route navigation part of the air is very cold and the compasz is either
test. It was found that, when subjects used a carried in the hand or ouornonathong around
hip shoot procedure, they hit their objective the neck inside the clothes and sext to the
more often (statistically significant at the body. When the compass Is used underthese
five-per cent level) than they did when they conditions the difference in temperature be-
used ... e sghl-g position. We believe this tween body heat and colder air causes the
was due to the fact that the hip shooting glass to "sweat" and thusfogging mayoccur.
method, while being just as accurate as sight- I might add a note here and say that in
Ing, was mUrn easier and quicker for the extremely cold weather we recommend the
trainee to use and thus the subjects were compasb be carried in a belt pouch when not
more prof cient when using this technique. in use or if it is carried around the neck it

Since that study was completed, we have should be hung outside the clothing where it
refined this technique and now call it the can assume the same temperature as the air.
center-hold method of compass usage. We The third condition in which the compass
recommend that the trainee holdthecompass may fog is when there is an abundance of
in the center of the bodyanovarythe vertical humidity in the air. Although we found that
position up and down until his personal visual if it were raining, or if it were extremely
acuity gives him a good focus on the dial. humid, more compassesdidappeartofogthan
This is the only compass holding technique when it was clear, we found no direct re-
that will be taught in our Advanced Land lationship here as the great majorstyofcom-
Navigation Program. passes did not fog even in a severe tropical

While I am reporting to you some studies rainstorm.
that we did Involving the compass, I will I have discussed, rather thoroughly, some
mientIon a zurvey we carried out concerning of the directional aspects of land navigation
the condition of fogging that was reported specifically with relationship tothecompass.
to occur on occasion inside the cover glass Next I will talk about an area that is just
of the compass dial. as important as far as navigation is concerned

The present compass has two main glass and that is the determination of distance
surfaces. One glass acts as a cover to the traveled.
bowl of the compass, and the other glass is There are various methods of measuring
imi.auately above this and has several or estimating distance traveled available to
sechnical uses for navigational purposes, the navigator. One of the most common, and
It had been reportea that sometimes fogging one that is a major part ofthedead-reckoning
would occur between the two glass surfaces process, is the counting of paces. This is
and since the top piece of glass can not be usually called pacing and the navigator re-
easily removed in the field, especially if you cords one pace each time either foot Strikes
are e-ioving, this proved to be a realproblem the ground. In the literature one can find
to the reading of the compass dial. many references to the fact that the pace of

With the help of the Ranger Departmeat an individual will vary in length depending
and the Map Reading Committee of the U.S. upon the amount of illumination, degree of
Army Infantry School (USAIS) a compass fog- slope, direction of wind, type of terrain, etc.
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Hoowver, on closer examination we found trainees to get the night eercsse completed

that there was no precise data on which to and to move back tc the barracks We have

support these claims and since we had an no data to support this conclusion
interest In this area, because of our Ad- In the analysis of the pacing data, an in-

vanced Land Navigation Program, a system- teresting and significant finding came toI ight

atic study was done testing two of the As stated previously, the various pacing
,,ariables. courses were exactly 800 meters in length.

I was decided that the two types of var- Part of the procedure involved collecting data
ahle. the average navigator constantly comes every 100 meters and thus for any one in-

is contact with when navigating are level of dividual me essentiatlyhad eight pacing stand-
illommniation and variability of terrain. To ards. When we computed themeanforallI00
otudy the terrain variable, two pacing meters and considered that as the normal
courses, each exactly 800 meters long, were pace count, we found that 80% of the de- .ation
laid out. One course traversed an area of from the normal pace occurred within the
the Fort Benning reservation where the land first 400 meters ofthe course. 'Ihis suggests
was gently rollng, wiirc there was quite a that if a pacing course is to be established
few trees, but there was lttle underbrush, for training purposes, it should be no less
The total difference in elevation occurring on than 400 meters in length as having a course
the course was about 35 feet. The second shorter than this will give an unrealistic
course was laid out on a flat, dirt road that picture of the individual pace count.
was completely clear of any vegetation. The The last study I shall report to you in-
total differences inelevationoccurring onthis volves the question of detouring from a base
course was less than one toot. acimuth when using the dead-reckoning proc-

Subjects were split into two groups for ess in navigation. In order to detour coe-
control purposes, and each group paced the rectly four 90-degree turns msust be made
two courses both by day and by night. A by the navigator. If he is careful in making
counterbalanced design was used inwhichthe these turns, and keeps an accurate count of
variables were presented to the groups in the distance he has moved off the base
alternate order to obviate for any serial or azimuth, he can return to the base azimuth
practice effects, after he has passed an obstacle and be sure

It was found that there was a statistically he is back on his correct route, the usual
significant difference between the number of procedure has been to tell the trainee to do
paces taken by the subjects on the various facing movements (right face, left face) when
pacing courses under changing conditions of attempting to make the 90-degree turns
visibility. When the data were combined, necessitated by an obstacle.
there was a difference at the .001 level be- However, past research had indicated to
tween the day and night conditions of illumi- us that trainees were not making these turns

natIons During the day, the subjects took accurately enough and thus becoming lost due
shorter paces than they did at night. When to being unable to return to their correct
the variables were analyzed separately itwas route. Accordingly, a study was designed to
found that there were also significant differ- give us guidance in this area.
ences between the day road and the day field, Subjects were supplied with a compass
the day road and the night road, and the day and given a base azimuth. They were told
field and the night field. There was no signif- that they must detour around an obstacle and
scant difference between the road and the field that to accomplish this they would have to
when all data were combined nor bet.eenthe make a 90-degree turn to the left and then to
night road and the night field when the data the right. Each subject completed this pro-
were considered separately. cedure three times during daylight and three

.,hese data lead us to believe tnat the times in darkness.

question of the effect of varying types of We found that during daylight the subjects

terrain upon the pace count still has not been had a mean deviation from the 90-degree turn

completely answered. It is suggested that of about II degrees for turning both right and

further research in this area should select left. During darkness this deviation in-

pieces of terrain that are quite dissimilar creased somewhat to about 11 degrees for

is charact sristics, but nevw theless repre- both right rnd left turns. Since it had prev-

seiit:,- of the basic types of terrain found iously been decided that accuracy demanded

"many places in the world. By conducting the facing movements be made within f.ve

ouch research the question of the individual degrees of the base azimuth, this method of

pace count can be answered, detouring using facing movements was re-

However, the results of this study deft- jected.

nitely Indicate that the individual pace count
does change under differing segrees of illu-
enination. The taking of longer steps at night, SUMMARY
as compared to daytime. cannot yet oe ex-
plasned but one of our staff has auggested Today, I have discussed with you several
that this is due to an increased drive by the human factor studies the US Army Infantry
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Human Research Unit has completed duiring to test the separate skills of a complex per-

the past year. Although these studies were formance task when you are attempting to

specific to land navigation. we feel that many predict the proficiency of the integratedper-

of the methods reported here can be used in formance. It is obvious that, if this is true

research in other areas. Perhaps ourmajor for one area of human factors research, it is

finding has been that it is not always valid probably true for other areas also.
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B. PROBLEMS IN THE DESIGN OF AN ARTICULATED ARMOR VEST USING RIGID COM-
PONENTS by E. R. Barron, U.S. Army Quartermaster Research and Engineering Com-
mand. Natick, Massachusetts

The origins of man-made bodvarmorare plates using a rivet construction Therewere
probably almost as old as man himself. Be- also lamellar armor of Tibetan origin of up
ginnir- with a rough shield of tanned skins to 600 plates using a leather thong construc-
stretc ed on a wooden frame, gradual im- tion (Type VI), and front openings (Type V).
provements have evolved over the years. Figure 3 is a typical coat of plates of
Many ideas were undoubtedly copiedfromthe Type I, found at Wisby using 22 plates with
natural armor of animals, but progress ac- a one piece rigid pivot-.type shoulder and
celerated abruptly with the advent of metal opening in the back. Note the extent to' 'ich
technology, the armorer went to have the plates conform

Such body armor was adapted to combat to body contour.
conditions and tactics of the times and was Figure 4 represents the extreme to
of couroe limited to available natural ma- achieve maximum articulation, a Type V coat
tersals ofsufficienthardnesstodeflectablow, of plates. This armor is unique among the
the velocity and intensity of which were finds, consisting of 495 plates, and is a short
limited to human force. Manalsodiscovered armless coat open in frost where it was held
that tne toughness and strength of metals together with buckles. The reinforcing con-
created other problems since a sheet of iron sisted of small narrow plates riveted to the
or bronze "as rigid. Armorers realized inside of a leather covering.
early that the rigidity of an armnored garment The actual dimensions and pattern layout
limited body movement, caused discomfort, of Type V armor are showninFigure 5. Note
and affected the combat efficiency of the that thi frcr. bottom is longer than the back
warrior. These same problems face the de- by tvo rows of plates toformapendans skirt.
signer of present-day body armor.

One usually envisions armor as the Figure 6 illustrates the extent to which
ornate equipment of the Knights and the shoulder protection and mobility were
wealthy, used mainly for jousting tournaments achieved. This construction, incidentally.
and parade, and made-to-Grder by an army has been utilized mithe latestQMC Composite
of skilled workers. However, large quantities Armor Vest. By the time of the Middle
of armor were also developed for use by the Ages, intricate and ingenious suits of armor
common foot soldier and made on a mass had been developed, capable of withstanding
production basis shattering blows and vicious sword thrusts.

The Battle of Wisby iSI which was fought With the advent of firearms, the use of
between the Danes and Gottlanders in 1361 body armor declined and the armorer's skill
demonstrates quite vividly the armorers became a lost art. However, occasional use
technical skills and effortsto obtain maximum of armor occurred from time to time. Even
mobility. Additional evidence of armorer in the Civil War there is valid evidence that
technology was gained from a mass grave of metal body armor was used to protect the
1800 soldiers (see Figure I) uncovered ac- thorax and abdomen. Experimentation with
cidentally in 1905 at the Swedish Island of various metals and designs was sponsored by
Gotland, which presented the pathetic picture the Germans and Allies in World War I.
of the horrors that accompanied a war of Toward the end of the war fairly large num-
those days 15l. The army was made up of bers of thoracicoabdominalvestswere made,
peasants who patched up and donned old suits bit were never satisfactorily tried upon the
of armor for the hand-to-hand struggle. field of battle.
Twenty-five complete sets of different armor Throughout tie history of armor, in-
were found. It appeared that d~fferent de- eluding the present, garment rigidity is the
tachments wore different kinds of armor, principal problem inherent in all armor de-
The Swedish Museum of Antiquitiea under- sign. In World War U1 body armor was suc-
took a comprehensive study of these dis- cessfully used only in protection of flight
coverisý •'nch was published in 1939 15) and personnel in a static and seated position,
could ýcerv as a primarydesignhandbook for since materials with good ballistic resistance
the pcusst-day a.mor technologist involved were rigid and heavy. The infantryman could
with rigid materials. Mass findingspoint out not wear such equipment withoutaffectinghis
a progressive development of armor from a efficiency.
small number of large rigid plates to alarge Body armor followed anerraticpathafter
number of small plates in order to obtain World War II. Basic problems had to be
maximr- mobility. This is illustrated in solved in order to provide protection against
Figures 2-5. missiles of various velocities and sizes with-

Among the finds were six different de- out immobilizing the soldier. In modern
signs and two basic construction (See Figure warfart, top priority has been given to
2). There were coats of plates of Frenchand mobihlty and a vigorous campaign has been
German orign., consistmog of from six to 600 waged to reduce the weignt of equipment.
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Increases in fire power have greatl) aug- length is diminished some three inches. The
mented thedensityofwoundingagects. Vound complexity of the problem is evideet by the
ballistic studies and field research under relationships involved in these data As the
combat conditions, directed by the Surgeon arms are moved forward, the shoulders are
General's Office [2], established the fre- raised and a wide range of dynamic changes
quency and distribution of wounds according takes place in seven areas of the back.
to anatomic areas of the body. Studies were Figure 8 shoexs torso distortion ina firing
als- made which indicated the maximum position and how shoulder breadth i greatly
eneog, loads that soldiers could carry which reduced. The contraction of the dilstaice be-
aho,,ed lhat each additional pound of garment tween the base of the neck and the acromion
weight reduced proportionately the individual is three inches. The length of the torso on
soldier's combat efficiency. Infact, soldiers one side is 15 inches and on the other side is
hardened with the wei~ht of body armor. 17 inches.
which, as yet, had not proved itself, threw It became evident that because of these
their vests away or refused to wear them. gross and interacting dimensional changesof

During 1947 the QMC developed Body the body, major design changes were required
Armor which covered the torso from the in the nylon vest. These changes were made
base of the neck to eel below the waist. possible byusingarticulatingbalhsticpanels.
The ballistic material consisted ofla-inated In this connection, articulation is defined as
fiberglas (Doron) in the form of flat, square a joint between two separable parts or a
or obh -ngrigidplates, held inplace bya jacket moving joint between parts. Artioulationwas
with oeamed pocketstoholdthe plates- posi- proeed in the back of the vest by an action
tion. The plates were arranged in an over- back construction located approximately at
lapping manner to avoid separations while the the level of the lower tips of the scapulae.
wearer was moving. The rsgidst) of the Doron (Sec Figure 91. This action compensated for
plates rostricted movements and causeddis- the increase in body dimensions due to
comfort Bending from the waist was difficult scapular rotation or elevation of the shoulder
and sh' .,g of the plates aggravated the pos- By this simple design technique, two major
sibility of unprotected areas. thbngv were accomplished. First, lifting of

The Korean War and its high mortality the vest was minimized, thus decreasing the
rate emphasized the need for armor (2), and gap at the lower edge. Note this lower edge
as a result certain Marine Corps troops of the vest in both figures. There is a mini-
were provided with Doren plate vests. How- mum loss of body coverage when the soldier
ever, since the QMC considered "Goron" is in the firing position. Second, the articula-
rsg.d plates too heavy and restrictive, they lion or overlap at the back also compensated

- ti1ped a vest on the basis of research for excess material caused by the decreases
. a they had available using multiple layers in back size for certain movements. The
_f 12 oz nylon fabric. This wasa significant balhlitic panels slide over each other,
accomplishment since the resulting item shortening with body movement and prevent-
-ceighed only eight lbs. The soldier could now sng the helmet from being pushed forward
perform his mission without immediate fa- Finally, this construction was extended to
tigue or discomfort This was a first stepto the side openings where overlapping of the
provide practical protection to t combat front and back pieces fullyprotectedtheaxsl-
soldier. However the significantreductionin lary area of the body from the armpits to
mortality rate engendered a feeling of safety the waist during all movements. This was
in wearing an armored vest and produced a accomplished without bulkiness or d.scom-
dra-athc effect upon trocs in contact with fort, and was a considerable advancement
the enemy. The eager acceptance of ballistic over earlier vests which were prone to
protection for tIe vital areas of the body gapping and thus exposed the sides of the
stimulated several approaches to develop a body.
still m-ore efficient, nylon-type, armored Figure 10 illustrates that even these im-
cves. provements did not provide complete accomo-

In the preliminary w ork conducted by the datIon for full articulation of the shoulder
QIGIC on the nylon vest, it became evident area and chest. Bunching up of the ballistic

though it consisted of cloth, there material still occurred, caussng pressure of
:-or problems, chsefl) rigidityincer- the material against the neck.

a. -:.s, bulk, compatibilitywsthother field Advances in research on bo.tsstic m•-
<!,tnin, anc. weapons and articulation re- tersals made other new rigidmetals available,
qu. ements particularly titanium. In order to devise

Thersfore, preliminary studies to solve means of using these, a pre-design study of
these crcl.ems wereconductedbythe QMCton free moving body armor systems was con-
movenento which take place when the body nucted [41 to further studytheworkoriginally
assunes typical combat positions. Some of initiated by the 0MC daring development of
the findings are shown in Figures 7 and t. the Korean vest. The results are shown in

Gross body dimensional changes in back Figure II. It s clear that as the surface of
length ore shown in Figure 7. The totalback the human boey twists and stretches, its
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curvature changes from concave to convex, using the same constrýuct'o' have been made
both separately and simultaneously. Also, leading to the conclusion that bulk is mate-

contortions are different at various locations. rnally increased, and the articulating panels
The technique used in this study was to do not function as well as ballistic nylon be-

mark the center line of the back and front of cause of the nature of felt-type materials.
a typical torso with dots spaced three inches Enlarging the plate size, reducngthe number
apart. When the torso bent forward, the first of plates and overlay might solve some of
three-inch space was shortened by one-half these problems. It was determined at this

1och, the second three inches remained con- point that an approach involving empiricalor
stant and a gradual shrinkage or compression trial-and-error methods would be costly and

from three-quarters inch to three inches oc- inconclusive. Progress in shis area has al-

carred in the lower torso. The distortion of ready been made as a result of more recent

the front of the torso inbendingbackward was study of the changes in body dimension, as-

in the reverse direction and represented a qociated with movement, so as to delineate

one-quarter to one-hýlfncl increase sn space those areas which didnot require articalatlon.

between the dots. At the same time the line This study may well provide a handbook of
on the torso back had a shrlnsage of from design criteria for modern rigid armor sys-

one-quarter to one-half inch between seg- terns 1I1.
ments except In two areas where the dimen- Instead of merely marking off the center
sions remained constant. In bending forward '-mie as in our previous studies, the torso is

the back line was expanded from one-half to marked off in a gr.d of two-inch squares.
one and one-quarter inches between the dots. The subject then assumes a series of posi-

Bending to the left and right showed the tions, subsequent to his assuming a position

largest change, from ten inches to 25 inches. measurements are made of the changes in

This information was applied in the develop- grid dimensions. These changes serve as a

ment of the composite armor vest. guide to the plate size and articulation re-

Using newly designed front and back quirements. (See Figure 14).

articulating panels consisting of four-ply Very significant changes occur when the

ballistic nylon and .032" Titanium, a proto- arms are raised. The lower third of the
typý composite armor vest was designed, torso remains fairly constant, whereas the
utilicing initially 249 titanium plates. (See chest and shoulder grids change from hors-
Figure 12). As the overlap area represents zontal to curved lines. The center line how-
20 per cent of the totalweight, 3-1/4" square ever remains fairly constant (Figure I1).
and 2- 1/4" square plates were found to pro- This photograph of the back is representative

vide the least amount of overlap, consistent of these changes and indicatesthe complexity
with required articulation. Plates were at- of providing articulation comfort with rigid

tached by either stitching, stapling or in materials in the shoulder area.

individual cloth pockets, and artlculatsonwas The recording, plotting, charting, and

dependent upon a sliding movement of the analysis of data were completed for the ten

panels over each other to compensate for the body positions studied. Initially, an attempt

dynamic movements of the body. This was made to establish maximum values of

orij'nal vest weighed ten lbs. distortion (expansion and contraction) forthe
The final prototype selected for field complete torso, i.e., theabdominal, thoracic,

testing had 149 plates and a Velcro front- and shoulder regions. Howeve', quantlitiative

closure system and we.ghed 8 lbs. 15 oz. values could not be obtained initially for the

(See Figures 13). It can be seen that the shoulder area because of the complex~ty of

articulating armored pivot shoulder pad ap- the shoulder structure and the need for spe-

pears to solve one of the major obstacles in cialized techniques for studying this region.

applying rigid metal plates to the shoulder. Figures 16 and 17 are diagrams of toe

The vest is considered to be capable ofmass data for distortion on the grids on tIe back

production at a cost of approximately $60- and chest respectively which occurs whenthe

$80 per unit. Tests conducted at Mt. Wash- arms are raised. Remember the grids are

ington, and at Fort Lee from June to August, normally 2", square. Figures 18 and 19 islos-

1961, using standard cold-wet, cold-dry, and trate the gross dinensional changes given in

hot weather clothing and the new QMC on- the previous Figures.
tegr..vv. clothing ensembles indicated that The range of distortions associated with
-2 the iour models tested, the 8 lb. 15 oz. movements involving the abdominal and

west, with 129 plates interfered least with thoracic areas was successfully established.

performance in simulated combat activities This was accomplished by measuring and

and was preferred by all test subjects 131. analyzing the effects of all ten body positions

A concurrent engineering and service test of from a system of vertical and horizontal grid

this model is now being conducted with type tines applied to the torso of a test subject.

classificatlon scheduled during FY 63. By selecting maximurnvalues of compression

Now, the question arises, can the newer and extension for each of the grid tints, it

nylon felt or batting materials be used in was possible to develop a series of graphs.

this same vest design' Vests offejt/titanium In these graphs, the extreme limits of body
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surface distortion are clearly illustrated as his own accumulated knowledge on the
Figure 22 illustrates the maximum charges activities of combat soldiers. in this fay he
in the vertical dimension which occur at the can beassurcdthat his item s compatiblev ith

anterior (front) of the torso. For example the spectrum of hot and coldweather clothing
Line 3 in Figure 20 may be displaced down- and with the functions and dutiesofthe combat
ward as far as the dotted line, upward as far soldier.
as the solid curved line. Similarly, Lit- 7 The research which has been described
ma' be displaced downward to the dotted line in this paper is an excellent example of the
or ,pward to the curved solid line. types of significant item improverment which

Following the completion of this study, can be obtained if human factors research is

cr iteria for tt-e design of abdominal and closely coordinated and integrated with the
thoracic regions were established, based on designer at the earliest phase possible inthe
the data provided by the Phase I investiga- development cycle.
tlions. The shape and arrangement of plates
for the thoracic and abdominal-lumbosacral References
areas were developed from a combined study
of body position photographs and grid distor- I. Armour Research Foundation, ilinots
tionlayouts. These data indicate the extreme Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois.
distortion and articulation requirements of OM R&E Contract No. DAI9-129-ONM-189.
the abdommal-lumbosacral region, hencethe Design and Development of Titanium/Nylon
requirement for a relatively large number of Felt Composite Armor Vest - 1961.
narrow plates oriented in the horizontal 2. Beyer, J.C. and Coates. J.B., Wound
mode (Figures 21 & 22). Similarly, therigid Ballistics, Medical Department, U.S. Army.
mid-thoracic region enables the use of rela- Office of the Surgeon General, Washington.
tively large, square configurations of plates, D.C. - 1962, Chapter XI - Personnel Armor.
the upper thoracic regions, adjacent to the 3. Quartermaster Field Evaluation
shoulder area. initiates the need for special Agency, U.S. Army, OM R&E Command, Fort
plate shapes ohich are narrow inthevertical Lee, Final Letter Report FEA61065-Armor

mode. A roug., prototype incorporatingthese Vest T61-1, T61-2, T61-3. 10 Oct 1961.
findings has been made (Figure 23). The 4. Sheridan, Thomas B. - A fundamental
,lst has 65 plates as comparedtothe present Predessgn Study of Free Moving Body, MIT
titanium vest which utilizes 135 plates. Creative Engineering Laboratory, June 1955,

To the developer, the culmination of all QM R&E Contract No. DAl9- 129-OM- 164.

research is an end item. Thus for the de- 5. Thordeman, Dengt--Armour from the

signer of armor, success requires theappli- Battle of Wisby, 1939, Upsala Press, Stock-
cation of the findings of the material re- holm, Sweden, Volume I Chapter 2, Volume
searcher and the human engineer, as well II Chapter I.
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Figure 1. Grave Uncovered a' Gotland
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Figure 2. Typical Armor, Battle of Wisby
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Figure 3. Plate Armour

Figure 4. Lamellar Armour
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Figure 5. Armour Pattern
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QMG BODY ARMOR DESIGN
BODY DIMENSIONAL CHANGES

STANDING PRONEE
POSITION POSITION

:/2

C ---- --- ... -!?' P.3/--- ._
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E-- ... ... S 4V2- - - -E.•.

Figure 7. Dimensional Changes

QMC BODY ARMOR DESIGN

DISTORTION IN UPPER TORSO
COMPARATIVE SHADED AREAS
EMPHASIZE SHOULDER BREPDTH
REDUCTION. AND CHEST DEPTH
EXPANSION, AND DrSAPPEARANCE
OF UPPER CHEST INTO NECK AR.

5,A,

5 D~
I=.._.___.

Figure 8. Upper Torso Distortion
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QMC BODY ARMOR DESIGN

THIS IS "ARTICULATION"
THE MAN IS IN THE MAN MOVES THE VEST MOVES

THE VEST WITH THE MAIl

Figure 9. Vest Articulation

0MC BODY ARWOR DESIGN

THIS IS "ARTICULATION"
THE MAN IS IN THE MAN MOVES THE VEST MOVES

THE VEST WITH THE MAN

Figure 10. Vest Articulation
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Figure 12. Plate Layout of Titanium/Nylon

Composite Armor Vest

Figure 13. T62-5 Composite Titanium/Nylon

Armor Vest
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Figure 14. Z Inch Grid Marked on Torso

Figure 15. G-r4 Distortion when Arms are Raised
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Figure 18. Front Gros s Dimensional Changes
Arms Raised

Figure 19. Back Gross Dimensional Changes-

Arms Raised
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C. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF GLOVES by H. Madnick, U. S. Army Quartermaster
Research and Engineering Command, NaticK, Massachusetts

iNTRODUCTION the degree of skill with which he can perform
many of his most critical battlefield tasks.

Historians have discovered that the use of This constitutes a very important area for
gi',ves is an ancient practice, known even to research and development in which there is
prehistoric cave dwellers Statements ofthls a continued attempt to increase the combat
sort, which appear all through the literature soldier's efficiency.
on history of handwear 191, are apparently
based upon analogies to the Eskimo so the FIT AND DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Paleolithic culturec Int ll probability the var.
i11is groups of upper Paleolithic peoples in The design of handwear, like other ele-
Europe and those living nother regions ofthe ments of the soldiers' equipment, bears a
Holarotic Zones used some sort of hand definite relationshiptothenaturalandenemy-
covering. However, there is no positive imposed environments in which the soldier
evidence that such was the case Such perish- finds hemseU His handwear must provide
able materials as would have had to be em- insulation against the cold, protectionagainst
ployed would not have withstood the ravages rain and snow without getting wet, and it must
of time. be able to withstand physical forces which it

A sophisticated fourchette glove was found encounters such as abrasive surfaces, muck,
in the tomb of Tutankhamen 191. King Tut's ooze, wet snow and mud. It must also evoke
glove belongs to the lineage ofthe dress glove no important psychological or physiological
associated with ceremonial occasions and performance decrements. The man must not
symbolizes the socialgulfbetweenthenobility feel that his gloves are "in the way" so that
and the Fellaheen. The earliest concrete he must remove them to get his job done,
evidence bearing onsomeformofhandcover- and they must not unduly fatigue his hands
ing for work came to light sn the Htallstatt and 1-rearm muscles. The objectives, there-
Salt Mines of Lower Austria. These mines fore, sn the QM hand pr-..ctlve program are:
were exploited durng the early part of the
first millennium B.C. 1141. 1. To provide adequate envlronmental

In modern times, with the increasing use protection and allow the soldier to perform
of gloves for protecting the hands of workers required tasks. Soldiers are frequently un-
has constituted a major area of development. able to utilize costly and sophisticated types
Durable construction and low-cost production of equipment because the available handgear
characterize present-day work gloves above does not allow the soldier to properly per-
all else. Gloves having special construction form the required hand functions.
features. ouch as gauntlets, extra re.iforcing 2. To provide a minimal number ofsizes
patches, reinforcement with metal-bearing for ease of logistics, yet allow thepopulation
abrasion-resistant surfaces, and special of wearers to complete their assigned tasks
acid-resistant or other similar specialtypes efficiently.
of materials, dominate the work glove field 3. To provide handwear with the char-
today. The concept of functionality of this acteristics of a synthetic skin and to allow
handwear, maximiinsg what the man can do the covering to change its dimensions to
when wearing the glove, is clearly not em- conform to the varying positions of the hand
phasized if it is considered at all. Since with a minimal amount of discomfort and
workers will not pay very much for a glove, fatigue.
it must be cheap and durable; whether the To meet these objectives and yet provide
Individual can bend his fingers while wearing a second skin, soft and flexible materials
the glove, or whether his hands become are most desirable. As in many areas of
fatigued from "working against" the glove clothing where origins are lost in the ruins
has received little consideration in work of antiquity, the feasibility of using certain
glove design Fromthe stand.roi-t of military types of materials was worked out so long
haiowea., ho-ever. the man's ability to per- ago that we tend to take their availability for
foz-. -is assigned tasks with dexterity and granted today. Who would think of leather
minimnum fatigue is a primary consideration, as a radical type of material for gloves'
Saldiers are not sent to the battlefield to Yet, over the centuries, as a prime example
demonstrate the durability or low cost of their of artisanshipand craftmanship, specialtypes
clothing, any more than to show off its ap- of leather for gloves have been producedthat
pearance. They are there toperform certain have many of the desired characteristics and
tasks, and the efficiencyoftheirperformance function like a second skin.
will help to determine whether they or their Knitted materials are usedashand cover-
opponents oit win, and more impor,ant, ings and also give a tight fit. In part, this
vhether our nation may be able to survive. is also taken for granted. Use of knitted
Hence, the handwear of the soldier affects handwear not only provides the needed stretch
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required -n the hand covering, but also pro- One factor of this approach is to insure
vides excellent irsulation. that the glove finger iength (Figure 3) is sized

Why dowe need stretch inglove materials? so that the finger tips of short-fingered
The answer to that is found -n the changes in wearers will always be at the finger tips of
dimension ot the hand which occur in normal the gloves, with sufficient dimensions else-
use and which must be accommodated bv the where in the gloves to accommodate extra
glove material if the hand is not to be unduly long-fingered hands.
constricted. For example, the length of thehack of the hand increases by almost an inch The importance of adequate fit of hand-
s of thempe pandneroeass ohedn andostflingh wear was stressed at the conference on 'Pro-in the s-mple, process of bending and flexing tection and Functioning of the Hands in Cold
The palmar side, similarly, Is shortened
substantially, approximately 5/81nch(Fgure Climates" conducted at the Quartermaster
subsantilly aprobl imaoftheglyve di iguere i Research and Engineering Command, N .ick,I). The problem of the glove designer Iso Msahsts n2 ad2 pi 96[

what to do with the material on the palm Maachusetts, on 23 and 24 April 1956 181.

side of the glove which is not needed when As a result, a new approach was takenlZto

the hand is flexed and where to get the extra design handwear to satisfactorily fit r.ilitary

inch of length on the back. Part of this can personnel. In addition, work done in 1956

be obtained from stretching of the material under contract to the Quartermaster Rc-

itself. The surplus material on the palm search and Engineering Command by Dr. John

can be dealt with only by careful designing Lyman4of the Department of Engineering of

to shorten the palm of the glove or to obtain UCLA [ confirmed the criticalness offitat

a curved finger glove. This is easily said the finger tips that had been reco3
nized

but the difficulties of actual construction are intuitively during the development of the U.S.

certainly not small. Similarly, there is the Army Glove, Shell, Leather, during World

problem of width and girth changes in the War ft.

hand (Figure 2). When the fingers are ex- In an effort to apply the resuts of such
tended, the girth of a typical hand might be work as well as to initiate the designof basic
7- 1/2 inches but when the hand is closed, it anthropometric hand forms, three sizes were
will be an inch larger. Again, the problem picked as a starting point. For the reference
is where to get this extra material. nand forms, Size Small was based oi. the

broadest and thickest measurements of theThe advantages of a knitted material in 30th prctl ouainlvl ieMdu

providing two-way stretch with minimum percent te population level. Size Medium

effort is evident. A knitted construction on the 75th, and Size Large on the 95th

easily stretches within any direction and percentile. To insure fit for short fingers,

avoids any serious limitation on the bending the small size was hased onthe lthpercentsle

of the hand or significant muscular effort to level, the medium on'sne 31st, and the lZe

bend the fingers on the 76th percentile.
Another concept of glovefitwas developed

Stretch can also be built into leather. In more recently. Based on Air Force studies
ancient times, glove makers and designers of hands III andageneralmanumetric survey
learned to treat animal skins to retain stretch I 1I], conducted by the anthropologists of the
in natural leather. The careful control of Quartermaster Research and Engineering
stretch in both tanning and cutting is a basic Command, a study of the relaxed hand was
characteristic associated with hlgh-pric'nd also initiated to obtain measurements which
leather gloves. Commercial types of dress could be utilized in designing basic hand
gloves, however, though made from leathers forms to fit the relaxed hand. Since standard
having desirable stretch characteristics, tend anthropometric measurements are custom-
to be so tight fitting that despite the stretch arily made with the hand in an unnaturally
in the ieather which can be used in bending flat position which makes it easier to get
the fingers, considerable effort is required, consistent results, these datawerenotusable
fatigue develops, and blood flow is con- directly for the design of hand forms to fit a
stricted reiaxed hand. Thus, the dimensions actually

In order to relieve constriction in gloves employed were corrected to suit a natural
the orlypractical solution istoprovide enough rest or ready-for-work pose by recording
spar- a-sand the fingers and hands so that the differences inhanddimensions, usingdata
ev-:, when a glove Insert is used to provide from a dozen widely varying pairs of hande
eva,mth, there is still enough room in the measured in both positions. It wasfounithat
glove to allow the hand to bend without serious the differences of each measurement were
constrict on. This ie achieved in part by the quite consistent regardless of hand size or
design of patterns and by drawing excess type. The dimensions derived fromtheman-

materi.l backfromthepalmarsidetotheback umetric studies previoualy mentioned were

of the glove by use of a strap jus
t 

above the utilized as the basic measurements for the
wrist. In. this way, extra dimensions have master model hand forms. These measure-
been worked into eachpattern element without ments were converted tothree-dimensions by

broadening the working surface of the glove application of the skill of a recognized pro-
unduly with material. fessional sculptor. It was assumed that with
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available anthropometric data and a sculp- recently been developed by the QM Corps
tor's artistry, forms for glove design could which will contour a leather glove to a
be developed which would result in a great predetermined degree of curve (Figure 4) so

improvement in handwear fit. that such handwear can be developed to con-
It was intended that three basic sizes form to the hand's true shape. Thus. maxi-

(small, medium and large) would be utilized mum efficiency can Du obtained from any

for bure-hand fit andthe basic measurements insulation material used by eliminating com-
cor -ected for the relaxed shape. To provide pression points.
the space for an insulating material for
environmental protection, an increase in all P'ROTECTION AND HANDWEAR
dimensions of the large size master hand was DESIGN
made. This was accomplished bythe addition
of approximately 3/32," to the initial dimen- We have already discussed chai.ges in
sions of the large hand to accommodate the hand dimensions and the approach being
thickness of the standard wool glove insert. followed for sizing handwear to allow the
Additional forms were made with increased man to accomplish his assigned tasks. How-

dimensions in the wrist area for ease in don- ever, the problem of sncorporatmng insulation
ning and doffing. The dimensions for the in handwear for cold weather operations
wrist circumferenre were established by without decrement to a soldier's ability to

measuring the hand girth of personnel within perform remains as a difficult goal to be

each range group at the knuckles with the achieved through a balanced handwear sys-
fingers converging and the thumb displaced tem. One of the simplest ways to improve
to Ii as close to the palm as possible. environmental protection is to place large

In order to evaluate the design of the amounts of insulation over the entire hand.

forms, a quantity of vinyl gloves was fabri- However, with the increase in insulation the

cated. and a fitting and sizing study was con- efficioncy of manual dexterity is reducedtoa

ducted using 285 test subjects 1101 . This minimum. Thus, techniques for handinsula-

study consisted of trial fittings of the test tion are required which minimize losses of

gloves worn with and without the standard dextesity. The best compromise between

.. ool glove inserts. Twenty-one anthropo- environmental protection and dexterity has

metric hand dimensions were obtained. In- been sought. Several approaches have been

formation on ability to don and doff toe glove followed to obtain the desired compromise.

u.as obtained on 102 of the subjects. The In making a fist it was belived th't the inner

following information was recorded: anthro- hand surfaces could be kept wazin by heat

pometric measurements, fit of the glove over exchange between the distal ends of the

the base hand, fit of tne glove over the wool fingers and the mass of the hand, reducing

insert, and ease of doinnng and doffing each the area of the radiating surface.

combination. Preliminary Research Studies have been

The fitting phase indicated that a high conducted wherein greater insulation was

percentage of the male military populatlon can placed over the back of the hand, thumb, and

be expected to be properly fitted with the wrist in an effort to extend the tolerance

four sizes provided. The high percentage time of man exposed to cold environments

of "good fits" and the comments of the test 191. During 1956 the first study was under-

subjects were indicative of a well designed taken to evaluate the manual performance

glove. A tariff for this glove based on the associated with such differential insulation.

bare hand dimensions would be as follows Tests indicated that when more insulation

22% small, 57% medium, 16% large, and 5% was placed over the back of the h-iia rather

extra large. Since over half of the subjects than on the palmar side, the relative per-

required a large glove when the wool insert formance scores were significantly higher

than those achieved with the standard Arcticwas worn, the size tariff listed above would handwear components. Additional studies

not be applicable if wool inserts were worn.

In such a case the estimated tariff would be- have been conducted which nndicate that the

5% small, 35% medium, 51% large, and 9% use of added insulation on tle dorsal surface

extra large. of the hands causes a significant reduction in

Since the shape and fit of supported and the rate of finger cooling under severe cool-

unsupported handwear made of vinyl or butyl mg conditions. Additional insulation, added

materials is controlled by dipping forms, de- to the palm of the hand, however, did not

velopment of anthropometrically derived ref- alter finger cooling characteristics.

erence hand forms provided a basis for A laboratory study was conducted during

developing accurate master model dipping 1961 wherein three different levels of

forms, resulting in a logical way of stand- dexterity requirements were studied through

ardseng fit of this type of glove. This has the use of three different performance tests

been successfully done, and some of the 131. The results indicated (Figure 5) that

principles developed in its accomplishment from the standpoint of manual performance,

are being extended tothe patterning of leather the new handwear which was evaluated should
gloves. In addition, a new mechanism has be given further consideration. Although the
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new system was not dramatically superior areas of the hana. The optimum placement
to the standard handwear in reducing the and optimum amounts must yet be established
impedient to manual performance, it could be in order to exploit this principle.
considered as equivalent. Thus, new features Calibration of the sectionalized hand cal-
of physical protection contained in the new arimeter to simulate the temperatures ofthe
handwear did not create additional inter- human hand must yet be established in order
ference. Since the results of these tests to predict the efficiency of various types of
were nighly satisfactory, handwear was de- handwear designs [71. The approach being
signed and fabricated which incorporated followed calls for toe collection of cooling
most of the leatures of the previous test data from a large number of test subjects
handwear. In addition to placing insulation for bare hand and various gloved conditions
over the back of hand, thumb, and fingers, it when exposed to defined environmental tem-
was also placed over the front wrist section peratures. The hand coolingdatawillbnused
(Figure 6). Thus, it could be assumed that to set up the han" lorimeter so that it
only the working surfaces of the hand would may be used to con gloves under condi-
be unprotected with added insulation. For tlions closely simul those obtained from
handwarming, the hand could be formed into human subjects. I data will provide a
a fist thus primarily exposing the part ha-ving basis for the validil ising the calorimeter
the most insulation. In cold-dry areas, a in testing gloves, .•,. a11 provide input data
handwarmer would be worn over the glove for better programming of the device.
for rewarming andduringgrossmanipulatory Through such research we hope to give the
tasks. The same principle of redistributing soldivr hsndwrar thathasoptinnumprotection
the insulation was followed in the mitten and dexterity characteristics.
handwarmer as in the glove. These items
have been laboratory (31 and field tested.
Also, it was concluded that manual dexterity References
was greater when this handwear was worn
1121. 1. Hertzberg. H.T.E., Daniels, G.S. (Aero
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Figure 1. Hand Length Changes (Approximations from designers'
data rather than anthropornetric measurements).

/

Figusre Z. Hand Width Changes (Approximations from designers'

data rather than anthropometric measurements).
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Fwgurc 3. Range of Hand Lengths and Widths (Approximations

from designers- data rather thart anthropometric measurements).
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D LIMB SENSITIVITY TO TRIPWIIRES by Gino R. De Togut and Paul S Strauss. Pliatinny
Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey

The use of tripoirco to activate military pull gage. sca--a irom u io Jo i.. in i-a/.
or hunting decices is widely known. In re- increments
cent years, more and more of the anti- Each of 4 male Ss was clothed in cover-
per, anol mines and small flares developed alls, blindfolded, and instructed to stop his
at f icationy Arsenal have incorporated this movement toward the wire imcedilately upon
type of remote initiation feature Naturally. detecting a wire h.rrner. Each received four
qoestions hve risen regarding the detect- series of trials in randomized order, a slow
ahility, optimal placement and general use- walk series (1.5 ft./sec.), a fast walk series
fulness of the tripw.:v technique In an (3 ft./sec.), a slow hands and knees crawl
effort to provide guidelines for tripwire em- series (1.5 ft./sec.), and a fast b-rds and
ployment and desigr, a nodest series of knees crawl series (3 ft./sec.). Only the 4
human factors studi-s on wire barriers was and 8 in. heights were used for the crawing
progra-imed. trials.

Previous work b) Peters and Drumm III S's starting distance from the wire was
has ind'catcd that visoal detection of trip- randomly varied between 2. 4. 6. and 8ft. for
wires o ratner poor, and depends primarly each trial in order to reduce expec.ancy cus.
on height of wire from ground in rellation to Before each tiial, the wire was set to 2 lb
ava.lable concealment or blending rather than then reduced to 0 on the scale, so that it was
ipain loigth of a ire. Once the wire ia tripped. just taut

however, activation of the mire, flare, or
trap depeonds upon tie force •pplied to the RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
-'re and transferred to the control mech-

anism. In order to optimize the setting of Scale readings, reflecting lateral pull on
the control me-honusm, a force must be the gage spring due to wire displacemert.
chosen that is high enough to pr-vent aecn- were cvoverted to actual force a p1 ed to the
dental activationhynaturalobjects (branchen, wire using the formula F= gS/SMD) (L)]
small animals, w~nd, etc.) yet low enough E(D÷MI (L-D)], uhere FLforce exerted by
to prevent the intended victim from detecting the subject on the wire, Scactual scale read-
the wire before activation. ing, Mhlinear movement of scale pointer in

Although the extensive work done in the in., Dldistance from point of force to scale
field of human l-.omotion Icf. 21 and human in in., L=length of wire betweenfisedpoints.

0

force application I cf. 31 provides useful data As a rapid means of securing many
for many areas such as clothing and control betveen and within variable comparisons. a
design, virtually no parameters could be complete seres of _ tests was performed,
found for the estaolisnoment of tripwire acti- using the Engineering Sciences Laborator 's
vation forces for items such as land mines IBM 709 computer and suitable programs.
and field emplaced flare- It was decided to Table I presentr the mean detection force
explore oxperimentoaly the range of forces and its stardard deviation for Ss under each
to bh expected when unseen wire barriers approach condition A series of I tests
are struoc by cautiously approaching subjects reveal that all differences between conditior.
(Ss) who reali-e the wire barriers may be means (pooltng Ss) are significant beyond
present. the 0I level As expected, faster approach

In order to limit the possible measure- speeds cause significantly greater forces.
ments to those most useful nn the military The significant differences between crawling
situation, only onights corresponding to upper (arm) and walming (leg) forces may be ac-
and lowee Jeg and arm heigots during walk- counted for be the arm's faster reaction time
ing and crawling attitudes were used. Since and/or a difference in sensitivity.
the running, unsuspecting or careless enemy table 2 hats the mean force and its
would have little chance oftactuallydetecting standard deviation for each wire height under
the nire before applying considerable force, each approach condition over Ss. A series
the.e nodes weere not considered for this of t tests for this data reveal that there are
pr'tmn-n.ry eoperiment. nignificant differences between the mean

forces produced at the highest aiid lowest
PRDCEDURE heights for the slowwalkcosditiononly.-Dur-

ing this approach condition, the force applied
An a;paratus vas constructed (Figure 1) to by the leg becomes progressively greater as

facilltate manipulation of the studyvariables. tne vire is lowered. Theseforcedifferences
A .teei wire, .0475 in. diameter, was .may be understood in cerrms of the ballistic

stretcued across ihe large frame .t randomly type movements of the lower leg during
alternating heights of 4, 8, 18, and 24 in. One wzlning in contrast .othý. controlled extension
end of the wire was fixed to the frame, ard
the other attached to a 15-lb. CIatillonpush- c - ak E f iF,2l•amomoa be w' tm•l z.cf t ctL.
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TABLE I

MEAN DETECTION FORCES AND SDo FOR Ss UNDER APPROACH CONDITIONS

S Leg
0  

Arm**

Slow Walk Fast Walk Slow Crawl Fast Crawl

M SD M SD I SD M_ SD

I 6.04 2.03 10.62 1.46 4 03 0 63 10.27 ".05

II 3 59 1.59 8.59 2.26 2.83 1.43 6.17 1.74

I11 4.04 1.50 8 12 2 65 4.18 I 82 5.97 1.80

IV 4.92 2.52 7.60 2.20 1 85 0.98 4.52 !.56

Mean Total 4.65 2.12 8.64 2.36 3.22 1.57 6.73 2.96

o 16 trials for each S on leg conditions.
00 8 tria.s for each S on arm conditions

TABLE 2

MEAN DETECTION FORCES AND SDs FOR HEIGHTS UNDER APPROACH L-UNDITIONS

Height Leg Arm

(in.) Slow walk Fast Walk Slow Crawl Fast Crawl

M SD M SD Mh S S.D

24 3 23* 0.94 2.79 1 96

18 3.74 1.58 7.69 2.15

8 5.56 1.97 9.34 2.93 3.06 1.42 7.24 3.36

4 6 09 2.37 8.77 2.20 L.39 1.74 b 23 2 52

24 + 18 3.48 1.29 8 24 2.10

8 + 4 5.83 2.16 9.06 2.57 3.23 1.54 6.74 2.92

SForces are in lb.

of the upper leg That is. it would be more between upper .'d lower arm forces. In
d~ff,•-It to stop or control lower leg move- this case, the mean differences are lessthan
mv"ts 'ha; it would upper leg movements .35 lb. and 1.01 I6 and are not statistically
when the barrier is detected. At faster significant
ap)roach speeds, both upper and lower leg The technique of varying Ss starting dis-
tend toward more ballistlic type movement tances to minimize expectancy cueivas suc-
which w uld be reflected by the similarities cessful. since there are no significant mea-
in the forces they exert aponthewire. Under differences between d.stances within cond.-
the fa ' wsalk condition, thedifference in force tlions
between hignest and .owest heights (0.02 lb.)
is not significant. CONCLUSIONS

Since boath upper aed lower arm are moved
in a uniform, controlled manner during crawl- The limited nature of this study precluoes
ing, one wouid expectto find smalldifferences extensive generalizatior. However, the Mear
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force measurements obtained seem fairly force requirements than those central to the
stable within tie variability expected by worh area. Obtaining force measuremcntsby
chance factors associated with S's length of metnodolog f similar to that used inthis study
stride and starting distance. It is felt that might be apractical approachtothixs problem.
the forces presented maybe used for the de- Further work in this area, including more
velopment of approximations of detection controlled study of the effects of site of
threshold forces. For slowand/or controlled stimulation, clothing, and type of movement
type limb movements, the fo-ces are sur- appears promising.
pri- ngly low. However, faster and more
b.llhstic type limb movements produce con. References
siderably larger forces.

in the placement of tripwiras, the data I Peters. G.A. &s L. Drumm. Theprsba
suggest that heights should be limited to 12 bilt of detection of anti- ersinnel mine
in. to take advantage of the greater forces trip---rej. Der NCV ersey Picat'y
produced by the lower legduring slow salklng Wse-"I Sept. 1956. (Human Eng. Tech.
approaches. Final determination of activa= Memo No. 9).
tion force must still remain dependent upon 2. Eiftman. H. The basic patternof human
the expeeted field use of the device itself, locomotion Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci., 1951. 51.

The data presented seem tohave implics- 1207-1212.
tions for the problem of preventing or mirn- 3. Ely, J.H., R.N. Thomson & Jesse
mixing accidental activation of controls in Orlansky. Desixe of controls (Chapter VI of
confined working areas, ai well. Peripheral the Joint Ser- ci'-s suidetss qutpment Design)
controls are more subject to accidental, Dayton, Ohio. Wright Air Development Cen-
ballistic type movements and may require ter, November, 1936. (.VADC Technical Re-
.ppror -sate shielding or higher activating port 56- 172.)
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E SURVEY OF THE EFFECTS OF LOAD-CARRYING AND EQUIPMENT DESIGN UPON
TASKS PERFORMED BY THE COMBAT INFANTRYMAN by Dr. Martin A. Tolcott and
Mi. Morris Kolnicker, Dunlap and Associates, Inc., Stamford, Connecticut

I. Introduction * Army staff studies and conference
reports

This study developed out of a conviction e Opinions of combat officers and field
that information about the effects of equip- personnel

meit design and loaa-carrying devices upon * Reported observations ofother cultural
tite performance of the combat infantryman groups
was scattered and incomplete. It was felt * Miscellaneous published artici
that a survey ai d summary of the work that In all, over 341 literature oources were given
has been done in this field would serve two at ieast a preliminary screening These
useful purposes First, such a study would were drawn primariiy from various Army

provide an organized summary of informa- libraries throughout the United States. On
tlion from a variety of sources which would the basis of availability, relevancy, and tsme,
he of interest and value to designers, evalu- 62 items were selected for intensive study.
ators, and users of hand-held infantry equip- As each study was reviewed, an attempt was
ment. And, second, a reviewof the literature made to determine
and other information sources would permit * Major hand-held or man-ported equip.
an identification of gaps in this field of ment unilt or load-carryingdeviceused
knowledge. and thus form a basis for the (e.g., MI rifle, hand grenade, rucksack,
planning of research aimed at fillingthe gaps etc.)
and expanding the data base upon whschfuture . Task or actlivity the soldier or subject
design decisions could rest performed while using, searing, or

The focal point of the investigation was carrying the equipment unit
the combat foot soldier and the manner in * Weight of the equpment
which his performance wias affected by the * Mode of carriage (s e., how it was held
design of hand-held equipment, the design or carried, or to what part of the bod)
of man-portable crew-served equipment, and it was affixed)
load-carrying techniqaes and devices. * Conditions under which the study was
Although obviously related, factors such as performed (i.e..thelaboratoryorfield,
the design of clothing and the effects of weather, mode of hiking, terrain)
weather and terrain, were not of central * Measures used to assess theperform-
interest here They were covered only in- an-e (i e., task performance, physio-
sofar as they were included as variables in logical measures, time, or other meas-
the studies which vere examined, or to the ures, time, or other measure of
extent that certain -ypes of clothing, as for capability)
example, the battle jerkin, could be con- * Results (particularly design srplica-
sidered as essentially a load- carrying device, tines)
Furthermore, the performance measures
of central interest in the survey were those In addition to surveying existing litera-
tharaxctericing tasks performed by soldiers ture, fieldtripswere madetoArmy establish-
under conditions of actual combat, studies ments in the United States to gather addi-
utslizing physiological measures such as tlional data, and inquiry and correspondence
pulse rate, body temperature and electromyo- directed to many organizations and individ-
graph readings were covered onlytoa limited uals to determine on-going research con-
extent in this survey cerned with load-carrying and equipment

Source materials of various types were design not indicated in the existing literature
drawn upon They varied markedly in their or available from discussions with other.
quality when evaluated as piecer of esperi- military personnel. The results of the survey
mental research. However, the intent of the were then summarized in handbook form.
sarvey was to identify information of any organized by type of equipment. In the final
tsjc searing on the central question, to report, conclusions are presented in the
o0e -.. ze it systematically, and to identify following areas, loads and load-carrying
prao-ing leads for future research There- devices, equipment design, performance
fare, although reports of laboratory experi- measures, and areas for future research.
ments were drawn upon to the extent that Some of the major results are presented
they were relevant and available, othertypes here.
of - ources were also used. Inapproximately
decs easing order of scientific validity, these
othei sources included I. Load-carryin

o Field test and evaluation reports
* Reports of training exercises under Many recommendations have been made

simulated combat conditions concerning the maximum load that a soldier
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should carry into combat Typical recom- * Carriage low on the back appears
mendationr are shown in Figure i, and con- preferable to high pack carriage for
trasted winh some loads presently being most purposes, and for any loadsabove
carried. 46 pounds.

Except where indicated, the figures shown * Thigh carry is undesirable. Fifteen
relate to "combat" loads, which includeonly pounds carried in mid-thigh pockets
existence items (basic clothing and equip- (7-1/2 pounds per thigh) were found to
ment) and battle items (weapons and ammuni- produce energy expenditure equivalent
tlion'. In the case identified as march con- to that caused by carrying 45 pounds on
ditions, the load would include so-called the back.
comfort items (extra clothing, etc.) which * The weight of the Joad should be dis-
would normally be dropped by the soldier tributed over a wide area, the weight of
before entering combat In no case does a load on the back should be least
the figure include clothing worn by the soldier, partially balanced by a load on the

In the two cases identified as "snow front, and load- carrying devices should
cond•tions," the men were pullng loaded be designed so that local Strain is
sleds with a gross weight of about 145 pounds. eliminated oy transmitting load weight

It will be noted that the recommended to the ground through bone.
maximum loads range from 28 to 55 pounds, * Size and shape of loads have not been
depending on the tactical conditions (combat systematically studied.
or marching), the terrain, and the type of e Results of studies of a wide variety of
soldier. As an order of magnitude recom- specific load-carrying devices indicate
mendation. 40 pounds may be specified as the several advantages in the Bell "Hip
maximum combat load for a rifleman, 45 Pack," the T53-8 Experimental Pack,
pounds as the maximum combat load for a and the jerkin concept. However, the
non-rifleman, and about 55 pounds as the specific design features associated
maximum marching load, under reasonably with these advantages cannot be idents-
normal conditions. fied from the reports.

Some typical loads presently being car- * Techniques for load reduction which
ried by infantry soldiers (shown on the two should be explored include' use cf
b.rs to the extreme right of Figure 1) are. light-weight materials, special packs
62 pounds for a rifle squad leader, and 77 for special missions, use of multi-
pounds for an M60 machine gunner. The purpose equipment, training for survi-
latter two figures are taken from the report val with minimum equipment, and re-
of the U.S. Army Infantry School Rifle Squad vamping of supply and logistics tech-
and Platoon Evaluation Program, conducted niques to meet infantry requirements.
in 1961. * There are reports in the literature of

It should be noted that, on the whole, the African porters carrying loads up to

recommended maximum loads are based on 150 pounds (and in some cases up to
observational reports or on physiological 250 pounds). Although these reports
measures. There is a serious lack of data are of questionable reliability, they
based on controlled experiments in which the suggest that more careful anthro-
load-carrying situation is varied and stand- pologic.l study might lead to the de-
ard measures of task performance are ob- velopment of training methods e-tothe
tained. Furthermore, no studies were found use of novel techniques to ena.le sol-
in which measures had been obtained oftasks diers to carry their loads withgreater
performed after load-carrying (which is a ease and comfort.
frequent requirement imposed on the foot
soldier); studies of this type might show
significant performance degradation with IV. Desiin of Esui ment (otner than load-
loads even lighter than those specified as care in evices
"able to be carried."

However, in view of the relatively close * The rifle has been more extensively
clustering of the recommended values, and studied than any other equipment.
the excessive loads actually being carried, * Studies of marksmanship with the MI
it is suggested that prior research ettention rifle indicate that'

be ,.ven to developing techniques for reduc- * Performance is improved by.
ing the loads being carried, rather than to * Loop sling (as compared with
obtaining more precise estimates of maxi- other slings)
nium load-carrying capability. * Use of sling during training

* Performance in unaffected by:
IIL L.ad-carryng Techniques and Devices * Rifle weight from 9.8-14.25

pounds (when fired from the
A review of studies dealing with load- prone position)

carrying techniques leads to the following 0 Use of personahlzed stocks or
conclusions: preferred comb configurations
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* Upper limit recommended for recoil porlance in evaluating crew-served
is 19.3 foot-pounds. equipment. nd shnuld be used more

* The M67 reroilless rifle (which weighs extensively. Tusk-equipment analysis
44 pounds, including one round of am- can help idesntify critical tasks, and
munition) hinders mobility of the rifle motion study can aid in obtaining
crew, precise measures"* Indigenous personnel of Southeast Asia
prefer the M2 carbine, which is shorter Human engineering evaluation of hand-
and lighter than the Ml rifle, held infantry equipment is severely"* Soldier maneuverability as a function limited by the lack of basic design
of rifle size and weight has not been data for use as criteria There are
studied (except for the M67 recoilless ro checklists or design guides com-
rifle), nor have the effects of prior parable to those now avail. Ae for
load-carrying upon marksmanship. more complex electronic systems. The"* Equipment evaluation of the T201 systematic collection of performance
mortar revealed manydesigndefscien- data on which to base such = guide, is
cies, several of which would presum- a major requirement.
ably hinder set-up and maintenance, as
well as operation. These deficiencies
are noted in the report to focus design VI. Research Problems
attention on an area requiring signifi-
cant improvement, namely, design of Fruitful areas for research are -'ted
equipment for ease of set-upand main- becow, in approximate order of importance:
tenance.
The relationship between human en- * Development of load-reduction tech-
gineering design features and per- niquen, through
formance for other types of infantry e Continued efforts to develop light-
equipment has not been studies to any weight materials
appreciable extent * Exploration of the concept of

* Design requirements of indigenous loads for special missions"
personnelI have not yet been de-personnel r have nothyet bequ entd * Exploration of the use of indigenous
termined. nor have the requirements burden carriers, animals and
of U.S. troops for guerrilla warfare wheeled vehicles
in jungle terrains. However, studies w Explorateon of new techniques of
In this area are now inprogress. supply and logistics

V. Performance Measures * Research aimed at designing pack-
carried items for easier load-carrying

"* Physiological measures, although fre- as well as for meeting performance
quently used and relatively precise, requirements
have not been systematically cor- o Trade-off studies comparing cost and
related with other behavioral meas- effectiveness of special-purpose vs.
ures, and are usually insensitive to multi-purpose equipment for special
subtle design variables. They are combat missions.
useful, however, in determining meta- * Collection of basic anthropometric,
bolic cost of load-carrying and other behavioral and cultural data on in-
physical activities. digenous personnel, on which to base"* Gross bodily activities related to ins- design or selection of weapons, tools
bsity and maneuverability are com- and other equipment furnished to them
monly rated by observers in evaluating by the U.S.
loads and load-carrying divices. Ob- * Methodological studiestodevelopmore
server ratings of these activities could reliable performance measuresduring
be made more reliable if principles simulated combat operations.
of experimental design were followed * Analyses aimed at determining re-
s,' field tests. lationships among several types of

* trimary tasks (e.g., weapons firing) activity measure (e.g., physiological
nave been measured for the most part measures, observer ratings, perform-
in evaluating rifle design. However, ance, etc.), and between these meas-
with highly trained subject s, eventhese ures and other more fundamental crite-
me-asures are not likely tobe sensitive ria of infantry performance effective-
to minor design variations unless the ness.
tasks are made more realisticallydif- * Systematic study of load-carrying
ficult by combining them with maneu- techniques employed in other cultures,
vering activities and load-carrying. to determine the extent to which load-

* Secondary tasks (e.g , set-up, calibra- carrying might be facilitated through
tion, maintenance) assume major im- training or the use ofooveltechniques.
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Summtr) formance be obtained more frequently under
s:.i-ulated field cond-tions, such as after

In summary, a review of literature was marching and maneuvering with loads. Such
undertaken to identify. organize and sum- measures would help determine the realistic
marize the results of studies concerned with limits of infantryman performance, not only
the relationships between the design of in- as a function of equipment design, but also
fantry equipment andthe combat periormance as a function of load carried. A related
of the 'oot- soldier. It was found that studies requirement is the development of improved
of this type were scattered, and that the methods for scoring performance inthe field,
available data are inadequate to provide a such as that developed by the Human Re-
solid basis for developing a design guide for search Unit at Fort Denning.
man-carried equipment. Finally, it is recommended that a pro-

It is recommended that standardized per- cedure be established whereby the vat ous
formance tasks be more widely used as a Army groups performing research in this
basis for evaluating design features of in- area would furnish summarized results,
fantry equipment. The U.S. Army Infantry including general design implications, to a
Human Research Unit has recently identified central group charged with maintaining, up-
a set of critical tasks and skills of the dating, and periodically publishing this in-
infantryman, and although these were de- formation. Eventually, it might be possible
veloped primarily for training purposes, to furnish equipment designers with a set of
they might well serve as a basis for studying Human Engineering Design Specifications for
equipment design features It is also rec- Infantry Equipment, as an integral part of
ommended that these measures of task per- their aesign objectives.
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A THE RHESUS MONKEY IN HEARING LOSS RESEARCHbyJohnJ Romba US Army Human
Engineering Lauoratories, Aberdeen Provig Ground, Maryland

Several yearsago, the HumanEngineering accomplish the same with a loudspeaker,

Laboratorses began a program ofhearing loss continual head restraint with respecttoposs-

research in monkeys. The immediate prob- tion and directson of stimulus source must be

term we encountered at the time was the used.
a-,ence of an established method whereby The lever press is acommonlyused ndi-

hearing loss and recovery couldbemeasured cator response ,n behavioral studies Al-

in the monkey. A number of earlier invests- though the lever press can be emitted occa-

gators, Eider in 1934, Wendt soithe same year, sionally by an animal purely on an incidental

Harris in 1942. andSeidenmrnorethanadecade basis, probability of spontaneous occurrence

later, had reported reliable auditory acuity is relatively low. Though the time ,aken to

thresholds in various sub-human primates, establish a lever press response is substan-

A characteristic common to all the previous tially longer than is requires tar the occur-

methods used was the length of time involved rence of a running, jumping, or eyeblhnk re-

in the measurement of a threshold-this often sponoe, it can be conditioned to appear onand

took several hours. Normally, the greatest only on cue. Once the lever press is firmly

recovery occurs during the first fewminutes established as a conditioned response, trials,

following exposure Since our interest ss in as inthe audiometrie test, canbeprogrammed

hearing loon, a rapid means of threshold with speed and, furthermore, greater reh-

measurement is indispensable An increase ab,hty is expected.

in speed will yield a greater number of An animal's jump or lever-press re-

threshold determinations and, consequently, sponses, which serve as icators to the

a more reliable trend estimation of hearing experimenter that tone stimuli are perceived,

recovery is possibledursngthis early critical is learned and strengthened with appropriate

percod. A method which satisfies the criteria reinforcing agents. Electric shock is effec-

of testing speed and reliability must further tlive in a variety of circumstances and may

be examined for use with animals which may easnli be administered invarying intensities.

oe in a state ofnervous tensionor excitement Food usually evokes a more cooperative atts-

Available evidence suggests that animalsare tude in subjects, but maintaining ahighmoti-

under some emotional stress during noise vational state for good performance is dif-

exposure, and we should like to insure that ficult.

they will perform well while in this state. The sequence of events found inthe audio-

The purpose of this paper ts to report on metric test frequently begins with a "ready"

the development of aworkableapproachtothe signal and terminates with the subject's re-

study of hearing loss in monkeys. sponse The 'ready" signal, usually visual but

First, I will discuss such factors as mode occasionally auditorv, has the function of pre-

of tone delivery, type of indicator response, paring the subject to listen for a tone, which,

reinforcing agent, and sequence oftrial events If given, appears soon afterward. A long

as they pertain to a rapid and reliable method interval between a "ready"ssgnal and a tone

of a d_- Y--' testing, then will be g.ven a tends to reduce the usefulness ofthe signal as

description of the Human Engineering Labo- an attention-drawing cue. The eight- or 16-

ratories' method, and this will befollowedby second interval used by Wendt seems un-

an experimental test and evaluation of the necessarily long, especially if consideration

method. is given to obtaining quick thresholds A
constant interval between the onset of the

Factors Involved in -'n Audiometric Method "ready" signal and tone requires she use of
frequent checks on the subjects honesty so

The use of earphones for tone delhveryto that the animal does not learn to make a time

monkeys has been a tong-standing problem discrimination. A check for a proper re-

because of their head shape, small head size, sponse can be made by eliminating the tone

andaggressive temperament. Forthss reason, completely from an occasional trial. A re-

the prevalent method of presenting the tone in sponse, indicating that a tone was heard,

monbey audiometry made use of a free field then would be punished under the circum-

s.',,ion with a loudspeaker as sound source. stances of the tone-off trial condition.

Elder iound that earphones couldbeusedwith The test tone, another event in the se-

chimpanzees with no restraint to the animal, quence, usually lasts for a few seconds, dur-

While the initial difficulty infindingaway ing which time an animal is to make an

of securing earphones around the monkey's appropriate response. If the response does

ears is not to be underemphasized, inthe long not occur, shock is administered or food is

run the advantages over the loudspeaker withheld, depending on the type of reinforcer

metnod are realized by features of flexbihity used. During the audiometric test, assuming

and accuracy. Earphones permit excellent the completion of sufficient and appropriate

control of inter-trial stimulation of the same training, the absence of response should mean

magnitude of stimulus intensity. In order to that the presented tone was belowthe subhect's
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threshold. In this case, the response would be signal in the form of a sudden reduction of

considered appcopriate and followed by a -snibcnt light intensi'v, (2) an intervae sf 5
reward second before the tone comes on, and (3) a

four-second tore presentation. A tone-off
rhe lHuman Engineering Laboratories' trial consists of the same ready signal and a
Method "blank' interval of 4.seconds. The reduction

of the light intensity persists for the duration
D ring laboratorytesting, sound resistant of all trials. Trials are terminated when a

room•, are used. The control room, where response is made.
the experimenter conducts the audiometric Prior to audiometric testing, a failure by
training anO testing, is situated in another an animal to respond to tone is punished by a
part of the building The training andtcsting mcoderate shock at the end of the trial If it
schedules are programmed by a series of makes a conditioned response withinthe .ur-
relays and timing circuits. Data recording second tone interval, shock is avoided. The
is manual. animal is also trained not to make a response

The audiometer was made by our En- solely to light, x c , during the condst.on of a

gineering Laboratory It consists of an tone-off trial nor during .he .5 second pre-
audio oscillator capable of proJucing anyone ceding the onset of tone in a tone-on trial.
of nine predetermined sine wave frequencies, Responsn In light are punished with shock.
a balanced amplifier controlled by an lec- An equal number of tone-on and tone-off
tronic switch, and a decade attenuator. The trials are randomly presented. Performance
tone is administered through headphones. withovt error for three consecutive days is
This arrangement provdeed good stabilityand followed by audiogram testing.
eliminated audible transients in the head- During the audiometric test, no shocks
phone when switching on and off at low signal are administered for failure to press the
levels During a five-day test of audiometer lever. It is presumed in this case that the
stability, the attenuatlon level did not deviate tone given is below the animal's threshold.
more than one decibel. In order to flatten the Otherwise the same conditions and conse-
frequency response of the Beyer dynamic quence: prevail as duringtraining. As checks

hen-set used. a frequency compensating net- for indiscriminate responding, tone-offtrials

work was incorporated into the audiometer are giver only occasionally during audio-
The audio helmet desce, shown.nFigure metric testing To keep the animal on the

1, served to reduce the test area noise level alert, it is shocked two or three times for
at the ear primarily through the operation of non-responses to subliminal tones.
built-sn !Iquid-filled ear cushions and also In summary then, let us consider a trial

functioned in part as an earphone holder. In in detail The experimenter depresses a

order to assure a good fit, the inner surface buttcon on a control box (marked A in Figure
of each audio helmet is seamed in place to a 3), which automatically activates-the entire
plaster cast made of each animal's head. trial sequence through the programming

Animals are initially conditioned to re- equipment shown in the background, except for

spond to a 2 000 cycle per second tone and the tone, which is independently controlled.
refrain from respording during blank trials in the event a tone is scheduled for a partlicu-
in a test chamber with a lever and a loud- lar ,rial, another button on the audiometer
speaker. Training is then extended to all nine (marked B in Figure 3) s manually depressed
frequencies and continued in a restraining by the experimenter 1/2 second afte, the
chair, with the tone being delivered through trial's start, and released esther four seconds
earphones. Afterthecompletlonof this train- later or after a conditioned response is made
ing, ,riodic audiometric testings begun and The occurrence of a response is indicated by
pre-enpsoure normative data is gathered a light (marced C in Figure 3) on a control
The animals are usually ready for use as sub- panel. The data is recorded manually.
jects after about two nionths of this training The trials are carried out sn the manner
and testing, of the Method of Limits. For any particula,

For testing, an animal is placed into a frequency, the trial sequence _s first begun
contoured seat, as shown in Figure 2, and with an audible tone ond rruceso by steps Vc
restrained about the waist and neck Move- five decibels until tht animal fasi: to r-
mnew C, 'is hands and arms is permitted spond. The next seqaeroce is given i i the

p to nieik level by means of wrist cuffs and ascending order, starting with a tone whicn
zurs so that the helmet and earphones can- is rot heard, until the level is reached where
not or reached. The chair is adjusted so a tone is heard. Two such trial sere 's, one
that the animal can assume a comfortable descending and one as-ending, are g sen and
positlon. The audio helmet is placed on the averaged for a threslold estimation. In a

animol's head and electrode leads are at- study just completed, comparison between a
tached so its lego. two-determination and ten-determsnation

Essentially two types of trials are used estimate of threshold indicates that the

in threshold determination--tone-on and tone- thresholds obtained are approximately equal.

off. A tone-on consists of. (l)avisual ready It appears that the varsatoor within sessions is
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very small. Therefore, it matters little if the values normally expected from one test
the threshold ecst-ate is obtained fromtwoor audiogram to another Once these pre-
ten threshold determinations The use of the expoese oxafidence limits were set, the
short method for obtaining thresholds gives us post-blast audiometric values which fell out-
the desired speed without sacrificing reli- side this confidence interval were considered
abilit" hearing loss

The single impulse exposure seemed to
Ani_-p-rimental Test of Method hose little or no effect for the lowest fre-

quencles, but a shift in acuity for the middle
The adequacy of this laboratory's method frequencies was demonstrated. Generally,

was Iested with anoIsc-exposedanimalwhich a slight hearing loss for the high frequencies
was a healthy, young, adult, female Rhesus was obtained Recovery was completewithin
monkey wits no previous history of experi- 110 hours.
mental noise exposure Theanimalwasgiven The rmethod was found to meet the re-
ose noise impulse of o few m1lhieconds' quirements of testing speed and seliabilityof
duration and anIntensityofapproxsmately 165 measurement for determining both pre-
decibels. Tenenoisetreatmentwas givensnthe exposure xormat-ve thresholds as well as
driver's position of an N148 tark chassis on hearing loss and sxUSequent recoverythreoh-
which a T95 turret ssithanXMl81, 152 mm gun olds. The four and one-half to five minutes
was mounted. needed to take an audiogram of nine fre-

The animal receivedthree days ofadapta- quencies by the short method described
t.on training prior to exposure. On the first approximates the time needed for human
day, it was put into the driver's position of audiometric recording.
the tank. Ten shots from a cap pistol noise-
maker were givento supposedly provide addi- Problems of Hearing Loss Research
tional stress on the •nimal in this novel
situation, An audiogram was taken soon The tasks set forth for the present fiscal
afterward in the laboratory. On the next year with Rhesus monkeys will include the
c

t
ay, it was ag--.n put into the vehicle, where establishment of some of the quantitative

,ao audiograms were taken after an adapta- relationships between auditory acuity shbfts
tlon period o, te- minutes. Os the last day and noise parameters such as soand pres-
of adaptation, the animal was put into the sure level In the range of 145to 170 decibels,
vehicle once for two minutes and another number of exposure rounds from 1 to 10,
time for 30 minutes and tested in the labora- and rates of fire of I per minute and Z per
tory after each period, second. We will also continue to study the

Laborator" audiegrams following each procedural, environmental, and organismic
period of adaptation showed no abnormal factors which contribute to variability in
tvreshold change. Audiograms taken inside tone detection during the audiometric test-
the vehicle indicated that the variability ap- the acuity measuring tool may thereby be
peared to be within normal limits. However, Improved.
an apparent upward threshold shift was Probably the most efficient approach
noted Apparently, the audio helmet did not which we can take for the study of hearing
fully compensate for the ambient noise inthe loss is through the analysis of individual
venicle Time did not permit the collection behavior. An examination will be Ii-ax of
ef normative threshold data -,, the vehicle individual long-term trends ir stablethreson-
environment, old states alternating with transitory threnh-

The complete audiometric test, which in- old states under repeated identical experi-
eluded the freuexncies of 125, 25C, '00, 2000, mental conditions The knowledge of the
400U, 6000, 8000, and 12,000 ca ces per sce- stability of effects for identical conditions is
one, was taken in ten daily sessions prior to a necessary'"ieansofinterpretingthe findings
noise exposure Post-exposure audixograms of future noise exposure studien,
eere taken 0.17, 0 5, 2 5 8, 21, 72, and 120 A factor which loomed importantly inour"haure from exposure time (See Figures 4, decision to primarily study individual animals
50 & 6) was that of individualdifferences in suscepti-

i-v axperemental animal did not seem to bility to injury In view of this differential
I Ically aroused by tIc noisetreatment. susceptibility, an experimental designwiibie

,en d.,iiiuities were encountered during the tried in which the subjects are equated -x
araring tests u•hich followed the shot The terms of the dependent variable, hearingloss
time taken to obtain a post-exposure audio- The patterns of hearing behavior could thus
gram tor all nine frequencies was about five be studied for various levels of susceptibility.
incioes. That such an approach could bring forth a test

Toe zero baseline, shown for the various for the detection of individual susceptibility
curves, in Figures 4, 5, and 6, representsthe to hearing injury stimulates the imagination.
animals pre-exposure mean bearingthresh- The later direction of our work must be
old from which changes sn aud.tA-v acuity predicated largely on the results of experi-
were measured. The shaded area ow the ments which will be accomplished during the
baseline encompassed all but .5 percent of current fiscal year.
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B. AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF AURAL DETECTION OF RADAR SIGNALS* by Robert T.
McCay and Jack Win Dunlap, Dunlap and Associates, Inc., Stamford, Connecticut

ore worn svrein dsosiiis ,.scicd ••urciid work was done at Fort Monmooth, New Jersey.
with determination of the appropriate dwell Recordings were made of the retorns from an
time in doppler, groond sorveiltance radars AN/TPS-25 radar. Separate noioe andsoignal
foe detesting peroonnet and vehicolartargets taper were made arid the stimoton tapen
Fig. cv I ohowo schematically some of the synthesiced in order to be able tomexet more
c~saracteristico of an entirety hypothetical cqntrol ovrr the experimental conditions than
radar of this type. This eqoipmnentis capabte would have been possibte with"five"' record-
of searching aot.omatically itwo dimensions ings. The noise osed was generated by an
eange and acimuth. The primary display is area of trees stirred byabreece of five snoto
the audio signal resulting fromthe movements or less. The personnel and vehicular signals
of any objects within the gate. The gate is were tak. in an open field whichs Aad been
boonded by the edges of the beam and by a selected for its low bacisground noise level.
pair of arbitrary time constants correspond- Although many different signals were re-
ing so the boonce-buck times from the near corded, only one personnet target signal and
and far edges of the gate. Nothing outoide one vehicolar target signal wmre osed so
this gale is beard, the subsequent stody.

In searrh. the gate in "strobed, or moved Figore 3 shows a schematic of the
so range, by systematically changing these1  stimulus tape preparation. The field Ce-
time constants. Acimuth changes so search' corded tapes were distilled via a process
are usoally accomplished by traversing the of selective re-recording and editing. At
antenna. Dwell time so the lengthof time that the sometime, identifscationtoneswere added
a given piece of real estate is w~thsnthe gate. on the second chassnet of the two signaltapes

In an operational content, there are Althoogh the original recordings and the
pressores both for increasing and for de- oltimate stimolos tapes all played at 7-1/2
creasing dwell time The pressore foe ste- inches per second, the re-recording and
creasing follows directly trom the cecessity program splicing was done at 15 inches per

•fsearchinng an area of responsibility 05 second for two ;cansons: first to help main-
rapidly as possible If we consider the lain fidelity and, second, to ease the strts
search parameters of the hypothetical radar of relsably splicing short bits of tape. After
shown in Figore I we can see that it wilt the program splicing, noise was added,
require Ins times the dwell time to move the thereby completing the construction of the
gate the entire depth of the sector of interest stimmitos tapes
from point A to point B. It will reqasre eight Fgr lutae h raiaino
sorb encursions to cover the entire sector Fgr lotae h raiaino
without overlap. If dwelt time for this hypo- the enperimental sessions. The stimulus
thetical systeinwereone-hald second, itwoold material was presented to five sobjects
take over sin minutes to cover thearenof in- simoltaneousty over headphones. Theidents-
terest. If things start to break on the battle- fication tones triggered one channel of a sin-
field, sin minotes could bralongtlime to leave channel chart recorder, estabhishingthetsme
a portion of the area of responsibility on- and type of signaL. Sobject responses were

searched. Thos, a great deal of interest has atemp stedrientifiaionsofhbutargns. Thesel
been aroosed over the prospect of increasing were rgsee i ubotn n ml
strobe rate and, hence, decreasingdwelltsme, bon in front of the subject. An "lUnlinows'"

Thesecnd resurecomes into play at category was permitted. Thus, a response
The econ presuecimphled a detection, while a correct response

this point, however. As long as the operator also implied an identification. These sobjest
most use aodible radar retorns ashis primary responses were recoroed on the remaining
source of snformatior, we are limited by the five channels of the chart recorder, thereby
sensing or detecting capabilities of the oper- proriding a permanent record of the entire
aloe so how short dwell time may become, enperimental session.
This is because aural retorns most be proC: Figure S shows a tabalationof the enperi-
essel en a real-timne basis by the operator mental conditions investigated. Elevendwetl
and eaee~ot be stored for bits, as is possible times, or signal doratsons, wereused. These
oe a PPI scope. The qoestion of how long ranged from foor seconds down to about fear
doell time most be in orde•r to maintain milliseconds. Two signals were used: one
operator performance is the focus of the walking man and ore Jeep moving at a rate
researcb being reported here. of shoot 20 miles per hour. These signals

'This work was done so three phasest were presented in five different levels of
field sock, stimulus tape prepararton, and backrudnse Intevylo-ve
lahoressory enperime.ntation. Figure 2 shows kgois ucndinooste. to the verya tow-evel-
a schematic of the field work phase. This nm c onditon the totaln signalpowerbyp eoln-tl

Bssencc Wo Ine bll . Ay lsotRmemb id0t db. shin situation was reversed for the
Deasel uonen Laitiozy Pone heaUss. tt Siqna lResea -n very high noise condition. The other three

ned lie DA Zg-03 SC-78921. conditions were intermediate.
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EmpiricaL probabilities of detection and noise level, although this fell short of the 75

identification were calculated from the tabu- percent criterion of acceptability. Underthe

tated resporses. Figure 6 shows detection most favorable noise condition tested, deser-

performance with the vehicular target. The able performance was foucdforthe 125 msec.

ordinate of both graphs is probability of duration, but detections fell off sharply for

detection expressed in percentage. The this duration at higher noise levels.

abscissa of the left graph is signal duration, Figure 9 shows identification perform-
wh le that of the right graph is signal level ance found for the personnel target. These

-native to noise level. The same data are data are so similar to the related detection

represented in both graphs, and the abscissa data that almost all of the same comments

of one is shown as parametric lines on the apply. The conclusion which one must make
other. The lines drawn at 50, " , 5 -d 9- fr., ... -- data is that it is extremely

percent correspond to several arbitrary hazardous, from a performance sta .point.

criteria which were applied to the data. to reduce dwell time below one-half second

Since detection is basically abinaryproposi- if personnel targets are of interest and if
tlion, any performance level below 50 percent the signal characteristics of X-band radar

was considered to be clearly unsatisfactory. sets are to remain the same. Considering

Performance above the 75 percent level was the probable operationalapplicationof ground

considered to be acceptable and that above surveillance radar equipments, it is almost
90 percent, desirable, certain that the personneltarget is of interest

We can see that ioe vehicular targets, and is very lihkely to remain so.

detection performance on the two shortest Two complete sets of data were collected

durations was clearly unsatisfactory regard- for the very low noise condition with two dif-

less of noise level. All durations longerthan ferent groups of subjects Figure 10 shows

one-eighth second, or 125 msec., showed detection performance in the left graph and

desirable performance under all noise conds- identification performance in the right graph
tlions used The intermediate durations for these two independent groups of subjects.
showed desirable or acceptable performance The correspondence between these two sets

under some of the noise conditions, of data is very pleasantly close. In fact,
Figure 7 presents identification perform- performance of the two groups correlated

ance found for vehicular targets under the .998. For the group which experienced the

experimental conditions. It can be seenthat, whole range of experimental conditions, first-

while identification performance is quite half performance yielded coefficients of .981

similar to detection performance, there is for detections and .974 for identlifications.
more sloughnsg off at the intermediate dura- These correlations indicate a remarkable

tions. Only signals of one-half second or stability in the task and performance
longer showed consistently desirable per- measures

formance across all of the tested noise Individual differences were found, as one

conditions. The one-eighth second (125 msnec.) might expect, but no pronounced subject

duration showed consistently acceptable per- interactions with either target type or noise

formance across all noise levels. It is level. Figure II shows four graphs of indi-

probable that the range of noise levels in the vidual subject performance. The abscissa of
present study is representative ofthemajor- all graphs is noise level. The ordinates of
ity of wind and weather conditions, excluding the two left graphs arefrequencyof detection.

precipitation, which would be encountered in while those of the two right graphs are

the field. These data suggestthat, if attentlion frequency of identification. The two upper

can be restricted to vehicular targets, then graphs are concerned with performance re-

dwell times as short as 125 msec. are per- lated to vehicular targets and the two lower
missible from the standpoint of operator graphs, with performance related to per-

performance. This was the shortest signal sonnel targets.
duration in this study which showed both It was characterist.c of the experimental

consistently desmrable detectionperformance apparatus that all responses were recorded.

and consistently acceptable identification whether or not they correlated with a signal

performance. presentation. Those responses which did not
Going on nowtoperformancewithperson- correlate with signal occurrences were tal-

n- t. ets. ve see in Figure lthatit is quite lied separately as false alarms These

"a diff-,nnt proposition. Here we show detec- have been excluded from all data pescntcd

lion performance with one walkingmanasthe to this point. Tables I and describe the

target. It is obvious that .-- se level is much false alarm performance under the various

more critical than with a vtcxcular target, experimental conditions. It will be noted
With the two highest noise levels used, we that the total number of false alarms was

fourd only unsatisfactory performance, as 66. These occurred in 50 subject hours of

defti ed by our criterion of 50 percent detec- simulated radar listening. This is a rate of

tions. The half-second, or 500 msec., 1.32 false alarms per subject hour, which

duration was the shortest which showed at does not appear to be unreasonable or exces

least reasonable performance at the medium snve. There is quite an evident experience
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factor operating here as shown by the right eighth second are probably qu.te acceptable
marginal totals in the upper table. One-third for vehicular targets. Let us explore the
of the false alarms occurred on the fsrst practscal implicatsons of these conclussons.
experimental day, and over half occurred in The operational problem whsch started all
the first two days. this was the question of how to improve the

From the lower table, we see evidence of efficiency of automatic search with ground
pronounced individual differences. Two of surveillance radars using a doppler-based
the s, bjects, each accounted for one-third or aural display for detection. There are a
more of the false alarms. It is of interest that variety of possibilities, some including
these subjects were also two of the best changes in dwell time and some not, others
performers on detections and identifications. involving operational strategy alone, some
We had, of course, tested all subjects for involving equipment modifications alone and
normal hearing A comparison of the audio- various combinations involving all of tnese.
grams of these two subjects with those ofthe One possibility is to gener-lly ignore
others did not show any significant differ- personnel targets while in automatic search.
ences. There is no ready explanation for the thus allowing a shorter dwell time for faster
apparently higher response rats of these two general coverage. Personnel targets might
subjects, be picked up accidentally. However, manual

Table I search would usually be conducted of areas
where the detection of personnel targets was

FALSE ALARMS important. A direct reversal of this solution
by Experiment Day and Noise Level woule be to maintain dwell time at a level

where there is a reasonable probability of
Exp Low Noise High detecting personnel targets and restricting
Day +10 +5 0 -5 -IQ Total assigned areas of responsibility to those

which can be searched within anoperalionally

1 7 15 22 determined optimum time persod. This prob-

2 5 7 12 ably imphles that more equipment would be

3 2/0 2 needed than is currently thought necessary,

S4 l 5 since these areas of optimum search time
5 3 1 4 may not correspond well with maximum

6 0 6 6 ranges and unit responsibility Eectors.
7 0 1 1 Another possibility is that circuitry

8 2/2 4 changes can be made in the audio portion of

9 1 3 4 the equipments which will enhance the detect-
t0 4 2 6 ability of the personneltarget. This approach

is being followed in a continuation of the work
Total 14 I0 6 12 24 66 reported here. The current approach is a

linear frequency addstion to the aoral signal
intended to bring the signal frequencies from

Table 2 X-band sets into closer alignment with the
more sensitive portions of the human ear.

FALSE ALARMS Other approaches, suchas selective filtration
by Subject and Noise Level are also possible and should be explored.

A substantial portion of most areas of
Low Noise High assignment may be expected to be shadowed

Subiect +10 +5 0 -5 - !0 Total from the radar and could not be a source of
detectable targets. I these areas could be

1 2 I 0 0 2 5 sensed and the search pattern programmed to
2 2 5 4 3 8 22 skip over them, a considerable saving in
3 0 0 1 2 2 5 search time would be realized inmost opera-
4 3 0 0 0 2 5 tional situations. This, however, implies a
5 7 4 1 7 10 29 great deal of equipment sophistication, if it

were to be done automatically, and perhaps
Total. _1 t0 6 12 24 66 an inordinate amount of time if the shadows

had to be surveyed manually and then set into
Although it is almost completely hidden the equipment.

.y the experience factor, there also appears Most, if not all, ground surveillance
to be a trend toward more false alarms with radars are capable of detecting vehicles at
the h:gher noise levels. This would be pre- significantly greater ranges than personnel.
dicted by most models of signal detection. If a slow strobh ad hence longer dwell time

In review, then, the evidence gained by were used within the maximum range for
this experimentation leads usto concludethat personnel, and a faster strobe were auto-
dwell time should not be decreased below one- matically switched in beyond that point, then
half second for the detection of personnel a saving in search time should be realized
targets. but dwell times as short as one- without decreasingtheprobabilityof detecting
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personnel. With this ability to change dwell switched in for target locationand identifica-
time in the equipment, it might also be tion. To some exten, this is already possible

desirable to allow a choice to be made by in sets with a choice of beam widths, but a

the operator to correspond with the specif;z choice of gate depths should also be possible
tactical mission, and might be quite beneficial.

Dwetl time can also be changed by varying In conclusion, then, let me say that there

the gate snze as well as by varying strobe certainly are improvements which can be
rate In order to maintain a long dwell made in search speed. But care must be
time and still increase search speed, alarge taken to assure that making these improve-
gate, or even the entire range could be dis- ments does not lessen the probability of de-
plaued for search, and then a smaller gate tection or identification of importanttargets.
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Search Area:
/ Beam Width 8

Gate Size.
-! "4 Beam Width x 1/100

Sector Depth

Radar

Figure I. Hypothetical Ground Surveillance Radar Search Pattern

Noise Tape

Radar Tape

Recorder Personnel Signal

L--&
Vehicular Signal

Figure 2. Schematic of the Field Work
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Dwell Time Noise Level
(msec) Target Type Qualitative Approx. SIN (db)

4000 Personnel Very low +10
2000 Vehicular Low + 5
1000 Medium 0
500 High - 5
250 Very high -10
125
62.5
31.3
15.6

7.8
3.9

Figure 5. Experimental Conditions
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AS A FUNCTION OF DURATION AS A FUNCTION OF NOISE
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Figure 6. Probability of Detection of Vehicular Targets
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Figure 7. Probability of Identihcation of Veh~colar Targets
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C NOISE AND WEAPON SYSTEMSby RayDonley. US Army Human Engineering Laboratories,
Aberdeen Proving Ground. Maryland

Noise :ontroi in weapon systems for the include any cost which results from a change

modern Army is admittedly a difficult prob- in the desired use of the syster.n, restrictions

fern However, this problem can be solved, on operain. time, additior of men or equip-

The conflict between hght-ueight equipsent ment, or ,dverse community reaction. Op-

wite .ts greater radiated power from panels erational rtstrirtsons are the most insidious

acd irom engines, and the tools of noise contributors to the total effective cost. An

c-rtrol has, in the past, created very serious operational restriction to protect personnel

problems In the fature these problems will from deafness may require more en This

become worse However, effective noise means a changt in the Table of Organization

control may be performed on the systems if and Equipment •nd more vehicles. In addi-

one is willing to look at each weapon system lion, this means the men must be fed, clothed

individually. Indeed. complex noise control and housed. The additional vehicles require

problems, sa-h as are nounter d ir missile fuel and masntenanct. The cost ofaddingone

-eapon systems. ere best handled ritis re- or more men to a mobile weapon system is

spect to the entire weapon system. Noise frequently more expensive than the direct

control is basically a system problem, cost of conventional no~se control.
whether working with a complex problem The specific noise ervironments required

or an elementary problem. in a given military sstuat:on are
Briefly, a system, in noise control is (); freedom fronmpermrsanenthearingloss

divided into three parts the source,the (2) freedom fromtemporaryhearingloss
path, and the receiver. Some of the more (3) freedom from annoyance
common sources may be rotating components (4) freedom from speech interference

such as gears. beariegs, fan blades or a (5) freedom from sdentsfxcation
series of repeated impact noises, such as (6) freedom from detection

the sprocket enga-ing the track in driving (7) freedom from adverse Coinmonity

track-laying veXcles. reaction
The path is the medium by which the Generally, the most imperative requirenment

sound energy is transferred from the noise in any military situation is freedom from
source to the receiver Sound may be trans- permanent hearing loss. Since the noise

mitted through air, through structures such levels permitted for safety .re above the

as building walls or machinery supports. or levels which create annoyance or speech

through a combination of the two. Ir general interference, noise levelstopreclude hearing

most paths are a combination of str.ctural damage are the easiest to achiese.
corne and arborne noise, each having corn- Of course, one must look inte the possible

pletely different transmission chsracteris- restrictions on how one may acrieve a mils-

tics. tary environment of the proper character-

The receiver is either man or a piece istics. From the requirements established

of equipmrent. Man's reastions to noise are before the system is designed. %e mayobtain

generally statistical concepts which vary the military characteristics. The MC's spec-
either with his task or with his psychological ify the tactical use, the training use, ind the

or physiological characteristics at a given limits on size, weightaodbulk. Thesehlmita-

time. tions are frequently indsrect but may be in-

Another point which is important is that ferred by size limitations or weight limita-

noise control is not necessarily synonymous lions imposed for air transportability. The

with noise reduction, It is quite true that milhtary characteristicsalsogivealimitation
most noise control problems do require on procedures. This, again, is a somewhat
some- sort of noise reduction. However, some indirece limitation. it is generally not speci-

noise control problems are solved by chang- fied. However, these limitations may be

ing the shape of the noise spectrum. Many s.-afrred fr:., the military eharacteristics

annoyance problems are solved by spectrum from a desired or maximum reaction time.

changes. Occasionally, one needs to add Obviously, extending the countdown time or

noise. An example of this is in telephone time to emplace a weapon is undesirable.
bro•t -!t. which the fans have been made The possible methods of control must be

-. Dcser.tly noisy to mask the noise from cheap, relable, and simole. N1orse controi

noutside the booth and to the speech from methods also cannot be subject to variations

nearby phone booths, by temperature, since we deal ,Athtompera-
The u.tsmate goal of noise control is to tures from -b5° to +125% humidity, as we

achiese a specific environment at the "lowest deal with humidities from 0,% in the desert to

total ettective cost". ihe phrase "'lowest 1001% in the jungle; vibration, sincethey must

total eiie.÷ive cost" includes the direct cost be carried on track-laying equipment; blast,

of noise control and the indirect costs of since many pieces of equipment are in the

operational restrictions and systerni limita- direct blast of a rocket taking off, or me-

lions. Indirect costs in a military system chbnical abuse, including field modif.cations.
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Additionally, noise control -rethods may not method which n.ay be used That isto elimi-

be 'nhygienic. This is particularly important uate the job, such Ls to buy some sort of
in de ve'oping mouthpiece noise shields used automatic control or peh, 9, to ~,, _ '" -. he

for protecting microphones from extraneous eqLipment in such a way that the man is not
noise Within the Army, policy dictates that required to be near the noi3e source. In
each piece of equipment belongs tothe partic- general, the best solution is a combinationof
ul.ar system rather than to the individual, all three methods of noise control changes
This neans that one may not consider methods to the source, changes to the path, and changes
of no.se control whichwou!d create anyhealth to the receiver.
problem. Noise control procedures also must However, let us look at a specific set of
not be distastefulorccmplicated. Anexample system procedures which may be used for
of the simplicity required in noise control effective noise control. First, onemustana-
methods was noted recently in a system in lyse the job of every man tI ynid the p-oper
which, until adequate noise reduction could be environment for. communications require-
provided, toe soldiers were required towear ments, the effects of annoyance on efficiency
a typic?1 earmuff temporarily. The local for the job, and the expected exposure pattern
commander nad issued an order for the men with respect to time and sound pressure
to wear bl~ched fatigue caps. Blocked fatigue level. Next, one must verify how the equip-
caps are somewhat fragile and break when ment is to be used inreferenceto its location
the earmuff headband is placed o'ver the cap. with relation to other components and how
The men, in an obvious effort to please both long the equipment can operate. The methods
the local commander and comply with the for ottaining this information are frequently
requirement to wear earmuffs, developed a indirect and must be deduced. An example
somewhat novel solution. They placed the might be relating fuel consumption rates with
headband of the ears-aff behind their ears fuel tank size. This effectively restricts the
wtthout placing the ear inside the mulf operating time of a piece of equipment.
which completely nullified any favo:ible Another method is to check% cable lengths.

attentuation characteristics gained by using There are only a limited number of ways in
the earmufi So, with these particular which equipment may be placed if they must
restrictions, what are thepossible solutionsý be interconnected by a numbtr of cables of a

First, we may change the source by ob- given length. Another aspect of equipment
taming different, quieter, equipment. This is usage is in its tac'.cal ase-is identsf.catinn
generally the most expensive methodofnoise critical' We usually separate idextificatson
control. However, it is alsothemost reliable. from detection. Identification, ftr our puo-
The changes which may be considered are poses, generally refers to the noise charac-
restricted, too. In many cases, the equipment tersstocs which allowa specific piece of equip-

dessgnhas exceededthe so-calltd "state ofthe ment to be identified as that specific piece of
art" in an attempt to obtain the maximum equipment belonging to a given weapon avs-
power output tor the minimum weight. The tem. Detect-on is still the simple problem of
methods by which the desired characteristics how far away can we perceive that there is
are obtained are generally to take an under- some sort of noise. Both ofthese considera-
s.xed piece of equipment and literally "hot tions are quite important. However, somany
rod" it. This leaves little or nothing in the respects identification as toa specific weapon

way of characteristics which maybe modified system is the more important of the two con-
in the particular nocso source. Inmany cases siderations. Another thing which must be
obtaining an alternate piece of equipment re- checked in equipment usage is what sort of
quires an excessive amount of time. Alter- abuse to the equipment can be expected. By
nate types of, say perhaps generation equip- abuse we do not generally refer to it as what
ment, must also be checked for their weight can be considered as malicious damage.
and affect on the system. So, in summary, to Abuse to pieces of equipment can be simply
chanrge the source we r.may either redesignthe defined as to what happens when the equip-
piece of equipment, obtain anew sourceofthe ment is air-dropped, is there a deleterious
same general class of equipment, or change effect on the equipment from missile blast
the type of equipment, during takeoff, is the equipment well-designed

Most modifications for noise control are such that there should be no field modifica-

mecif'.cations to the path. These changes are tions, is the equipment tobe carried ontrack-
osentior.al and commonly include tnets- laying vehicles, will itbe subjectedtounssual

sores, panel damping. mufflers. vibration vibration, is it a piece of equipment which will

isolation, and redirection of airflow, be operated in rain, snow, mud, or any of the
many unusual environments towhichmilstary

To <btasn the lowest total effective cost oquipment is normally exposed. The third

it m.y be wise to offer ear protection thus aspect of a system noise controlprocedure is
changing the receiver. Another method is to to measure the noise of each component. It

use a change in schedules or the operating must be measured for prediction purposes,
time to which a ma•n is exposed tO 1 givon obviously, and to locate those particular

noise source. Of course, there is another problem areas which can exist in a given
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system. It also must be measured for cor- to the receiver. As pointed out before, the

rective action, and is this particular respect lowest total effective cost is thenachievedby

the more detailed the information the better a series of trade-offt, of what un be done to

one's chances of not being forced into mea- the system, what -t be done tothe system,

suring the equipment noise again later. It and what is desirable for the system withthe

is best to measure noise levels by one-third ultimate goal ofachievingthcproper enviroxi-

octave bands mhich allow identlification of ment for the man at the least total effective

speVif!c problem areas. From these one- cost.
t,.ra octave bands we can easily calculate the To illustrate an application of the proce-
octave bands in order to evaluate damage- dures and principals which have been dis-
risk speech interference and an.oyance. If cussed, I am going to spend a few minutes
the major source consists of man- small discussing the Pershing Poower n F ation

sources inclosed within a box, it is a good (Figure 1).
Idea to use constant sound pressure contours
to identiiy the specific location of air leaks Normally this piec- of eqripment is

and their particular frequency range The carried on the same track laying vehicle as

fourth step in the systems analysis of a noise the programmer test stat.on. It supplihe the

problem is to examine the military charac- weapon system with electric power. con-

teristics for limitations on time, physical ditioned air, and high pressire air.

limits, and proposed usage, then examine, for

the fifth part. the path change methods for When the first unit arrived at Aberdeen

controlling noise with respect to how much for road-test we conducted a noise analysis.

may be obtained practically at the lowest cost Results of the analysis showed that operating

with the least schedule interference and within personnel were subject to hearing damage.

the limitations ofthemlhtarycharacteristics As a result of this test and subsequent tests

examined in part four. Schedule interference by the contractor, several chang-s were

is a rather unusual problem. Unless the made to the Power station. These included

problem is particularly pressing, there is a redesign of the air-conditioner, which was a

natural reluctance on the part of the manu- major source of noise, redirecting the flowof

facturer to redesign or change pieces of air by placing both the gasturbine and cooling

equipment which are scheduled for produc- air inlets and outlets on top of the pack. in-

thoe. This does nat necessarily mean that creased insulation on the side panels to

he is not .nterestec innoise control, however, further attenuate the sound being transmitted

he may have certain other objectivestoattain through the panels and several other design
be.•Ore he can consider noise control prob- changes.

lems Some of these are that he has produc-

tion dates to meet. There is a time limit Figure 2 depicts the soundpressurei¢'el

which has been placed uponhim for producing at the position of the Power Stationoperator.

Sgiven piece in equipinent He also must You will note that prior to modification the

make the equp.pment work. It is quite easy sound level at this position exceeded 90

to forget that the manufacturers. too, have a decibel at all frequencies above 90 cycle per

serious prohlemn in making a piece of equip- seconds with a few pure tones going as high

men
t 

that not only works but which may be as 120 decibels. The previously mentioned

woexed by the man. Thesixth stepis to com- modifications resulted inadramaticsdecrease

pare the reductions with a criterion for the in sound level at this operating position.

particular environment. The criterion for a Figures 3 through 8 demonstrate how the

given environment is obtained from a con- sound level was not only lowered but the

sideration of the previous five portions ofthe sound field was modified. The contour lines

system, noise control evaluation. If th, man are constant pressure lines. The power

has a stringent communication requirement. station mounted on a track laying vehicle is

tois can be the highest allowable noise level. shown at upper center in each figure.

If the man has a job inwhichannoyance could
affect his efficiency, then this will establish Figure 3 shows the sound field around the

the upper limits of the allowable noise of a unmodified power station in the 75 - 150

giseis com-ponent of tha system. In this it is cycle per second frequency band. After

prna.:..vd first that one can eliminate modiitcation the sound field shifted and

camag•-•isk. 7he final environmentmustbe changed i, intensityforthisfrequencybandas

selected by a function of "trade offs". In shown in Figure 4.

many ca ses. one may work to some sort of Earlier in the discussion, knowledge ofthe
damage •riterion and increase the efficiency
of a communication system sothatthereduC- System was mentioned an being iportant

tlions ire feasible and relatively inexpensive, In the previous figure we had 106 and 107

not o-.y in time but in effort and possess the DB in some areas where an operator had to

possibility of working correctly. If the ex- stand, now that noise level no longer exi-ts in

peeled reductions are inadequate, one can those areas, however we now hase 126 DO in

then also examine changes to the source or other areas but nobody has any reason to be

18.



in those areas. Therefore, the noise is of Figure 7 depicts the noise level in the

leeser importance 1800 - 10,0GO cps fre juency band before modi-

F igure 5 depicts the noise level in 2400 - fication. Some of the comses on this figure

4800 cps frequency band before modificatlon, and on the previous figures will cause hearing

In this same frequency band, noise levels loss. Here again the modifications reduced

have droppedoffconsiderablyfollowing modi- the noise level considerably aq shown in

Iscation (Figure 6). figure 8.
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D. BASIC RESEARCH IN HEARING APPLIED TO FIELD PROBLEMS by Maj. John L.
Fletcher, MSC, U S. Army Medical Researc.i Laboratory, Fort Knox, Kentucky

Basic research in audition performed at through the middle ear by rotating the
USANIRL includes research relating noise ossicular chain out of its usual mode of
exposure tohearngloss, studiestodetermine operation and essentially locking it in pace.
the susceptibility of individualb to trauma Normally, tl.e AR, then, serves to protect us
fror different types of acoustic exposire, trom loud sounds. However, the neural
psyc.ho-physxcal studies, and investigations o1 latency, or lag time between stimulation and
the ability of humans to detect various types muscle contraction is so long, at least 9
of signals fo prolonged periods oftime while mills sec. -that some sounds are already
ssmultaneou- exposed to varloug physical transmitted through the ear before the re-
stimuli. The latter type study is frequeCntly flex can respond. Gunfire, for examp.e. has
referred to as vigilance research, a rise time (time from 0 

t
o peak SPL) of

Fýcilhlses for the above research include less than 500 micro sec. -or 1/2 of a milti
an anechoic or echoless chamber, several sec. So the reflex, for gunfire, only locks
sound treated rooms, and a mobile sound the barn door after the norse is gone. But,
laboratory built into a 26 ft. trailer. This if there was advance knowledge of when the
unit has its own 10 KW power source and is impulse sound was to occur we could elicit
provided with both heating and cooling sys- the reflex in vdvance oi the sound and protect
tems. It can be towed to a field location and the ear by its usual physiological protective
be used as a completely independent labora- mechanism. So we tried stimulating people
tory there. Present personnel include two with gunfire and seeing how much reduction
Ph. D. level researchers and three techni- of TTS the AR provided. This was done by
cian assistants. We also have partial use of stimulating the reflex in advance of the gun-
facilities and personnel oftheComplexProc- fire and comparing TTS with that observed
esses Branch (one Ph.D. and twotechnicians) when they were not so stimulated prior to
and, on contract, of the Psychology Depart- exposure. We found that it provided sionifi-
ment, University of Louisville. cant protection (see Figure 1). The next step

An immediate application ofourresearch was to compare it with conventional earpro-
relating noise exposure and hearing loss is tectlive devices. We did so and found it did
that of providing suggestions useful in the quite will - as well as having the advantage
establishment of hearing conservation pro- of being used only when necessary and not
grams. The Post Surgeon and Chief of Pre- needing fitting, not interfering with coirmu-
ventive Medicine, Fort Knox, have recently nicatlons, or requiring supervision in wear-
initiated such a program within the training ing (see Figure 2). We then went about de-
command at Fort Knox. Our contributionsto termining ways it could be improved, once
the program will include consultation regard- having established its usefulness and feast-
ing the appropriate protective devices, help bility. Our research indicated the optimal
in the indoctrination of personnel concerned stimulus for eliciting AR action was a series
with the program, suggestions regarding the of clicks. Using clicks we found we could
conduct of the program, and the monitoring prolong contraction so that some reflex pro-
of tne hearing of those included in the pro- tection could be observed for exposure to
gram. In conjunction with the above efforts continuous noise where formerly it could be
we have, from time to time, been involved in shown only for impulse noise.
the testing of various ear protective devices Based on the research cited above, a
with respect to specific aspects of suitability device was constructed, tested, ind v ven a
and usefulness, field evaluation to determine suitability for

Another basic physiological problem in- operational use. It was found to do sn field
vestigated by our laboratory has been t.Liat of use as it had been observed toperform in the
the operational characteristics of acoustic laboratory. Additionally, interposing the AR
reflex action. As yc. perhaps know, inside deviýe into the combat vehicle system i-n no
the middle ear there is a series of small way interfered with communications or with
bones, the malleus or mallet, incus or anvil gunnery. The reflex protective device de-
and stapes or stirrup. These bones together scribed above is now so the process of final
tor.ttze the ossicular chain, theossicular electronics consideration and, hopefully, for
-na-s a5 ves to connect the outside physical a complete CONARC field test.

stimulus world of sound with its physical As consultants, we have parficipated in
stimuli of sound waves to the inside ear, the solution of many applied problems. A
thence t1 the brain, Air conducted sound is recent one was here at Fort Benonsg. A re-
faithfully trarsmitted by the ossictesthrough quirement was made of the Weapons Depart-
the middle ear to the inner ear. Attached to ment, USAIS, for the developmes.t of a range
the oisicles are two muscles, the stapedius for the Guard and Reserve Components. The
and tensor tympani. When stimulated by a prototype design was such that exposure of
sufficiently loud soundthese muscles contract those firing was in excess of that normally
and act to reduce the transmission of sound incurred on conventional ranges. Attack on
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the problem was diversified to include both to indice a temporary hearing loss of a

redesign of the range toquietitandprescrip- moderate amount. They were later exposed

Ilon of appropriate ear protecive devices for to noise sufficiently icng to duplicate the

tho•e firing on the range. Table I presents hearing loss incurred by exposure to the

the results of the redesign and quietlngofthe gunfire. By con-paring the relative amount

prototype range. Whenye-aconsiderthecosts of noise exposure necessary to induce a

and difficulties associated with quieting, ac- temporary loss equal to that caused by the

coisplishment of this magnitude of reduction gunfire, indications could be derived of the

at toe estimated $125 cost of this operation relative susceptibility of an individual to

was most reasonable, loss from impulse and fro* continuous

Another merger of basic research and noise. These results showed that individuals

field needs is illustrated in one of our recent differ vvidely in susceptibility to noise in-

studies. Basically, the purpose of the study duced hearing loss, with some quite SU0-

was to examine various ways of testing the ceptible to impulse noise and little effected

efficiency of ear protectise devices. During by continuous, and the reverse txue ofothers

the course of the experiment a rather thor- and some equally susceptible to both types of

ough evaluation was made of the effectiveness sound. These data have been of considerable

of three different ear protective devices, two value in the formulation of criteria for haz-

plugs and the CVC helmet. Efficiency of the ardous exposure to impulse and to steady

devices was tested not only for pure tones, state noise.

the usual standard, but also when used in Our experiences have shown repeatedly

continuous noise, such as engine noise, and that the results of basic research are appls-

when used against gunfire or impulse sound. cable to field problems. They have also

This %as conesiderednecessarybecause some indicated ma ny times that the obvsous time

devices, helets in particular, are known to and place for use of basic informaton is im

resonate anc to perform differently in high the design state of a weapons systemorpiece

intensity noise fields than at lower levels. of eqipnt. on a s w el as i e

A realistic test of such a device should in- of equipment. Money as wemc as invaotable
clud, tenoneof erfomane i suh a time is wasted when a system comes out that

euude, then, one of performance in such a is unacceptable because ofalackofcoordinA-

sound field. Also, there is evidence suggest- tion and knowledge of basic facts. Realizing

ing that impulse noise (gunfre)attenuatiosuso this, farsighted regulations were promulated

not readily predictable from the results of requiring human engineering coordination in
pure tone threshold evaluation. Results of the ssesdsg.I hs euain olb

investigation suggested that the pure tone systemsdesign. If these regulations could be

method of test was meimaly acceptable, but more carefully and knowledgably observed,

meattho addiofntestas minmaty aceptable, but the task of assuring compliance of systems
that the additional information revealed by to various human i~mitations would be much

tests in noise and gunfire plus the high face easier.

validity of such tests for devices to be used

In such enwvronments made the additional In presenting this paper. I have hoped to

testing highly desirable. Another result of inform you of the personnel and facilities

the experiment was to show that any of the that our laboratory has, of our specific re-

three ear protective devices, when worn, re- search interetsts and capabilities, and, most

duced the temporary hearing losses of the of all, of the way all of the above capabilities

wearer to a reasonable level. One other can be applied to the problems facing us in

valu•ble piece of information was extracted field operations. If I have succeeded, per-

from this experiment. As part ofthe experi- haps more of the problems facing us will

ment, subjects were exposed, unprotected by be brought in for attention and eventual

ear protective devices, to gunfire sufficient solutlon.
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E. STUDIES OF TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHTVT CAUSEDBYHIGHINTENSITY ACOUSTIC

TRANSIENTS- by Norman L. Carter and Karl D. Kryter, Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

Cambridge, Massachusetts

INTRODUCTION 
EXPERIMENT II

The present series of experiments follow Cursory examination of the data of Ex-

from prelmiar study described in BBN periment I suggested that an average of one

Rrta No. 916, I That study, now called out of four normal hearing youngadults could
ReportNo 

l Istd

Experiment I, was concerned with the effect be expected to show moderate hearing losses

of pulse repetition rate (pulses per second) (over 20 db) 30 seconds to two minutes after

and the number of pulses upon thresholds for exposure to 80 triangular acoustic -- iles

pure tones in the frequency range of 2500 to (0.5 millisecond rise time, I millisecond

100uo cps. acbh pulse had a triangular duration, 168 db peak to peak) at a repetition

acoustic waveform, with a rise time of 0.5 rate of I PPS. Accordinglyitwasanticipated

millisecond, duration I millisecond and peak that if such an exposure were given to 60

sound pressure level 168 db re .0002 micro- college students 15 ofthemwouldshowlosses

bar. Pulse rates used were 1. 5, 10, 20, 40 greater than2Odb. Cautiondsctated, however,

and 80 pulses per second (PPS). Thenumbers that sn the present context, where large

of pulses were 5, 10. 20. 40 and 80. numbers of subjects are involved and the

That study allowed the following tentativc range of sensitivity to this stimulus is on-

"conclusions: (1) the frequency of maximum known, subjects should first be exposed to

Sloss is in the region of 4000-5000 cps; (2) the 40 pulses only. at lower peak to peak levels.

repetition rate most lkely to produce tem- The number of pulses, and possibly their

porary threshold shift (TTS) was I PPS; and level, could then be increased for those sub-

(3) the TTS increased with the number of jects showing no significant threshold shift.

pulses. 
until a criterion (say. 10 db TTS) was reached.

One feature of the results was that even
though the hearing losses were for the most

part small and unreliable, there was no Apparatus and Procedure

doubt that those moderately large lossesthat

did take place were "real" and not artifacts The apparatus used in generating the

of the hearing tests. It was supposedthat the acoustic stimuli has been described in detail

explanation for this might be that people have in a previous report.
2 

It consisted of an

'thresholds' for acoustic trauma similar to arbitrary functiongenerator, orphotoformer.

absolute thresholds for heari.ig, and that capable of generating any desired electrical

apart from day to day variations in the ear waveform (voltage by time), an amplifier for

there is an 'acoustic trauma thresholdvale' amplifying and controllng the peak voltage

of x number of pulses for each person (as- and a Srmall, high lntlcoa-y toudspeaker (KLI

suming other revelant parameters such as 6.5) mounted on a headband and held firmly

repetition rate. peak to peak level, risetime, against the subject's head during exposure.

etc., are constant). If this were true the The level of the acoustic pulsewasmeasured

variability inthe results of Experiment Icould by placing the earphone ona dummyheadwith

be due to the characteristics ofthe particular a microphone (Altec 21 BR 200) in the simu-

subjects involved as well as the particular lated ear canal and leading the output of the

values of rise time, duration, repetitionrate, microphone to an oscilloscope (Dumont type

number of pulses and peak to peak level that 304 AR). The vertical asis of this scope was

were used. previously calibrated using a BBN acoustic

The assumption of an acoustic trauma calibrator (308-C-3). The rise time and

threshold (ATT) for pulses also implies that duration of the pulse were read off the scope

once this threshold is reached, TTS will show in a similar way. after calibrating the hors-

the same function of number of pulses for all zontal axis with a 1000 cps sine wave. Photo-

normal ears, regardless of their particular graphs of the photoformer mask, electrical

ATT values.** If this is so, then prolonged output of the amplifier, andthe acoustic pulse

and errensive experimentation would be as shown on the oscilloscope are presented in

Z'oided by selecting subjects fromthe lowend Figure 1.

of the ATT continuum,
ofh TT contnuu.Hearing losses were measured by a

SThe cork heuo slotted woo posted under CObct DA subject-operated Bekesy audiometer (Grason

49-7 •-D665 wit• thie su Gesesl's .f ice, USS AmP Stadler type E-800). As in Experiment I tests

-- I. bhi. duiaslso "b type of octoo of TTS no,s ATT were made before and after exposure, but it

for rn) poateter hod not bees eameoed. It may be so- was decided to drop the method of recording

unfois o0a s"t opbenon (e.g, 0 & b X lb TTSl hors s hearing losses in terms of a single 'loss

pus•ter. TMds and othe expen-etl pwolle sich as number,' as was done for Experiment I, in

the ,etktoi of ATT to other aimiory treshold. are coý- favor of the usual method of db threshold

sideced in expediests reported below, shift at each test frequency.
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Test frequencies were 2000, 4000, 8000 gram took 70 seconds to complete. Post-
and 500 cps, tested in that order for 30 sec- exposure audiogram. were begun 30 seconds
onds each, before and after exposure. The and usually also 3 minutes after the last

first frequency tested after the train of high pulse. Audiograms 'sere also run 6, 12 and,
intensity pulses was 2000 cps, begun 30 sec- in many cases, 24 minutes post exposure if
onds post exposure. As is usual in this type recovery was not complete and the schedule
of pure tone threshold, audiometry threshold allowed. Sixteen subjects were used. Four-
at any frequency was the average of the mid- teen of these are shown with initials and
points of the excursions over the time the asterisks in Table I. Subject number 43was
frequency was tested, not available, but was replaced by a non-

Forty-fivc normal hearing college stu. sensitive subject (E.S.)toincrease (hopefully)
dents (29 male, 16 female) were exposedtothe the variance in our saml'e. One other sub-
acoustic transients in the sequence, and at ject (T.H.) was include4 because of his ex-
the levels indicated in Table I. In some in- perience of audiometry in other experiments
stances the pure tone thresholds were tested and because an initial exposure gave signifi-
a second time after exposure. This generally cant TTS.
indicated that the losses were"rrlo"and not The experimental procedure consisted of
due to some artifact connected with the sub- repeated exposures for each subject (oneday
ject's inexperience with audiometry. between exposures) in a trial and error ap-

proach to a criterion maximum threshold

Results shift of between 30 and 40 db in the first
audiegram after exposure. The usual method

The results preiented in Table I confirm was to guess at an exposure capable ofmmins-
that there is a considerable range inthe sus- mal significant TTS (i.e. the ATT for number
ceptibitity of young adult subjects to TTS of pulses) using, in all but two instances,*
induced by this type of 'impulse' noise, a peak pulse level of 168 db. If the criterion
Large individual differences in susceptibility TTS was reached quickly, the number of

to Impulse noise can also be seen in Figure pulses was dropped in the ratio of 3/4. 1/2
2 where for the 45 subjects we have plotted and t/i that number; otherwise the procedure
the distribution of thresholds following ex- was to increase the number of pulses during
posure to impulse noise and the distribution subsequent exposures.
of pre-exposure thresholds. Similar vari-
ability among subjects with respect to their Results
susceptibility to auditory fatigue from acous-
tic impulses was found by Ward et al 14). The foregoing experimental procedure

The second aim of this experiment was to resulted in measures of temporarythreshold
select subjects for later work. Eighteen of shift at 13 frequencies 30 to 95 secondsafter
the 45 subjects of Table I show a greater exposure, 180 to 245 seconds after, etc. de-
than 10 db loss at one or more frequencies pending on the frequency measured and the
following 120 pulses (or less) of 162 _b pea- pcst.exposure audiogram, In order to com-
to peak (or lower). These subjects are pare our data with those reported by other
indicated by an asterisk, the initialled num- investigators it was decided to use recovery
bers are the subjects who proved available curves previously determined fromexposure
for the later experiments, to steady state noise to estimate the hearing

loss two minutes after exposure, from the
f*rat post-exposure audio;ram. The curve_

EXPERIMENT IIt used for this are given in Figure 3.
The extrapolated TTS 2 values were

Experiment I indicated, as might be ex- plotted for each subject as a function of the

pected, that TTS increased as a function of number of pulses in the exposure. Separate

the number of pulses. The present study figures were prepared for test frequencies

was intended to get quantitative data on the 2000 cps (see Figures 4. 6, 8) and the means

shape of this function, of TTS2 at 2200-2500 cps, 3000-3500, 4000-
4500 (see Figures 5, 7. 9), 5000-5500, 6000-

A2
aratus and Procedure 7000, and 8000-9000 cps.

Data already given have shown that wide

The apparatus for producing the stimuli individual differences exist in susceptibility

and determining pure tone thresholds was to impulse noise. Preliminary examination

ider.tical with that used in the Experiment II of the present data indicates that this is true

condition. Rise time of the pulses was again
0.5 millisecond, duration 1.0 millisecond, and
repetition rate I PPS. The audiometry was ,Oee subject 1BSi) objectedt peek to pe levls -ve
also similar. Pre-exposure thresholds were 182 t oo the gomnds tht they heu The othe (W M) pwoved

the mean of at least two audiograms giving yhly susceptible to the pulses. Pulse Reset , themfie,

threshold as a continuous function of fre- doxoed nIsV B.s ce to 156db po ktol poio odtex-

quency from 2000 to 10000 cps. Each audio- reflest o -itined as oith the otem sublect&
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even for the selected group of 16 subjects general form could take account ofthediver-

used in the present study. F'ty of the data and still provide a general
For this reason the results from the 16 account of the relation between TTS2 and

experimental subjects were divided into three number of pulses.
groups. Results for the six most sensitive Our assumption that the function relating
subjects are plotted in Figures 4 and 5, the number of pulses and TTS2 is the same form
three next most sensitive in Figures 6 and 7 for all individuals can be maintained while
and for the seven least sensitive in Figures still keeping a good fit to the data by use of

8 and ). the set of curves illustrated in Figure 17.

Clear association between number of The plausibility of this as a general

pulses and TTS2 at any frequency is present hypothesis of the relation between number of

'iq only the first two of these groups, totalling pulses and. TTS2 was aided somewhat by the

nine subjects. Datafromthe remaining seven fact that in extrapolatingtheuppermost, rve

subjects (Figures 8 and 9) are not included in the line can be made to merge quite easily
the figures following Figure 9 because they with the 50 db level, commonly ta%,en as the

show no significant hearing loss point beyond which the likelihood of perma-

The considerable degree ofvariation still nent damage is increased. At this level

present within each group suggested further also the rate of recovery of TTS2 
is re-

classification of the two most sensitive duced 151. White the reasons for these
groups into foursub-groups. Themostsensi- phenomena are obscure, their occurrence

tlive sub-group now comprised subjects W.B., after "TTS 2
" of 50 db or more suggests

C.G., th, second mose sensitive subjectsS.C., that this is the "threshold" of permanent

W.H., D.M. and W.R.; the third, subjectH.P.; damage, which may have a different mech-

and the fourth most sensitive sub-group, sub- anism to TTS. and produce a curve of dif-

jects J.H., B.K. Mean TTS2 at each of the ferent shape to the rather complete ap-

test frequencies were plotted for each of pearing pattern of curves suggested in Fig-

these four sub-groups as a function of the ure 17.

number of pulses. Examplts of the test fre- Comparison of Figures 15 and 16 shows
quencies of 2000 and mean of average and the general similarityofthecurveswiththose
4000 and 4500 cps are presented in Figures in the hypothetical case of Figure 17. Such

10 and 11. The smoothed curves fitted curves are generally known as Gompertz
visually to these data are redrawn in Figures curves, the general equation of which has
12-15 for each frequency and each sub- the form
group. The curves are superimposed in
Figure 15 and average curves over all test y = VghX
frequencies drawn for each sub-group of
subjects in Figure 16.

i.e. the dependent variable is a double ex-

D.scuaion ponential function of X. and V is a constant
w, mch gives the hypothetical or empirically

In setting up the experimerntal procedurc det.rm-ned upper limit for Y. The equation
and initial plot of the data of Experiment IIt generates both the negatively accelerating
three assumptions were made. First it was function shown by our most sensitive sub-
assumed that a series ofimpulse-typenoises jects and an initially positively accelerating

acts cumulatively in producing temporary function, depending upon whether or not the

threshold shift. i.e. that hearing loss can re- constant g is more or less than I/e. In both

suit from a series of otherwise harmless cases g and h must be fractional andpositive

Impulsive noises if they occur close enough to give the initiallypositivelyaccrleratedand

together in time. Second, it was qssumed then negatively accelerated functions sug-

that individual differences in the amount of gested in Figure 17. In the present context

TTS2 following a series of acoustic pulses Y and X are the variables TTS2 and number

were due to differences in the number of of pulses respectively, V is the empirically

pulses necessary to produce snitsalthreshold determined (or guessed) 50 db upper limit of

shift. The number of pulses thought to be TTS2 , g is the Y intercept, or amourt of TTSg

necesiary to produce temporary tnreshold after a aingle pulse ar.d h is the rate of

shift per-tsting for two minutes after ex- growth of TTS2 with number of pulses.

-ore w2% called "acoustic trauma thresh- Tests of this hypothetical relation are

ýld ,ATT) for number of pulses." The third given in Figures 18 and 19. The data points

assumption was that the rate of increase of of Figure 18 are the average TTS2 
over all

TTS2 as the nuniber of pulses is increased test frequencies (2000-9000 cps) for desig-
is the same for all ears once the critical nated groups of subjects as a function of

number of pulses known as "ATT for num- number of pulses. Figure 17 gsvez thc same

ber of pilses" was reached, information for average TTS2 
at 4000 and

The fact that all of the smoothed curves 4500 cps. X, is the point of inflection of the

of Figures 12-16 are exponential in form smoothed curves, i.e. that value of X at

suggested that a family of curves ofthe same which the curve changes from a positively to
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a negatively accelerated slope. It Is hote- posure could conceivably produce the maxi-

worthy that this occurs in all cases at about mum (50 db) TTSZ jr. some ears, whose "g"

17.5 db TTS2
. would then equal one. Presumably there

For three out of the four sub-groups would be a distribution ofTTSZbetweenthese

(seven of the nine subjects. the second ex- limits and hence a distribution of "g" to be

ponent his very closetothe same value (.982).

The same exponent for the fourth sub-group entered in the equation TTS2  
50(g)"982x-

averages.950. The relatively smalldegree of If, for example, S showed a TTS2 
of 8db

variation in this exponent, which represents following exposure to one pulse at this level,

the rate of growth of TTS2 
with number of then it could be calculated that his TTS2

pulses, is regrvded as justifying the original -after 80 such pulses would be

a.sumption that the rate of growth of TTS2  
8580

with number of pulses was the same for all TTS2
- 50(.16)'8

ears regardless of their "acoustic trauma

threshold." 
- 50(.16)"2333

Since the smallest number of pulses to

which the ear can be exposed isone. the con- - 32.6 db.

stlnt "g," or the point oforiginofthe growth

function, is the proportion of SOdbTTS2pro- Such a calculation procedure would still be

duced by a single pulse. It is interpreted limited to triangular acoustical waveforms

roughly as the extent to which the subject's with a rise time of 0.5 millisecond. duration

ATT's have been overreached by the peak to 1.0 millisecond, and a repetition rate of I

peak' SPL's of the particular pulse used in PPS. It would also apply to only one peak to

this expcriment. Inthis s-nse itisa measure peak pulse level.

of Individual differences in susceptibility. However, arriving atthecorrectionstobe

Most of the difference between the applied for alterations in peak to peak of the

smoothed curves of Figures 18 and 19 canbe pulse, rise time, and durationshouldbe rela-

attributed to variation in this constant, sup- tlively straightforward, andworkis progress-

porting the thirdassumption that the source of ing under U. S. Army sponsorship at our

individual differences is in the point at which laboratory and elsewhere on these questions.

TTS2 
first appears rather than the rate at Further confirmation of the 50 db "guessed"

which it grows after the subject's "acoustic "safe" upper limit forTTS2 Isalsoirequired.

trauma threshold" is reached. It is impor- Although we feelthat the hypothesis developed

tant to note, however, that the equation above for growth of TTS as a function of the

hX number of exposures may have promise as a

Y - Vg Implies that if "g" equals zero general description of the growthof TTS from

(there being no loss after a single pulse) acoustic impulses, it is put forth here as but

TTS2 
will continue to equal zero no matter one possibility worthy of discussion.

how many pulses are presented. This impli- In an exploratory study on TTSfromim-

cation is confirmed empirically in our data pulses. Ward et al 141 concluded that the

by the fi--rr of seven of our sixteen sub- growth of TTS for most frequencies is linear

jects to show significant TTS2 
after as many with time, or number of pulses when given

as ZOO successive pulses. Our second as- at a constant rate. We are not all sure that

sumption that individual difference consist in the fitting of straight lines to our data to

part of the number of pulses necessary to indicate a linear growth in TTS as a function

produce initial threshold shift should there- of number ofpulses would not ultimatelyprove

fore be dropped In favor of specifying the to be the best procedure. The necessity of

ATT in terms of parameters of the single averaging data such as ours across a limited

pulse necessary to produce an infinitely number of subjects can easily result in

small but significant TTSZ and hence "g." misleading, though suggestively interesting,

In practice this will, of course, involve ex- curvatures.

posing some subjects to more thanone pulse,

unless the methods of detecting TTS 2 
are EXPERIMENT IV

improved.
The ueefulness of these values of "g- as This experiment was designed to explore

a nea..re of individual susceptibility to this the effect of peak to peak pulse level upon

type of pulse is limited, since the particular TTS2
. The audiometric test procedure was

values derived in this experiment obviously the same as that used in the previous study.

apply 6nly to this repetition rate and peak to The subjects were the nine most sensitive

peak levels. In order to derive a scale of subjects (W.B., C.G., S.C., W.H,.D.&.,W.R.,

susceptibility to thistypeofpulsewhichwould HLP.. J.H. AND B.KL) of Experiment II.

be applicable to all people it would be neces-

sary to know the lowest levelatwhicha pulse For this study we exposed the subjects to

of the type we are using was capable of pro- Impulses at peak to peak sound pressure

ducing some TTS2, no matter how small, in levels of 156 and 162 db. Comparable data

the least susceptible ears. The same e-- for a level of 168 db was available from the
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results cf Experiment III. All other vari- for 2000 and 4000 cps and for other test

bles. .including the n,,mbcr of pse.s. .nd frequencies.

the repetition rate, were held constant. These coefficients indicate no significant

"positive correlatIon In these 16 subjects be-

Result. tween susceptibility to the impulse type noilse

and bharing losses due to noise in the octave

Examples of the results of this pro- band 1200-2400 cps. Although the pattern of

ced'- re are given in Figures 20 and 21. The increasingly higher negative correlations

hearing losses, from first audiogram begun with test frequencies is perhaps interesting

30 seconds after enposure, were corrected the highest correlation at test frequencies

to 2 minutes post eoposure by using the re- 8000-9000 cps is negative and accounts for

covery curves of Figure 3. only 25% of the variance.

While the data for each subject and test The results of this experiment show a

frequency shows many inconsistencies, the striking difference between th, ranges of

mean TTS2 
over alt subjects and test fre- individual differences in susceptibility to

quencies, as shown in Figure 22. appears to impulse and steady state noise. This is

be linear, and to increase 3 dbwth each 6db shown sn Figure 23 where we see that a

increase in peak to peak level difference of about 20 db separated the

largest and smallest TTS following exposure

EXPERIMENT V to steady state noise in contrast toa range of

about 55 db for impulse noise. It is interest-

The final experiment in this series was ing to note that the range between the least

undertaken because of the wide differences and most sensitive ear is about the same for

observed between subjects in amount of TTS2 the pre.exposure'thresholds (see Figure 2)

following comparable exposurestotriangular as It Is following exposure to steady state

pulses, differences which appeared to be noise.

greater than those commonly found following The most obvious, but as yet unproven

exposure to steady state pure tones or octave explanation for this greater variability is. of

band noise. Because our subjects were course, that the auditory reflex relaxes at

'elected on the bas"s of susceptibility to im- different rates for different subjects or con-

pulse type noise.* this experimentwas aimed versely. is not readily elicited in some

at finding the degree of correlation between persons as In others. Although it is be-

susceptibility to impulse noise and octave Sieved that the muscles involved in the audi-

band noise rather than at estimating the size tory reflex relax in the typical ear in a

of the variance in TTS 2 due to the two types matter of a few hundred milliseconds, our

of noise in the population at large. data suggest that Ii the "*tougher'* ears per-

The sixteen subjects usedfor Experiment haps the muscles are at least partly con-

Ill were e aose I to 10 minutes of pre- stricted after as long as one second, thereby

recorded C -e band noise in the frequency affording some protection from succeeding

range 1200-2400 cps. The noise was ob- impulses given at the rate of I per second;

tamed from a GR noise generator andaltered whereas in our "tender eared" subjects the

to a cutoff characteristic of 36 dbper octave, muscles are completely relaxed in one sec-

The overall sound pressure level ef the ex- ond. It is also possible, of course, that our

posure in all cases was 110 db, as c,-ared "tender eared" subjects completelylaclethis

In the ear canal on an artsfic, head. reflex. We are planning additional studies on

Audiometric procedure was tIe ..- -o as this point.

in Experiments UI and IV. The iirst acu-o-

gram after exposure began 30 seconds puAt. Reliabilty of Audiogra

Results During the course of the experimentsjust

Hearing los- . TTS2
. at 2000 and 4000 geported we accumulated a number of "'pre-

cps are given Table 2. Also given in exposure" audiograms (the audiogram given

Table 2 are; (. estimated average TTS2 -rior to exposure to noise) for 18of our sub-

at 2000 Pod 4000 up$ following exposure to cts. Hopefully. these audiograms should,

60 -n.,pulses at a level of 168 db (these esti- for each subject, be quite similar; if so. the

mates are derived from the data in Figures rather small threshold shifts noted as the

4-9). (b) the rank orders of the average TTS2 result of exposure to Impulse and steady state

for the two noises, and (c) the rank order noise could be taken as significant.

correlations for the average ofhne TTS values The general reliability of the audiograms

obtained from our subjects is giveninFigure

24. The mean difference between the first

flHnee. becos softs oeolt detee of 110 oasmered Is pre-expasure audiogram and succeeding pre-

most pessons is out seteco test (see Tollr 1),.. x -r s exposure audiograms (given at least 1 day

Cen..a fit c0 "Icroeleot" seb•lubeedcs do at apart) is -1.2 db. indicating perhaps some

.oily rMeseot thb overo.e0 of se g-esl populos slight improvement by these subjects in
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Table I. Temporary Threshold Shift sn 45 Subjects at 500, ZOO0, 4000 and
8000 cps Following Acoustic Pulses ith Rise Timo 0.5 millisecond,

Duration 1.0 millisecond and a Repetition Rate of I Pulse Per
sccond (I PPS),

No. of Pulses
Pulse Level

S No. in db 40 80 120
Peak to Peac-

2000 4000 8000 500 5000 4000 8000 500 2000 4000 8000 500

1 158db 53 -1 -4 45
- 7 1 5 -1 -5 4 3

5 -5 4 374 4 4 3

8 -1 5 4 0 .3 4 .6 .3 -3 - -
10 

8 1 8 6

1~ ~ ~ 2I1 1-8 -3 .3

*14(B.K.) -2 3 11 -2

Begun 7'30" Pst --- 1 15 7 3 -

*16(B.F.) " 19 10 18 -8

4 4 7 1 --- Begun 6'00"Poit
17 2 0 10 -4
*1(3,C.) " 4 -5 20 -5

12 -----.---.. Begun 5,00"Post
*19(S.C.) ' 2 8 II 6

20 -1 -1 0 -2 2 0 1 1
21 " -2 .3 4 2
22 " -7 2 -5 0 -8 3 9 5

*23 5 17 25 3
24 " 0 1 1 4
25 3 0 10 2
26 1 6 0 3

*27(J.H.) 14 2 6 2
23 4 0 2 9"s29(C.G.) 9 10 19 4

30 65 db 1 0 -6 31
31 " 4 0 3 4
32 3 5 6 -

.33(D.LLd) 6" 32
*34fA.0tcD "' "2 0 38 -1

35 I 4 3 -1 1
36 "4 8 -5 4
37 Begun 3'30" Post--- (-5 1 -2 -2) -1 -3 4-3

(- 1 -3 2 .3)
3038 2 -2 -4 4 3 1 0 6

Begun 6120" Post--- 4 --1 "1 -4
9" -1 0 0 5 4 2 5 II

-40fW.RP) 6 00 22 4

41(E.S.) 168 db -1 5 4 3
42 1 1 -7 -7
13 " 12 1 4 0

*44(H.P.) 1 9 24 9
*4ý(S.T.) 10 5 1 2
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Table 2. Rank Order Correlation between TTS2 from Acoustic Impulses and
Steady State Octave Band of Noise

TTS2 from 1200-2400 cps Estimated TTS2 from 60 Pulses
Octav nd of Noise, I 1 P/See, 168 db, (See Fig. 2)

10 Mn. _Duration, SPL 110 db STTS2 TS

Aver. Diff. Aver. of Diff. 1200-2400 cps Impulse Diff.200 100 000 Men 400epsMen TS2  TTS2  V
2000+ from 2000+ from Band Noise 60 P/Sec In

2 0 04000 cps Mean Rank Rank Rank D2

WB 23 14 19 -I 55 *41 7 1 6 3
SC 20 22 21 CI 20 6 5 4.5 0.1 .25
CC 23 40 32 412 2 -12 1 12 1I 121
CO 14 15 14 -6 50 +36 13 2 11 121
JH 19 17 18 -2 7 .7 9 9 0 0
WH 21 16 18 -2 22 +8 9 3 6 36
BK 14 18 16 -4 9 - 11 .5 7 4.5 20.25
DM 28 18 23 + 3 10 -4 4 6 2 4
HP 19 17 18 - 2 8 6 9r 8 1 2
WR 20 27 24 + 4 20 -6 3 4.5 1.5 2.21
ES 10 17 17 -3 -l -15 10 14 4 16
s5 16 17 16 -4 - -15 1.. 14 2.5 6.25
TH 27 25 26 *6 4 .10 2 10 0 64
JC 14 27 20 0 1 -I: 6 14 0 64
BF 11 8 9 -11 3 -11 14 11 3 9

Mean- 20 db I Mean - 14 db

p(Raik Order Correlations) 2000- 4000 cp3 a +.1 4000+ 4500-. .005 8000.9000- -. 51
at Specxied Test Fre- 2000- 4.24 5000+ 5500 x 39 6ID

2

quencies. 2200+ 2500 =-.004 6000+ 7000 - -. 33 pl-N

ability to find their thresholds with continued References
use of the audiometer. The standard devia-
tion of 1.4 db demonstrates, however, that 1. Carter. N. L.; Ball, J. H.; and Kryter,
even with a large amount of audiometric K. D., "Studies of TemporaryThresholdShift
testing (each subject had an average of'I0 Caused by High Intensity Acoustic Trans.
pre-exposure audiograms) the audiograms Lents." Bolt Beranek and Ne-man Inc., Re.
are very consistent, port No. 916, January 1962, Contrdct No. DA

49-007-MD-985.
2. Ball, J. H., "Instrumentation for a

Actually, the effects ofmnise onhea-ringis Study of Temporary Threshold Shifts Caused
taken as the difference between two audio- by High IntensityAcoustic Transients." Bolt
grams taken in fairly close succession. This Beranek and Newman Inc., Report No. 785,
testing procedure is approximatid if we take January 1961. Contract No. DA 49-007-MD-
the first two pre-exposure audiograms for 985.
.ach subject and compare the difference be- 3. Fletcher, 3. L."Contralateral Thresh-
tween them. Doing this, we found, mean old Shift andReductioninTemporaryThresh-
differences of +.5 db and -. 7 db and standard old Shift as Indices of Acoustic Reflex
deviations of 2.4 db and 2.4 db at 2000 cps Action." U.S. Army Medical Research Lab.
*nd 4013 cps respectively, oratory, Fort Knox. Kentucky. Report No.

490, August 1961.
4. Ward, W. D., Sellers, W.; and Glorig,

These test-retest relhabisltydata indicate A., "Exploratory Studies of Temporary
that consistent differences between pre- and Threshold Shift from Impulses." Journal of
post-exposure audiograms of but 2-3 db at the Acoustical Society of America, Vol. 33,
several critical test frequencies will usually 1961, pp. 781 f.
be found with further experimentation to be 5. Ward, W. D., "Recovery from High
statistically reliable differences and pre- Values ofTemporaryThresholdShift." Jour-
sumably attributable to some interviewing nal of the Acoustical Society of America,
factor, such as exposure to intense noise. Vol. 32, No. 4, April 1960, pp. 497-500.
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Figure 1. Photogiaph of
a. Phtotofrmesr Mask
b. Etoctrscal Output of Amiplifier

c. A cousticalI Outpot of Speakar as shown cn Oscilloscp
(The horizontal (time) scale inb, and c . is 0.2 mcillisoc por div.)
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F. PANEL SUMMARY by Dr. Aram Glorig, Director. Subcommittee on Noise Research

Center, Los Angeles, California

It is quite a pleasure for me to be here disadvantages clearly evident in Dr.

It has been 10 to 12 years since the last Fletcher's paper is that the protective effect

time, and I remember it quite well because of the aural reflex mechanism is extremely

at the time I was carrying a 22-pound variable. There are so many factors that

anal-zer on one shoulder and a 3opound influence its action and even though it is

cound level meter on the other. By the time proposed as a standard device we must re-

I finished the trip through various military member that for some people it will provide

bases the analyzer must have weighed 75 a large amount of protection and for others

pounds. At least I was sure it was over 22 very little. I am sure Dr. Fletcher did not

pounds. At any rate the early work on some intend the device to be a replacement ior ear

aspects of the military noise problem was. plugs or muffs but instead to furnish addi-

as you know, sponsored through Walter Reed tional protection.

Army Medical Center. The work of Dr. Kryters group and of

As far as industry is concerned noise our staff on Temporary Threshold Shift

was acknowledged as a problem in 1802when (TTS) as a function of impulse noise clearly

it was first reported in blacksmith shops. demonstrates that the TTS is no by any

The problem has been with us for a long means the same sort of process as that
time, but not much has been done about it which accompanies exposure to steady noise.until recently. The literature will state that TTS can be

Believe me, it gives 3me no end of used to predict the amount of permanent

pleasure to see the work Dr. Fletcher and threshold shift (PTS) that will occur on an

Dr. Karl Krytcr and his group are doing for average over a long period of time. We

the military noise problem; it is high time. made certain assumptions in our lzboratory

Although, as a very practical man, I some- several years ago which we are now finding

times wonder about controlling gun fire to be more than mere assumptions. For

during war-time since it doesn't seem very example, we believe that if there is no TTS

imaportant to save a man's hearing when he there will be no PTS (Permanent Threshold

may get killed at anytime. However, I don't Shift). We now have shown this to be true in

think this applies to the peacetime Army. If field studies whet- steady noise is con-

one considers the number of people who are cerned, but we do not know if it is true for

sustaining severe hearing losses from gun- impblse noise. From the data Dr. Kryter

fire it seems to me it Is about time to do presented it may even be true for impals

something about the haman component of a noise. Dr. Kryter's data are encouraging

mechanized Army and the conservation of to say the least. We also know that a cer-

hearing is a good place to start. It is about tain amount of TTS can be sustained without

time we began to save wear and tear on producing a PTS.

humans as well as vehicles. We also know from TTS studies that some

Mr. Erickson's paper clearly points out octave bands are morehacardousthanothers.

that the problem is not only noise control If one looks at individuals with elevated

but noise exposure control. There isn't thresholds one finds that noise exposure

much need to quiet a machine if no one will does not raise the threshold any higher than

be exposed to its noise. If we think of this it would in individuals who have a normal

in terms of noise exposure, the human re- threshold. The amount of shift is more, but

lationship is much clearer. It might be , ell the maximum hearing level as no higher. We

to remember that the military mission to be can also determine quite well that adequate

accomplished is something which canbe done damage risk criteria can be proposed on the

better over a longer period of time a human basis of TTS studies. As a matter of fact

senses are protected against damage. We the International Standards Organization has

must take into account wear and tear on the recently proposed criteria en the basis of

human TTS studies done in our laboratory and con-

Dr. Fletcher's paper, presents a very firmed in others.

fascinatirg subject. We are doing consid- The experiments that were described by

erot.c work on the aural reflex in our Dr. Kryter have in the main substantiated

laboratory. We should consider this type the experiments conducted in our laboratory.

of research as more than "ivory tower" We found that when steady noise is the ex-

thinking. In this case the "ivory tower" posure TTS increases as the logarithm of

has become the workshop. I think one can time. This is a very definite law that holds

see a very practical result of basic research quite well for steady noise, but not with

in the device that Dr. Fletcher has described, Impulse noise. Impulse noise seems to have

However, I would like to warn the group that a linear relation to time. The mechanism

this device does not necessarily eliminate of the change from steady noise is not well

other means of protection. There are ad- understood. We think it is a biochemical

vantages and disadvantages, and one of the change that takes place over a long period
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of time. Dr. Kryter called it fatigue; I am There is one last remark I would like to

not too sure fatigue is theproper %ord, but at make that I think is extremely important.

least it is descriptive enough for the present. Out of all the work on impulse noise there is

In the case of the impulse noise I don't know slowly emerging the beginnings of a hazard

ý,hat happens in the inner ear. We know that criteria for impulse noise. If one searches

Sanimals high level blasts produce actual the literature one wilt find that all kinds of

oisp'ucement of the organ of Corti. It ap- criteria havebeenmentionedforsteadynoise,

rars that there must be a combination of but everyone studiously avoids damage risk

mechanical change and a biochemical change criteria for impulse noise. Wearebegmnning

in the presence of impulse noise. The to seeaway out ofthe dilemma from worklike

variability of the effects of Impulse noise is Dr. Kryter's, Dr. Fletcher's and our own.

quite evident. One should expect this. The When the peaks in impulse noise :each

effects of such rapid transients on the 140-145 dB one should be sure ear protec-

ossicles wit.h all the Individual differences tion Is available. Below this it ,oems to be

in ossicular function and the changes in an individual problem. Most people do not

transmission through the canal are bound to show much change if the level is below 140

produce variability. The aural reflex action dB. At 130 dB impulse noise produces very
itself is as diferent as individuals. Some little TTS. If we leave this conference with

people can contract the stapedius voluntarily, no more than the suggestion that we can do

We have 2 or 3 men in our laboratory who something about impulse noise criteria itwill

can produce ab-' 30 dB of attenuation on have been worth while.

demand. 
Th-nk you.
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CHAPTER 6
ADVANCED METHODS IN HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH

CONFERENCE SESSION IV
A. THE ENGINEERING OF TRAINING: Meredith P. Crawford, Director, Human Resources

Research Office of The George Washington University, Washington, D. C.

B. COMPUTER SIMULATION IN HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH. Lee W. Gregg. Carnegie
Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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A. THE ENGINEERING OF TRAINING by Meredith P. Crawford, Human Resources Research
Office (HumRRO), George Washington University, Washington. D. C.

The topic for this presentation "The En- man-musket system with limited offensive
gineering of Training" has been chosen for potential but is a man-missile system with

several reasons. First, since this is a Hu- tremendous power. In view of these remark-

man Engineering Conference, IthoughtImight able advances in the improvement of hard-

capture your attention by the use of the term ware components, some observers may be

Ergieering As vou will see, however, I inclined to ask- "Is the Army trying to fit

plan to use it in a different way than is ordi- a relatively primitive M- I man to a sophis-

narity understood in human engineering cir- ticated M. 100 piece of hardware9'
cles. Second, the title was selected because We Human Factors people would resent
all of us human factors people in the Army such an observation, and rightly so, Jut it
are concerned with the fabrication of useful may be worthwhile to examine its implica-

products for the Army, and in that sense tlions to review what we have accomplished
we are all engineers. Third. as I review the and hope to achieve. For purposes ofdiscus-
research and development work done in sion, let me proceed for a few minutes with
HumitRO over the past cloven years, I find an analogy. May I compare and contrast the
that the concept of engineering is helpful design and production problems, if you will,
in clarifying my thinking about. where we of the hardware component and the human

have been and where we should go. Finally, component of the typical man-weapons sys-
I believe that an examination of the meaning tem.
of the term e rIng and, in parallel, a t. Both types of components must be

review of the meaning of the term research designed in terms of the purposes and
may be helpful in our consideration of the limitations of the man-machine sys-
areas in which and the means by which the tem as a whole.
several Human Factors agencies and labo- 2. Both must be designed to perform the
ratories within the Army map compliment functions which are allocated to each
and supplement each others' work for in- in the overall system design.
creased benefit to the Army. 3. Both must perform within the system

Webster defines engineering as "the art with a degree of individual reliability
and science by which the properties of mat- that will result in acceptable reliabil-
ter and the sources of power in nature are ity of the system as a whole.
made useful to man in structural, machine, 4. Both must be capable of rapid and
and manufactured products". I would em- economical production.
phasize the ". . useful to man" aspect of Even to forestall your observation that

this definition Research, by contrast, is pressing this analogy bespeaks a callous

defined as ". diligent and systematic in- and dehumanizing point of view, I will not
quiry or investigýAion into a subject in order elaborate the obvious by listing all of the
to discover facts or principles". While not contrasts between these two kinds of com-
wishing to deny the ultimate utility of re- ponents. I will only list a few which bear
search, the contrast I wish to emphasize directly on my topic of "The Engineering
between engineering and research is the im- of Training:"
mediate utility of the final product. 1. The human component is a member,

The entire research and development ef- not only of the man-weapons system

fort of the Army is concerned withthe design specified in his duty assignment, but

and construction of both new and improved also of a number of social systems

man-machine orman-weapons systems. The within and outside the Army.

engineers and scientists within the R&D fam- 2. The human component changes with

ily devote primary attention to one or the time as a result of experiences which

other of the two kinds of components tothese occur within the occupational system

sy-tern. or h=4ps. it 3P- of primary interest or in the course

parent that the main effort and expenditure of his membership in other systems.

goes into the hardware component because These experiences may improve or

revolutionary breakthroughs in physical sci- degrade performance sn the man.

encs nd the traditional branches of engi- weapons system of interest.

r.eersng nave markedly extended the capabil- 3. The human component by no meano

ities of the hardware component, improv-I g realizes his full pstcntial as a boman

the system's ability not only to move, to being simply as a functioning com-

shoot, and to communicate. but evento sense, ponent of a single man-machine sys-

to compute, to remember and to handle in- "em. It may be observed, however,

formction. These gains in the capability of that the more central or commanding

oardware components of systems have clearly a role the individual plays in a large

in•proved the effectiveness of the ri- system, the more nearly does kehave

machine systems of the Army, so that, for opportunity to employ his entsre range

example, the fighting soldier is no longer a of abilities.
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Having suggested these similarities and iery battery, or a proposed ',,eapon-system

differences between the two types of man- acill on the drawing board, must be analtced

machine components, let me carry the anal- as the necess4ry startin'g point for a de-

ogy further by discussing the problem of termination of the characterxstics required

design and production of the human compo- of both the hardware and human compo-

nent for Army man-machine systems. Few nents. The human factors aspect of the

een enter the Army with all the necessary anatysis is the basis for determining what the

know•-dges and skills toassume immediately individual man will do, in each position, and

a rola in an Army man-machine system A with what equipment he will work. This

human component needs to be "fabricated" analysis forms the basis for job specifica-

from the raw material of recruit or officer tions and functions allocation. It is at this

candidate The means for this fabricationor system analysis step that it should be 0os-

production is training. sible to determine the relative contrib-iions

Logically, the design of the component to the performance of the human component

should precede the design of the production which may be made by research in selection

process, and component design considera- and classification and by what has traditional-

tions shoutd be limited by the practical ly been known as human engineering as well

possibihties of the production process. Ide- as what must be accomplished throughtrasn-

ally, the designers of Army man-weapons 1sg.

systems should go about their work with the The balance of effort among these three

full knowledge of the potential capabilities kinds of human factors work can be deter-

and limitations of that sample of human mined during the system analysis. in the

beings from which the human components case of a particular system, and a certain

for the system will be produced That this available supply of manpower, the solution

is not now the case. at least mas full a ineas- may involve much more effort along one of

ure as we might desire, is due in part to these three lines than the other two. Thus

our oan inability, as human factors spe- this system analysis from the human factors

ciahists, to provide this knowledge, a- well, point of view is a responsibsilty whicb should

perhaps, as lack of awareness on thb part be shar-d by all Human Factors Agencies.

of designers of what useful information is It is also in this step that attention is given

already available. Various efforts by all to some of those characteristics mentioned

Army human factors agencies are contrib- earlier which are unique to the human compo-

uting to an improvement of this matter, but nent and result from his membership in

to trace these developments would be beyond several systems. For example, it would be

o of this paper. determined whether or not the people in-
t•e tf, p haper. volved in a particular system are expected

so far. I have introduced the terms engi- to move about within the system from job

neering ýcu research, have compared and to job or leave it for other jobs in other sys-

contrasted the re.man and hardware compo- tems. Thus, career development has an im-

nents of the man-weapons system, and have portant bearing on training. Also in this

spoken of the difficulty in achieving simul- analysis, attention would be given to the

taneous and equal consideration of design general physical and social environment in

problems of hardware and human compo- which the system is to operate, since the

nents. I wish now to outline a scheme, or characteristics of these environments have

series of steps, for the engineering process an important bearing on the continued re-

required in building atiainsngprogram which liability of performance of the human compo-

will produce a specific human component for nent. Doctrine of employment of the system

a particular man-weapon system. Of neces- would be considered as it forecasts extra-

sity, this schema has a dual purpose to systemic influences on the humancomponent.

design the human compcnent and to design Analysis of the particlar b. Next,

the training process by which the human out Iifuhu ajlysis of the operational sys-

component is produced. While the elc-ii S term, the particular job is studied to de-

of this schema are not especially new or termine the inputs to the job from the rest
unique, their combination and specification of the system, and the outputs which are

in this form has been induced from HumRRO required from the job. Job analysis for

experience over the past several yeas., training must be much more detailed and

i igurc I represents, indiagramaticform. precise than that used for descriptions in

a sequence of activities which is required personnel classification manuals. To sup-

in the engineering of a training program. port effective training programs it is neces-

While the jivisson of labor within these steps sary to analyze the tasks in stimulus-

is somewhat arbitrary, I believe they in- response terms to determine the forms of

clude cno essential things that have to be behaviors they require.

done. Each will be discussed in turn. At this point in the developmental se-
Anayss of the Miltary Sstei frmh quence, a division of labor is introduced.

Human Fa o View. On the left-hand side of the figure are shown

The military system, whether it is an the steps involved in developing the cur-

existing infantry squad, a contemporary artil- riculum of the training program itself, while
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the right-hand side pertains .o the measure- The characteristics of such equipment may

ment of job proficiency. These efforts come pe mace accurately specified at this point

together in the evatuatlon step at the bottom, than is often the case %hen only the char-
5p.. ification of know tedges and skitts, aeteristics of the hardware are taken into

Within Th-pimeters of required inputs consideration. ncluded in this "package of

to and the outputs from thejob the processes trainng are achievement tests for each

by which the individuat makes these trans- part of the program which provide a measure

for.n atlions are identified Here the interest of the student's progress and are designed

l to find out what kinds of knowledges and to xeep up his motivation. These tests meas-

sshat sorts of skills the man has to possess ure only the acquisition of knowledges and

in order to do his work. Here we attempt skills. and should not be confusedwithmeas-

to "look inside the man," in a sense, to see, ures of the totat job performance, which is

in psychological terms, what kinds of pro- accomplished by the proficiency test .r7di-

cesses- ike sensing, discriminating, re- cated on the right of the figure.

membering, deciding, and reacting - are re- It is within this step that the most rapid

quired for him to function in the job. We advances are being made in the technology
must determine what must be done and with of instruction. Generalized principles ofhu-

what accuracy and with what speed. We need man learning are finding specific applica-

iIso to find oct what ec* :ndi.cate that an in programming for automated mstruc-

action should 61 taken and what feed-back tion. In preparing material for presentation

is avaitable .0 tell the man how well in teaching machines, scrambled hooks or

task was done. Social or inter-personal othe- media of setf instructiol, programmers

skills must also be considered when the job are discovering that the subject matter must

involves cross-cultural communication or be examined very carefully to be sure that

crew coordination or leadership. it is es- each frame is meaningful and relevant to

pecially important tc. determine here the what the student is learming to do. The

minimum number of knowledges and skills steps which are outlined in this diagram

which are required, lest time be wasted on specify a method by which such precision of

training on irrelevant, nice-to-know informa- statement can be achieved.

Determination of trainin objectives. Development of measures of fob pro-
From the knowledge and skll specification, ficil-c Moving nowtotheright-handsideof
and from an assessment of the probable the-figure, we foltow the line from the anal-

content of the repertoires of persons to be ysis of the job, which specified outputs or

trained, it Is now possible to state in fairly products of the job, down to the box labeled
precise terms the objectives of the training Development of measures of job profi-

program as a whole. The goals may be clency". to concept these are detailed and

limted to the specific job or they may con- realistic, performaice-type tests of the job

lai eementsfurnshing preparationforother as a whole, and they yield objective, nu-er-
jobs later mn the man's career. At this ical scores which measure both skill and
poit, we consider the level of proficiency knowledge. In so far as possible, the test

which the man is expected to have at the end situations simulates the inputs to the man

of training, a matter which we wilt discuss as he would receive them from his position

in the step shown on the right-hand side of srothe military system, yet isslates him

the figure. Here again we see the inter- ompit In order to measure his individual

action of training research, selection re- output. to building these proficiency mess-
search, and human factors engineering. tf ures, we must seek military advice, espec-

people can be selected who already have a fatly as to the determation of acceptabte

large number of relevant skills, training standards of performance.

tlme can be reduced. If the operation of the So far, we have been able to use only

equipment can be simplified by modifications global judgments by military experts as to

of dials, meters., and controls, training can minimum standards of proficiency. As the

be siimplified. Furthermore, at this point. technology develops, we hope to be able to

it is possible to decide about an optimum derive, from the original system analysis in

combination of school and on-the-job train- a mathematically elegant manner, the mini-

ing, a, well as the kinds of aids, such as mum proficiency required of each human

manuals and check lists, which will be made component to provide acceptable system out-

aailable for use on the job. put. Also it is desirable, though not yet

Construction of the training program. very feasible, to have this proficiency test

This s-tep involves t-he selection of spe- yield a measure of re lityofperformance

cific subject matter to be used in the cur- over continuous oper.. a within the system.

riculum, the pr- ___ of instruction, This would probably require a complete sys-

and the special tecaniqoes which may be tern simulation rather than simulation of the

designed to moti~ate the trainee. Oppor- output of a single job and would introduce

tunities for practice may be provided in several complications into the measurement

the form of training devices and simulators. -f individual system output.
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Evaluation of the traxmng program. Fin- sorting e isolated relationships we find in

ally, at the bottom of Figure I. the effec- engineering studies, we will be able to

tlveness of the new program is evaluated identify certain areas in which more general

by measuring the performance of the repre- relationships probably obtain. From this

sentative sample of soldiers trained under common sense type of sorting we hope to be

"-he new program. In some cases it may be able to pose hypo'heses ahich can be tested

a matter of comparing an old with a new under the rigorous conditions of research,

trainng program toward the adoption of that and should be able to persue such research

one which yields higher proficiency and with some assurance that the variables so

perhaps at less cost in time and money. identified are important in practical sstua-

In any event, it is a necessary step in tlins and ace worth the labor of controlled

determining the effectiveness of the entire experimentation.
training procedure which has beesndeveloped. M.y second topic oreerns how we go

This combination of steps now serves as about improving the technology of training

a useful guide in planning those researchand engineering- in the current instance, im-

development activities which we in HumRRO proving the state if the art in each of the

have come to call "Individual Curriculum seven steps. Our level of expertness differs

Engineering". With the schema as a frame for each step. I believe thatthe most precise

of reference, I would now like to discuss technology exists for the building of profi-

three topics. ciency tests because, in large measure, this

I. The relation between research and is a matter of simulating the real operational

engineering in training research and situa
t
ion. Limitations of equipment and ter-

development, rain as well as time, are the chief obstacles.

2. The points at which this series of Also, with some ingenuity, objective ways

steps is most in need of improvement of recording and measuring behavior can be

and elaboration. invented. For the last step, experimental

3. The points in this schema at whichall evaluation of the training, statistical tech.

human factors agencies have a corm- niques exist which are adequate, leaving only

mon interest, some interesting questions about the inter-

When we grant that the principal business pretatnon of differences interms of statistical

of those of us in training research and de- significance and practical utility.The technology for the i.oncteu•Lnoiuusu.

velopment is engineering, we face the very Tr etcn olog y fo t e ans iolte.

interesting question of the place of research training program is by no means complete.

in such an enterprise. The definition of but rapid advances are being made us this

resnesch used eatrpriser Theento search area. Much of the work being done in auto-

research used earlier emphasicesthenearih mated instruction is essentially of a tech-for generat principles. These general prin- nological nature, and a great many practical

ciples are useful because they relate to

concepts which can be identified in many findings are coming out of the extensive en-

situations. By contrast, the accumulation of gineering efforts so programming. Thus the

experience in a number of specific, in- technology of curriculum construction is

dividual curriculum engineering jobs raises making real progress. Some more basic

the difficult question of the extent of pos- research studies in progress %HumRROand

sible generalization from specific findings elsewhere having to do with fundamental

to new problems. As we all know, the main questions as the absolute difficulty of a unit

difficulty lies in the fact that a great many of learning are also adding to our knowledge.

variables are in concurrent operation in the The steps which are most in need of

engineering study so that the resultant is technological development are the early ones

dependent upon a particular mix of these in the sequence: system analysis from the

variabl's In ao far as we can reproduce human factors point of view. analysis of the

the var ables in a real Army training situa- job, and specification of knowledges and

tlion, we can forecast that the training program sklills.

we develop will work in the field. The I believe that it is in these areas that the

problem is, how can we judge whether the various parts of the human factors program

conditions which worked in one sittation will can be of most assistance to one another.

woz" inatiother? Sometimesacommcnsense This is my third topic. Let me elaborate

.•-Las turns out to be correct, bit we would on it. We have all been much concerned of

like to have a more dependable means of late as to the methods of doing ananalysis of

moving from one engineering finding to a man-weapons system from the human

another, factors point of view. Furtunately, a coop-

It appears that, for the immediate future, erative effort in this areahasbegununder the

we murt be satisfied to make the best use direction of the Human Factors Research

we can of isolated observations op the kinds Division, Office of the Chief of Research and

of treatments whichhaveworkedinparticular Development, Department of the Army, in

situations, sorting these out Zs best we cai, which selection and classification, human

and placing them together in as similar con- engineering, and training research people

text as possible, It is my belief that from are working together. From such study we
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hope to learn a great deal about the kinds of the work of all l'uman factors agencies

"trade-offs" that can be effected between In so far as we caý make progress in such

the ways of improving a system from the study and to effectivelt divide our work,

human factors point of view. v/e need to we will be in better position to share data.

learn how to estimate costs in terms of se- When we are able to name and classify, with

lecting a certain sample of the manpower pool a common understanding, all sorts ofcompo-

vith special abilities, versus the costs of nents of military performance, we will be

troaiing men with less aptitude. Similarly, able to specify indices of difficulty of train-

-, need to learn how to estimate theproduc- ing in human component behaviors, to select

tion costs of various options in hardware and classify with more precision, and to

design wlich options are taken to facilitate foresee the problems of adapting hardware

the manipulation and control byhumanbeings components to facilitate fundamental kinds

of limited background and aptitude char- of behaviors.

acteristics. 
In summary, this presentation began by

Perhaps the most important basis for citing various Implications of the term en-

such a system analysis is the precision with gineering. and irf discussing the engineering

chich a task and skill analysis can be done. of human and hardwace components. By

These units of behavior oetermined by such elaborating a schemh for the engineering of

an analysis, constitute the common denom- training I have attempted to specify things

inator betweer, all the human factors ef- which training engineers must strxvetolearn

forts. We need a great deal more study on through collation of engineering findings and

how to define a unit of behavior and how to fundamental research, and In addition, to

specify the cue-response relations within a point out, within this schema, points at which

given task or operation. This kind of study, all human factors, agencies within the Army

the taxonomy of behavior, Is fundamental to may plan profitable interaction.
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B. Computer Simulation in Human Factors Research by Lee W. Gregg, Carnegie Institute

of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvan.A

One important part of any research ef. These facts lead us to the following

fort is to find an appropriate model or way statement of the requirements for under-

of conceptualizing the thing that is being s- standing what a system is and how it works.

vestigated. In the physical a5aeccs and I. The model should be able to prediýt

engbiering, progress in research can be or generate "instantaneous" values of co. -

baked very directly to the deveiopment of posits behavior during the time that the

lore powerful mathematical techniques. In system is beiing studied.

human factors ýteseerch many of our most 2. The model should be able to show the

powerful matheratical tools fail us-partly relative contributions of component behaviors

because of the nature of the conmplex biter- and their separate relationships to the -om-

actions prestnt in man-machine systems: penile behavior.

partly because of t-elackzfaunlformrdimcn- 3. The model should provide n. structire

sional structure tol measuring man -and of sutficient generality that behavioral pie-

machine performance. The purpose of this dictions from at are possible in a changed

report is to relate aome-rezentdevelopap nts systems' environment and with changes i-n

iii computer technology -to the problem of the systems components and their conflgura-

describing man.machine systems of the sort tion.

that human -factors specialists might an- Models of System,.
counter.Human factors problems arixt; in the dL t Sritems behave intime. This is, perhaps,

the kay aspect of system theory that imposes
Gsig,, and development o: man-machnt 6ys- limitatiols on the choice ofavailable models.
terms in two ways. The first calls for an If the system is simple enough and the be-

undergtaitding of uniquely psycnologies! s haviurto be predicted by the model as well
pents of heumal performance. Man, as one of .ertood it may be possible to write the

several components of a larger sylem., Is aretoquations that rigorouslyietcpress

abl& to pyorforMi a variety id actions 'hat diffprentialeqainthtrgoulexes
depend on hisfl perceptual or setctuo•al changes n pberformance as afunctionof time.
depend -on hx= perceptual or intellectual VotWa understood' behavior implies dimen-
cpacities. now beat to specify precisely atonality in space, time, and mass units of

wchat the fatictions are sotrat functionalloca- ovin pac, meandrments

lion-the division of effort halween mai nd conventional physical measurement.
machineThere are a few ways in which we can
machiney hmpnentso c be o n m~de appropci cheat a little on our understanding of sys-

priately it the ocurce ofinnumsratio specific tern's behavior, bit apparently retain rigor
questions. We have only pa.tial answers to iamathematical model thyste.i if

these questions even though much of expori- t n a mathematical model of the system. t

mental psychology, both individual and social, changes in the system's components are

and th spocal intrests of engi g low enough, assuming a "steady-state" may
psychology deal with the same set of n ues- make it possible to use constant coefficients
pytin eand sets of linear equations from which

tiont. response to time varying inputs can be pre-

A oesond souce of human factors prob- dicted. Why is this cheating7 Breaking the

lems comes about when we treat the human problem into a series of discrete stages as

component of the tystent as a biological, not cheating, but glossing over the mech-

rather than a psychological entity. Human anisms that lead to non-lhnearities is. Ide-

tolerance to stress, adverse environmental alized models may be constructed where

conditions, or simply to worn and effort known functional properties of the system

determine the limits of performance of a Ere ignored. Weather analysis and predic-

human as an iodsvidual systems' component tion today is moving into this stage of ex-

and, hence, the limits of whole-system per- planation. Of about seven known equations.

formance. Here, the purely sensory and only two or three actually enter into numer-

motor c...abilities of man andhis physiologi- scat prediction for idealized parcels of rela-

cal reactiois to trauma, inhothbriefandpro- tlivcly high alt;ude air masses. In the ex-

longed expos..re, make up the problem areas. treme, focusing attention on input-output

Whether oir research goals lead us to relationships that have been empirically

cons;der either psychological manorbiologi- obtained may make it possible to describe

cal man, the focus for the solution of human the transfer functions of a system. Through

factors problems is in finding a way to experimental analysis, useful results maybe

represent complex, interacting relationships achiaved, but these expressions, sluce they

involving human behavior and a changing completely ignore the mechanisms by which

environment. Usually, one part of the en. behavior as produced, can scarcely be con-

vironment is composed of other units-other sidered rnodels of the systems.

men or machines-so that the behavior of The bulk of the stimulus-response rela-

.nterest is that of the composite. The tionthips in the psychological literature rep-

changes that occur do so as a function of resent "theory" inthisform. Thesepoycho-
time. logical laws, however, imply still another
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approach to modeling complex sustems. in Non-numeric dataunitswithstructureand
contrast to the exact solutionsofa completely pattern can be defned and processes for
deterministic model, probabilistic models modifying the structure, adding to it or
invoke random variables to describe the -x- eliminating elements from it, devised. Just
pected values of effects produced by sub. as the machine can be made to store the
units, number 10, by certain conventions, it can be

made to remember that the color of an apple.of courye. it's entirelyc o•po ble that is red. The problem was to find convenient
lomg very basic physicological or psycho- ways to do this and one solution was the
logical mechanisms can best be described creation of a class of "list" languages.
in probabilistic terms. But. intuitively, InformationProcessing Language-V(IPL-
the modeling of an artificially created sys- V) is the first of these languages toappear in
tei-one that is designed and developed to ]published form for general use (Newel- et al,
achieve specific goals-should be determin- 1961). The language prescribes a set of

Istic rather than probabilistic. After all, an processes and the data term formats for
evaluation is directed toward this particular creating larger data units that a single
system's performance, not the average per- number. The list structures enable us to
formance of several systems alike in some describe an object-any object. The red
respects, but different in others. This in- apple, for example, would have a name.
tuitive conception has clinical overtones. Associated with the name is a description
We want to know. insofar as is possible, how list where we could find that the value of the
one particular unit behaves in contrast to a attribute "color of this object" is "red". If
statement of the form that 60 per cent of the we wished to associate further information
defined population will exhibit such behavior, with the object, we might addanother property
All of our engineering training argues that to the description. The value of the attribute
system design should not incorporate unre- "'edibility" forthisredappleis"goodtoeat".
liable components that perhaps will function Another apple with a different name might
as expected at a specified time, perhaps not. be a green apple andwe might findby search-
The involved and evolved, not-so-artlfscsal sog ito description list that it is "not good to
human may exhibit behaviorthat is intuitively eat". With the information processing toolb
icss deterministic. Yet, it appears that we that IPL-V gives, we could represent the
too often are ready to plug in a random task of sorting all the apples so the machine

generator rather than attack the -orrces- into two piles-one for munching and the
some of them quite well established-of other for green apple pie.
variability. The computer simulation models. The program that we might write to do
it will be argued, provide a tool for under- this would be an exact description of a
standing that should make it easier for us to specific sequence of steps; an exact state-
incorparate deterministic mechanism more melt of the informationprocessingindicating
elaborate than ever before intoourownthink- what tests are performed, thewaythatapples
ing about complex systems. are "noticed". "discriminated". and. ffwe so

chose, the way the apples are "picked up"and
Computer Simulation Models, laid down in particular locations of the grow-

ing piles. The program could be a theory of
The new developments in computer tech- perceptual-motor behavior as elaborate with

nology have little to do with improved hard- respect to environmental circumstances and
ware. The imporcant achievements emerge as detailedwithrespecttothe sorters'actions
from innovations in the programming of com- as desired.
puters. The invention of regional and sym- The early work with computer simulation
bolic addressing conventionsandthedevelop- models-the work out of which the IPL-V
ment of translation facilities (pseudo codes language grew-was that of Newell, Shaw,
and compilers) have increased the power and and Simon (1956, 1957, 1958a, I958b. 1959).
capabilities ofthe machines largely by making An overview of this work was given by
it passible for programmerstoconceptualize Reitman (1959).
ways of solving more and more difficult
problems. What follows is an attempt to show that

certain human factors research problems
One basic idea. however, stands out. The are amenable to attack through the theoreti-

co-nputer simulation models of the sort we cal framework that the computer simulation
will be concerned with owe their existenceto models provide. Three problem areas win
the simple fact that the symbolic mampula- be discussed and the simulation techniques
tions carried out by the computer neednotbe briefly described. The first example is one
numerical, arithmetic operations but can be for wh:ch an operational computer simulation
any processes for which rules con be speci- program now exists. The problem is one of
fied. The symbols need not be numbers. After human cognitive behavior in a problem solving
all, the circuitry of the machine simply pro- task. It representsthepirely "psychological
vides a format for representing numbers in man" aspect ofhumanfactors research. The
the first place. second and third examples have not as yet
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been simulated; the " theories" havenotbeen The computer simulation program is

worked out in sufficient detail. These ex- constructed by obtaining protocols of Ind'-

amples fall into the "biological man" class vidual Ss performing the task, analyzing

of human factors problems, although the the response sequences in terms of the ways

second example, one of sensory-motor per- Ss. represent the machine environment and

formanca In a visual detection situation, is apply previously acquired concepts in per-

highly influenced by cognitive mechanisms forming the task (Laughery andGregg, 1961).

ustally associated with the higher mental A theory of human problem solving behavior

processes. The third example has to dowith is a collection of information processes and

human tolerance to deceleration-to crash the data units on which these processes act

forces resulting from tight aircraft acci- arranged in the form of a computer program.

dents. It Is entirely concerned with boologs- A computer giventhe same problem sequence.

czl man since the organism is a completely the same "environment", andtheprigramas

passive component. snthe psychological sense input simulates the behavior of the humani

if not In the physical sense, by producing responses--switch settings gen-

erated according tothe processing rules. The

ComputerSimulation- HumanCognitiv Fune- prediction is for an individual §, and the

t-on 
ultimate criterion is that every setting that

S tries should be produced, in correct se-

F. V. Taylor expressed concern over the quence, for the same reasons.

uneveness of productivity inengineeringpsy-

chology that seemed to be a function of the Tests of the model are made by compar-

kind of man.machine system that was under ing the trace of the computer on different

investigation. He noted that great progress problems and under changed conditions of

had been made in the analysis of closed- presentation. Weexpectfurtherthatgeneral-

loop control systems and went on to say ity in the information processes will extdnd

"Thus it seems to have happened that across different _§s with similar Lackground

when the engineering psychologist needed a and experience.

model for the man as an element in a No comparisons with alternative models

tracking or control system, he found one is possible because no other theor'- of

ready made. But for the other roles which human cognitive behavior exist that even

men play in systems, no equally fruitful approach the level of discourse implied bymen~_P 
._ul ti n.tes 

nooqwaeyvreiru

models have beer develiped...What mandoes the simulation. However, certain statements

have to do, in addition to controlling, is to can be made about the simulation model

collect information, filter it, store it, evaluate itself and its relevance to complex man-

it, and apply rules to it; in other words, he machine systems.

has to mahz- dec-iions asd thibnk. And for

these processes there are no adequate engi- First, the model traces behavior over

neering modelsbecausewedonotknowenough 
time. It does so for compositeaswell as for

about decision making and thinking to reduce component behavior. The states of both the

them tomathematical logic.". (Taylor. 1960) human operator and of the physical piece of

laboratory equipment can be sampled through-

The ready-made model to which Taylor out the simulation. "Instantaneous" values

referred was, of course, servo-mechanism of variables are not reproduced, the com-

theory. The lknds of systems that seemed puters dre high speed digital machines. But

left out were the open-loop systems or one premise for which we have considerable

those systems where the feedback is essen- evidence is that the human machine is not

tially discontinuous. And for the broad really continuous anyway. Any system's

areas of human thought and decision-imaking. relevant behavioral variable, except time.

there was a theoretical void. can be obtained from the trace. Next, we

A small step toward filling this void is note that the task is serial. What if we were

illustrated by the first example of a labora- certain that the phenomnena underlying a

tory task for which parallels in actual sys- particular piece of complex behavior were

tem's control can be iound. The Ss face a parallel in tome? This is a difficult, but not

panel on which four two-positionswitchesare insurmountable problemfor simulation.Since

rno-ted. Above the switches is a push- the simulations do not pretend to be real

buttoii and above the push-button is a light, time simulations, as long as discrete po-nts

Some combination of the switch positions--a in the system's flow diagram could be identi-

setting-will permit the light tocomeonwhen fied where parallel processes converge, per-

the pdsh-button switch is depressed. A haps providing several inputi to stillanother

sequence of different settings is used to process. it shoild be possible to represent

establish a problem. In the abstract, these whole systems performance. In the same

proolems involve search and discovery. For vein, paced in contrast to self-paced tasks

sequences with certain repeating, systematic require that nodes be defined where inter-

properties. the S must collect information, ruption or transfer of control occur. We

store it, evaluate it-all of the activities have one such program that handles the

Taylor mentioned, 
learning of nonsense syllables presented as
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on a memory drum at a constant rate per for good measure, is an inertial bias that

syllable (Feigenbaum, 1961). depends on the second derivative ofvisibility.
The result is a familiar differential equation

Computer Simulation Human Sensory and from which the theoretical probabilities of

Perceptual Mechanisms. reporting the presence of the target whenthe
target is in fact present (correct responses)

Human operator performance in visual and when the target is absent (errors of

tasks is frequently of Interest In human commission or false positives) can be de-

"factors research. Many different kinds of rived. The linear, second-order equation

machines provide visual displays that a is of the form.
human operator must monitor to detect
targets, identify them, or interpret their L Pr 4 B Pr + Pr = Ps
significance. The research questions may
havc to do with changes in performance over where: L is the inertial or lag coefficient;

time as in the vigilance tanks, with the com- B is the responses bias coofficiont; Pr Is
plexity or structure of input stimuli, the the probability of a "t'rue" detecticn, and,

spatial or temporal relationships betweenthe p5 is the probability of target occurrence.

inputs and the responses required, or simply Beyond the fact that this model fits some

the sensory limits as a fLnction of conditions data rather nicely, It is an Interesting one

of viewing the display. When there are to compare with computer sunulatsonmodels

multiple display units, the perceptual phe- for the same class of behavior. The model

nomena become exceedingly complex (Karn does predict, on a probability basis, the

and Gregg, 1961). Questions about time Insta-ntaneous values of the composite behav-

sharing and scanning, and the modificationof sor. Since it represents a closed response

these throughexperiencewiththetaskbecome system, the probabilities of the biased re-

critical, sponses are clearly linked to the composite

For the simplest ofvisualtasks, detection result. The model has somegeneralitysince

of single targeto in a relatively homogeneous it works over a range of input probabilities
field, enough is known that some alternative and, hopefully, will work when expersmental

ways of modeling the behavior are available operations are used to modify the initial

(Tanner andSwets, 1954, Swets, 1961; Mosier, values of the biasing coefficients.

C. L, 1940). None of these theories yields a A computer simulation model, starting
moment-to-moment behavioral trace of per- with the same data, might contain the same
ceptual performance. However, it is none basic mechanisms-a testprocessfor"true"
the less possible to incorporate features of detection, a response bias process that is
both of these alternatives into a single model modified through information feedback that
for a rather particular case of visual changes the value of an attribute in keeping
detection, with the recent changes in the stimulus, and

Suppose that in a series ofdiscretepres- another to represent the inertia in the re-

entations thetarget--stimulustobedetected- sponse system. These processes, together
is presented randomly but withthe constraint with a response evocation mechanism and a
that in a block of presentations, the target test that compares Sn simulated response
occurs just half of the time. Next, suppose with the actual state of the stimulus on a
that we are able to manipulate the conditions given presentation, would be about all that
of viewing so that visibility of the target is necessary to achieve the same rcsults

rangee from zero to "perfect" visibility, that the differential equation would give. In
and t., avoid the parametric form of the fact, the simulation model could be very

equations, consider this change in visibility little more than a model for computing the

to be linear with respect to successive discrete values of the continuous mathemati-
presentations in time. Thus, the observer cal expression.
would be required to report the presence
or absence of the target as it becomes Clearly, the simulation model must be

progressively easier to detect. However, prepared to offer more than a computational

the target would not always be present but algorithm. Perhaps the quickest way to

would -rprar with a specified probability show where the t.o approaches split apart

unknvwn t. the observer at the outset. is by introducing just one additional compli-

Dra-su from classical psychophysical cation to the experimental plan in which the

ind test theory, we can propose that the observed responses are obtained. Let this

probability of reporting that the target is complication be an independent Information

present is equal to the probabilityof a "true" source that aperiodically "'warns- the ob-

report of a target that has been presented server of imminent changes intheproportion

plus esars that are a function of certain of targets that will be presented inanensuing

biasing -mechanisms. The first is similar to time period, but does not always do so. The

the response bias of the Tanner and Swets effect of this modification on the differential

model and is made a function of the rate of equation would be disasterous. No longer

change vn -vis.b:1.ty. The acc-n.J, thrown in would the coefficient, L, be -onstant. There

Z"i



would be little hope for any reasonable solu- tlions of design changes for engineers who

tion exceptthroughdetermining the staotistical might wish to build more crashworthy air-

properties of the auxiliary information craft.

source. On the other hand, it is possible Well, back to the differential equations.

to imagine the construction of the mechanisms Using data from a variety of studies of

by which the psychological set of the human human tolera.l0 toclcratom.c a1 ha.i mdce

.serptor is changed upon receivingthe wrn- possible to conceptualize amechascalmodel
ing signal so that he 'expects" the changes of the restraint system and the occupant, and
and in ready to cope wih them Further, we with certain assumptions about stiffness and

would expect rather marked changes in the elasticity, to work through a mathematical

way the observer attended to t- -nsuing model for computing forces in the spinal and
series of targets and the ways that he tried, transverse modes of application. One en-

in particular, to determine the direction of gsneering f 5rmoffersusananaloguecoiaputer

the change and to estimate the probability that will yield a physiological index as the

of occurrence of the targets, output measuce for any arbitrary decelera-

There are other possbilittes having ttn input. The problem now becomes that of

roughly the same consequecces. Fatigue prescribing the input to the system at the

decrements (Gregg, 1961), learning effects point where the crash forces are appled. flt

(Karn and Gregg. 1961). a variety of fairly what should these inputs be' What of the

obvious psychological or physiological ple- Interaction of the transverse and spinalforce

nomena would be beyond the potential of the vectors; apd of the many kinds of injury that

mathematical model, and yet, would be con- are caused independently of the restraint

sistent with the proposed simulation. The system properties' Each of the separate

point need not be labored. We all know how approaches has something to offer, but we

easy it Is to write equations that can't be still seek a more general picture, a more

solved. The phenomena Implicit in human inclusive picture, of the behavior of the air-

behavior and complex machine systems craft and Its occupant during the crash.

quickly transcend our current mathematical The feasibility of a computer simulation
tof l. crash dynamics rests in part on beinr

tools. able to define what we mean be behavior

Com uter Simulation Crash Intores in in information processing terms, The rele-

neAccidents. - vant behavior wethinic isthetransmissionof
-Ffarces through the aircraft and occupant

The third example of a humanfactors r- structures. The initial impact energy is

search problem 1 saproblemofdescribingthe dissipated in the progressive destruction or

dynamics of an exceedingly complex event, damage that ensues. The core of the simuta-

The problem centers on the prediction of tlion model is a process that takes as input

injuries to the human occupant of an aircraft information about the structural unit on

subjected to the rapid decelerations of a which It acts and an energy vector applied to

crash, 
that unit. Theproccs dsssipatesithe absolute

magnitude of the energy and transforms the

One approach to the analysis ofaccidents vector for input to the next unit.
i-to define some variables degree andkind Identifying the "'structural units" nowbe-
of injury to the occupant; impact variables comes critical for developing the model.
such as velocity and angle, other variables Engineering analyses of common makes and

related to the terrain and structure of the models of light aircraft are being made to

aircraft. Then, either through controlled determine major structural components. It

crash tests or field investigation of a _ci- obvious that not every stem that appears

dec10. data can be obtained from which the in a parts manual will qualify as a structural

reatonhpsamn te nutvaibles and unt It sols bvo tat the idendt

the injury variables are derived. Statistical engineerig studies will produce a small

analyses (Gregg and Pearson. 1961) show enough number of them to fit a modern com-

that seven or more types of input variables. putrer. In any event, the initial attempts in

onros o utpt ae vimarante, idepredict ingjurf programming a simulation mode, will follow

o output variable, degree of injury, simplified schematic diagrams that indicate

or? thr prediction from field observations is the days the units are linked.

aot v r' good even then. Notice thatthis ap-

proach ix very similar to the stimulus- At thin point, we are still missing the

response input-output. ideas discussed ear- information that is the mos
t 

essential part

tier. " .e multivariate prediction model can of the simulation. How does the energy

seveadsspation process nonow" what to dor

resc,.s of different experiments where air- What are the rules for transforming energy'

craft .sign and occupant tie-down links are The consequences of energy .asorption in

varied The statistical distributions of the the aircraft structure is damage. Consider

variables are also of interest in their on the following, very erode example. Given

right. But such an approach does not pro- an aircraft of a particular design, a hard

vide the detailthat couldleadtorecommenda landing may or may not lead to the collapse

'•;,.• i iI 11 ll I• I li rq21$I
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2d Howitzer Battalion. 10th Artillery U.S. Naval Training Device Center
Fort Beronng, Georgia Port Washington, New York

135. Dr. William McClelland 148. Maj Don W. Moore
Human Resources He search Office Hq U.S. Army Combat Develo2ments
The George Washington University qU..rmy CobterPost ffic Dow3596Experimentation Center

Post Office Box 3596 Fort Ord, California
Washington 7. D. C.

136. 1f'. Ernest J. McCormick 149. Mr. Irving B. Morgan
Occupational Research Center Office, Deputy ChiefofStafffor Military

Purdue University Operations
LaFayette. Indiana Department of the Army

Washington 25. D). C.

137. Lt Col W. McDermott

CBR Directorate
Oifice. Deputy Chief of Staft 150. Mr. Jack W. Mumford

for Military Operations Chance-Vaught Aircraft Corporation

De;. rtmet of the Army Unit 53620
Washingt. . D. C. Dallas, Texas
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151. Maj John D. Murphy 163. Col Michael Paulhck

Classification and Standards Division Air Mobility Department

Office, Deputy Chief of Staff for U.S. Army Infantry School

Personnel Fort Denning, Georg.a

Department of the Army
Wash-ngton 25. D. C. 164. Maj George E. Peck

U.S. Army Personnel Research Office

152. Mr. R. C. Navrin Washington 25, D. C.

Research Division
U.S. Army Materiel Command 165. Mr. Henry M. Pernin

Washington 25, D. C. The Armour Research r'ound;Zion
10 W. 31st Street

153. Dr. Thomas F. Nichols Chicago. Illinois

Se-.or Scientist
U.S. Army Infantry Human Research 166. Mr. Harry D. Poole

Unit Defense Research Staff

Fort Denning, Georgia British Embassy
Washington, D. C.

154. Mr. George F. Nolan
President 167. Mr. Theodore R. Powers

Psychophysics Research Corporation Research Associate

550 Fifth Avenue U.S. Army Infantry Human Research

New York'36, New York Umit
Fort Beiming, Georgia

155. Mr. Willtarm J. Nolan
U.S. Army Transportation Research 168. Lt Col James H. Proctor

Command U.S. Army Representative

Fort Eustis, Virginia Hq Air Force Systems Command
Andrews Air Force Base. Maryland

156. Col Thaddeus I. Nosek
U.S. Army Combat Developments 101. Mr. John D. Reed

Command Research Office

Fort Belvoir, Virginia U.S. Army Combat Developments
Experimentation Center

157. Capt Francis 0. Nugent Fort Ord, California
Communications Department
U.S. Army Infantry School 1f0. Maj Aexander M. Reid

Fort Henning, Georgia Deputy Director
Clothing an, i•qaipmeni Physiological

158. Mr. Paul D. Oakley Research Establishment
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories c/o Royal Aircraft Establishment

Washington 25, D. C. Farnsborough, HMnts.
England

159. Mr. Robert E. O'Brien
President 171. Brig Gen oyal Reynoldse Jr.

Bio-dynamics, Inc. Assistant Commandant
I Main Street U.S. Army Infantry School
Cambridge, Massachusetts Fort Benning, Georgia

160. Pfc E-3 James T. O*Connor 172. Mr. Richard C. Robinson

Building 23 Research Analysis Corporation

Frankford Arsenal 6935 Arlington Road

Philadelphia 37, Pennsylvania Washington 14. D. C.

16!. Dr. Harry Older 173. Mr. John J. Romba

President U.S. Army Human Engineering

The Matrix Corporation Laboratories
507 18th Street, South Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

Arlington 2, Virgiria

174. Dr. Paul G. Ronco

162. Col Albro L. Parsons, Jr. Institute forPsychologicalResearch

Command and Staff Department North Hall

U.S. Army Infantry School Tufts University

Fort Benning, Georgia Medford 55, Massachusetts
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175. Coi Thomas B Ross 188. Capt Robert L. Shaffer
Operations U.S. Army Missle Command
U.S. Army Infantry Sciool Redstonr Arsenal., Alab-a
Fort Bennng. Georgia

189. Ist Lt Edward J. Shanahan, Jr.

176 Dr. George E. Rowland G-3 Section
President U.S. ,rmy Infantry Centes
Rowland and Company Fort Denning. Georgia
Post Office Box 61
Haddonfield, New Jersey 190. Lt Col Norman I. Shapino

Command and Staff Departmeni

177. Dr. Joseph N. Ruocco U.S. Army Infantry School
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Fort Beannig, Georgiai Corporation

Huntington, N-w York 191. Col Granville A. Sharpe
U.S. Army Institute of Advanced

1"8. Dr. Jesse C. Rope Studies
U.S. Army Air Defense Human Re- Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania

search Unit
Fort Bliss, Texas 192. Dr. Carroll L. Shartle

Office of Science
179 Mr. James F Russell Director of Research and Engineering

Research Analysis Corporation Office of the Secretary of Defense
6935 Arlington Road Washington 25. D. C.
Washington 14. D. C.

193. Col Walter D. Short
180. Col Edward N. Rydalch Chairman of the Defense Committee

Weapons Systems Evaluation Group U.S. Army Infantry School
Office, Secretary of Defense Zort Benning, Georgia
V. ashsngton 25. D. C.

194. Dr. Arthur 1. Siegel
181. Col S. E. Sacerdote Applied Psychological Services

Command and Staff Department 114 North Wayne Avenue
U.S. Army Infantry School Wayne, Pennsylvania
Fort Denning, Georgia

195. Dr. Paul A. Siple
182. Mr. Jerrell L. Sanders Scientific Advisor

Chief. Methods Engineering Branch Army Research Office
U.S. ArmyQuartermaster Researchand 3045 Columbia Pike

Engineering Field Evaluation Agency Arlington 4, Virginia
Fort Lee, Virginia

196. Col Braxton E. Small
183. Mr. Sidney Sandier Signal Section

U.S. Army Electronics Research and U.S. Army I-fantry Center
Development Laboratory Fort Denning, Georgia

Wanamassa, New Jersey

197. Capt Ernest C. Snyder
184. Dr. Ezra V. Saul Special Subjects Department

Human Factors Unit U.S. Army Infantry School
Picatinny Arsenal Fort Denning, Georgia
Dover, New Jersey

I/198. Dr. Philip 1. SperlingS185. Maj Paul Schultz U.S. Army Medical Research and De-

Office of the Provost Marshal velopment Command

-5.. Army Infantry Center Office of the Surgeon General
Fret Denning, Georgia Department of the Army

Erminia 0. Settembe Washington Z5, D. C.

ATTN SIGRA/PSC 199. Mr. Emil Spezia
U.S. Army Signal Research and De- Human Factors Section

velopment Laboratory U.S. Army Board for Aviation Accident
*ort Monmouth, New Jersey Research

Fort Rocker. Alabama
187. Lt Col Luther L. Sexton

U.S. Army Combat Developments 200. Lt Col Hlarold G. Stacy
Command Hq Combat Service Support G~oup

Fort Helvoir, Virginia Fort Lee, Virginia
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201. Dr. Alfred H. Stanton 214. cr. John L. Van Aryel

The McLean Hospital CB ency

Belmont 79, Massachusetts Army Chemical Center. Maryland

202Z. Mr. Francis W. Stengle Z215. Col. Kenneth W. Wallace
U.S. Army Chemical Research and U.S. Army Combat Developments

Development Laboratories Command

Arm) Chemical Center, Maryland Fort Belvoir, Virginia

203. Mr. Gilbert L. Stewart 216. Mr. Harold L. Walpole

Department of Nonresident Instruction Douglas Aircraft Company. Inc.

U.S. Army Infantry School Long Beach. California
Fort Beaning. Georgia 217. Dr. Joseph S. Ward

204. Mr. Richard Stewart Research Scientist

Allied Research Association. Int. U.S. Army Infantry Human Research

43 Leon Street Unit

Boston, Massachusetts Fort Benning, Georgia

205. Col Hubert E. Strange 218. Lt Col Herman Webel, Jr.

Communication Department Special Subjects Department

U.S. Army Infantry School U.S. Army Infantry School

Fort Beaning. Georgia Fort Benming, Georgia

206. Cal William M. Summers 219. Dr. John D. Weis.

U.S. Army Infantry Board Director

Fort Beaning, Georgia U.S. Army Human Engineering Labora-

207. Maj Thomas H. Tackaberry tories

Human Factors Research Division Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

Office, Chief of Research and Develop-
ment 220. Maj Edwvard C. West

Department of the Army Infantry Combat Developments Agency

Washington 25. D. C. U.S. Army Infantry Center

Fort Beaning, Georgia

208. Capt Joseph T. Tambe
Engineering Psychology Laboratory 221. Dr. W. L. Williams., Jr.

Pioneering Research Division Executive Officer

U.S. ArmyQuartermaster Researchand Human Resources Research Office

Engineering Command The George Washington University

Natiik, Massachusetts Post Office Box 3596
Washington 7. D. C.

209. Mr. Albert L. Taylor
U.S. ArmyEngineer Maintenance Center 222. Maj Joseph 0. Wintersteen

Columbus. Ohio Research Programs Office
office, Chief of Research and Develop-

210. Col Walter B. Todd ment

Martin Army Hospital Department of the Army

Fort Benning, Georgia 
Washington 25. D. C.

211. Dr. Martin A. Tolcott 223. Dr. C. L. Wood

Dunlap and Associates, Inc. Human Factors Unit

429 Atlantic Street Heavy Military Electronics Department

Stamford, Connecticut General Electric Company
Syracuse. New York

2-2. Dr. G. C. Tolhurst

Human Engineering Branch. Code 455

Office of Naval Research 224. Lt Col Douglas G. Younger

Washington 25- D. C. Hq U.S. Army Combined Arms Group

Fort Leavenworth, Kansas

213. Mr. James P. Torre, Jr.
Systems Research Laboratory 225. Mr. Peter Zakanycz

U.S. Army Human Engineering Labora- U.S. Army Electronic Research and

tories 
Development Laboratory

Aberdean Proving Groand, Maryland Fort Monmouth, New Jersey
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226. Mr. Charles A. Zelaites 227. Brig Gen John G. Zierdt

ATTN: SIGRA/GD Deputy Director

U.S. Army Signal Research and De- Research and Development

velopment Laboratory U.S. Army Materiel Command

Fort Monmouth, Neu, Jersey Washington 25, D. C.
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APPENDIX II

CURRENT WORK PROGRAMS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORIES

OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL OF HUMAN ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES OF U.S. ARMY

AGENCIES.



1. U.S. ARMY CHEMICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES, ARMY

CHEMICAL CENTER, MARYLAND

A. CURRENT WORK PROGRAM

I. a. The human factors work program at USA Chemical Research and Development
Laboratories is carried out largely by the Directorate of Medical Research, under the follow.
ing projects.

4008.02.024 Medical and Biological Aspects of Chemical Agents
4080-01-005 chemical Defense Research
4099-02-002 Wound Ballistics, and
4X99-26-001 Bastc Research in the Life Sciences.

b. Work Recently Completed.

(I) CRDL participated in a field study of the changes in estimated casualty
experience resulting when chemical and biological weapons, with the necessary CBR protec-
tive equipment, were introduced into the play of various tactical infantry problems Other
participants in the study were the USA Chemical Corps Field Requirements Agency and the
USA Cherical Corps Biological Laboratories.

Date Estimated
Project Experimenter Started Completion

PROJECT SAMPLES G.B. Coe Mar 1962 Completed
F.N. Craig
E.G. Cummings
C.R. Phillips

Results have been reported in a classified report.

(2) The Antiflash Mask M19 is a gained item of the Chemical Corps, formerly
withdrawn from issue. The design has recently been undergoing modifications intended to
improve the mask's protective qualities in its intended use .e., to protect the faces of 3.5"
rocket-launcher crewmen from flash and firing debris incidentalto firing, a particilar hazard
in cold weather). A design prototype, the M19 (improved) mask, was submitted for human
factors evaluation prior to entry into final engineering tests.

Proiect Experimenters Started Completion

Human factors evaluation S.E. Jackson Oct 1961 Completed
of Rocket Launcher E.R. Clovis
Anti-flash Mask, M19
(Improved)

The mask proved to have several grave desigi defects from the human factors point of view.
Most of the defects involved impaired visual functions, a crucial family of abilities for the
rocket-launcher gunner. Other defects cnvosvea togging/frosting ofeyelensesand the absolute
incompatibility wiLh use of the left eye in sighting. Recommendations for minimizing or
correcting the major sources of human factors conflict in the design were submitted along
with the findings. Included were photographs of a rouch mock-up of a mask modified accord-
ing to the recommendations.

c. Present Status

No human factors engineering studies are in progress at this time.

In non-engineering human factors work, the most active field is human pharma-
colog;, especially psychopharmacology. In a continuing program of human testing and ex-
perimental studies, the qualitative and quantitative natures of man's responses to candidate
chemical agents and potential therapeutic drugs are being elucidated. At present the in-
capacitating agent-type of candidate (togcther with possible antidotes) is receiving major
emphasis. One major concern is methodological in nature. Briefly, it is How important
is each change, coemically induced in man, to combat effectiveness'
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B. BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

CLOVIS, ERNEST R., Major, MSC. Research Psychologist, PhD, University of Pittsburgh,
1952 Methodology of Assessment.

CRAIG, FRANCIS N., Chief, Applied Physiology Branch, PhD, Harvard University. 1937.
Riespiratory and Environmental Physiology.

CUMMINGS. EDMUND G., Research Physiologist, PhD, North Carolina State College, 1955.
Respiratory and Environmental Physiology.

FIDDLEMAN, PAUL B., First Lieutenant, MSC. Research Psychologist, Phl), University
of North Carolina. 1961. Psychopharmacology.

KETCHUM, JAMES S, Captain. MC. Research Psychiatrist, M.D., Cornell University
Medical College, 1956. Experimental Psychiatry, operant psychology, information theory.

McCLURE, CLAUDE - JR., Major, MC. Chief, Human Investigations Branch; M.D., Bowman
Gray School of Medicine, Wake Forest College, 1950. PhD), University of North Carolina,
1960. Neurosurgery and biochemistry.

SHINKMAN, PAUL G.. First Lieutenant, MSC. Research Psychologist. PhD, University of
Michigan, 1962. Comparative Psychology.

STEARNS, EDWARD R., Captain, MSC. Acting Chief, Psychology and Human Factors Engineer-
ing Branch, PhD, University of California, 1960. Experimental Psychology.

STRONG, M. JEROME, Captain, MC. Anesthesiologist, M.D., Boston Umversity School of
Medicine, 1956. Anesthesiology, pharmacology.

GOODMAN, EPHRAIM P.. SP/5. Clinical Psychology Specialist/Research (915.24) MA, State
University of Iowa, 1958. Tests and measurement.

MELTZER, DONALD, Second Lieutenant, MSC. Graduate Student Trainee, MS, University of
Pittsburgh, 1960. Operant Psychology.

MERKLER. NORMAN L.. Research Psychologist, AM, George Washington University, 1957.
Operant Psychology.

BARHOUM, JOHN A., Pvt., Clinical Psychology Specialist/Research (915.14) AB, Loyola
University of Los Angeles, 1960. Tests and measurement.

HERTZLER, DAVID R., SP/4, Clinical Psychology Specialast/Research (915.14) AB, Gettysburg
College, 1960. Experimental Psychology.

JACKSON, SAMUEL E., Research Psycnologist. BS, University of Louisville, 1956. Ex-
perimental Psychology.

KYSOR, KRAGG P., SP/4, Clinical Psychology Specialist/Research (915.14) AB, Boston
University. 1960 Tests and measurement.

C. 21T:.2IOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS SINCE LAST CONFERENCE REPORT

(I) In-house Studies:

Bowers, M.B.. Sim, V.M., and Goodman, E. Some behavioral changes in man following
anticholinesterase administration. Paper read at the Federation Meetings, Atlantic City.
April 1962.

Craig, F.N., Cummings, E.G., and Bales, P.D. Contribution of the E33 hood to heat stress in
men wearing CBR protective clothing. USACRDL Technical Report No. 3101, December
1961.
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Cummings, E.G., Marrero J. and Bird, % Seventy-two hour outdoor wearing trial of in-
dividual CBR protective c¢othing with MI mask and E33 hoot under simulated combat
conditions. USACROL Technical Report No. 3097, September 1961.

Jackson. S.E. and Clovis, E.R. Human factors evaluation of Mask. Antiflash, Rock Launcher,
M19 (iwproved). USACRDL Technical Memorandum No 25-6, April 1962

Ketmnum, J.S. The future threat of psychochemical warfare (U). Paper read at NATO Meet-
ings, Paris, June 1962.

Ketchum, J.S. and Goodman, E. Human responses to four antichoslnergsc delirients (U).
Paper read at Army Science Conference. West Point, June 1962.

(2) Other

Coe, G.B., Craig, F.N., and Phillips, C.R. Field experiment. estimation of casualty effects
due to surprise chemical attack and significance of protective masn leakage (U). Short
title. PROJECT SAMPLES. Combat Development Project Report CMLCD 62731, USA
CBR Combat Developments Agency, Ft. McClellan, Alabama. June 1962 (Confidential).

Semi-Annual Progress Report covering the period 2 October 1961 to 2 April 1962, Contract
DAI8- l08-CML-6644, "Aircrew performance decrement resulting from ingestion of a
selected incapacitating agent" (U). North American Aviation, Inc., Downey, California.
April 1962.
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2. U.S. ARMY ENGINEER, GEODESY, INTELLIGENCE, AND MAPPING RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, FORT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA

A. CS•RREŽRTŽLORLBQOEAM.

i. Equipment Evaluation

Date Estimated
Titl, Experimerter(s) Started Comoletion

a. Automatic Mosaicker A. Arson March 60 August 62

Components have been delivered and accepted. As the result of studies in the Engineer-
ing Test phase, the size and design of the operating knobs have been changed. Test, of room
illumination have led to a maximum safe-light illumination wsthout affecting photographic
processes. Operator selection of filmimages has been solved by the invention of a collimating
mark reflector on the positionmog printer. Thefumesof an alcohol and ammonia mixture used
in an integral procedure were removed with the installation of an exhaust hose with an
exterior exhaust fan Machine mounted instruction cards printed in white on red were
changed to white on black for easier reading. The floor height of the easel frame was raised
to 23 1/2 inches for operator comnfort.

2. Supporting Research- None

B. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS SINCE PREVIOUS ANNUAL CONFERENCE (Not
Previously Reported)

None

C. BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

None
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3 U.S. AP1MY ENGINEER RESEARtH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES, FORT

BELVOIR, VIRGINIA

A CURRENT WORK PROGRAM

1. Equipment Evaluation

Date Estimated
Ttle Experimenter(s) Started Completion

a Mobile, Floatin J.F. Christian April 62 May 62
[t• iAssualt Bridge/

Ferry

A human factors review was made near the end of the engineering design stage and recom-
mendationos submitted for consideration.

b. I!,C00 BTU 3.F. Christian Macch 62 March 62
Heater

A human factors review was made ofthe prototype heater. The front panel was redesigned
to pernit safer operation.

c Armored Vehicle J.F. Christian June 61 June 62
La-unched Bridge/M60

A configuration design of the crew compartment to satisfy human factors and engineering
requirements was created for conssderaion in any future major design of the AVLB/M60.

d. Long Range Survey J.F. Christian June 62 June 62
System, GIMRADA

At the request of GIMRADA a human factors review was made of the prototype components

and recommendation was made for current and future changes

e. Biioculars, H.G. Johnson June 58 1965

Working to vision relationships of wearer under condit-ons of apparent eye point from true
eye point, limitations of depth of focus and stereo vision effects when using night vision
binoculars incorporating image tubes. In addition to visual performance, comfort, weight,
and balance facturs for wearer under prolonged usage under field conditions must be also
considered.

f. (i) Small Starlight R. Uhier 1962 1964
Scope

(2) Unit Commanders H.G. Johnson 1962 1964
Observation Tele-
scope

(3) Night Observation J. Updegraff 1962 1964
Device

(4) Passive Sight for J. Updegraff 1962 1964
Crew Serviced
Weapons "

Night Vision aids for individual soldier required for observation and sighting of weapons
Visual 'performance of resolution, brightness, contrast, magnification, field of view, and eye
relief are considered. These devices use image intensifier tubes together with objectives and
occular lenses to provide direct vision capability at night. Viewers must be operated under
arctic conditions, as well as, temperature and tropical.

g. Image intensifier for J. Parton 1962 1967
Helicopter Night
Operators
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Night vision aid for Aelicoplr night operation including pilot operation and observer
viewing. Presentation must be such that pilot can use night vision presentation, see his
instruments, and use unaided vision where possible. Visual presentation must present
magnified view for distant objects but maintain perspective of height and orientation. Both
direct view and remote view night vision systems are being studied.

h. Sound Reduction in T.D. Cooper I June 61 Initial Phase
High-Speed Prime Comp.
Movers and Elect. cal
Machinery

The sound pres~are levels being encountered in modern high speed prime movers and
electrical machinery exceed damage risk criterio,, for human ear. This study coveted an
investigation to establish criterion for a 4-hour operating cycle and design of sound reduction
system in the Primary lower Station for the Pershing Missile.

s. Universal igmneer W.H. Leathers June 60 1964
Tractor ((C-awler)

A full scale mock-up of the armored cab and controls cf the tractor was constructed, a
study wa- made of control placement and operation, adequacy of space, and vision. Changes
were made to vehicle design based on this study prior to fabrication of the vehicle.

j. Load Bank Generator T.W. Smith June 60 June 63
Alternator Tester

A human factors study was made on the engineering prototype model. Re-arrangement of
controls, circuitry and meters resulted in increased operator safety and ease of operation.

k. Crane, Rough, J.K. Knaell Jan 60 Jul 62
Terrain 20-Ton

The crane was modified to enhance safety and provide for ease of daily lubrication. Larger
cab and access doors were provided to improve ease of maintenance on upper works. Pres-
ently machine is being service tested which includes evaluation of above described modifi-
cations.

L Unversal Engineer S.F. Williams Nov 60 Nov 63
Tractor thtubber-Tired)

Modifications were made in the equipment in accordance with recommendations made
during ease of maintenance review. Changes are being made to the operators compartment
to increase comfort during cold weather operation. Additional changes to the item will be
made as a result of human factors engineering studies to be conducted during service tests.

m. 25-Ton Engineer l-.B. Bennett 1957 1964
Equipment Transporter

A contract has been awarded for a new gooseneck to make the 25-ton Equipment Trans-
porter compatible with the new 830M Caterpillar Tractor. Human Factors consideration have
dictated several changes which will be incorporated inthe new gooseneck. Hydraulic cylinder
with which to manipulate the gooseneck when detached from the transporter will be provided.
All controls for raising, lowering, and manipulating the gooseneck during connecting and dis-
connecting operations will be relocated so that the operator can see the gooseneck and the
poi•. of separation of the gooseneck from the transporter.

n Metascope A.E. Dilliard Jan 62 Dec 62

A coupling of the functional design approach of va'ue an-yi-is c,.! t"', rirn-m.achtne con-
cept of human factors was made in an effort to reduce cost, complexity and raanteinnce time,
and to increase operational efficiency in the end-use environment. Design ci,,ge recom-
mendations are being formulated.

0. Ion Exhange Unit Richard Galney I Jul 62 30 Jan 64

Evaluate instrument locations, working areas, and hba-donts chemical requirement from
human factors standpoint.
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4. U.S. ARMY HUMAN ENGINEERING LABORATORIES, ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND,

MARYLANMD AND FORMER ORDNANCE CORPS ARSENALS

A. CURRENT WORK PROGRAM

1. Systems Research

The Systems Research Laboratory, with seven (7) branches, is the laboratories
agency for the conduct of applied research studies and the application of human factors
engineering data to maternal in the RDT&E cycle. Whereas in the past the Systems Research
Laboratory has been confined in its efforts to Ordnance material, excepting limited work
for . ransportation and Engineer Corps, this laboratory will be responsible in the futur- for
all materiel developed within Army Materiel Command.

Date Estimated
Project Branch Started Completion

a. Carrier, Cargo, 1/2-ton Mobility Br. Dec 1961 Continuing
Tracked, Articulated XM571

The effort on this program is to provide consultation to the prime contractor
through Ordnance Tank-Automotive Command. During FY 62 effort was directed towards
a detailed design review of tho driver's station, the squad area, maintenance, and litter
carrying capability of the carrier. This project will continue through FY 63 with the addi-
tional task of supporting recommendations through the monitoring of developmental and
environmental tests.

b. Carrier. Universal, Four- Mobility Br. Dec 1961 Continuing
Man Cab, XM547-548

During FY 62 project personnel have reviewed contractors mock ups and pilot
vehicles. Reports have been made to OTAC. resulting in modifications in the driver's
station and accessibility for organizational maintenance. Continuation of this program
through 63 is dependent upon the acceptability of the contractors' overall program.

c. Armored Squad Carrier Mobility Br. Feb 1961 Continuing
Concept

The original work conducted during FY 61 on the establishment of the to,la combat
task requirements provided the basis for the design and development of a full scale mock-
up of the personnel carrier. During FY 62. the mock-up was completed, and detailed
studies on seating, confinement, and stowage were conducted. During FY 63 evaluations of
this mock-up with a full crew wilt be conducted for various confinement periods and com-
pared with results obtained from the M-113 confinement studies.

d. Development and Testing of Mobility Br. June 1962 Continuing
Seats for Armored Tracked
Vehicles

This prcject was undertaken as a detailed attempt to overcome the deficiencies
in seating for tank personnel which had been revealed in prior evaluations of such vehicles
as the M48, M60, etc. Two separate areas are under consideration. The first is a new
concept of a seat for th. tank commander's position which will permit the commander to
rapidly and efficiently translate his seat height to accommodate his many functions which
range from commander control to radio and fire control operations. For this purpose a
concp;6 has been built and demonstrated to both OTAC and CONARC personnel Detailed
tobrication of an operational seat unit is underway and will be installed in a M60 tank for
final ev~luation. The second area under consideration is the general seat requirements
for drivers, gunners, and support personnel of self-propelled howitzers and tanks. The
basic problem under consideration is the design o! seats which will permit adequate support
and coirfort in tanks and for the self-propelled howitzer as an additional restraining device
to permit personnel to safely ride on such vehicles. Assembly of the combat seats is in
progress and final testing will be accomplished during FY 63.

e Truck, Cargo 1-1/4 To.a, Mobility Br. July 1962 Continuing
XM561
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Date Estimated

Project Branch StArtcd Completion

During FY 62 OTAC personnel drew up the technical requirements for a develop-
mnent program on the subject vehicle. The Human Engineering Laboratories prime role
during this phase -'as to develop a "Manual of Standard Practices for Human Factors -n
Mit'tary Vehicle Design", TM 21-61, specifically for the purpose of including toss in the
des.gn as part of the package in the request for bids from industrial contractors. In addition.
project personnel were included on the Evaluation Committee for selecting the final con-
tractor for development of this vehicle. This development program will continue through
FY 65 with the Human Engineering Laboratories providing consultative services to both
OT'AC and the prime contractor in addition to continuing studies on an as requeste basis.

f. SHILLELAGH Sub-System Mobility Br. Sep 1959 Cortinuing

This is a continuing in-house program During FY 62 the Human Engineering
Laboratories provided consultative monitoring and coordinating services on the many human
factors aspects of the SHILLELAGH Sub-System. Primary effort was relafed to the deval-
opment of the conceptualized operational procedures of the SHILLELAGH in conjunction
with its integration into the ARVT. During FY 63 emphasis will probably be directed to-
ward looking at the capability of SHILLELAGH to be employed in a ground mount role.
In this instance the guidance and control components, will be especially critical.

g. Ground Effects Machines- Mobility Br. May 1962 Continuing
Air Cushion Vehicles

In conjunction with the Mobility Command, project personnel are actively engaged
in determining the con.ýrol parameters of a Genaric air cushion vehicle. The initial effort
is largely confinoa to gathering and analyzing control information from various sources.

.ased. on the analyses, several stdidies of control earameters will be investigated, using a
sinsotified GEM, with a V''ew t-oard the developmnent of control specifications and in as
great detail &s possible These speciflcations will be uned to guide the development of a
tactical ground effects mna-hino vehicle.

h. A/RVT Art.-sored Reconnaissance Mobilit• Br. Feb 1960 Continuing
Vehicle, Tracked. XM5SI

Duting FY 6Q project personnel continued to support GTAC and its prime con-
traAbor in the solutiols and application of hur-n factors engineering to the design of the
A/RVT. The ma;or FY 62 aeConplshments were (1) solution of the firing shock problem
evidenced during, tkb firing of the conventional weapon by a redesign of the gunner's brow
pad. (21lreparation of a humnn factors design standard fo: incorporation in the bassccontract
betweet OTAC and the prime contractos, (3) deta'led review of final mock-up and pilot
#l vwth specific design recommendations, and (4) preparation of the human factors test
requirement, be cornucted withi the engineering test plan. The work effort for 63 will
be directesi toward detaxLnd evaluation of pilot vehicles and investigations of deficiency of
spotting round techniques for the ronventional weapon, mechanical vision problems, work-
space allocationt, and ammunition handling.

s. SPIW, Special Purpose Infantry Weapons Bx. May 1961 Continuing
W apon

Dur~ng FY 62 a series of studies were performed to evaluate dUfetent SPIW
concepts and to esteblish relationships bet-ten system parameters such as weight, centers
of ;-•vity, impulse and accuracy. Resultant data is being evaluated and will be included
.s a port of the teclhical Iequiremenlt for a dovdlopment program. Work on this project
will continue throi.gh the Complete development program.

.. S--mm fowilter, XMI02-104 Weapons Br. Oct 1960 Continuinq

During FY 62 detailed consultation has bten provided to Uhe developing agency
in the areas of workspace layout, task analysis. en-placem-nt and loading problems, and a
general fire control problem. Human factors design studies have been completed for the
environmental cover for this weapon and its crew and for seat designs with safety harness
to permit the efficient transportation of personnel. Studies have been nitiated to evaluate
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the direct fire capability ising a spotting rifle and to evaluate the requirements for hearing
protection during firing of the weapon. Evaluation of prototype hardware is planned for
FY 63

k Zieavy Assault Weapon (TOW) Weapons Br. Nov 19b1 Continuing

During FY 62 the Human Engineering Laboratories were requested to parti-
cipate in a program designed to determine the feasibility of the TOW concept. Within
this feasibility program the Human Engineering Laboratories were given responsithlity
for demeloping the feasibility of tracking mounts ans establishing those criteria to op

t
s-

mize human tracking for this weapon. The current feasibility study has been extended
to include the operational hazards as well as the operational requirements for the system.

I HUIB/SS-II Helicopter Weapons Br. July 1961 Continuing
Armament

This program was de•igned to evaluate the gunner's task with respect to heli-
copter dynamic optical sights and missile controls in order to provide human factors criteria
for optimum installation. During FY 62 the primary effort has consisted of the prepara-
tion of test methodology to establish the criterion information without the necessity of
flying helicopters and expending missiles. In addition, a complete evaluation of the SS- II
operator's control units and workspace layouts were performed. This program is extended
to continue through FY 63.

nm. Simm and 4.2 Moe' .-s Weapons Br. Aug 1960 Continuing

During FY 62 the evaluation of the 4.2 Mortar was completed and an wothne of
appiicable human engineering data compiled. This, in conjunction with a mortar portability
study, resulted in recommendations which provide substantial impri, .ments for the 4.2
Mortar. A preliminary investigation of the Mortar Platoon has been completed in which
the overall accuracy was recorded doring a series of platoon missions. Carrent and future
effort will consist of monitoring new material developments, evaluation of new concepts
with respect to the military characteristics, and the study of fire control equipment and
procedures in a continuing effort to reduce human errors.

n. Medium Assault Weapon Weapons July 1962 Continuing

This is a new project within the Human Engineering Laboratories and is pri-
marily concerned with evaluating concepts to determine the feasibility for development
of a new Medium Assault Weapon. The Human Engineering Laboratories responsibilitlies
are to provide the human factors criteria in the areas of accuracy, firing hazards, and
oporational cormpatibility for the MAW System.

o. Limited Warfare Weapons July 1962 Continuing

The purpose of this task within the Human Engineering Laboratories is to develop
realistic human factors criteria to use as a base for design and evaluation of limited war-
fare materiel. The orientation of this project is to establish categories of human factors
criteria, particularly to limited warfare operations. This background will be the founda-
tion for the application of human engirneering to the concept, design, and evaluation of
weapons and equipment being designed for limited war usage.

p. Maultr Missile Br. May 1960 Continuing

The FY 63 program for human factors engineering of thi auler System will
be a continuation of the work performed during FY 61. During FY bl the program was
primarily oriented towards isolating and defining the potential human factors problem
areas which required detailed design solutions. During FY 63 project personnel will moni-
tor the operational and acoustic tests to be conducted at Aberdeen Proving Ground.

q. NIKE ZEUS Missile Br. Sept 1961 Continuing

During FY 62 project personnel performed a human factors evaluation of the
near tactical components of the Zeus system to determine those areas of human factors
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deficiencies sh.ch require solution prior to release for inal production. A report on the

intial phase has been prepared ana distributed to AOMC. The second phase to be con-
ducted in FY 63 xill be a more detailed evaluation of the as vet non-tactical component,

to Msure that their des-. will be compatible with the currently existing tactical equip-

r. Pershing Missile Br. On, 1958 Conrtnuing

During FY 62 thZ Human Engineering Laboratories have continued to s-r port
the Pershing RID Office in aduilton to starting on a human factors program for the Indus-
trial Division. This phase shifting between R&D and Industrial will insure the continuity
of human factors designs throughout production of the system. The industrial program con-
sists of detailed review of Pershing Memoranda to insure consistency with previous R&D
designs and decisions. The primary FY 62 Pershing R&D effort vas directed toward
finalization of count-down procedures, noise hazards esalbation, communication require-
ments, and establishment of human factors test requirements for the final weapon system
test program.

s. Missile B Missile Br. Sept 1962 Continuing

This project is scheduled to begin during the first quarter of FY 63. Consulta-
tion has been continuing with Missile B project personnel as an attempt to specify the
detailed human factors requirements in support of the Missile B program.

t. NIKE-HERCULES Missile Br. Dec 1961 Contimuing

During the third quarter FY 62. Human Engineering Laboratories provided con-
sultation services to AOMC and their civilian prime contractors on the human factors prob-
lems which required solution for the development of the ATBM missile. Consultation
services will be continued through FY 63 on as, "as required" basis.

u. SERGEANT Missile Br. Jan 1958 Continuing

During FY 62 studies were conducted to determine estimates of computer opera.
tion reliability, in terms of freedom from human error, and spee-h intelligibility levels
which can be expected during tactical operation of the SERGEANT firing set. Recommen-
dations were made on the basis of an analysis of the data which could significantly and
practically improve the operator's performance. The extreme temperature tests of the
SERGEANI at Eghn AFB climatic chamber were monitored and studies of the critical
sub-systems were made to determine whether extreme weather conditions, including wind
and rain, could be expected to induce a decrement in the physical or mental performance
level of the crew.

v. ML-I and ML-IA Mobile Low Missile 3r. Sept 1961 Continuing
Reactor Prototype

During FY 62 project personnel conducted a detailed evaluation of the ML-I
control cab to determine it, iperabslsty and effectiveness as the central control for plant
functioning. A control cab mock-u> was fabricated to aid in the investigation. A report
containing all of the deficiencies and recommendations of this phase was published as
TM 8-62. The FY 63 effort will be directed toward (1) establishing a recommended design
for a ML- IA control cab and, (2) investigating the power conversion skid to evaluate the
equiuc,-t and tasks associated with maintaining the equipment and preparing the skid for
operation. This work is being done for the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.

w. Mobile High Power Reactor Missile Br. July 1962 Continuing
MHIA

The Corps of Engineers have requested the Human Engineering Laboratories to
undertake a human factors evaluation of the Mobile High Power Reactor. MHIA. Project
oersonnel will evaluate the general MHIA plant design, operations, and equipment. It is
anticipated that a mock-up of the proposed control console will be fabricated to provife for
incorporating and illustrating recommendations for the most efficient human factors engl-
neering design.
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2. Supporting Research

The Supporting Research Laboratory conducts basic and applied human factors
research. This research is oriented to define and capitalize on the capabilities and timita-
tions of Army equipment operators under a wide variety of operational and environmental
c•n.eitiors.

Three branches, Fire Control, Applied Psychophysiology, and Environmental,
conduct a program of investigation which includes the following current tasks:

Date Estimated

Project Branch Started Completion

a. Army Aircraft Armament Fire Control Br. Jan 1961 Continuing

This task is to establish baselines for ii) probability of detection of military
ground targets, (2) the types of ground targets most likely to be detected, (3) the accuracy
with which the slant range to such targets may be estimated and (4) evaluating mechanical
optical, or electronic aids for both ground target detection and range estimation. To in-
vestigate the problems of nap-of-the-earth navigation and aircraft vulnerability. One
ground target detection study and one range estimation study have been completed and the
results published. It is anticipated that most effozt will be concentrated this fiscal year on
problems of low level navigation and aircraft vulnerability.

b. Aerial Television Fire Control Br. March 1961 Continuing
Sensor and Remote Monitor

This task was initiated to determine operator limitations and acceptable display
degredations for detection, acquisition and closing course tracking of ground targets b,
,.ay of a remote display from an aerial television camera. One pilot study of perceptual
acuity has been conducted and a literature survey and review of similar investigations
have been completed.

c. Television Use in Remote Fire Control Br. July 1962 Continuing
Ground "chicle Control

The purpose of this task is to determine the ability of a man to (I1 remotely
maneuver a vehicle over various types of terrain using television as his visual contact
and (2) identify various target types white under way. While awaiting maneuverable wheeled
vehicles adaption, studies of range estimation from stationary television cameras are
currently being conducted and the effects of camera speed on target detection will be in-
vestigated utilizing a television camera mounted on a remotely controlled railroad cart.

d Telescopic Rifle Sight Fire Control Br. April 1962 Continuing
Magnification

The effects of sight magnification from 2 Ix to 8x will be evaluated under con-
ditions of normal and stress time intervals. A pilot study using Army riflemen of "Marks-
man, Snarpshooter and Expert" classification has been conducted for magnifications of
2.5x, 4x0 6x and Bx under both stress conditions.

C. V:gilancc App. Psy. June 1959 Continuing

This task is being conducted as a multi-phase in-house research program. Current
emohasis is on the effects of feedback uposn monitoring performance It has been demon-
$le-tril that feedback (knowledge of results) can eliminate performance decrement. Feedback
in the form of mild electric shock was found to be no more effective than auditory feedback
in the initial monitoring session. Studies during FY 1963 will be concerned with the pos-E.be
differential transfer effects of punishing and non-punishing feedback.

f. Design of a P:cture Language App. Psy. July 1961 Thru FY 64
To Identlfy Vehcle Controls

This task was initiated to develop a non-verbal system of labelling wheeleA
vehicle controls, enabling foreign personnel (e.g., of the NATO group) to operate equip-
ment with a minimum of training. A tentative set of picture symbols has been constructed,
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and is now being evaluated. Effort during FY 63 will be directed at final evaluations and

extensions of the symbol aet to all dials, meters, guages and warning lights.

g. Pnysncal Force Problems App. Psy. Aug 1962 Continuing

The purpose of this r-egram is to determine the energy cost of selected physical
tasks and the effects of such snergy cost upon the fulfillment of primary and secondary
job requirements. This will include studies of rotary work and load carrying. With respect
to rotary work, such variable as torque, handcrank dimensions, and placement of cr'nks
will ne investigated. The load carrying capability studies will emphasize the design features
of containers.

h. Check-Reading Displays App. Psy. June 1962 Nov 1962

The efficiency ot various check reading displays will be evaluated under condi-
tions of (I) brief exposure and (2) prolonged monitoring.

i. Auditory Localization of App. Psy. July 1962 Continoing
Combat Sounds

The purpose of this program is to determine those characteristics of selected
battlefield sounds that contribute to auditory localization. A comparison of battlefield
sound localization and localization of pure tones will be iwade. Testing will be performed
with and without combat headgear. The data will be used for two purposes: (1) as an aid
to the development of techmques in object ide-tifcatane and Q2) as an aid to the design of
weapons with minimal or maximal sound "signatures".

j. Optical Magnification Loss App. Psy. Sept 1961 Nov 1962
of Perceived Depth

The purpose of this study is to quantify the reduction of perceived depth under
conditions of optical magnification. A varipower telescope has been fabricated to speci-
fications. Data obtained will provide information relevant to the use of optics for ranging
purposes.

k. Headlight Placement on App. Psy. June 1962 Oct 1962
Track-Laying Vehicles

The task was initiated to evaluate the feasibility of mounting headlights to the
sides or aft of the driver. Two phases of work are involved. First, criteria for headlight
evaluation will be selected, or. if unavailable in the literature, developed. Second, these
criteria will be used to evaluate the feasibility of several proposed mounting locations.

1. Dctctton Cf Figures in App. Psy. Sept 1961 June 1963
Wh-teout Conditions

The purpose is to explore the perceptual consequences of a uniform visual field(.anzfeld) under controlled laboratory conditions. The uniform field occurs in the arctic
and occasionally to pilots. In both cases severe visual deficiencies result, such as myopiaand loss of depth. The studies will include investigations of the effects of colored fields
and inter.nittent lighting upon the detection f figures in the ganzfeld.

O-. sreration SWAMP FOX It Env. Br. Aug 1962 During FY 63

The purpose of this program is to obtain quantitative data on the effects of a
tropical environment upon men operating military equipment. The program has four (4)
major objectives I) measurement of heat stress experienced by men performing regular
militar) duties, i.e., operating vehicles of interest to the Army; (2) measurement of total
thermal balance of men sn selected tropical environmental situations, (3) assessment of the
effects of a hot wet env., ,ni upon niie performance of men confined to track-laying vehicles
for prolonged time periods. (4) a human factors survey of selected vehicles of interest to
the Army i•.th emiphasis on tropical employment. These data will be obtained during Opera-
tion SWAMP FOX It in Panama during the summer-fall of 1962.
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n Effects of Noise Exposure on Env. Br. Aug 1955 Continuing
Aud!aory Acuity in the Rhesus
Mon!-ey

The eventual goal of this program is to provide data needed for the development
of human damage-risk criteria for impulse noise exposure. The current effort includes
the establishment of quantitative relations between auditory threshold shifts and selected
noise parameters, using the Rhesus monkey as the experimental subject. Among the noise
parameters being invest2gated are sound pressure level, number of impulses, and rr,.ulse
rate/unlit time. A reliable and efficient method for obtaining audiograms for the Rhesus
monkey has been developed. A group of animals is being trained and will be tested during
FY 63.

o. Effect of Estreme Tempera. Env. Dr. July 1962 July 1963
ture Upon Performance

The purpose of this program is to evaluate the effects of thermal gain or loss
upon combat efficiency. An extensive literature survey is being conducted into the areas
of (1) t1e effects of temperature extremes and (2) the criteria of human performance rele-
vant to combat performance. Based upon the data obtained, studies of efficiency will be
carried out under high and/or low temperatures.

p Evaluation of a Develop. Env. Br April 1962 Late FY 1964
mental Armored Squad
Carrier

This task has been divided into two phases (1) development of an interior layout
for future a.rmored personnel carriers. eased upon available dimensions for such future
vehicles: (2) ETmpirical comparison of the proposed interior with existing vehicles with
respect to such factors as loading and unloading time, ingress and egress time, and effects
of prolonged confinement upon crew performance. The findings of the HEL programý "In-
dividual Capabilities and Limitations of Personnel Operating in Armored Vehicles" (FY
61-62) were app]iedtothedesignoftheproposed interior layout, and a static mock-up has been
built Evaluations of the design will continue throughout FY 63 and 64.

q. Small Arms Effectiveness Env. Br. Oct 196Z Continuing
from a Mobile Firing
Platform

This is an outgrowth of MEL task 'Evaluation of a Developmental Armored
Squad Carrier". The purpose of this task is to evaluate the ability of individual riflement to
acquire and hit targets while firing from a moving platform, e.g., while riding in a squad
carrier. The effects of terrain, speed of vehicle, and firing position upon rifle accuracy will
be investigated. In addition, accuracy will be evaluated as a function of selected weapon
characteristics.

r. Exploratory Study: Wpns. Br. July i962 Continuing
"Psychweap"

This i4 a new task in which research was initiated in July 1962 This is a clas-
sified project.

P1Cm :-.,Y ARSENAL. DOVER. NEW JERSEY

I. Projei- llevelopmnent

a. Currestly active projects and experimenters are

(I) Nike Zeus Missile System: M. H. Weasner
J. Kostakis

(2) Pershing Missile System: J. ossakis
(3) Sergeant Missile System I. I. Weasner
(4) Missile B: G. R. DeTogm
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(5) Projectile, atomic, 155mm: J. Kostakis
(6) Engineer Nuclear Demolition G. R. DeTogni
(7) Line Charge Design J. Kostakis

b. Human Factors Specialists are working members of "design teams" throughout
.al phases of materiel research and development carried out by Picatinny Arsenal. Analy-
tical and emperical methods results in detailed Human Factors evaluations and recommen-
dations for consideration and implementation by Project Managers, are used in tht, following
areas

(1) Weapon system analysis
(2) Personnel sub-system analysis
(3) Operating and procedural manual development
(4) Component sub-system analysis
(5) Check out and maintenance requirements
(6) Packaging and handling design
(7) Stockpile to targct sequence analysis
(8) Extreme environmental effects

2. ConJsUltation Actlvities

" substantidl portion of time is devoted to consulting with design personnel on
matters of optimal equipment design, psychological, biological or anthropometric data
requirements, or disseminating Human Factors information. Examples of current projects
in this area and their scope are:

Experimenters

a. Anti-tank and anti-personnel mines P. S. Strauss

(I) detection factors
(2) identification factors
(3) recovery techniques
(4) Arming and safing problems

b. Packaging and handling problems M. H. Weasner
J. Kostakis

(I) handle and latch design
(2) size, weight, handling characteristics

c. Tripwire Systems P. S. Strauss
0. R. DeTogni

(1) force consideration
(2) detection factors

d. Target acquistion under flare illumination P. S. Strauss
G. R. DeTognm

(1) candlepower requirements
(2) camouflage and terrain factors
(3) personnel acquisition capability

3. Monitoring Act vities

. A small amount of time is also spent in monitoring human factors activities which
are or could become relevant to Picatmnny's research and development mission. Some of
these Projects are:

a. Bionics Research P. S. Strauss
b. Programmed Instructional I (vices Mt. H. Weasner

c. TV Target Acquisition P. b. Strauss
d. Material Handling Research J. Kostakis
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4. Special Projects

The Concepts and Applications Laboratory of Picatinny Arsenal is conducting an
operationos research analysis of the Army's Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) opera-
lions, including the forecasting of 1965- 1970 requirements. Human Factors Specialists
seive the study team as follows.

a. P. S. Strauss Study Coordinator
b. G. R. DeTogm Organization and Mission Analysis
c M. H. Weasner Training and Testing Analysis
d. J Kostakis Equipment Requirements

FRANKFORD ARSENAL. PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA

Date Estimated
Project Branch Started Completion

a. Psychological Warfare J. T. O'Connor June 1961 Indefinite
Ammunition Program E. J. McGuigan

This project involves the human engineering of a family of weapon systems. Secur-
ity considerations preclude the discussion of the program except in general terms. The
problems involved include the evaluation of weapon and ammunition with regard to* (I)

- crtisn Factors, (2) Anthropometrics, (3) Maintenance, (4) Safety, and 15) Overall weapon
capability.

b. Tank Tracking A. C. Karr Nov 1957 Continuous

The electronic tank-tracking system is used in conjunction with mock-ups of new
anti-tank weapon systems to obtain human engineering data to be used as design criteria.
It may also be used in connection with tracking problems other than those directly con-
nected with tanks. Experiments to study control parameters for the Heavy Anti-tank Wea-
pon System - XM-89 have been completed using this equipment. Other studies dealing wsth
general control design problems will be conducted in the future.

c. Fire Control Consultation Staff Sep 1959 Continuous
Services

Separate funds have been set aside by the Fire Control Division for human engi-
neering consultation services that will not require more than 2 man weeks of effort. Where
more effort is required, a separate project is to be set up for it. These funds permit pro-
ject engineers to request the Human Factors Engineering Branch to look into their projects
and determine how much human engineering is required, outline a complete program to be
followed, and provide assistance in obtaining human engineering data through literature
searcne3 and experimentation.

d. Main Battle Tank A. C. Karr Tune 1960 June 1963

The purpose of this project is to provide haman engineering services for the fire
control of the Main Battle Tank. The work of the Human Factors Engineering Branch is
concerned primarily with monitoring contractor efforts and coordinating the work of the
Hum-.s Egineering Laboratories, Frankford Arsenal, and the contractors. Certain prob-
"erns in lhb use of television will also be investigated.

e. Electro-Visual Equipment. R. F. Kelly June 1958 June 1962

This system offers the possibility of night-time operations through the use of electro-
visial equipment. Problems requiring human engineering attention concern surveillance.
target utection., weapoc laying, control-display relationships, communication links, and so
forth.

At at later stage both static and dynamic field tests under combat-like conditions
will be conducted.
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WATERVLIET ARSENAL, WATERVLIET. N. Y.

a. 105mm Pivot Chamber Howitzer Concept and Experimental Design
b. 155mm Pivot Chamber Howitzer Concept for XM6Z Weapon System
c Muzzle Blast Studies on 105mm Howitzer XMI03, 155mm Howitzer T255 Series,

and 155mm Howitzer T258 Series
d. 81mm Mortar XM93 Concept
e. 107mm Mortar XM95 Concept
f. 4 2 Mortar T201, Portability and Mount Studies
g. 4.2 Mortar M30, Portabitity and Target Acquisition Studies
h. British 81mm Mortar LlAI Comparison with American Standard M29
i. Blast and Noise Studies, Bore Evacuation Studies, and Control Panel Design on

152mm Gun Launcher XMgI for Shillelagh Weapon System
j. Rapid Fire Weapon Concept
k. Field EvaLiation of Vigilante Weapon System

U. S. ARMY MISSILE COMMAND. REDSTONE ARSENAL. ALABAMA

Contractor

a. Advanced Visual Information Display (AVID) McDonnell
HEL

A human factors evaluation of the AVID technique was conducted. Considerations
investigated with regard to this anti-aircraft defense system display study were effect
of display hardware on decision time reduction, effect of display simolification on deci-
sion making, comparison of alphanumeric and symbolic displays, sntegr. -on of geographic
information on operational displays and its effect on the equipment operaior. Among para-
mete-s experimentally investigated were- the influence of the number of tracks displayed,
duration of data presentation, i'l.ormation content, and the effect of color on predicted
situation display. This effort has been concluded with preparation of a final report.

b. DX-43, DX-44 Simulators Nord-Aviation

A brief human factors evlauation of the DX-43 and DX-44 (wire guided missile) simu-
lators was conducted. Critical aspects of these simulators, assessed in classroom and
field environments, were such considerations as pertinence of task practice, miss measure-
ment terhnique., utilization in job environment, ease of utilization, economy of use, equip-
ment layout, and operating and instruction procedures.

Contractor
c. MAULER Convair

Amo A completed and current experimentation efforts designed to provide operator-
associated information for the design of the MAULER System are: video displays studies,
assessment of vibration effect on operator functions, hablaitabihty and noise evaluations.
and data pick-off levice studies. Future human factors studies will investigate saturation
level of the operator, seating, on vehicle equipment, console proposed for fire unit, capa-
bility of operator to handle air defense problem in face of each type of predicted ECM,
sector control capabilities of the human operator, lighting, and operator performance under
alt environmental and situation variables on which MAULER operation -s predicted. Prepa-
-. ti,- if Task and Skill Analysis is in process.

d. MISSILE B (AOMC)

A brief technical and management plan has been prepared to assure the inclusion
of human factors engineering in the development of the MISSILE B Weapon System from
the earhest point in the program. Overall human engineering inclusion requirements,
ider.-tication of critical areas, and delineation of features already planned to reduce or
eliminate potential operational difficulties experienced in previous systems, formed the
techr.ical human engineering overview. Plans for coordination, evaluation, and design
assistance activities were established; human engineering design criteria were selected.
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Contractor

e. Multisystem Test Equipment RCA

Human factors engineering analyses, providing data for human engineering applica-
tion d•,ring equipment design phases, were performed. Such design application data as opera-
tion environment, performance, system profiles, functions analyses, sequence analyses,
etc., were provided. Design inputs, based on these analyses and on system human engineer-
ing criteria, have been integrated into preliminary designs of workspaces, panelware, renair
equipment, procedures, and uther areas where the human operator will be a critical factor
in the efficiency of electronic, hydraulic/pneumatic, and repair unit operation. Human
engineering design criteria were prepared and supplementary criteria were selected for
MTE human factors engineering design application.

f. NIKE HERCULES ATBM BTL
HEL

Current human engineering activities include panel layout studies, control and in-
dicator evaluations, and assessment of human engineering aspects involved in transition
from a permanent to mobile system operation.

g NIKE ZEUS BTL
DAC
HEL

Continuing human engineering efforts have been applied by the contractor, during
R&D. to the design of NIKE ZEUS equipment, particularly in radar, computer, and other
grord equipment areas. The current reporting period has seen the initiation of an intense
human engineering evaluation performed by HEL for AOMC. To date, the following areas
have been exposed to human engineering assessment- ZEUS Defense Conter including acqui-
sition radar transmitter and receiver, and power plant; computer equipment including
operation and maintenance; ambient environmental influences including noise, rotation.
and radiation, development of special weapon and adaption kit; and system consistency. A
human engineering evaluatlion of the missile itself has been initiated. Other areas to be
studied from the human engineering standpoint are ground guidance equipment, missile
assembly procedure, missile loading and launching procedures. A human engineering
assessment of equipment, its operationand its proceduralaspects will take place at lwajelein.

k. PERSHING Martin-Orlando
HEL

Representative PERSHING Human Engineering studies conducted during this report-
ing period, in addition to major human factors efforts in design preparation of documenta-
tion, specification reviews, consultation, etc., were as follows. Evaluation of crane loading
techniques and operating time, evaluation of warhead assembly stand and container, assess-
ment of containers, missile air vanes, warhead davit, Erector-launcher and warhead vehicles,
and Communications Central during road testing, Erector-Launcher crewman transport-
ability studies, evaluation of Power Station and Power Station Equivalent including Air Cycle
Equipment acoustical tests and measurements of sound-attenuated Power Station near field
noise, FMTX cable storage study; physiological and psychological measurements during
high-low temperature tests, blackout operations study (pilot study), studies of human engineer-
ing aspects of three azimuth laying systems; Noise measurements of Systems Test Station
and Coniponents Test Station. ground networks color c-ding study, evaluation of simplicity.
complh e--.s, procedural logic, handbook and skill requirements for malfunction isolation in
ai.ý Frograiimer- Test Station, Systems Test Station and Components Test Station.

i. SERGEANT Sperry-Utah
HEL

During the current reporting period, the SERGEANT Weapon System's data input
provisions were experimentally evaluated. This study was designed ana conducted to as-
certain the degree of reliability, in terms of freedom from operator error, that can be
expected during the initial data insertion by the Firing Set operator. Also performed was
a human engineering evaluation of SERGEANT Weapon System operational aspects when
subjected to extreme temperatures in the Eglin AFB Climatic Laboratories.
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j. SHILLELAGH Missile Subsystem Aeronutronics
HEL

k preliminary study on gunner training and tracking ability was completed. Assess-
ment of possible glare and retinal effects of missile tracking flare observation was per-
forined. Noise measurements were taken and are being evaluated.

k. ADVANCED PROJECTS (AOMC)

Human Factors Engineering development and management plans have been prepared
for advanced projects. These studies outline critical human engineering areas to receive
priority, selection of design criteria, management plan for coordination and design assist-
ance, and inclusion of positive engineering features of current systems into proposed sys-
tems. Other activities in the advanced projects area (such as FABMDS) consisted of pro-
posal and feasibility evaluations from the human engineering standpoint. Research projects
receiving human engineering inputs or researchprojects pertainungto human factors research
are typified by Out-of.Line-of-Sight studies and the Effocts of Stress on Performance studies
which are currently being initiated.

U. S. ARMY TANK-AUTOMOTIVE CENTER, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

a. Human Engineering Studies on M60EI Tank, Responsible Agencies. Aberdeen Proving
Ground, HEL and Chrysler Mopar.

b. Human Engineering. Studies on the XM57I, Articulated Vehicle, Cargo Carrier.
Responsible Agencies: Aberdeen Proving Ground, HEL and Canadair Limited.

c. Human Engineering Studies on AR/AAV. Responsible Agencies; Aberdeen Proving
Ground, HEL and COTP (Cleveland).

d. Human Engineering support for XM561, 1-1/4 Ton truck series. Responsible Agency:
Aberdeen Proving Ground, HEL.

ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

a. Human engineering of Auxiliary Propelled I51mm Howitzer Carriage, XMI23,
Howitzer, Light Towed.

b. 105mm XMIOZ and 115mm Boosted Rocket Launcher, XM70.

ORDNANCE WEAPONS COMMAND. ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

a. .:,uitzcer. 105mm Towed, XMIO2
b. Launcher, 115mm, XM70
c. Special Purpose Individual Weapon (SPIW)

Studies associated with the above-listed projects have been made by in-house personnel,
contractors, and the Human Engineering Laboratory. The Command function is to momtor
and coordinate the studies, to review technical reports, and to assist the member arsenals
in their Human Factors Program.

B. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS SINCE LAST CONFERENCE REPORT

-i.,ivwn. G. and Dickinson, N. A Human Factors Evaluation of the Main Battle Tank, 105-nm
Gun, M60EI. Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., Human Engineering Laboratories Tech
Memo 14-62. May 62. (Unclassified)

Chaillet, R. F. and Steinberg, A. The Human as a Missile System Component, Seventh
Military.Industry Missile and Space Reliability Symposium, 18-21 June 6Z. (Unclassified)

Chas•iet, R. F. Utilization of the Photographic Method for Determining Body Dimension of
the 95th Percentile Arctic Clothed Soldier, Army Ordnance Missile Command, Redstone
Arsenal, Ala., Tech Note 2BIN, 7 Nov 61. (Unclassified)
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Corona. B. Mt. Review of Human Fastors Studi-s of M1l3 and a New Concept Armored Squad
Carrier. Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., Human Engineering Laboratories Tech Note
4-62. Jure 62. (Unclansified)

Corona. B. M. A Pryhr,:,a, Nuvie. u U. Z. and Foreign Tank Seat Design. Aberdeen
Provirg Ground, Md., Human Engieering Laboratories Tech Note 9-62. (in Press)
fUnclassified)

Dickinson, N. A. A Preliminary Study of Tank Commander's Seat Assembly for M60EI
Tank. Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.. Human Engineering Laboratories Tech Note"7-62. (In Press) (Unclassified)

Fried, C. and Meadows, J. A. Studies on the Perceived Threshold for Motion. t. Effects
of Aperture Di-entson on Threshold Velocity. April 62. Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md., Human Engineering Laboratories Tech Memo 6.62. (Unclassified)

Fried, C., Delaney, J. P. and Faccidomo, W. S. Studies on the Perceived Threshold for
Motion II. Effects of Induced Motion on Threshold Velocity. Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md., Human Engineering Laboratories Tech Memo 18-62. August 1962. (Unclassified)

Glucksberg, S. and Lince, D. L. The Influence of Military Rank of Experimenter on the
Conditionirg of a Veroal Response. Aberdeen Proving Ground. Md., Human Engineering
Laboratories Tech Memo 10-62 March 1962 (Unclassified)

Gschwind, R. and Horley, G. A preliminary Human Engineering Evaluation of Heavy Mortar
System Performance. Aberdeen P-aving Ground, Md., Human Engineering Laboratories
Tech Memo 3-4-2 Jan 62. (Unclaus, d)

Gschwsnd, R. A Preliminary Report on Gunner Tracking Behavior. Aberdeen Provir.
Ground, Md., Human Engineering Laboratories Tech Memo 6-62.

Hedgcock, R. E. A Human Engineering Evaluation of a KFZ-Werk ECRUBEWERDAN East
German Truck, 4x2, H6. Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., Human Engineering Labora-
tories Tech Note 8-62. (In Press) (Unclassified)

Hicks, S. A. The Effects of Twenty-Four Hours Confinement in Mobile Armo.ed Personnel
Carriers on Selected Combat Relevant Skills: Study V. Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.,
Human Engineering Laboratories Tech Memo 23-61. November 1961. (Unclassified)

Hicks, S A. and Randall, R. B. The Effects of Twenty-Four Hours Confinement in Mobile
Armored Personnel Carriers on the Performance of Selected Combat Relevant Skills.
A Follow-Up. Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., Human Engineering Laboratories Tech
Memo 7-62. June 1962 (Unclassified,

Jacobson. B. Human Engineering Evaluation of the SERGEANT Computer Data Insertion
(U), Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md , Human Engineering Laboratories Tech Note 6-61,
OMS Code 5210. 12.123A.51(AOMC). December 1961. (Confidential)

Karsh, R., Mudd, S. and VonUffel, W. Design of a Picture Language to Identify Vehicle
Controls. III. A Comparative Evaluation of Selected Picture Symbol Designs. Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md , Human Engineering Laboratories Tech Memo 15-62. (Unclassified)

Lewis, J. and Maffia, P. The Tank User. Aberdeen Proving Grounad, Md , Human Engnrer-
n Laboratories Tech Note 2-o2. Feb 62. (Unclassified)

i.ýs, T. A Partial Review of the Literature on Physiological Disorders Resulting from th1
Operation of Mlotor Vehicles. Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.. Human Engineering Labora-
tories Tech Memo 17-62. May 62. (Unclassified)

Martin, P.. Romba, J. and Gates, H A Method for the Study of Hearing Lose and Recovery
in Rhesus Monkeys Aberdeen Proing Ground, Md., Human Engineering Laboratories
Ttch Memo 11-62 May 1962. (Unclassified)

McIntyre, Frank, Hedgcocl, R. E. and Lewis. J. Manual of Standard Practice for Human
Factors in Military Land Vehicles Design Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., Human
Engineering Laboratories Tech Memo 21-62. (In Press) (Unclassified)
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Collins. W. E. and Guedry. F. E. Arousal effects and nystagmus luring prolonged constant
argular acceleration. Acta oto-ltarynol., 1962. 54. ilty-362. (USAMRL Report No. 500).

..V F 4u C ,r F E., and Posner, J. B. Control of caloric nystagmus by manipu-



.McIntyre, F. and Waugh, J. D. Firing Shock Evaluation in Aermo ed Reconnaissance Airborne
Assault Vehicles., XM55i Aberdeen Prova..g Ground. Md., Humn a Engineering Labora-
toeric 'jech Note 10-62. (In Press) (Unclassified)

Mtctntyre, F., Waugh. J. D. and Polefka, D. -. A Tecnhique of Investigating Gunner lrnduceo
Tracking Error. Aberdeen Proving Groond, Md., Human Engiineering Laboratories
Tech iM-- 20-62. 1t. P .ess) (Unctos~ified)

MrMurrer. 3. E, ord MoCahan, MI. E. A Human Engineering Evaluation of the ML- I Mobile
Low Pacer N~uclear Power Plant. Aberdeen Proving Ground. Md., Human Engineering
Laboratories rech Henmo 8-62. Mar 62. (Unclassified)

Mater. C. G., 'aoldstore, G. and Gatmmn. L. C. Helicopter Armnament Program A-rto-
Caroind Target Detection and Identification. Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.. Humnar
Engineering Laboratorien Tech Memno 1.62 Jan 62 (Unclassified)

Mudd, S. and Narsti. R. Den~gn of a Picture Language to tdentify Vehicle Coiitrols, L
General Method. 1I. investigation of Population S,ereotypes. Aserdeen Proving Ground.
Md , Human Enginserin. Laboratorien Tech Memo 2Z.61. Dec 61. (Unclassified)

Nortander. W. 0'. and Torre. J. A Loading Rote Evaluation of a Pivot Chamber Breevh
and an XM0 Howitzer Br.eeh.- Aberdeen Proving Ground. Md., Human Engineering
L ont ýýaboratories Tech Menio 9-62. Mar 6Z. (Conidmdvntial)

Nortander, WA. D., Hunt, J. and Young, R. A Human Factorn Engineering Evaluation of the
M91 118-mm MuLitiple Rocket Launcher. Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., Hurman Engineer.
2ng Laboratories Tech Memo 13.62. Islay 62. (Unclassified)

Smith. M. 2, The Effectiveness of the V-SIR Ezr !Pt5 5 as an Auditory Protective Device
I. Protection Againnt Hi2ghetntenoily Impulse Noise (105mm Howitzer). AberdeenProving
G-ound, Md.. Human Engineering Laboratories Tech Memo 1.-61 (Unclassified)

Smith. M G. a.id Goldstone, G. A Pilot Study of Temporary Threshold Shifts Resulting
from Exposure to High Intensity Impulse Noise. Aberdeen Proving Ground. Md., Humnan
Engineering Laboratories Tech Memo 19-6i. Sep 61. (Unclassif.ed)

Snyler. H. L., Gatman. L. C. and Wallach. H. D. An Investigation Comparing the Relative
Effects of Two Modes of Gun Turret Operation on Tracking Performance - Study 11.
Aberdeen Proving Ground. Md,, Hqrman Engineering Laboratories Tech Memo 5-62.
Apr 62. (Unclassified)

Strauss. P. S. and DcTogru. G. R. Personnel Target Acquisition Under Flare Illumination.
(Paper presented at National Research Council Committee Search Symposiumn. 17 Apr
6Z. San Diego. Cal-fornia). Picatinsy Arsenal Technical Report (In Press). (Unclassified)

Strauss, P. S. and DeTogn-, G. R. Limb Sensitivity to Wire Barrier. Perceptual and Motor
Skill-. (In Press) (Unclassified)

Romba. J. J-.Martin. P. The Propagation of Air Shock Waves on Bioc~iysical Model. A- . en
Proving Groiund, Md., Human Engineering Laboratories Tech Memo 17-61. Sep 61.
(Unclassofied)

Wallach, II. C., Klein, H. The Effects of Increasing Magnification on Monocular Depth
Perception. Aberdeen Proving Ground. Md., Human Engineering Laboratories Tech
lI.te 1-62. Jan 62. (Unclassified)

'n anner. M. H. An Experimental Investigatirni of the Detectability of Ants-Tank M.nee.
Picatinmsy Arsenv1 Technical Report. (In Preen) (Unclabssfied(

Weasner. M. H. and Mydoob. J. Human Engineering Evaluations of Plastic Handles for

Anv-cunition Boxes. Picatinny Arsenal Technical Note FR'.- TN-Ill, blat' 1962. (Un-

Weiss, R. ).1. A Himan Factors Engsneer.sg Evalcation of the PERSHING Weapon System:
Commonicat'ons Pack (AH/TRC- 80). Aberdeen Proving Grounsd, Md , Humian Engineer-
ing iLaboratoriee Tech Memo 6-61, OHS Code 5210.12.12700.00 (AOM.C). (Unclassified)
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Wokoun, F. W. Subjective Reports fromn Subjects in an Aircraft Detection Study: A Guis-
tionmaire Analysis. Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.. Human Engineering Laboritories
Tech Memo 22-62. (In Press) (Unclassified)

Army Ordnance Missile Command Weapon Systems Human Factors Engineering Design
Crite-ia. Army Ordnance Missile Command. Redstoo Arsciial. Ala.. STD-434. I Oct
61. (Unclassified)

Army Ordnance Missile Command Maintainability Design Factors. Army Ordnance Missile
Command, Redstone Arsenal, Ala.. 1 Jun 6 1. (Unclassified)

Sxrface-to-Air Weapons Branch, Systems Research Laboratory. A Human Factor- Engi-
neering Evaluation of the NIKE ZEUS Missile System. Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.,
Human Engineering Laboratories Tech Memo 19-62. June 62. (Unclassifiedi

Published Report. Human Factors Considerations, AR/AAV System XM551, by C. B. Lee,
Conference Minutes, Phase It B, Mock-up Rewew. Cleveland Ordnance Tank Plant,
14 Dec 61, pgs 49-55 (Confidential).

Published Report. Main Battle Tank Components and Concept Review, 20-21 March 1962.
R&E Directorate, OTAC. Sustainability. Human Engineering Considerations. C. B.
Lee, pgs 1-10.

C. BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

AHEARN, R. E., Mechanical Engineer Assistant, BSIE, Youngstown Univ., 1962. (APG)

AYAZIDES. G., Electrical Engineer Assistant. BSEE. Univ. of Connecticut, 1960. (APG)

BLACKMER, R. F. , Electronics Engineer (Instrumentation). BS, Univ. if Massachusetts.
1954. (APG)

BLESSIN, F. K., Mechanical Engineer, BSME, Iowa State, 1947. (RIA)

BLUMER. J., Physcicit. BS, 1958. (RIA)

BROWN, G. L. , Capt. Research and Development Coordinator, BA. Mercer Univ. 1956.
(APG)

CHAIKIN. G., Coordinator. (Human Factors Engr.,)" BSME, Purdue Univ., 1956. (ABMA)

CHAILLET. R. F., Research Psychologist, BA. Univ. of Miami. 1954. (ARGMA;

CHESNOV, G. F.. Ofc. for Safety & Reliability, OSWAC. (PA)

CORONA, B., Engineering Design Technician (Human Factors), BFA. Philadelphia Museum
Collegate of Art, 1960. (APG)

CONSTANTINO, D. M., Supv. Mechanical Engineer. (WA)

COURTNEY, R. L.. Chief, Field Service Branch. Ord Mission. (WSMR)

CRUSE, C., Chief, Engineering Research Laboratory, Maryland Institute School of Mecthan-
ical Arts. (APG)

,'EERING, L. E., Engineer (Human Factors), BS, Univ. of Maine. 1920. (APG)

DELANEY. J. P., Personnel Psychologift Sýpec•aist, BA, Northwestern University, 1960.
(APG)

DeTOGNI, G. R.. General Engineer (Human Factors), BS, 1951. (PA)

DEWEY, R., Mechanical Engineer. BS. Univ. of Florida, 1959. (APG)

DONLEY, R., Engineer (Human Factors). ME, Univ. of Cincirnati. 1954 (APG)
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UYER, E. M.. Phys,.ist. BS. Chestm-t Hill College. 1961. (APG)

ELLIS, It. L.. M~chanical Engineer Assistant, Associate Engr Degree, VdlpariSo Institute

of 1-~hnetogy. 1958 (APO)

E-RICESDN, J. Rt., Engineer (Hunman Factoro). BS. Case Institute of Technology. 1951. (APG)

FACCIDOMO. 'is S., Personitel Psychologist Specialist. BS. Villanova College, 19sI. (APG)

F AIR, P A., E~ngineer (Hniman Factors). Certificate. Pratt Institote. 1926. APG)

FELBINGER, Rt. J., Res~aerh Psychologist (Engsecrsng). BA, Allegheny College. lIV60.
l14im low. State tlniser..ty. 1962. (APG)

FREYMANN, E., General Ordnaflce Design Engineer. (RtA)

FRIED. C, Research Psychologist tVhysiological. Eirper-inertal and 
5

tigin~ering). MA,
N~w Sel'sI for Social R'~search. 19;3. (APP,)

GALL, A. W., h echanseeil Engineer As-sotant. BSME. Newa-k College of Engineering.
1961. (APG)

GALLUN. L., Engineering Technician. (Ordnancet). (Fl.)

GARINTHER. G. Rt., Engineer (Horo.n Factors). BSFE, Gannon College, 1957. (APG)

GATES. H. W., Pcrsoniel Psychologist Specialist. BA. ,,an Josp Slate, 1960, (APG)

GLUCKSBERG. S., Capt. Psychologist, PhD, New York U2nivcrsity. 1960. (APG)

GRAHAM, D. 1. 3r.. Ch,ef. Houman En~gineering Branch, CE. NcirthweesIcrn Univ.. 1937.
(AMC)

GSCHWIND. It, T., Engineer (Humana Factors). ItS. Lehigh University. 1956. (APG)

HE)GOCOCE. R. E., Capt. Research and Development Coordinator, BA, Western Maryland
College. 1956 (APG)

HEIDEL, W., Carriage Design Engineer. BI'iSE, Bradley Univ.. 195 1. (RIA)

HICKS, S. A., Research Psychologist (Engineering). BS, Morgan State College. 1956. (APG)

HODGKISS, W5.. Project Engineer. Certificate, Purdue Univ.. 1960. (APO)

HOLLAND, H. H.. Engineer (Houman Factors). BSME &i BSAE. Virginia Polytechnic Institute,
1942 (APG(

HORLEY. G. L., Engineering Design Technician (Humisan Factors). BFA. Philadelphia Moseunsu
College of Art. 1956. (APO)

HOUFF. C. Wi., LI Col, Deputy Director. Human Engineering Lahoratories, Univ. of Virginia.
Univ. of Maryland (APO)

.U'., .. , 11c.r-a *n- er sittant, BS, Rutgers Univresiiy. 1960. (APG)

JAC-,i.,'i-. B., Research Psychologist (Physiological. Experimental and Engineering).
MS. iowa State, 1957.. (APO)

JOHNSON. 'i. A., Ordnance Design Engineer. (RIA)

KAHL, .' B., Physical Science Assistant, Ohio University. (APG)

KARR. A. C., Supervisory Psychologist, MA. Lehigh University. 1953. (FA)

KARSH. It,, Research Psychologist, BA. Brooklyn College. 1957. (APGI
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KATCHMAR, L. T., Ch.ef. Systems Research l aboratory. PhD. University of Maryland,
1954. (APG)

KEELE. E. J., Physical Scierce Assistant, BA. Iowa State Teachers College, 1960. (APG)

KELLY. R. F.. Engineer, BS, Ilhnois State Normal Un-v.. 1933. (FA)

KINS-. D. M.,* Mechanical Engineer, Georgia Institute of Technology. (APG)

KOSTAKIS, J., Psychologist (Human Engineering). BA, City College of New York, 1959. (PA)

KRAMER. R. R., Physicist (General). BA, Williams College. 1956. (APG)

KREUCHER, R. NI%,, Aotomotxve Research & Design Engineer. BSME, Lawrence institute of
Technology. 1947. (ATAC)

KUPTZ, G. L.. Electronic Engineer, BSEE. Pennsylvania State University, 1959. (APG)

LAUGHERY, K. R.. Ist Lt. Research and Development Coordinator. PhD. Carnegie Tech .
1961. {APG)

LEA. J. IH., Mechanical Engineer Assistant, BSIT, San Jose State College, 1961. (APG)

LEE. C. B., Human Factors Analyst, PhD, University of Michigan, 1952. (ATAC)

LEPORE, D. W., Mechanical Engineer Assistant. BSME, NewBedford Institute of Technology,
(APG)

LEWIS, J. W., Research Psychologist (Physiological. Experimental and Engineering). MA.
George Washington Umversity. 1958. (APG)

LINCE, D. L., Electrical EngineerAssistant. BS, WorcesterPolytechmc Institute. 1960. (APG)

LIZZA, A. J.. Mechanical Engineer. MS, University of Massachusetts, 1958 (SA')

LORENZEN. T. G., JR.. Mechanical Engineer (Ord Wpns Human Engr), BS. Bradley Uni-
versity. 1951. (OWC)

MARONE, R. J.. Mechanical Engineer Assistant. BSIE, University of Oklahoma. 1961. (APG)

MARTIN, P., Research Psychologist (Engineering). MA. Loyola University. 1958. (APG)

MARTIN, W. J., 2d Lt. Research and Development Coordinator, BEE, University of Detroit,
1961. (APG)

MASTAGLIO, G. W., Electrical Engineer Assistant, BEE, Manhatten College, 1958. (APG)

McCAIHAN. M. E.. Ist Lt, Research and Development Coordinator. BS. USMA, 1959. (APG)

McCAIN, C. N., JR., R.P.E._ Acting Chief, SuppOrctng Research Laboratory. BS. University
of South Carolina. 1950. (APG)

McGUIGAN E. J., Psychologist, BA, Temple University. 1950. (FA)

McOI-Tx RE, F. M., Research Psychologist (Physiological. Expe•imental and Engineering!.
MA. Tenple U.tiversity, 1958. (APG)

McMURRRR, J. E., Jr., Capt, Research and Development Coordinator. MS, Virginia Poly-
technic Institute, 1952. (APG)

MOLEP, C. G , Engineer (Human Factors), BSEE. Davis and Elkins College. 1950. (APG)

NEWCOMB. F., Engineer (Human Factors), University of Maryland. (APG,

NORDAN. E. L.. Mechanical Engineer Assistant. BS, Norwich University. (APG)
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OAKLEY. P. D.. Technical Ass't for Human Factors Engineering. (DOFL).

OATMAN, L. C., Research Psychologist (Engineering), MA, University of Nebraska, !96!;
BA, Psychology, 1958 (APG)

PETI IT. G D., Electrical Engineer (Instrumentation). BSEE, North Carolina A & T. 1949.
(AP G)

PORTER. W. J., Physical Science Assistant, BS, Duquesne University. 1959. (APO)

POTTS. E. 0., Mechanical Engneer Assistant. BA. Western State College of Colorado.
1960. (APC)

RANDALL. J. I., Assistant Chief. Engineering Research Laboratory, BS. Johns Hopt.tns Un,-
versity. 1958 (APG)

RANDALL. R. B., Personnel Specialist. BA, Alma College, 1959. (APG)

ROCHA, J. G.. Mcchanical Egngeer, BS, New Bedford Institute of Technology. 1952. (SA)

ROMBA, J. J., Research Psychologist (Physiological, Experimental and Engineering), MA,
University of South Dakota, 1955. (APG)

ROSCOE, A. J. III, Physical Sciences Assistant, BS. Carnegie Institute of Technology, 1960.
(APG)

SAUL, E. V.. Consultant (Human Engineering), PhD, 1951. (PA)

SOVY, B. L., JR,. Engineer (Human Factors). BS, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 1955.
(APG)

SPELLMAN, E. A., Engineer (Human Factors). BSME. Indiana Technical College, 1953.
(APG)

STEPHENS. J. A., Assistant Chief. Systems Research Laboratory. BES. Rhode Island School
of Design, 1951. (APG)

STRAUSS. P. S., Supervisory Psychologist, MA, 1957. (PA)

TAYLOR. R. K., Mechanical Engineer Assistant, BS, Geneva College. 1959. (APG)

TORRE, J. P., JR., Research Psychologist (Physiological, Experirnental and Engineering).
BA. Adelpbs College. 1954. (APG)

UPTON, M., Consultant, PhD, Harvard University, 1928. (APG)

WAUGH. J. D., Mechanical Engsneer Assistant, BSME, University of Buffalo, 1960. (APG)

%EASNER, M. H., Psychologist, MA, 1957. (PA)

WEISZ, J. D., Director, Human Engineering Laborasories, PhD. Univ of Nebraska, 1953.
(APG)

WHITtK'Eq, E. A., Biological Scences Assistant, BS, Cornell University. 1959. (APG)

"u:KOU.'N. F. W., Research Psychologist (Physiological. Experim-ental and Engineering),
PhD, University of Nebraska, 1959. (APG)

WOOD, F. F., JR,. Engineer (Human Factors), BSME, West Vrginia Univcrsity, 1950. (APG)

WOO,- ARD, A. A., JR., Physiologist (Human Factors Engineering), PhD. University of

Pet nsylvania. t947. (APG)
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5. U. S. ARMY ME!ACAL SERVICE

U. S. ARMY MEDICAL RE3EARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND, OFFICE OF THE
SURGEON GENERAL, WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

A. CURRENT WORK PROGRAM

L. Military Psychophysiologcal Studies
(Project No. 6X95-25-001)

Task 01 - Vision and Perception in Relation to Performance

Date Esti-Ited
Task Experinenter(si Started Completion

a. Studies of Stereoscopic Eugene R. Wist March 56 Continuing
Vision George S. Harker

U. S. ANIRL
Ft. Knox. Kentucky

A combination optical-electronic device hLs been constructed for generating the
Pulfrich effect stereoscopicaliy. This apparatus makes possible direct control of the inten-
sity of tight in each eye as well as the contrast ratio of illumination of the pendulum bob
to its background.

Three pilot studies have been performed woth this apparatus in order to refine it
and to determine the range of absolute light intensities and contrast ratios significant in
the production of the Puilfrieh effect. Two further preliminary investigations have been
performed to investigate the effect of interocular absolute intensity differences, contrast
cr.tio differences, and simultineous contrast on the Pulfrich effect. Results suggest that
absolute intensity differences are more important than contract differences. However,
the results also suggest that the effect can be induced by simultaneous contrast differences
between the eyes. A subsequent study concerned the effect of interocular sensitivity differ-
nces on the Pulfr.ch effect.

Instrumentation has been completed for the purpose of investigating the classic
assumption that only imp'ilses arriving simultaneously at the cortex from the two eyes
fuse to produce stereopsis. Essentially, this appartus involves the coupling of a Roush
flash generator with a stereoptometer. It is now possible to delay the arrival at the cortex
of impulses from a glow modular tube from ont eye with respect to the other by from I to
300 (plus) milliseconds. Preliminary data suggest th-t simult.neously arriving impulses
at the cortex may not be a necessary condition for etereopse.r The apparatus is so designed
that in addition to iiterocular delays, the effect on stereopsis oi polse intensity, duration
aid repetition rate can be Investigated.

A study on the effect of base magn.fication on perceived absolute size and distance;
a study on the interaction of voluntary and rotational nystagmus, as well as a bibliography
on voluntary m.ystagmus have been completed.

b. Studies in Perceived George S. Harker I Jan 59 Continuing
P-adial Slope U. S. AMRL

Ft. Knox, Kentucky

Cyclorolation measures in response to a single-line stimulus have been studied by
four techniques of measurement to permit comparison of the methods Of measurement.
Sophi•sticated and naive observers were used to permit, in addition, an evaluation of the
exp-rienee variable.

c. Perceptual and Physio- W. Cohen June 19S7 February 62
Iogial Aspects of Umn- Univ. of Buffalo
form Visual Stimulation

A study of electroencephalographic patterns un.ter conditions of unform stimulation
of thk er.;ire visual field hag bean completed. The laboratory conditlon of "homogeneous
ganifeld" simulated the meteorological state of "tuhite-out." During prolonged stimulation.
a temporary stoppage of visual experience occurred arnd alpha waves returned. The task
was conducted under Contract No. DA-49-007-MD-866. The Final Report has not yet been
received.
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EftTask 02 - Audition and 3ou-u in Relation to Perfoemance

Date Estimated
Task Experimenter(s) Started Completion

a. Effect. of Noise on Per- John L. Fletcher August 54 ContinuingI•formance and Hearing Michel Loeb
' •t •U US. AMRL

Ft. Knox, Ker.tucky

An investigation of the reliability of temporary threshold shift and contraiateral
threshold shift induced by loud monaural stimulation was completed The reliabilities for
contralateral threshold shifts obtained ranged from verylowto moderate, and toe rehiabihties
for temporary threshold shifts ranged from moderate to moderately high. Magnitudes were
such as to explain the lack of significant relationsnip between different indices of acoustic
reflex action (e.g., reduction in each type of shift) previous!i observed, tn another investiga-
tion performed jointly with the U.S.N. Air Materiel Center Air Crew Equipment Laboratory,
there was an attempt to determine relationships between psychophysical and manomeetric
measures of acoustic reflex action. The expected relationships were not found, though
some unexpected relationships seemed to be present in the data.

Data have been reviewed which suggest that the method of temporary threshold shift
reduction may be superior to the free field threshold shift method for the evaluation of ear
protective devices.

b. Effect of Overstimulation M. Lawrer.ce May 55 June 64
and Internal Factors on Univ. of Michigan
the Function of the Inner
Ear

The cochleas of guinea pigs were injected with a high potassium. low.sodium solu.
tion to produce greatly increased intraco. ilear pressure. The cochlear AC potentials
were recorded simultaneously and found to decrease according to the pressure applied.
Four layers of the basilar membraneandtwoof Reissner's membrane were examined electro-
microscopically. They appeared to serve as a selectively diffusing membrane in support of a
radial direction for the maor path of endolvmph flow.

Studies of thl inner ear response to increasingly higher tones showed that even in
the absence of the middle ear, the inner ear produces a "clamp" in the AC response of
the cochlea. The appearance of this response on a cathode ray oscilloscope is identical
to that produced by the middle ear muscles. The effect is related to the overloading proc-
ess of the inner ear in response to high level sounds. These studies are being conducted
under Contract No. DA-49-007-MD-634.

c. Measurement of Noises K. D. Kryter July 58 July 63
of U. S. Army Weapons Bolt Beranek and

Newman, Inc.
Cambrid&e, Mass.

Instrumentation has been completed to simulate the impulse noises of certain U. S.
Army we .pons. Subjects were exposed to pulses at a repetition rate of I. 5, 10, 20. 40,
and 80 per second for durations varying from 5 to 80 seconds. Rise time of the pulses
was 0.5 millisecond; duration I millisecond. with a peak sound pressure level of 168 db
re 0.0002 microbar The temporary threshold shifts obtained were highly variable from
one subjec- to another (5 S's); the maximum toss was around 5000 cps; the most severe
losses were caused by pulse repetition rates of I pulse per secona and the lcast at 5 and
10 pOcs per second, the longer the exposure, the greater was the temporarY threshold
shift. Tins study is being conducted under Contract No. DA-49-007-MD-995.

d Neural Mechanisms for W, D. Neff January 62 December 62
Responses of Middle Bull Beranek and
Ear Muscles Newman. Inc.

Cambridge. Miass.

ihis study was initiated only recently. No reports are yet available. The study ix
being conducted under Contract No. DA-49-193-M.D-ZZJ0. The information to be gatheree
will serve in making differential diagnoses in hearing disorders; in surgical pricodures of
the rar and in the utilisation of t.e "'acoustic reflex- for protection of hearing.
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Task 03 -mrroveinr, of Control and Coordination in Performance

Date Estimated
12ask Estperimenter(s) Satd Completion

a. Studfes in BiomechaiicS IeS. Caldwell July 56 Cortinvxsig
anJ Fatigue U S. A5.t It

Ftý -nox, KerauckT
Work on the effects of body stabitmnat.on on the stre-bth o0 manual ýilorol forces

ha- shown that the shoulder stabil-atiow afforded by the b-ic-rest may v, Tthe strength
of arm extension by as srnoch as 50%, ar-teat tt'e footrest ppszerdu may vary the strengtl
of arm flexion is m-ch no 25%. Work ýs continuing on the 9:,ay of the load-enidu-ince
r1..tionship with special emphasis upon the rclat:znship betw body measurements and
both .Arength and endurance. A preliminary rnalysis of the daza Trveals that •srenglfi
and endurance are anrelated whet, the loai. is prCportional to the 'J•ects* strength. Also1
the !oad-enduraanc- ri•.t-onsh:p !s app-aently unc•aznged by v-ae-4ion nc the mechanical
advantage of the anatomical lever systems. Stat;c and dynamic woeýtaks -itl high t't*'a$-
urement reliability hý-. been developed for the study of factors =S- ag svibyicaff fmIlgq
ar.1 recovery. These techniques have been u-1 1:. rtudieA on The effeats of l•iarrsavogical
agents on human performance and fatigue.

c. Studies in Driving-Skilt Marvin 3. Herie.,t 3srý sr" Continuing
Fatigue U. S. AMRL

Ft. hox., Kc•tAWky-

A ha-tery of vehicle drvylng perforn' ince .asu$sres hex been deodises and evalzated.
Test-retest reliabiltty of selected measuces obtained from 12c zua-ne- in thelbsstery
range from .47 to .78. Estimates of validity were made oy norelat2ic poattase-

5 
test

results with hoirl of fatigue driving prior to tl-e test; Parson pro•dct-scet correbUtns
from .18 to .33 were obtali•,d. Test pcrtormares o 5Z4 subjects frorot-re studios are
being onalyzed by the centroid method to identify basic skill factors-. :ke of the three
studies, scores from a number of psychomotor tests, a snalil drinvig OroItOr. and two
personality inventOries were incluied as reference tests to aid infaictwfentification.
Pr-liminary tablL- ýf rotatiso. it. hale the presenc. of twe motor and T"-oPeptual factors,
a strength factor and a personality factor.

C. Certain Physiological R. B. Malmo June 5- Tuy63
Correlates of Psycho- M.Uti? University
Ynotor-Fun•ttoning

Three investigations were corducted. In the first, Civided set insa trackingilask
produced a highly significant increase in tracking error scores, but this diflerence in
performance was not accempacled by any veliable changes n the physiological teasures.
That this absence of differences in tnephý,-soloqicalmea•ures was not due to their insessiliv-
Aty was demonstrated by five other compartsoe

t 
with the same subjects (e.g.- smglewersua

double trackmn with muscular exuerion controlled) in which %aighly significant diff-eces
were obt"ned between physiological rmasures. From these results it appears recnable
to ca-cluoe that purely cognit,.vr factors 4al sC-i and ationluin wore evidently capable of im-
P4 1r ig periobn.)nce, independently of activation (or arotsall.

La a second investigation cognitive factors were furthex explored employing spaced
audit-ry serial addition tastk. Effects oxer lo-ger (minutes) and briefer (seconds) temporal
intervalz were studied. Whi'e 1. e t.maan a.alyi i, of the longer intervals showed that the
FEG .nd autonomic changes were highly concordant when level of activatlon was shatted.
111pro was ea sgestion of EEG change o.ceompanying cemaniscence that was not reflected
.m the autononic measures. The main finding for the short-term study of EEG alpha ard
beta 1..% isi experiment was that both showsd few effects attributable to what might be called
the a. .r ngnltase aspects of performance (e.g., those aspects of performance reflected is
,h- err-e aralysis). but showed great sensitivity to motor aspects of performance (e.g..
.notv- .ecpoae and preparatior for motor response). It seems aikelythat this finding has
mpotia.. Imp] cations for the "'psvisO-giCzl refractory period' in motor response, and

follos-'-p .tudaea aee being planned to persue this problem further.
I - a tbk.d investigation, with brain stimulation as unconditioned stimulus an in-Strcrafisily elicited ratonomic response was conditioned to an exteroceptive stimulus.

Ifea3t tote slnsing produced by stamulatýo as "'rvwardingf' areas ofthe beamt was coo-
dittoned to a tone in a group of ZO rate. T.ese studies are beinm condacted under Contrac
No. DA-49-O?.MtD-626.
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d. Retertion of Tracking A W. Mjton janoacy 59 September 62
Skills Univ. of Michigan

No recent progress report is available, This study is expected to terminate in the
fall of 1962. alter which a rinal Report wilt be avoftabte. The study has been conducted
under Contract No. DA-49-007-t111. 1020.

Taok 04 - Motion and Balance in Relation to Performance

Date Matiniated
Task Experimenterls) Started Comrrpletsoni

a. Stodies on Effects of Air J. Y. GillenvOter February 62 March 6,2
Tiansport on Performance A. Jewett

U. S. AMRL
Ft Knox, K~entucky

To evaluate the effects of a Vrolonged flight on the pe-ordoransee of-aL-rtxmurtuwps.
a medical study team consisting of a ciiddicil officer, a psychologist. And thre nE.Ted
me n evaluated the condition of the trodp~i prior ii) 4eparturn. while en-zuste-d after-
arrival at destination. rach soldier was given a tag on which hourly ent-rwre-retorded.
Ini su.mmory. there was no problem with airsiefinosi since the.-aght %aswelativelrsrnsach.
the airborne troops were isomewhat lil igued nildway of the flight. but -after a god.inightr
sleep, Ific *g In excellent physical and mental condition; the soldiew'S rep=nted Iliac
meali durigýflight could have been himproved, the toilet facitities atý-Th:efueliog stopa
were ocooiicfeee Iladcquate at s;; ' ial places; althlough moat 02 the t.-r~s comtilained od
bo'redom doe zd iooittictcp i~p~ t, the stops. on arrival they were easseadered by theia'
officers and NCO ' to have heen iimned iaely reidy tot combat had the situation densanded.

Task 05 - Special Sensory Functiohs in Relation to Perfotniance,

Dated Mstimaited
Task Experimnenter(.l Starte Comspletion

a. Studies of Thermal Ex- 10' W. Dawson January 62 Costarosig
perleirce U. S. AMRL

Ft. tfr~li, Kentucky

To investigate the tetriterature sensing capacity of the trigerniialoeirve endings
in the hurissi cornea And certainp facial areas, stimutation ercimysent for radiant-nirzsag
of the corna iso being dsdý4 pnd tested. The pilot stud1 ' vtsoeh will describe-threjiL.
Olds for radiant cdineat damage is welt underway. tacky data indicate the "Permnanent
damage"It i iij~Ii fiifiolxd rtan ~energy between 250 and 300 alxetoa u per

square centimeter. The use of1 aser for controlled radiant warming has beem~nasidered.
Preicontty available units are ýitiir deficient in output energy or too erratkc!x! controlled

Y"~ Preliminary data ihdicatd that the threshold f01 "pernaasent damage- of thW cat cornea,
is undildeiabty higiidj thin aliticlpitdd from the avalau~jt literature.

hs lj~~_~~je of 0). Rt. Kenshalo tDecember 55 Augus-bt
Thrmal Sesations

The !hermnl 11jhtet9ud Yg~rs AS a function of liteseaxeewfhube
and ti- he day o- -idderref apparently j. not-foteedby imbjTentge,.cWl
temperature. or changes iii ihij rn;str~it cycle. It lit suggenteit that xntancxs, sensa
tiers tee mediated in tile following iiianiieiC Fibers ending inbe, skin .anteaqesti.
tiv' to i'.ovement. either in er.ation to their surroundling tissxtor uponthbemaeiseb¶ This

emsnoadequately for tactile sensitivity. Other fibers 5 seinsikr-tw oa e
terminiate Among smooth muscle of the cutaneous vascUlar sys~ein. Snot. sL ~
as a thermo-mechanical tr~nodIacei, jfiangits# thermsat energy =n mechanical ss~~
Fibers eAding in the cutaneous vascul r.ii' e respond, ituniughteerrally induced sac
ment of the m,,stcl elemtents, to tempe'ratiir; changes. Tesis tbesicy'frnee
endlIngs of the cornea of the eye show that they car. be stimuslated direeetty-by changes, in
therns. enpergy, but qrp nibt of sufficient $tos~iivity to accounrfor-thexonts~enisitisntpviin
other regions Of the body, nor does suet pgrineaf thermal stimsulation give z.;seto theitnal
sensation. The study wAs cd~uie uder ,Co'hiiact No. IOA-49-007-SM--633. PvFinal l-.
port has been received and is vi~ilable frdm .4SýTIA. (ASTIA No. AD-26T-ý909)
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Task 06 - Integration of Complex Functions in Performance

Date Estimated
Task Experimenterlsi Staried Completion

a. Studies in Learning L Behar August S7 Cuniinuicg
J. N. Cronhohn
T. C. Cadwallader
U. S. AMRL
Ft. Knox, Kentucky

It has been demonistrted that the formation of learning sets in sooty man 'beys
(.erocebus fuhisnos-s progressse at the same rate as for rhesus monkeys and displays
similar characteristics. An analysis of the differential effects of reward ard nonreward
on the acquisition of thý discrimination learning set indicated that the approach response
to the positive cues is learned as a monotonic function of practice, while this is not true
for the avoidance response to the negative cues. Studiei. of form perception, one with
_ a__ and 'he other with mangabey monkeys, are in process of analysis. Basically, an
attempt was made to determine the physical stimulus characteristics that influence pattern
discri-ninability. The design and construction of apparatus has been undertaken for a
comparative study of visual acuity.

In another study, our electronic gate has beien developed which permits the precise
tirmug of the duration of electric shock received by an animal, making possible an objec.
tive and accurate differentiation between an avoidance response and an escape response.
A recently completed experiment showed that resistance to extinction of a conditioned
avoidance response is greatly increased by extending the maximum duration of the con-
t.icned stunlmus in extinction. Preliminary analysis o0 another avoidance conditioning

experiment indicates that the usual conception of the distribution of practice, i.e.. that
.Paced practice facilitates learning more than does massed practice. may not apply in a
r -sumably anxiety-arousing situation. Work is continuing to perfect a suitable method
for evaluating the effects of neural damage on emotional behavior.

b. Context Effects in Psycho- W. E. Kappauf July 57 September 60
physical Judgments Univ. of Illinois

This study showed the biases occurring in making judgments which are attributable
to the context in which the judgment is made. There are wide individual differe.ices in
the magnitude of the effect, in the rate at wvhich it develops and in the nature of its decay
ýmnction. The study was conducted under Contract No. DA-49-007-ktD-877. The Final
Leport has not yet been received.

c. Ext-eme Environment and A. J. Riopelle February 60 June 62
Complex rerformance Yerkes Laboratories

Orange Park, Fla.

This study was to have dete-rmined the nature and degree of auditory impairment
following aconstic insult and other stresses on the animal. Tests for discrimination and
other complex performance tests wem devised but the contract study was terminated prior
to the animals bring placed In an extreme noise environment. A Final Report has been
received and is avialable from ASTIA. The study was conducted under Contract No. DA-
49-f1#3-MSD-2095.

2 Htuic Research in Psychologi, and Social Sciences (Project No. 6X99-28-001)

Date Estimated
Task E.erimenter(s) Started Completion

a. Psychophysiology of 3. Lindsley May 56 August 63
Vision =..L.A.

Stidies have continued xis tbk- perceptual blanking phenomenon to dete-rne the
temporal aspects of visual prerapti-•o this study is being conducted under Contract N%
DA-49-007- UD -722.
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b. Spectral Sersitivities for J. K=.akopf September 60August 62
Small Retinal Areas Rutgers Univ.

Studies utilzing the stabilized image technique have yieldeL resultp bearing on
the natu-e of the fufdamental color response systems of the human retina. Color exper-
seneco for tiny spots of monochromatic light are not necessarily the same as the stimulus.
This is explicable only in terms of imperfect instrumentation ii,- producing stable images or
in terms of the size of the receptor area being stimulated in, the rclina. Measurement
of retinal images has been made with a photoelectric ophthalmosc~pe to provide informa-
tion on the fidelity of the image forming mechanism. This study has oeen conducted under
Contrect No. DA-49- 193-xfD-t2ZS. A Final Report will be available in the fall oa 1962.

c. Traumatic Origins of Per- I. Behar anuary 6i Continuing
manent Hearing Loss MI. Loeb

J. N. Cronholm
,' Jewett
U. S. AMRL
Ft. Knox. Kentucky

To assess the relation of temporary to pe•mancri he'rlng loss as a function of the
characteristics of the noise stimulus - (Continuous Iyc or implise-type), a study has been
initiated to evaluate the effects of duration. intensity, and mode of exposure on audiometric
performance of rhesus monkeys. Pre-exposure aud ograms have been obtained in c•e sub-
ject using a modification of the Blugh-Behesy tecnniqie for self-determined thrcsholds.
Two additional subjects are undergoing training,

d. Vestibular Function in G. H. Crampton July s6 Continuing
Man and Animals U. S. AMRL

Ft. Knox, Kentucky

A major project. employing 60 cats, evaluatedthe Importance of vision in the nystagmic
nabituation process. It was found that, although vision is a prominent determiner of eye
movement during rotation, that repeated rotary trials with vision has no effect whatsoever
on the nystagmic reflex if later tested in darkness. Work is continuing on the effects of
linear acceleration on the nystagmic response of man. Data collected so far indicate that
with tilts of the gravitational resultant up to 16*. no change can be detected In the ocular
nystagmus as compared to nystagmus recorded in the absence of linear acceleration. A new
study is dcsigned to determine if habituation to one level of acceleration is effect.ve in re-
ducing the nystagmic response to accelera.ions of higher and lower magnitudes. Developmlnt
is continuing on a method for implanting micro-electrodes in the vestibular panglion of the
cat. All of the current studies are orcented toward elucidtling man's ae-ustomization to un -
usual acceleration environments.

One new rotary device was installed during this last .-ezr and has been in stead;
operation A second device is scheduled for delivery and iit-llation during the fall of
196Z.

e. Audition an& Auditory M. Loeb August 54 Continuing
Perception J. L. Fletcher

U. S. AMRL
Ft. Knox, Kentucky

;wo studies of factors influencing the intensive difference limen were completed.
In one it wi's found that when "doubtful" judgments are precluded but "equal" ones are
not, himens for modulation are somewhat smaller thai. those for discrepancies between
sigrals, and himens are smaller for greater intensities and (generally) more comparlson
cycles. On a second experiment (performed jointly lith personnel at the University of
Louisville) .t was found that the suoeriority of detection for modulation signals is enhanced
under vigilance conditions and that the effective limen tends to irnrease with time on task.

A seminar on middle ear function was held at the laboratory on 6-7 May 1962. Among
the participants were. Dr. Charles Blevins, Dr. R. Fleer. Capt. John L. Fletcher. Dr. Odell
W. Henson, Dr. Ira J. Hirsh. Dr. Merle Lawrence. Dr. Michel Loeb. Mr. Emanuel Mendelson.
Dr. J. R. Mundie, Dr. W. D. Neff, Dr. Scott N. Reger. Dr. F. Blair Simmons, Dr. W. Dixon
Ward. Dr. Howard Weiss. Dr. Josef Zwsslocki.
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f. Studies in Psychopharma- W. 0. Ev-s July 61 Continuing

cologc G. H. Crampton
U. S. AMRL
Ft. Knox, fKntucky

The effects of psycbotropic drugs on human attention and temporal experience have
been studied Techniques, using animals, have Pien developed for the screonithp and be-
havicral analysis of analgesic and psychotropic drugs aod reported in t1qAMRL Reports
N,. 476, 494, 480. The synergistic potetjatlion of cpli• 1f4liýp as"nMsi t tit "Alpha"
adrenergic stimulants and "Leta" adrenergic blockeri his been studled .hfi jjlal
mi.tary utility reviewed. Continuing studies .6 4-qr-hfedailne o I vgs-:hd Ia U t6h
have shown that in clinical doses, the drug has only a small ehhinccrnent effect. fi Md44red
by nvstagmus) in man.

g. Effects of Noise on Man K D. D.ryter February 6, Tantiatfy b
Bolt Beianhk **4

Newmdhi i•,

This Is to be a review of all the sclstitlllc 1f H e ure of the I *4 ropcs !q•
Ing the effects of noise on man. The study was I it| (ll]? tp _0t, Nrporitp
available. The study is being conducted under Contract 6. b•_•-49 19 -I. 1 .,

Ih. Communication by Elex- Emerson Foulke November 61 ODtobeb 63
toscal Stimulation of Univ. of Louisville
the Skin

Studies at U. S. AMRL, Fort Knox, Kentucky had alrpody denmonstrated ýJj pptl,-
tial use of a one way communication system by means of the skiui iacn ai i' 'ei ,d 4'

electrical stimuli. Research is now on-going to determine the moot jit4!lcal par i tepii.
VT study is being conducted under Grant No. 6Z-G49.

i. Psychological Influences R. Russell September 59AugQ1 gIII

on Gastro-intestinal Indiana Univ.
Activity

This study is concerned with a systematic search for psychological and hfrima-

cological factors which may control gastro-intestinal movements. The c1 f -
logical characteristics of gastro-intestinal motility are being studied as are those pvf.-
mental conditions, bodily states or drugs which generate changes in gastro-ststinal
activity This study is being conducted under Contract No. DA-49-193-MD-2063

j.Localization of Sound L Hirsh January 60 December 60
n Depth J. . Fletcher

Central Institute for
the Deaf

St. Louis, Mo.

The intensity of sound is an important factor In the judgment of distance from the
source, but under conditions where sound intensity cannot be used as a cue, sufficient
cues other than intensity provide relatively reliable localization judgments. The study
was conducted under Contract No. DA-49-193-MD-2088. A Final Report is available fromw
ASTIA (ASTIA No. AD-25-818)

k. Effects of Practice on R. Bxxler August 59 July 61
bensory Discrimination M. Loeb

Univ. of Louisville

To refine the precision of audiometric tests, this expeznent was designed to ex-

plore the nature of the practice effect foe low sound frequencies -iwhe individuals might

be learning to distinguish between a low frequency signal and a low frequency broad-bai.d
background of "physiological noise" In the cab. When a 50 db whiltr-ise was introduct4-
to mask the physiological noise, the practice effect producibl-t r15 cps and 1000 cZs
was absent. When a narrow-band high f-equency noise ,30}0--- ops) was introduced,

a learning effect for the 3000 cps thresnold was not induced. Thes study was conducted

under Contract No. DA-49-193-MD-2041. A Final Report is availablcfrom ASTIA.
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I Perceptual Evaluation of J. R. Binford September 61 August 63
Sensory Information Umv. of Louisville

Vigilance is being studied by collecting data on the effect of rise tire and discrim-
nation difficulty of auditory stimuli on detectability. Vigilance will also be related to the
changing probabilities of target occurrence Other studies, supporting research at the U. S.
AMRL, Fort Knox. Kentucky include experiments comparing auditory and cutaneous reaction
time, and the relationship between forcos exerted and their durations by a seated man with
arm held at various distances and angles.

,m Irradiation and Visual W. W. Dawson January 62 Continuing
Function U. S. AMRL

Ft. Knox. Kentacky

"Research has been initiated to provide a basis for greater understanding of r.ormal
photochemical events is the eye to yield methods for aecreasing the onset time o0 scotopic
vision and enhancement of its maximum sensitilty, and to enable the recommendation of

ofc~ive measures for the reduction of visual deteriorat on and "noise" when high back-
tucd radiation levels are present. All major apparatus for the biochemical and -lec-
rophysiological phases of the iesearch has been secured. In-,allation and repair of existing

x-ray equipment has been completed. Radiological so- ey of the installatton indicates
that x ray scatter into the external work area is less th.,, 0.1 mr/hr.. within the specified

afety limits of the Atomic Energy Commission. Successful extraction of photopigment

ýPdopsin) has been made from the retinas of frogs. Stockpiling of this extract is under-
waf 16 anticipation of bioassay for suldhydril activity during irradiation. The device for
titratlon has been completed and functions accurately in titrations of glutathlone. a known
sulfhydrxl bearing compound. Final construction of the visual stimulator required for the
electrophysiological studies is underway. Titrition of rhodopsin sulfhydril groups during
illumination has been accomplished follow-ng the techniques of Wald and indicates that
the biochemical procedure is adequate for the risearch.
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of intersignal )intervat and signal strength. 1. Pchol. 1962. 53: 211-Z2IO. (UISA.VRL
Report Ni,. Sit). _Lc

Hirsh. tra J. Lo"Atiiation of sounds in depth. Final Technicat Report. I Januarry. 31
Deebel96.Cetal tsttt for the Dleaf. St. '.sis. Missouri. Cintvat~t No. 4%1..

49-193.S.'D.2083. (AS ZIA No. AD-25L 818).

Kenshalo. 13. K. and Nafe. 3. P. Neural correlate,5 of thornnal sensation Fil R r~
August 1961. Florid. State Univeroity, Contract No. DA-49-OM7-5AD-6837i-ASTtA Wo.
AD-267 909).

Krauskopf. Jotn. Color mothez with enonoobromnatic primarsis. A!eQ 3 Pyhl (in pretmli.

Krauskopf. John Spectral sensitivity of sme.1treliz,41aaeas. A=`nc..trgo-eis Reort! ( Januar-
1961 to Jac.'iary 1961) Contracý No. DA-49-193.UiD-2i28, (AS t.no. A-72 174f,

Lawrence, Merle The ef(ect of ov-Jrstimulation and -.cfrnal factora .en the functizn of the
inner ear. PzD ress Rep~ort N~o. 13 (January 1961 to Jamiary '962). Unkivrsity of
Michigan. Contract No. li!ý-49-O0fM.3634. CASTIA N4o. A13-269 063).

Lavon-cre, Mtrie Auditory pr..blemos in lccuparionl medicine. A ., t k
3: Z88.2Sf-, 1961.

Lawrence. Merle nod Clapper, Ma:.'ne Differential straining ol inner ear 1bldJ by protc7:al.
Slain Teg.nol- 36: 305-308, 1961.

Law:--c, Merle, Woltsk. 1). ard Schmidt, r'. Inner ear reoponse to0 l. 1 s Slevl sounds.
J.ivt :

3
oc. Amer.. 1962.

1.itton, W, 5. And Laureaca, Merle Electron enferoscopy in Meaciere's d12,%Ase. &D±L.
Dtolaryn~ol. 74 (1): 32-39. 1961.

Loeb, ML Exporim64ts on Vigilance for Auditory trA Cutaneous Signals. SeventhliAn:%al
Armsy Human Factors Engineering Conference- Reporf. 3961.

Loeb, M., and Dickson, C. Factors infzuehcfing hie practice effect for auditor- threel,-ASd.
3. Aecsst. Sice. Amer.. 1961. 33: 917.921.
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L~ein Mi and Fletlder, J. L.. Reliability anq temp',erat course of te .ovary tl,%.shold
shi.A and cannralarcerii threshold shift. U~.MR1. F..port No.33Ft ooIcrlt,

Leib M. and Fletcher. J. L. i*4e infloence of oiffereot acoustical sttire-Ai on the thr'sh-

non old of the contrla",a%!l ear: A p~.stible ir~den of atteiiaaýion by 'he intratyrnps.'it re-
.1.1. f)-. _Ac' a Oto rE.ýoo. 1962, 5_ 33-37. (USAhiRI. Report N%, 478).

Re-
"L,eb IA. i~3'laules. G. It. Detection of differ-nees in duratton of acoustic and Ieletrflal

:ed tutaneou. stimi~tlxian a rvgilance t.,jh. USAhiRL R-;port No. 542. Fort Knox. K,.tucizy.

Loeb Mi. and Hawke i. G. R Auditory intensity dlscraninaton as a f-anctior. of stin'ousup. eienlalion mtth~vd, US.AM;tL ateport Xt,. 542, Fort Knox, Y'enti~cky. 1562.

ept: Loeb, Y.. and llawkes. ,;. kt. TI-t effect .f rion and decay lime on vxsagiace lox ,'nic aiud-
to-y and cutaneous staimuli. Percept. a,.d Not. ýShils. 061, 13. :?5-212. (

3
)-,.JRL

Malmno, Rt. B. Cert.A(n Ehysiological corý,cjaots ofyosychomotoor functioning Annual Proc
R t I'na 91t aue 92.hn. t n'est otc o A4 07Int (january I-oJnyyW2. c:lUiriy ot~to ýA

!t. 0%i2&t. (ASTIA No. AD-269-669L).

Mdalmno. R. ER$. 5:nng of heart -rate following sept51 self. stimulation in reits. Scionecý
U4 ib, 33

Male,:J. R 91. 1 c0ivation. In A. 3. Bachrach (Ed.). Exetprf.:haAtal found..iona of ctix.1cal
Tp!rchotrý,v. Net Tork: ltasicB, oks, (in press).

',itt t!. ri ognaive factor. it, lntpairtent: a ,europaychotogical ittudy o! div ded set.
Ac~er~ P oloiol.1961. 459 jabstract).

Malnmo. F. R. and Davie. 3. F. Amonopolarriethod of moersi-rtng palmmir conductance. Amer.
3. Poychol.. 1941, 74, 106.113.

hiain.o, Rt. B. a'Ad 
3

uzwxZD. W. W. Steep deyrivatian-: Chan.1ac In peefo~mance Pnd yriysio.
.og..c.Al irdhcaon' nf activation. Psychol. hionog.. 1%60, 74, (whotle No. 50?1. 1.24.

74) - MatNeilage. *'. r. C;htnges in LEG and othet physiolopeiat mea~urer dsring serial mnental
74j, perforonance. Unpu%--st~ed dociorat Cisgertation. Mct~itl UnlverL,2-/. 1961.

MrtCabe. 6.. F. ard *,yolsý'. D. tioperienentat inncŽ, tar pressure cnange3: Functianal effects
Ithe ! Ann. Olo. 'thinol. ;ind Laryngol. 70 (2) 541.555, 1961.

ty of
Pionco, ". P. -he cfect. of induced inum;te terston dosing ':,Lcl'ing &. !evil of activation

and on Lcn.,:x 3 Ex'. Ps chol.. (..'I press).
alth.

%iopelle. -. 3. Extreme environments and compiter performnance of primnr.ýs, jiPoo9
INoven-bcc 1961 - 31 N~iy .962, Yerk~es Laboratories uf rrim'ale Bc oyOrange

T~rk Ftoridi. Contract Nto. VA-49. l93-11D-ZW9.

Riopelle. Arthur _. Cronhit,L. ?3 N. a,'d Addison. R. 0. Slicrotus familia~ity ar., enultipt.'
nd.dtsc~rtmi~.tion learning. 4 .roeti and phyotol. psycho). 1962. 55 (?). 274-278.

P'-eclir. A. J.. Cronho'rn. J. N. ani Acbeisold. Q. H. Preferr.M eimentitns iticmna
t.on teitaning by monoolefs Ptychol. Reports. 1561, 8, 43,?-4ý5. kI3SAMRL .ttport No..

opual R andle. 8.W adLa 4nc frik in vit~o studier of the oaleol last in otoseterusis.
Tb'.'J'verily f Mthi~n, ie~e21boittin 23(a): 1)6-1,,3. 1961,

Aids. rusoell. Rtrt,er W. Psychniogi4%l ace pharea'~cologictcn fsclors cttonloliiil qtestrointestinal
I s~noti..ly. Pio.'res Uttuert No. J anceay 1961 - January 962, Indian% IoJ'verskty,

Contract No. kjaA. 4 j93-bD- C3'5A. No. AD-27i 664).-
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)Rures L. I). Changas sr. trar-iessing pecfcernance and heart r~c in the &icer deprive..
rat. 3. ecamp. physiol. Psychol (it, !nres,..

ýfxfi. E. R. Amount, deslay, and possi~on of delay of ecunforcement as 1ýcame-tez tio rua-
way performance. .1. E~p. Psychol.. 1962, 63. (Zi, 160- iA6.

WiLt. r. A~. Th. .. ;fect of training level at .he time of delay introduct...i on runway pier-
fbrmsance. USAMRL Report No. 543 . Fort Knox. Kentucky. 1962.

C. IBIOGRAPH4ICAL DIRECTORY 'OF PROFIýSýONAL PI2RSONNEI.

V. S. Army Medical Res earci' & Development Command, Office ~Tef SurreonýGe,1gLs

HAUSMAN, WILLIAM. Lt. Coloont. CI'i.f. Behacosal Sciences Branch. Research D~visbit;
MD. Washington Universltt; 1947. Psychiatry.

U. S. Army Medical Pesseach LaL~oratory. Fort Knox. Kentu~cky

BEHAR. ISAAC. Rencrach Pisychologist; PI-,D.. F-mozy University. 1959. Primate Researcha.

CALŽWALLADER, -,HOMAid C., I/Lt. MSC- Rei earch Psychologist; Ph.D.. Usiversit; of
Buffalo, 1958. Physiological Psychology.

CALDWELL. I.Er S.. Research Psychologint; Ph.D., Universi~y of Kesstucky.J1955. BiL-
mechanics.

CRAMPTON. GEORGE H., Major, MSC, Research Ps;thologist. Chief, I.Peltibul4-r ResenIch
Branch; Ph.D.. University mi Rochoster, 19r4. Vestibular Funcutioa-i.

CRONHOLM, JAMES N., r-sychophysiologist, MS. University of Oregon, 1916. Primtnae

DAWSON. WILLfAM W., I/Lt. MSC, Research Psychologist: Ph.D. Florida Stat-i University,
1961. Sense 0ygan Biophysiycs.

EVANS, WAYNE 0., rap, ZZFC, Reser.h r-sychologist. Ph.D.. Uni~eDoversity, 1959.
Psychopiarmacology.

FLETCHER JCHN L- Capt., MSC, Pesearch Psychologist: Ph.D., Utliversiiy of Kentuckcy.
1955. Auditory Ftunctions.

HARKER, GltiR'3E S.. Research Psychologist, Director. i'sychology Division; Ph.D.. Uni-
versity of Iowna, 1950. Vision.

HERBFRT, MARVIN J., Research Psychotogist, Chief. Prychornotor Bý2 1c6k; Ph.D., Uni-
varsity of V.stnnesota, 1953. Motor skills.

jEV,'EIT. ARtTHUJR. t/I.... RSC, Research Psychologist; BA. Ursivaraity of Roehestev,
19S4. 'Au'ditioni.

LOED, PMICY.EL, Research Psychologist, Chief, Audition Branch; Ph.D., Vanderbilt Usti-
versity. 4)S53. Auditory Functions.

WISP. eN.'OPNE R., I/Lt.. MISC, Research Psychologist: Ph.D.. Universitysofimssourih
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6. U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER FOOD AND CONTAINER lNb!7TtiTE FOR THE ARMED
FORCES, CHICACO, ILL.

A. 9ýLiPENT WORK PRlOC-IAM

1. Nature and Control of Altitude Toward and Preference for 0MC Materiel

Lal. Estimated
Title ZEttorimnenter Started Conipletn.o

a. :nrisn preference, J. Eindhoven Mar 1962 Sep 1962
by exploiting non.
functional characteristics

tovestigatiln of the effectL on soldiers' attitudes and preference of information
printed mn packaging, estinma'ioc of sold,ors' bias agaznst foods bearing Army label, as conti-
racred to those with cemmercial labels, i-ianipultaion of .nformnation variables to improve food
preferences.

b. Analysis of mastication B, Drake Sep 1961 Sep 1962
sounds (Visiting

Scientist)
Techniqucr are iie.ng devetopeo for recroding and analyzting chewing sounds for

various foodituff and for relating these data to other nbfectpve and sensery characle:!Istic, of

f4 c. Attitude chiange throu~gh P. Zimbardo June 1962 Jon 1963
cognitt-e j~essurss (Grant)

Attitude ch~nge theories are being devel-ned xndltested for effectiveness in military
situatior.. Variables to be considered include (a) the timing of presentation of indoctrination

programs, aot ýb) types and degrees of positive and rtgative pres*%:res exerted upon the target
poptuatl~on.

d. Application of pro- 3. Kamen May 1962 May 1963
granmmed instruction
theory and techniques
to attitude change

Methods of programmed instructivn are 1-ring tested and revised for the purpose of
improving the attitude of Poldiers to new rptioss and ration components. These methods ate
also being compared to more conventional techniques.

e. Sensory evaluation for D. Peryam Jan 1932 Continuing
quality control of
pioducts

Develupment of methods of measurement and establiothient of standards of palata-
bility rond fla~or for procurement of foods; growing emphasis 1s upon new~y devslopea And.
uouou~it foods.

L. COespILn taste J. Eamnen Apr 1962 Jut :163
interactions

systemnatic investigation is underway of the effects of combinations of 1-vs at
't~moWi upon the perceived intensity of Zthird; all four primary tast., qualities are being
stuAeied in a veries of four experiments.

g. National surveys cf 3. K~amen Se1- 1962 May 919'i
soldiers' food prefer-

A survey is being planned to obtaiin soldiers' perferactes !o.- food., recently is.
Iroduced into the Master Menu and to determine snifts in preferences for certa~in food& "vr-
the past seven years.
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h. Effect of milrary ths:er :c. .96? Sep 1964

opcroiiionr is .he Contra ct
tropics on rutidars'
attituides to"I c: 0M
materiel

Investgation ti!the effect of istc racison between sotitiers' attitudes and e-cesrosnmental
Letoro is tropical oito..tins upar thi, aicceptabitity .uf foods, clothing, and items iS personal~qopniest.

i. Structure a v) scntept J. Kaimen Sep t1,62 Sep 196'
of mass conominic~iion

Investigat6 tl-r czgaaiteatise and the nature of the content of scripts intendcd to
change attituder towý ,4d GM m-iteriel.

B. BIBLIOGRAýPHY O11 I-bBLW:ATiONS SW CE L-S? CONFERENCE REI'OlT

Benson, P.M. and Pitg~im. F.3. Testiag I-os uceirat;Le product possibilities. L. -M-krtM
Z5, 65-68, 1961.

Hamiltiti. H. Soc.cl bases -of food attit-idis if. the military ussablishments. University of
Chincagc, Coatroct DAiS. 229-QM. l1t7, Fab. 1961.

Itarien, 3.M. ..o-sscnption aea reascnefornoneonoomptsoninthe Army. J. Ansricar, Dietetic
Associalson i96 i press).

ltame~ii. 3.1M. Derieioa-r-alc.g by osazs of food acceptance data. Food Tichnology, 1962.
16 () 4i8-53.

Kamsen, J.M.. FLItrisn. F.3., Outs-san, N.J. and Kroll, Beverly 3. Interactions of oupratheas-
hold taste utimali. ~J.Exp. chay%0. 1961. 62. 348-356.

Peryam. D.R. Acc p-ance ia novel foods, rood TechnoIlM, 3962 (in press).

Peryam. D.R. Fot-il attitute5 in an unusual environment. A second study. OMF~iCIAF Interim

Repozl He. 2-62, Mar. 196..

Peryaci, fi.R. (re-av-diol). Precooked deh;drated esweelpotatoes. Reasarch~uport: Southern
Regional Researoch x-sborý:or-, Agricultural Research Service. U1.S. flepscament 9f
Agri-uiture. AW! 7Z2-a, Fob. 1962.

Pslgrm,in 7.1. Je~rAclloss of eupratheeshold taste stimuli. lKere. K.R. And Halpern, B.P.
(Eds.;, Thei Vchysn4ogZ!eal and Behavioral Aspects of Taste, University of Chie~go 2ress.
19)-I. -

Seaton, l'W. Tmi irý'gth and direction of eating scales. QM.F&CIAF Interim RepoM2 No. 11. 62,
Jun. 1*j2.

Smith, E.S Mxt'.id7 fcr c..zsglisg .stttudes: A report of three expeernents. ?c-e Matrix
-orpsratloni, Cuntrcn.ct DAIS- tZtOQM. 16P9. Feb. 3561.

Sm'h, F.E. Th, pý,sra idisronance tec4niqaesto change attitudas. Pobl's (Vvnin Quarterly,
1ihi,. --. bio.6 32-

C. 11IOG3RArIt:CAL DIREC1'ORY OF PkOFZSS2DH&L PERSONNEL

Efl.DHOvPCYv -7, T.; Chief, Sensory Testing Laboratory., Food AcCo~tance Bs'nch; 1J.A.,
Utivereity 'if Ha~ai-, 1949; Caneume- pccferences. taste and od(ir research; Moitb-r.
Ar..r~zae OarYcý.o~o~sal Assocofalion.

1SAMFN. JOSE2?' I V, Dv., Acting T;hief, research and Evatuation Scctior, Food Acvd~panCs.1 3eancb; PI'D -i. Jrts'ty of MGnous. ;955; Psychophysics of taste and Acrr, -rýsfony,
attitude l~.o p. duct az-eslance, Member. American Psychological 4sdociatia)n. Sigma
Xi, Psychonom-c Socety, Amearican Marketing Association.



YMcCOy, JOHN LT~.. Resear,:i Psychologist, Food Acceptance Branch: M.A.; University "t
C'iicago, 1962, ';ommun-iatio.,o. Small group dynamics. attitude measurcment: M-mbe.r
American Soio~ogicat kssociation, Amexlcan `Academy of Polit~cal and Social Science.

ýE:RYAM, DAVID Rf , Dz., Chief, Food A6 -cptance Branch. Ph.D., Illinois lnsti-ute of
Techi'ology. 1961, Sensory test methods for foods, taste perc-ption, attitudes and prof-
-irences. Member, American Psychological Association, Institut6 of Food Technologist.,
American Marketing Association.
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9. U.S. ARMY QUAIInTERMASTER IESEARCH AND ENGINEERING COMMAND, NATICK,
MASS.

- CURRENT WORK PROGRAM

I. Human Engineerin.- and Compatibility of QMC Items

Date Estimated
Title Experimenter Started Completon

a. Human 6nginecring J. McGinnis Jan 1959 Continuing
compatibility studies of
QMC devek~pmcn'al
items and equt-pnent of
other Technical Services

Identification and analysis ot incompatibilitier involving the use cf QMC items in
man-machine systems are bei.-g applied for further refinement of precision and efficiency.

b. Preparation of J. Kobrick Aug 1960 Continuing
handbook of human
engineering informa-
tion for guidance of
QIAC engineers and
designers

Relevant human engineering guidance information pertinent to OMC problems is
periodically published to assist OMC designers and those of the other Technical Services.

c. Human factors guid- B. Crist Jan 1959 Continuing
nnce, consultation and
research in support of
materials handling
equipment development

Human factors guidance in the design and development of rough terrain forklift
vehicles is provided as required. Emphasis has recently been placed on the prototype
Sandpiper and Portageur vehicles.

d. Investigation of sen- R. Dusek Jan 1962 Continuing
sorimotor responses J. Lockhart
critical to performance E. Youngling
of military tasks and the
effects of environment
and QMC items on such
responses

Research a" eonouctet in sensorimotor a-es oi gcvis- .. p,.lv,. .O, f,- P.
design of QMC items. Particular emphasis is placed at present on environmental effects
upon basic response complexes previously isolated by factor analysis techniques.

e. Evaluations, assistance J. Kobrick Jul 1960 Continuing
and guidance in support J. McGinnis
of new QOIC clothing R. White
and equipment develop-
ment programs

Evaluations, assistance and guidance in support of item development are furnished
as rqtested.

f. Research on headgear B. Grist Jul 1959 Continuing
system variables re-
lated to verbal com-
munication, attenuation
of hazardous noise, com-
fort and crash protection

HNm~n engineering research is conducted to obtain guidance information for ini-
prcvement of protective headgear, particularly for combat vehicle crewmen and aviators.
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a - r. - "

Date EstrimatedTitle EeIeriment er Started Completio

g. Study of peruonal J. Tambe Jan 1962 Jul 1965
cln;thing and equipment
requirements of the
equippe•C combat soldizir
performing sarcific tyoer
of duties

H,uman engineering studies are conducted to determine the effectivcness of QMC
items in use in the ftitd and the effect of such equipment on the effectiveness. Emphasis is
placed at present on the effects os tropic condition. upon soldier effectiveness, as coutr ted
to similar effects produced by temperate •onditions.

h. An=lysoi of human J. Senna Jan 1962 Continuing
factors problems I. Guthrie
associated witn newly
developed equipment
and tactics

Research is conducted on new techniques and devices to provide increased effective-
ness to existing procedures and tactics, such as the current program to provide armor pro-
tection to Army operators of tight aircraft.

i Human engineering J. Kobrick Jul 1962 Jul t964
study of aerial equip- R. White
ment delivery systems

Human engineering guidance and supporting research is provided to development
p..grams for aerial delivery equipment, especially for personnel delivery. Present attention
is directed toward design and development of personnel delivery pods and safety devices for
parachutists.

2. Anthropometry

a. Collection and R. White Jar. 1958 Continuing
analysis of anthropometric
daua concerning the
functional characteristics
of military populations

Range of body size, range of movement, spatial dimensiono and other functional

characteristics of military populations are being determined to provide anthropometric
criteria and guidance for the design and development of military clothing and other equipment.

b. Anth.-opometric design R. White Jul 1948 Continuing
and sizing guidance

Design guidance and human engineering considerations are furnished as requested
in support of development programs for military clothing and equipment. Tariffs are de-
veloped for the procurentent of new or modified items.

c. Anthropometr7 of R. White Jul 1962 Continuing
friendly populations

"There is an increasing requirement for anthropometric data on the populations of
trie•idly countries to who-n wemaysupplymilitaryaid. Data have been collected from several
NATO countries and are bemi analyzed. Similar data are being collected for other populations.

B. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS SINCE LAST CONVERENCE REPORT

Cohen, A. The effect of insulating the palm and back of hands on finger cooling. Technical
Report EP-153, U.S. Army, UM R&E Command, Natick, Mass., Jun. 1961.
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Crit, t1. A device" for measuring the size and shape of the available visual hield duriig t0e
wearAng of Army headgear. Technical R-port EP- 152, U.S. Army, OMR&E Command,
Natick, Mass.. Jun. 17I1.

Kobriýc, J.L. Compatlb~ity of personal equipm-ent with workspace. E.M. Bennett (Ed.),
Human Factors in Technology, McGraw-Hill. New York, N.Y., available Oct. 1962.

McGinnis. J.M. Human factors evaluation of the lightweight mobile printing set. iesearch
Study Report EPR.3, U.S. Army, QMR&E Command, Natick, Mass., Apr. 1962.

McGinnis, J.M. and Zimmerer. T. Human factors study of QMC clothing and equipment
during cold weather tests of the PERSHING miesile systcm. Research Study Report
EPR- 1. U. S. Army. QMR&E Command, Natick, Mass., Apr. 1962.

McGinnis, J.M. and Zimmerer, T. Humanfactors studyof QMC clothing and equi2ment during
cold weather tests of the SERGEANT missile system. I. Research Study*Report EPR-2.
U.S. Army. QMR&E Command, Natick, Mass., Jun. 1962.

Senna, J.F. A preliminary study of the effects of target masking, aircraft speed and aircraft
altitude on the performance of an aerial observer, (in publication).

C. BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

BASILIO, KENNETH C.. Research Psychologist. M.A., Boston University, 1959, Physiological

and sensory psychology.

BURSE. RICHARD L.; Biologist; B.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 1958. AMT,
Harvard University, 1962. Physiological psychology, biophysics; Member, NationalScience
Teachers Association, Society of American Military Engineers.

CRIST, BRIAN, Engineering Psychologist. M.A., Boston University, 1957; Engineering
psychology, apparatus design. Member, American Psychological Association, NewEngland
Psychological Association, American Association for the Advancement of Science,
Acoustical Society of America, Armed Forces-NRC Committee onHearing and Bioacoustics.

DUSEK, E. RALPH, Dr.; Head. Engineering Psychology Laboratory, Ph.D., State University of
Iowa, 1951; Human engineering, psychomotor performance, experimental design. Member.
American Psychological Association. Psychonomic Society, American Association for the
Advancement of Science, Sigma Xi, Army Human Factors Engmeering Committee, New
England Psychological Association, Eastern Psychological Association, Midwestern
Psychological Association, Armed Forces-NRC Committee on Hearing and Bloacoustlcs,
Armed Forces-NRC Committee on Vision.

FICKS, FILMORE L., Captain, QMC, Research Psychologist: M.S.. Pennsvlvama State
University, 1952. Human engineering, equipment design, Member, American Psychological
Association.

G20DWIN, WILLIAM C., Captain, GMC; Mathematician; M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology,
19b2; Experimental design, mathematics.

GUTHRIE, KENNETH E., 2/Lt., OMC; Mathematician; B.A., New Mexico State University,
1960; Statistics, human engineering.

KOBRICK, JOHN L.. Dr., Project Leader; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University. 1953, Engi-
neering psychology, experifnental design sensorimotor performance; Member. American
Psvchological Association, Eastern Psychological Association, Sigma Xi, Armed Forces-
NRC Committee on Vision.

LOCKHART, JOHN M., Research Psychologist; M.S., UniversityofWisconsin, 1961; Learning.
physiological and sensory psychology, statistics; Member, Psi Chi.

McGINNIS, JOHN M., Dr.; Project Leader; Ph.D., Yale University. 1929, Human factors in
systems design, psychophysiology, attitude measurement; Fellow, AmericanPsychological
Association, American Association for the Advancement of Science, Diplomate in Industrial
Psychology.
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SENNA. JOZEF F., Captain, QMG, Project Leader, M.A.. Ohio State rttversity, 1959, Human
factors in systems operations, engineering psychology.

STEMBRIDGE, GEORGE E.. 2/Lt., OMC. Ph.D., University of Maryland, 1062. System opera-
tions in tropics.

TAMBE, JOSEPH T., Captain, QMC, Project Leadtr, M.A., Ohio ,3tate University. Human
fa.tots in systems operations, eingineering psychology.

TERRELL, ROBERT M., Third, Pvt., Electrical Engineer, B.S., Stevens Institute of Tech.
nology, 1959. Apparatus design, electronics.

WHITE, ROBERT M., Physical Arthropologist, B.S., Haverford Colege, l¶39, Appied ph, sical
anthropology, Member, American Association of Physical Anthropologists, HumanFactors
Society.

YOUNGLING. EDWARD W., Research Psychologist, M.S., University of Massachusetts, 1962,
Engineering Psychology, effects of climatic variables on psychological processes.

ZIMMERER, THEODORE, Pfc., Mechanical Engineer. B.S., Rutgers University, 1959, Ap-
paratus design, mechanical engineering.
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8. U.S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING FIELD EVALUATION

AGENCY, FORT LEE, VA.

A. CURRENT WORK EEQBAM

4 Field atudies of Quartermaster Items

Date Estimated
Title EEEenrmenter Started Completion

a. Variations in relative T. Burt Jun 1961 Continuing
preference ratings ob-
tained under field vs
garrison conditions

Data are being collected to determine whether the measurement of acceptability of
cptrational rations made under garrison conditions can be used to predict acceptance in the
field

b Development of a J. Sanders Jan 1961 Aug 1962
unified theory methodology (Grant)
for sensory testing and
preference measurement

The objectives of this study are- (I)toformulate a completely general sampling theory
for the method of paired comparisons, (2) to prepare a computer program for a solution to
the method of succeasive categories and (3)towrite a complete review of scaling methodology

'n the Thurstonian system of scaling with appropriate examples.

Development of J. Sanders Jun 1962 Continuing
quantitative measure of (Contract)
combat effectiveness for
ihe ecalhation of GM
equipment

An important aipect of the evaluation of new chemical-biological warfare protective
systems will be to deter-ime the effect they have on the operational efficiency of the in--ntry
soldier. This researco, being conducted under contract, will develop and validate objective
procedures for measuring the relevant aspects of comb&, effectiveness. The techniques
developed will then be incorporated in the field evaluations of prototype items as they are
developed.

B. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS SINCE LAST CONFERENCE REPORT

None

C. BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY 01 PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

ASKEW, ROBERT L., Industrial Engineer, Methods EngineeringBranch. B.S., 1956; Industrial
engineering.

HEMBREE, HOWARD W., D-., Scientific Director; Ph.D., 1956; Human factors.

SANDERS, JERRELL L.. Supervisory Technologist, Methods Engineering Branch, B.S., 1962;
Fi.mi test methodnilogy.
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9. U.S. ARMY SIGNAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY FORTMONMOUTH,

NEW JERSEY

A. CURRENT WORK PROGRAMS

I. Internal

As part of the product review and value analysis function of the Applications Engineer-
ing Branch, human factors cngineering reviews were made of approximately twenty Signal
components, equipments and/or systems.

As part of the Applications Engineering Branch research effort in human factors
engineering, two studies were made, resulting ina report on the "Human Factors Engineering
Considerations of thc Infantry Radar MLV-2a", and the initiation of an exverimental study of
the relationship between object/image ratio and speed and accuracy of target identlification
by unaided operators.

Human factors engineering consultation service was provided to USASRDL scientists
and engineers on a variety of equipments and systems. Representative equipments and sys-
temn are Balloon Launching and Inflation Device, Trip Wire Device. Central Office, Tele-
phone Electronic AN/TTC- 12 (XC-2), and the Squad Rtodi Set.

Effort is continuing within Systems Techniques Branch in the areas of imagery and
display interpretation techniques, "real-time" interpretation, combining of multi-sensory
information, and the comparison of electronic and optical display methods.

Date Estimated
Projct Experimenter Started Completion

a. Human Factors of D.L. Huebner Jan 61 Continuing
Imagery Interpre-
tation Techniques

The- objective of this program is to experimentally determine valid, quantitative data
that are appicable to ihe development of advanced techniques and man-machine systems for
the interpretation of imagery from photo, radar and infrared sensors. A pilot experimental
study of performance at high rates of interpretation has been conducted, and suggested
performance measvres presented A report is in the draft stage. A series of meetings have
been inititee to coordinate Army-wide efforts in Human Factors in Imagery Interpretation.
An initial meeting in April 1962 included representatives of Project Michigan, HumRRO,
USAPRO and USAEPG.

2. External
Estimated

Protect Title Firm Date Started Completion
a. Study of Human Informa. Applied 16 June 61 15 June 1963

tion Handling Rates Psychological
Services

This study developel a facility for the evaluation of displays developed by USASRDL
scientists aýd engineers. The facility enables measurement of the capacity of a display to
transfer information to an operator. and the effectiveness of the operator in acting on the
transterred intormat:on.

Estimated
Project Title Firm Date Started Completion

b Human Engineering Dunlap and 1955 continuing
Studies of Signal Corps Associatec, Inc.
Systems and Equipments

The purpose of this work is to provide service in specialized areas of human factors
engineering to USASRDL engineers and scientisfs engaged on particular projects. Current
projects are: Toe UNICOM Subscriber Subsystem, Study of Auditory Signal Characteristics
for Doppler Ground Surveillance Radar Systems, Human Factors Design and Systems Study
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for a Second Generation Lightweight, Handheld Radar Set, Human Factors Engineering Study
of the Visual Airborne Target Locator System AN/UVS-I, Human Factors Engineerig
Review of Radio Set AN/GRC- 106, Environmental Conditions in Signal Corps Enclosures.

Estimated
Project Titl Firm Date Started Completion

c. Study of the Human Factors Ford/Aeronutronsc I July 62 30 June 63
Aspects of Reliability

This study is conce-ned with feasibility of quantification of the human factors aspects
of reliability, and the possible application of quantified reliability theory to the development
of Signal Corps equipments and systems.

B BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS SINCE LAST CONFERENCE REPORT

Huebner, D.L., Time and Error sn Humar Recognition of Arabic and Binary-coded
Decimals, USASRDL. Technical Report 2250, Januery 1962

Applied Psychology: Corporatio

Final Report on Contract Nr. DA-36-039-SC-78328. DA Project Nr 3-99-00-110,
"Human Factors Ratings sn Design of Signal Corps Systems."

Applied Psychological Service

First, Second, Third, and Fourth Quarterly Progress Reports on Contract Nr DA-039
SC-87230, Project Hr 3A99 01 001, "Information Transfer in Display - Control Systems."

"I. Survey and Variables Included in a Proposed Display Evaluative Index."

"DH. Exponent Determination and First Applications of a Display Evaluative Index."

"II. Further Applications, Reliability, and Validity of a Display Evaluative Index."

"IV. Summary Review of the DEI Technique."

Dunlap and Associates, Inc

-. ' following human factors engineering studies in support of specific USASRDL projects
were completed under Contract Nr DA 36-039-SC-78921.

"Design Parameters for the AN/PPS-6 Radar System"

"Dwell Time, Noise and Target Type, An Experimental Study of Aural Detection of
Radar Targets"

"Guide to the Coding of Controls"

C. BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

Applications Engineering Branch

Griffith, Paul E., Chief, Applications Engineering Branch; B.A. Carleton College 1929,
Communications. Member, Acoustical Society of America, Sigma Xi, Senior Member,
IRe,

Hennessy, John R., Chief, Human Factors Engineering Section, M.A. New York
University, 1949. Mathematics Education, Member. Human Factors Society.

Reinhart, Alfred G., ElectronicEngineer (General), Human Factors Engineering Section.

National Radio Institute, 1930.

Systems Techniques Branch

Huebner, Daniel L., Research Psychologist; M.A. The NewSchool for Social Research,

1955, Perception and Learning, Member, APA, EPA, IRE.
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10. U.S. ARMY TRANSPORTATION RESEARCI5 COMMAND, FORT EUSTiS, VIRGINIA

A. CURRENT WORK PROGRAM

1. Program includes the continual review of a limited number of the items of the
Transportation Corps equ:pment during the period that thvse items are being conceived,
dese'ned and developed. This summary review has to do with the design and recommended
metiod of operation of this equipment from the viewpoint of human use. rhis type of re-
view usually includes one or more of three approved approaches'

a. Laboratory test which normally involves simulated use of an item.

b. Field test, usually performed when an item is in an advanced'stage of develop-
ment.

c Provide advisory service on the application of known human factors engineering
principles to the equipment designers.

2. Supporting Research Date Estimated
Project Experimenter(s) Started Completion

a. Aviation Crash Injury F. P. McCou't Sept 59 Continuing
Research W. J. Nolan

TRECOM
Flight Safety
Foundation, Inc.

The program objective is to eliminate or greatly reduce those factors which
cause or contribute to injury and death of personnel involved in survivable type Army
aircraft accidents. Through a contract with the Flight Safety Foundation, Inc., New York,
New York, research is conductod in fields related to Army Av~atson Safety, with particular
emphasis placed on crash injury and crashworthiness programs. Accident investigations,
statistical znalysis, training, and human factors areas comprise much of the work require-
ments specofied in the contract; however, the majority of the effort exsended this year hao
been .n the form of experimental research. This research has consisted of dynamic crash
tests of fully instrumented Army-type helicopte s and the fabrication of an experimental
fire suppression and inerting system for radial engines. Two remote eontrnlle I crash tests
are planned for FY-63 which will incorporate both Crash Injury and Crash Fire instrumen-
tation. Data from these tests, when validated by, and correlated with, data to be derived
from future experiments, will providt valuable infurmation upon which to base recommenda-
tlions for changes to applicable Military Specifications and aircraft nd component design.

b. Vehicle Vulnerability E. V. Merritt Feb 59 Continuing
and Crew Protection TRECOM

D. W. Mowrer
BRL

Capt. J. F. Seima
QMRECOM

The program objective is to determine the degree of vulnerability of Army
aircraft and the optimum degree of protection which can be provided for air crews through
the combination of personnel armor and aircraft armor.

The work dealing with protection of Army aircraft crews from small arms fire
continues. A protection concept was formulated and systems designed for several specific
aircraft. The system varies in weight and configuration dependedA oi, the degree of proctec-
tion d-reied (full or ,artial coverage) and the range at which protection is afforded. Studies
related to air crew protection are being conducted as follows

(I Visibility Restriction Study: To determine the effects of reduced visibility
occasioned by installation of protectivi. system on pilot performance.

(2) Effects of Altitude and Speed on Air Observer Performance' To dotermine
the optimum altitude and speed for detecting and identifying ground targets, this will in
turn permit a higher degree of accuracy in identifying the threat in terms of specific weap-
ons. The vulnerability of the aircraft may then be determined in relation to the threat and
tradeoffs made as required.
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.2,- persornne prntectio's counevt as fo'mulated for -.rmy a-rccaft has beon
.,Ph.~d t-. shallow draft boats, and ttudr's are curre'.tly being directed to applicatirn of

tike corcept to Other groend vihi~lce5.

c. Gust Accelceation Simu- taxtirý R. Copp I July 62 1 M~ay 63
lat.'r Study Robert L. brugh

T'R1CCM
,lorth Amecricai.

Aviation, Inc.

'The ebject.re of tho rrogramn is to stu4!y the effect of variations In goot arcelera-
ti-o frequen . -r and amplituide up-. the performance of tt.t crew of an airerait oyrrr'n in
a low ctzxtu¾, tifh~ ic'asoflic spede environme.il. The simulation of the verticzl motion,
due to turbuleree s'-lt be acrtoz~ptiohcd by tii move-ment of human sutlject. in a fi ligt
limutator which permnits vertical motion to he cointrotled. realsotic tasks will be assigned
cc :he crew ipilot. .ad cbserver) at) from the results of the gtudy the dej~ree of perform-
ance deoradatio-i which may tie tolerated in a ru~tained turt~ulence env.:. nm'tnt will be
determ:..cd.

B. !lLtljOWQRIIH) COP PUBLZCATICSS SINCE LAST CONFERENCE RtEPOS'.

(1) I-.ierviceeSriut,.

\lowrec, D. W., "Passiv- Protection fbr Iha Persocrel of HU-lI Helicopter,." USATR9C.OM

Projctt Nunmber 9R95-20-Oll-02, Novembez 1961.

Mo-acer, 13. %. , -'lasoive Protection of Army Aircraft." USAMRECCI Project Number
S,195-20.001.02, L.ecemt'esr 1961.

(2)3 Contract Studies

Corqetl Aezcnaut,,Al Lab'r'tory. Project TRACE, Aerial Observer Effectiviness and Nap-

"! the-E..eth., CAL Repoxt No. VE- 1591-G- 1.

eiigh.c Safety. Foundaticin Staff. U. S. Army HU- JA. Sell Iroquois Helicopter Acel dnt. Fvrrt
Bragg. ft. C., USATRECCM Tech~nical Riposrt 61-35, .961.

Flight Siafety Foundatioc Stall. G-91 Aircraft Accident Iciesttgation. Fort Ructler, Alabama.
USATltEC40.1 Technical Report 61-91. 1961.

Fli.~ht Silely Foundation Staff. Prediction of Degree if tnjury from Impact and Damage
Vsriables in Lightplane Accident-, tSATRECOM lechnical Itepsrt 61-94, 1961.

Flight Safetv Foundation Staff. Relationshito lletween Impact Variables and Injtacies Sun-
t~ir.ed in Lightplane Accidents, USATRECC:.t Technical Report 61-95, 1961.

Flight Safety ioomi~ation Staff. Injury Se-er ty as Related to Seat tie-Dawn- and Belt Fail-
ure. USATRECOM Tecl~nicll Report 61-9fh. 1961.

Flight Sa.ety Fouxidatinn Staff. Limits ot Seat Belt Protection During Crash Decelera-
lions, IS~t.RECOM Techni.al Report 6!-I 1 6, 1961.

M,%'.a Safety foui-dat.on Staff Factor Aoaalyzrs of Lightplanc P.ccA-n impact an Damage
Variables, USATRECOM Ti choical Report 61- 122, 1961.

Flitl't Safety Foundation StIf. U. S. Army H-il Vertol Shawnee Helicopter Accident,
tebyhianna. Pa.. USATREC.)M Technical Report 61.134. 1961.

Flig&t Safety Foundation Staff. U. S. Army L- 19A Aircraft Accident, Hollomaii AFB. USA-
TRXOM Technical Repor. 12-9, 196Z.

Flirnt Safety Foundation Staff. TI. S. Army HU. IA Bell Iroquois Helicopter Accident, Fort
Carson. Colo.. lSATRECOM Technical Report Q -10. 1962.
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Flight Safety Foundaticn Staff, U. S. Atmy Aviation Crash Injury Risearch, USI.TRECOM
STechnical Reporf 62- 13, 1962.

Flight Safetf Foundation Staff Breakaway Fuel Concept. USATRECOM Techmcal Report
62-37, 1962.

Flight Safety Fcndation S,aff. S-2B Snow Aerial .Spplcator Aircralt Accidem, US.TRECOM
:echnal Report 62-43, IMh2

Fhlght Safety Foundation Staff. Modifications to the Passenger Seat Belt Tie-Down Attach-
ra- ments in the U. S. ,rmy HU- I Series Bell Uroquois Helicopter, USATRECOM T-hiical

Sin Report 62-45, 1962.

git Flight Safety Foundation Staff. Dynamic Test of an Experimental Troop Seat. USATRECOM
tied Technical Report b2-48, 1962.

Sbe Flight Safety Foundation Staff. Helmet Design Criteria Based on the Army .kFH-5 Helmet
Evaluation, USATRECOM Technical Report 62-57, 1962.

Flight Safety Foundation S*af2. U. S. Army National Guard H- 13E Helicopter Accident,
Amityville, New York, USATRECOM Technical Report 62-64, 1962.

OM C. BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

BRUGH. ROBERT L., Aerospace Engineer. Aeromechanics Division. Aviation Directerate.
bee IBS in Aeronautical Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1962.

KOPP. MARTIN R., Aerospace Engineer, Aeromechanics Division, Aviattin Directorate.
LAS in Aeronautical Engineering, New York University, 1946.

MCCOURT, FRANCIS PATRICK, Aviation Requirements Technical Advi-or. Tichnical
Directorate.

MERRITT, ELMER VERNON, Armament & Vulnerability Branch, Design & Performance
Division, Aviation Directorate.

NOLAN, WILLIAM JOSEPH, Research Analysis Division, Aviation Directorate.

ma., REED, JERRY LEE, 2/Lt, TC, Aramient & Vulnerability Branch, Design & Performance

Division, Aviation Directorate. BS in Aeronautical Engineering, The Agricultural &
Mechanical College of Tesas, 1960.
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11. U.S. ARMC HOARD FOR AVIATION ACCIDEI4T RESEARCH, FORT RUCKER, ALABAMA

A. WORK PROGRAMA

1. Program xnelu)te on--ito :nvest';ation of Army aircraft accidents and continual
review andt amivolis of - cident investigattoii reports. ThA purpousý of this pr

6
gtam is

to learn about the ht'rax cs~a.oon'nt Af accident preoents~n since peorple pius lardware
cqsat accidert- Ine Hnl ie accomplishn-itnt of this objective encompasses the broad
spectrum of tur Ian fact irs iieicated by the following araas'

a, Physiologl:Al - pt-y-iral stress in fliyhl; fatigue; sensory organs, vertigo and
iltus~ons- ;'hysical PtIws-, n-jury causation and ?reventcon, autopsies

b. Ps:-chologi:...l - man-nac ine -elatiooship. experience and knowledge, poycho-
mola -skills am I errors a~ientiom. and errors of attention. perception and errors of
ivrccf~io.A. jrng-.ent and errors of judgment, training and selection.

2. The r'.ta g..hered in the cited areas are for the primary purpose of enhancink; the
msincatabtitir of Arimy aviation. Týhe datA are used widely, including the earliest stages

of the life cycle of owe- amr-rafI, the modification of existing ai-eraft and as a source of
feed-bach af tramrimg areA operational pr-grams. In addimonthe data are used in the prepa-
ration o r-ports. presentations, and justification for new or renvisions to existing specifi-
cations and/or regulttions. Some of the specific accomplishimeoth of The post year are:

a. Eqaz.smeri FEvaloacvon

1. H.3- IB& Model Ciiecifizalions
2. HO- lIt Safely of flight loupe-lion
3. MU- IE Coitractor Ileui-tucal Compliance Conference
L. HU- 1,0 Design Engineering nspctcimn
S. LCH Mockes Inipectioa
6. LOH Plar, cf Tect
7. AC-I Cintetactor Tec~mca. Compliance Co'.ference
b. AC- I Model Specification Review Conferetce
Q. Army Aircraft Grawmnao's Helmet

?0. Martin Baker 1o-I1 Ejection Seat

b. Reports.If2. r-lniological P zcors in Army Aircraft Accident Causatiest

3. rmfAvi~io C~ivmin elmt Experience
4. AZom~lso ofArmy Rotary and Fixed Wing Fire Accident Exrerisoce

S. Amy ixd ingAcoidents Involving Fire
6.Role ot Pilot Factors in Army Helicopter Artidents

Role of Pilot Factors in Armyr Fined Wing Aircraft Accidents

c. Presentations

1. "Parameters of Head Injuries," Army Aircrewsnan's Helmet Task Group,
OMC. Research and Engineering Command. Nat -. Massachusetts

2. "Helicopter vs t7ineO, Wing Craitii lejuriso, - my Experience, 33rd Annual
Scientilfic, Meeling o, Aerospabef Meat cat in Atlantic City. NeY
Jersey

3. "Accident Pravcr.ioz_ 'Ihrtaugh Rzductioo -d Hum=an Error." A-eAation Safe.y
Seminar Fort Camp~oelI, r-entucky Gnrl

4. "Level and Prior-t1 of Protective Requirememde5" Office of Surgeon Gnrl
Washmenton. D. C.

5. "Summazry of Army Aircraft Accident Experience Since 1958." Joint Coin-
mittee on Aviation Pathology, Toronto, Vanada

6. "Army Experience with Crarli Injuries and Protective Equipment," Symnposiumn
on Beomechanics of Head Injury & Bndy Restraint. Naval Materiel Center.
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

7. "Helicopter ACilrcin Invil1ving t7ire," Aviation Committee-National Fire
Prevention Committee, Detroit, Michigan
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B. ORGANIZATION - rhe hum~an ,i~tors eibrt is % osedy coorlinate$ with t'it otl.er fune.
,,ons of the Analyst. and tsc irch Division in Crder to cover th.. speitrurn cf human
factors as a source os cauaation in aircraft .. cc'-ytns.

IDIRECTOR

ANALYI N
RESEARCH DIISIg j

..ngiseero Operxtioy.s &j aa * ~~'C ~
iTramic'nghj P".-occstIng

2 -Fli~ht S'geo.

I A Aratioýi Paye~ilgs
I I-Crash tnju-ýy Aalyist
I p _jial Eqc ulipment 'i-

Surviv4j Spe.Ialis t
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I'. U.$I. ARMY PERSONNEL RESEARCH OFFIC)I

E.-CI NT WORK PROGRAM

1. The 11. S. Asmy/ Personnet Researcr. Office (APR03 carries out RDT and E funded
Project 3391 -6u-O0i to undertake su:aiev and resealtch in the fields of selection, classifS-
cat- i-. manager tnt, and utiltzation :is ,ipprov,,d b7 the Chief of Research and Development.

a.,Vo carry out appropriate studiv& and rescarab in selection and classification.
AP RO devel~pb psychc~ogical, psychomet i<-, and snath-~atical. models through w!.ltth the
Z).st candidates for successful training; or jar assijiimerl are identified from a large appU-
-ant pool, end optimum nmatcni of mer to joqi is accomplished when a large pool of appli-
cants mist he distributed to training or job a~ssjtinenta.

L.. Research in p.Žrsonnel mnanageme.nt ;- conducted to improve manpower manage-
ment systems. Emphasis ie placed on problem, amemche to a rese,,rch approach generally
involving the Use Of scientific experimentation and construction of mathematical ixcdels.
Such research takes into account manpower flow -nd reuilrements. comn'inicatio,. channels,
information f'low, formal. organiuatioral stiucturt, and indivldual diffe-enczs at they affeet
the ptrforiutnce of the system.

c. Rerecarth in personnel utilization inv~lves the dclrelopment aZnd application of
hum in factors ctnowieage and techniques lockhe impcrvesent of Arm), mar-machine syatema
for the promotion of more efficient individual and unit performance on tne job. Personnel
utilication research takes itob account needed balaner between -.. and m~achiti capabilitiec,
psychological and behavioral limits of working demesnds. end facto-s 'As woru environment.
including unusual as well as typical conditions of the job.

2. The current work program (FY 63) consists of 13 researchi tawks carried oue by four
research lab'satories:

a. The Military, Selection Research Laboratarl- c..a'uels human fActi,., research
with particular emphasis on development of techui~iiiu v r ecting and claarifyini; enlilsld
personnel of the U. S. Army.

(1) INPUT QUALITY TASK (Methods for Improving EnL:%ted Input, Quality).
Re~earch information on operational screening problems, technical intorcinatien and iuet)-ads
for improving future forms of input tests. mnetlhis fa- entimatin,; mental Willties of Cis
civilian pool available far service. development cri implementation of AFOT ondi auxiior-.y
instruments.

(2) NEW CLASSIFICATION TECUN!QUES (Necw Techniques for Enl;3teo Ciasat-
fication). Periodic introduction of new and improved !nit;-urents irto the ACB, de~elnpmfsnt
of measures predicting what men will do in trainino, and "n the job in relations to whit tht-y
can do, Identification of personal a~nd sittaatio'nal factors leading to changes of career inen-
tion, development (f measures of physical proficiency relevant to Army joths,

(3) CIVILIAN RESEARCH CONSUjLTAT
T
ON: (Consultative Assistance on Civilian

Personnel Rettarch). Application of previous ci-ilian and mililas'j persorne' research to
current civilian personnel problems, evaluatir n of praposals for :iew research an civilian
personnel problems.

b. The Combat Systms Research Laboratory focaises its research effort on analysis
and solution of human fators problemas (other than -rainitg or hun-an engineering problsase)

iipresent and future man-machine systems, as retated to direct ccmbat effectiveness.
P~articular attention is paid Ip? the con.bat capabilit-1 of individuals and of small groups
tngether with their ec:uipment, performing under psychulogic.t and euiviranmiental hanards.

(4) 27IGHTING IVEHICLES (Identification and M-Aasarcinent of PsychologicalFactors
.Aelated to Operation ot Fightincg Vehicles), Ituma,' f knr.howledge con~cerning optimal
cs-iposition and organization of personnel within an armored tactical system,

(5) FUTURE COMBAT (Personn~tl Planning anit Utilizatiln in Combat Orzaniza.
tioiisl. Estimating of total Army personnel reitiiremants. including detersniaation of person-
one ieq1.rements aviming from new weapons c-stemns. probable ruitical areas of personnel
shortage and overage, and Improved selection, classifletztion, and utilization through use of
computers,

t6) MONITOR PERFORUMACE jatss-dable Perform..nce in Monitor Jobs).
Improvement of work methods and selection techaniques for a broad spectrum of critical
U. S. Army monitoring jobs having a vigilance Ccmpetent, and improvad Utilizationi of per-
sorpel for the )Lrmy Securit'i Agency. I

c. ThEa S Sfstemsjtesearch ilsborsteý.r- focuses its research effort on analysis
and solution acos r eens (other than training or hustan engineering problems)



in present and I .ture nian-rachine systems, a, related to uombat support activities (tech-
nical services type syste Ps, e.g.. co-nbot suzveil'ance, image interpretation. electronics).

Particular attention is paid 1_ enhancing the capability of individaals in small groups, their

work nethods, Ind tneir ,verall effectivenzss in the system 8'tuation.

(',) IMAAGE INTERPRETATION (Wsycuo~ogical Factors in I-sage Interpretation).

Performance standrds and selection tests for image interpreters, improved techniques for

imate -nterpretoatio, infcrn.ation as to optimal limits of su3tained work and time demanas

a-d :s to the photo quaerties which Influence accuracy, com.pleteness ard tim.eliness of

intet preter performan to.
ýE) IMAGE SYSTEMS 4Iimiage S-stcms Integration). Approaches that maximize

grout interpreter prodt.ctivity in typical missions, improved means of requesting informa-

ini' from interpreters ann of ,omnmuniciting the infirmation extracted sy interpziters,

information establishing the utilit- and huoian factors requirements for real-time image

systeme, an! determination ol humian -ctors problemns and diffic-ilties likely to arise in

new image systems when used in ta'tical iperaticns.
(9) ELECTRO.iICS tSels.intion aid Utilization of Electronics Personnel). Im-

proved assigp.-e~t of electronits iersonne, through differential identification of aptitude
for MOS of high and low tesels of complexity, improved general level of on-job performance,

improved utilization of human abilities in complex inan-machine systems by specification
of effec,ive individual and grcup work methods and techniques, and objective performance

me•eures for the evaluation of syrteu. and sub-system effectiveness.

d. The Behavioral Evaluation Research Labosalory specializes In human factors

rese-rch reuirted for the identification and uteiAation of special Army person.nel-officors,
NCO's, fighting personnel, special warfare personnel-upon wchom critical psychological
and physical demands are made.

(.) OFFICER PREDICTION (Prediction rfEffectiveOfftcerPerformance). Maxc-
-nsni utlilzatixn of available officer talent in the Armn.- of the Liture through definition of the
specific demands of each type job assignment, rscogrntion ot aptitudes and characteristics
related to *:ompetent performance in specific jobs, and improved criteria for the selection
or early idrncification cf potential officers.

ill, CADET LEADERS (Osychological Measures for Use in Primary Officer
Selection and EtlouaZion Programs). Tncrea3Dd quality and career motivation of USMA,
ROTC, and OCS giaduates through the use of improved selection and evlauation measures
of cadets and o£:cer canddates.

(12) NGO LEADERS (Selection of 'CO Leaders). Screening techniques to identify
upoc- entrance into the Army those persons with greatest likelihood of developing NCO
abilities and screening techniques to use with an EM after he has c.ucumulated sufficient

experience and training, to be used in conjunction with other evidence to identify those
persons -noat likely to become good combat NCO's.

(13) COMBAT SELECTION (Army Classification Tests for Combat Selection).
Development of i-ip-oved persomahty measures for use jn identifying more effective person-

nel foz combat MOS. use of rating instruments to increase substantially the effectiveness
of selecting combat personnel, anl techniques to select an increasing number of successful
candidates for Ranger ;nd Special Forces training.

3. A fifth laboratory. the Statistical Resaarch and Analysis Laboratory, provides sta-

tisticz) cansultativo m.nd planning support and data processing and analysis services for the

research activities of the other laboratories.

4. The Combat Systems and Support Systems Research Laboratories are particularly
concerned with man-n,achmne and hence lead to considerable close interaction with human
enginrerir.6 laboratories.

S. The complete APRO progrem is of interest to personnel engaged in human factors
eng-e'irg actwivi ies and is ava2ilablc upon request from the U. S. Army Personnel Research
Office, Washington. 25. D. C.

B. F&RRESENTATIVE TECHNICAL RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS

TECHNICAL RESEARCH REPORT

Bayroff, A. G. Methods for improving enlisted input-Status Report, 31 June 1962. APRO
Technical Research Report 1125. July 1962.
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Dobbins, D. Ai Montor Perormance Task-Status Report, 30 June 1962. APRO Technical
Research Report 1123. June 1962.

Helme, W, H., trahaia, 'N. R., and Anderson, A. A. Development of ArB Automoliv- In.
formation and Clerical Speed Tests, Forms 3 and 4. APRO Technical Research Report
1122. March 1962.

Hts.,'. W. H. and Katz, A. Attrition Reduction Task-Status Report, 30 June 1962. APRO
Technical Rejearch Reocrt 1124. June 1962.

Heime. W. H. and Voaters, L. K. New Classification Techniques--Status Report, 30 June
1062. APRO Technical Research Report IIZ6. July 1562.

Medland. F. F., Hammer, C. H., and Frankfeldt. E. Selection of NCO Leaders-Status Re.
port, 30 June 1962. APRO Technical Research Report 1127. June 1962.

Wiskoff. Mr. F. Selection of Anti-Tank Missile GunnersýStatus Report, 30 June 1962.
APRO Technical Research Report 1128. June 1962.

TECHNICAL RESEARCH NOTES

Birnbaum.r A. H. Human factors research in image systems-Status Report, 30 June 1962.
APRO Technical Research Note 122. June 1962.

Brown, Emma E., and Kaplan. F-. Abstrr-cts ot USAPRO Research Pub'ications-FY 1962.
AI'RO Technical Research Not, 123. August 1962.

Brown. Emma E., and Walton. Ruth T. Abstracto of HFRB Research Publications-FY 1961.
HFRB Technical Research Note 116. August 1961.

Dobbins. D. A., Skordahl, D. M., and Anderson, A. A. Prediction of Vigilance- AASHO Road
Test. APRO Technical Research Note 119. December 1961.

Dobbins. D. A., Tiedemann, J. G., and Skordahl, D. M. Field Study of Vigilance =nder high-
way driving conditions. APRO Technical Research Nite 118. December 1961.

Kliegrr, W. R., Sargent, B. B., and Dubisson, A. U. Poor Ratings as Predictors of Dis-
ciplsnary Problems. APRO Technical Research Note 124. Julf 1962.

Ringel, S., and bmith, P. F. TrAckmg performance in the missile master-Target load,
tracking time, and rated proficiency. APRO T-chnical Research Note 121. May 1962.

Rosenberg, N.. Skordahl, D. M., and Anderson, A. A. Develorment of experimental selectors
for Army helicopter pilot trainees--personality constructs. APRO Technical Research
Note 115. August 1961.

Sadacca, R., Castetnovo, A., and Ranes, J. Human Factors Studies in Image Interpretatson:
The Impact of Intelligence Information Furnished Interpreters. APRO Technical Re-
search Note 117. August 1961.

"*idacca, R., Ranes, J. E., and Schwartz. A. L Human factors studies in image interpretsa-
tion: Vertical and oblique photos. APRO Technical Research Note 120. December 1961.

RESEARCH STUDIES

Dobbins, D. A., and Skordahl, D. M. Survey of U. S. Army hiohator Jobs. APRO Resea-ch
Study 62- 1. April 1962.

Fuchs, !E. F., and Katz, A. Enlisted Women in Electronice jobs-Administrative Feasibility.
APRO Research Study 62-4. July 1962.

Hammer, C. H. Survey of noncommissioned officer academies for criterion development
purposes. APRO Research Study 61.4. December 1961.
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Rigel, S. Human Factors research in complex electronic systems. APRO Research Study
61-3. July 1961,

Rangel. S. Increasing personnel effectiveness in electronic systems--Status Report, 30 June
1962. APRO Research Study 62-5. Jun~e 1962.

S'ernberg. J. J. and Hardy. G. D. Fighting Vehicles--Status Report, 30 June 1962. APRO
R.:search Study 62.2. June 1962.

Willemin. L. P. Prediction oc Effective Officer Performance. AFRO Research Study 62-3.
June 1962.

AFRO PAMPHLETS

Berkhouse. R. G. Army Classification Test fur Combat Selection. June 1961.

Dobbins. D. A. and Tiedemann. J. G. Dependable Performance in Army Mlonitor Jobs.

April 1962.

Fuchs, E. F. and Helme, W. H. The Aptitude Area System. March 1961.

Karcher, E. K. and Berkhouse. R. G. Combat Sirmulation for Human Factors Research.

Jun'e 1961.

Medland0 F. F. and Hammer. C. H. Selection of NCO Leaders. March 1962.

U~hlaner, 3. E. Human Factors Research in The Adjutant General s Office. July 1961.

Uhtaner, 3. E. Responsiveness to DCSPER Objectives. December 1961.

Uhlaner, 3. E, Human Factors Research in the UI. S. Army Personnel Research Office.
Jair, ar) 1962.

Uhlaner. 3. E. Human Factors Researeh in the U. S. Army Personnel Research Off:ce.
Junse 1962.

W:llemsn. n... P. Prediction of Effective Officer Performance. April 1962.

JOURNAL ARTICLES AND PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS OF PROFESSIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

Bsrnbaum, Abraham H. An Evaluation of Photo Display Modes for Extraction Intelhigenrce
Information. Paper presented at the Eighth Army Human Factors Enginering Con-
ference, Fort Benning, Georgia. 16 - 19 October 1962.

Birnbaum° Abraham H. Effects of Selected Photo Characteristic of Detection and Identifica.
tion. Paper presented at the Symposium of Photo L--terpretation sponsored by the In-
ternational Society for Photogrammetry, Delff Netherlands. 29 August - S September
1962.

Poldt, Robert F. A Multivariate Function useful in Personnael Management Models. Paper
presented at First Army Operation Research Symposium, Duke University. Durham,
North Carohina. March 1962.

CastL••;o, A. E. and Sadacca, R. The Effect of Au.•.tlia.-y Intelligence Information on PI
P' rfv'.',nance. Paper presented at the 27th Annual M-.etig of the American Society Of
I'hotogrammetry, Washing'.on, D. C. 19-25 March 1961.

Castelnovo, A. E. Effects of Atmospheric Noise Levstl and Work Mqethods on Radio Telephone
Message Transcription. Paper presented at the Eighth Army Human Factors En-
gineering Conference, Fort Bennmng, Georgia. 16-19 October 1962.

Dobbins, D. A., Skordaht, D. H., and Tieiiemann, J. G. Vigilance under Highway Driving
Conditions. Paper presented at the Highway Research Board Anneal Convention, Washing-
ton, 0. C. January 1962.
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Graham, Warren R. Development of a Theoretical Classification Index. Paper presented at
the annual convention of the American Psychologcal Association, Chicago, Illinois. 31
August - 7 September 1960.

Graham, W. R. and Johnson, C. D. An Experimental Comparison of Inventory Validity
Obtaintd Before and After Work Experience. Accepted- Journal of Applied Psychology
for publication about February 1963.

Graham, W. R. and Johnson, C. D. An Experimental Comparison of Inventory Validity Ob-
tained Before and After Work Experience. Paper presented at the annual convention
of the American Psychological Association, St. Louis, Missouri. September 1962.

Haggerty, Helen and Stubbs. Joel R. Prediction of Field Grade Officer Performance o- West
Point Graduates. Paper pre.,ented at the annual convention of the American Psychologi-
cal Association, St. Louis. Missouri. September 1962.

Kotula, L. J. Evaluation of Personality Test Forms used in the Army Reenlistment Re-
search Program. Paper presented at the annual convention of the American Psychologi-
cat Association, St. Louis, Missouri. September 1962.

Orleans. L D. and Birnbaum, A. I. Validation of a Selection Battery for Army Civilian
Supervisors. Paper presented at the annual convention of the American Psychological
Association, New York City, New York. September 1961.

Sadacca, Robert. Development of New Techniques for use In Image Interpretation Systems.
Report - Seventh Annual Army Human Factors Engineering Conference 3-6 October
1961, 221, 1961.

Zeidner, Joseph. Requirements for Research on Psychological Factors in Image Int.'-preta-
tation. National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, 158, 1962.

*Deportox,lc CThe A�s ptalh., K 6114 Ai.? a P-ien Tmts aid Mie-w~ent iod'sieesýj. Dspiwwci of Thw Amy
Jine 1962

C. BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY OF PROFESSqIONAL PESONNEL-.Organizational mailing
address is U. S. Army Personnel Research Office, Washington 25, D. C.

ANDERSON, ALAN A., Research Psychologist (PMandE); MA, American University, 1958,
Psychology

ANDREWS, ROBERT S., Research I'sychologist (General); MS, William and Mary College,
1958. Psychology; Assoc AIA, SEFA. AAAS, Va. Acad of Science

BAYROFF, ABRAM G., Task Lead, r; )PhD, University of North Carolina. 1931, Psychology,
Fellow APA, EPA, DCPA, AAA.I, SEPA. Sigma Xi, So. Society for Philosophy and Psy-
chology

HERKHOUSE, RUDOLPH G.. Task Leader, BS, Ohio State University, 1940, Psychology
(all work toward 2hD completed except dissertation - American Unversity), Member
APA, Psychometric Soceity, Psi Chi

BIC'LOW. GEORGE F.. intelligence Operations Specialist; AB, Howard, 1938, English,
American Society of Photography

BIRNBAUM, ABRAHAM H., Task Leader; PhD. New York Unversity. 1957, Psychology;
Mem',er APA, EPA DCPA

BERSH, PHILIP J.. Chief Research Laboratory; PhD, Columbia Umversity, 1949, Psychology;
Fellow APA, AAAS, Sigma Xi, Psychonomic SQcietv

BOLDT. ROBERT F., Task Leader; PhD, Princetcn University, 1962, Psychometrics; Mem-
ber APA. EPA, American Stat. Assoc., Psychometric Society, Sigma Xi
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BROGDEN, HUBERT E., Chief Scientist, PhD. University of Illinois, 1939, Psychology, Fel-
low APA. DCPA, Signa Chi, Psychometric Society

BROWN, EMMA E., Research Psychologist, MA. Univ--tly of Cvlado, 199Z7. Lang--g.,
Member APA. Pni Chi. DCPA

BURKE, LAVERNE K., Research Psychologist (PMandE), MA. Ohio State University, 1935.
Psychology (all course requirements and language examinations completed toward PhD,
American University, Statistics), Member APA, EPA, DCPA, Psychometric Soceity,
American Stat. Assoc.

CASTELNOVO, ANTHONY E., Research Psychologist, MS, Kent State Universit- 950,
Psychology

CORY, BERTHA H., Assistant Chief, Statistical Research and Analysis Laboratory, MA,
Unwc.ity of Rochester. 1941, Psychology, Member APA, DCPA, EPA, American Stat.
Assoc;. Psychometric Socilty, Sigma Xi, Phi Beta Kappa

DENTON, BARNETT, Research Psychologist, MA, Syracuse University, 1960, Psychology,
AAPA

DOBBINS. DELANEY A., Task L-ader, PhD, Louisiana State University. 1959, Psychology,

Member APA, La. Psych. Assoc, Phi Kappa Phi

DRUCKER, ARTHUR J., Staff Assistant, PhD, Purdue University, 1949, Psychology, Fellow
APA. DCPA. EPA, Internation Assoc. Applied Psychology

DUBUISSON, ADRIAN U., Research Psychologist; MS, University of Auburn, 1955, Psychology

FRANKFELDT, ELI, Research Psychologist, MS, City College, New York, 1938, Psychology.

Member APA, EPA

FUCHS, E. MUND F., Chief, Research Laboratory; MS, Fordham University. 1942, Psychcltgy;
DCPA. Fellow APA, American Catholic Psych. Assoc., Md. Psych. Assoc., Psychometric
Society, AAAS

GIBSON, WILFRED A., Chief Statistical Research and Consultation Unit, PhD, University of

Chicago, 1951. Psychometrics; Fellow APA, American Stat. Assoc., Psychonomic
Society, Psychometric Society

GORDON, LEONARD V., Chief, Research Laboratory; PhD, Ohio State University, 1950,

Psychology; Fellow APA, International Association Applied Psychology, Psychometric

Society, WPA

HAGGERTY, HELEN R., Research Psychologist, PhD. Teachers College, New York. 1938,

Education; Member APA, AAAS Nat. Society for Study of Educ.; American Educ. Rsch.

Assoc.

HAMMER, CHARLES H., Research Psychologist (General); PhD, Purdue University, 1958,

Industrial Psychology; Member APA, DCPA, MPA, Sigma Xi

HARDY. GUTHRIE D., Research Psychologist, BA. Cornell University, 1959, Psychology

HEERMANN, EMIL F., Research Psychologist (PMzandE); PhD, Ohio State Umversity, 1959,

Pc)chology and Statistics; Member APA, Md. Psych. Assoc.

HEL.iF. WILLIAM H., Task Leader, PhD, New School for Social Research, 1959, Psychologv,
Member APA. EPA

HENDERSON, DAGMY, Systems Analyst, MA, Syracuse University. 1956. Psychology;

A-AAA, EPA, DCPA

HIL!,IGOSS, RICHARD F., Research Psychologist; MA, GeoTge Washington University,

1960, Psychological Measurement, Member APA, Psi Chi

HOUSTON, THOMAS J., Research Psychologist (General). MS, Howard University, 1947,

Psychology
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JOHNSON, CECIL D., Chief, Statist-cal Research and Analysis Laboratory, MA, George
Washington University, 1951, Psychology, Member APA, Psi Chi, Psychometric Society

KAGERER, RUDOLPH L., Research Psychologist MA, Purdue University, 1958, Psychology,
S.gma Xi

KAPLAN, HARRY, Research Psychologist (PMandE). MA. George Washington Unsversitf,
1952, Psychology; Member APA, EPA, DCPA, AAAS, Psychometric Society

KATZ, AARON, Research Psychologist, MS, City College, New York, 1947, Psychology;
Member APA, EPA

KLIEGER, WALTER A., Chief, Machine Statistical Analysis Unit, MA, George Was .ington
University, 1952, Psychology; Member APA, EPA. DCPA

KOTULA. LEO J., Research Psychologist (PMandE), Phd, Universitl of Psttsburgh, 1951,
Psychology, Member APA, Sigma Xi, Pittsburgh Psych. Assoc.

MARTINEK, HAROLD, Research Psychologist (General), MS, Iowa State College, 1954,
Psychology; M.amber APA

MEDLAND, FRAr CIS F., Task Leader; MA, University of Chicago, 1948, Psychometrics;
Member APA, Sigrna Xi

MORTON, MARY A., Research Psychologsst; MA, Howard University, 1933 . Education; MS,
Howard University, 1934, Psychology, Member APA, DCPA

ORLANS, JEROME L., Research Psychologist; MA, Teachers College, Columbsa Unaversity,
1950, Psychology (all work toward PhD completed except dsssertation - George Washington
Unsversity), Guidance; Member APA, DCPA, EPA

OLSON. MARJORIE A., Research Psychologist, Phd, University of Minnesota, 1949, Psy-
chology; Member APA

ORLEANS, ISSAK D., Research Psychologist, MA, City College, New York, 1940, Education
(course requirements for PhD completed, Teachers College, Columbia University, Socsal
Psychology); Member APA, Society for Study of Social Insues. Amnerican Society for
Qualsty Control

RINGEL, SEYMOUR, Task Leader, MA, Brooklyn College, 1952, Psychology, Member APA,
SEPA, DCPA

ROOT, ROBERT T., Research Psychologsst, PhD, Umversity of Maryland, 1962, Psy-
chology; Member APA, Psi Chi

SACHS, SIDNEY A., SandE Mathematical Statistician, MA. University of Illinois, 1960,
Statistics; American Inst. Industrial Engineers

SADACCA, ROBERT, Task Leader, PhD, Princeton University, 1962, Psychometrics;
Psychomctric Society, Human Factors Societv, Americal Photogrammetry Society

SARGENT, BRYAN B., Research Psychologist (PMandE); BIE, Georgia Institute of Technology,
1956, General Psychology (all work toward PhD completed, presently writing disserta-
tion, University of Tennessee); American Inst. IndustrialEngineers; AAPA, Psychometric
Society

SCHWARTZ. ALFRED L. Operations Research Analys., MS, University of Lhicago, 1945,
Geography; American Assoc. of Geographers, Americin Society of Photogramietry

SEELEY, LEONARD C., Research Psychologist; MA, American University, 1958, Psy-
chology Member APA

SIEGMANN, PHILIP J., Research Psychologist, PhD, Ohio State University, 1955, Psy-
chology; Member APA, Photogrammetry Society

SKORDAHL, DONALD M., Research Psychologist, MA, Uni'vcsity of Minnesota, 1958.
Psychologp
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STERNBERG, JACK J.. Task Leader; MA, Syracuse University, 1950. Psychology and
Statistics; Psa Chi

STICHMAN, EUGENE P., Research Psychologist, AB, Dartmouth College, 1957, Psychology,
AAAS

STUBDS, JOEL R.. Analytical Statistician, MS, Purdue University, 1958, Industrial Psy-
ci ology; MPA

THOMAS, JAMES A., Research Psychologist, MA, Ohio State Umversity, 1949, Psychology,
AAPA, Psychometric Society

TIEDEMANN. JOHN G., Research Psychologist (General), PhD, American University. 1961.
Psychology, Member APA, Psi Chi

TRACEY, ERNEST A., Research Psychologist; MA, American University, 1962, Psychology,
Society Study Social Issues

UHLANER, JULIUS E., Director, Research Laboratories, PhD, New York University, 1947,
Psychology; DCPA, Fellow -PA, EPA, SEPA, Society for Adv. of Mgt.. Society for Pers.
Admin.. Psychometric Society, Iowa Acad. of Science. AF-NRC Vision Com., NRC-
Highway Rsch. Bd.. RDB Panels and Committees

VICINO. FRANK L., Research Psychologist; MS, University of Maryland. 1962. Psychology,
Psi Chi

WATERS, CARRIE J , Research Psychologist; PhD, Ohio State University. 1959, Psychology;
Member APA

W&.TERS, LAWRENCE K., Research Psychologist; PhD, Ohio StAte University, 1958 Psy-
chology; Member APA, Psychometric Society

WEINBERG, SOLOMON A., Research Psychologist; PhD, Ohio State University, 1953, Edu-
cational Psychology; Member APA, DCPA

WILLEMIN, LOUIS P. JR.. Task Leader; MPA, University of Pennsylvania, 1955. Statistics,
Psychometric Society

WISKOFF, MARTIN F., Research Psychologist; MA, University of Maryland, 1958; In-
dustrial Psychology. AAPA, EPA, DCPA, Psi Chi

ZEIDNER, JOSEPH. Chief. Research Laboratory, Phl), Catholic University of America.
1954. Psychology; Member APA, DCPA, NRC-Bio-Astronautics Committee
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13. HfUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCHOFFICE, The Geo-ge Wdshington University, Washington,
D.C.

A. CURRENT WORK PROGRAM-

The HumRRO Work Program :s concerned with human factors research in training.
motis- tion, m'orale, leadership, and man-weapons system analysis. Research aimned at
solving practical military problems is carried on by six research groups: the Tra-inng
Methods Division in Washington and the Armor, Leadership, Infantry, Air Defense, and
Avia-ion Human Research Units, located at military installatione across the country. There
is also a staff in Washington D. C. which is engaged in a pr'ject in the area of Special
Warlare. In additior, the HumRRO basic research progr, , is being monitored in the
Director's Office Each research group provides a T,chni Advisory Service to assist
the Army in planning implementation of research results anu meet other Army requests.
Exploratory Staldles aimed at identifying human factors problems likely to arise in future
rhlitary operations are also being conducted oy the research groups.

Follow 1ng is the list of Tasks, and Task objectives, grouped by functional areas, for
Fiscal Year 1963'

Functional Area I- Equ!pment Maintenance

JOBTRAIN - Development of an Integrated Training and On-the-Job Support System for
Electronics Repairman Personnel

Ob ective: To develop an integrated training and on-the-job iupport syýtom for Signal
electronics repairmen in their first enhistmerI.

FORECAST - Development of a Method of Forecasting Training Demands Imposed by
New Electronic Weapon Systems

Obective: To develop improved methods for forecasting the content of effective and
economical trainng programs for the operation and maintenance of new electroric
weapon systems.

MAINTRAIN - Maintenance Proficiency and Its Relation to Trainging Procedures for Guided
Missile Personnel

h etive To provide a basis for the improvement of maintenance training of air
-guided missile personnel by development of general and comprehensive prin-

-__rse -,-rale for the guidance of such training.

VE-TRAIN - Methods for Improving Trainng for Automotive Maintenance
Obiective- To develop a new course for the training of vehicle mechanics, and to pre-
parc -j eralhzed guidance for improving training in other automotive maintenance
courses.

Functional Area 2: Equipment Operation

LIFT - Army Aviation Helicopter Pilot Training
O.•oective To develop more efficient and more effective training methods for Army
nelicopter pilot training.

INTACT - integrated Contact/Instrument Training
Objective To improve Army flight training through the application of the integrated
contact/7nstrument training concept. Specific research goals include (1) developing
relttively objective, analytic, fixed wing flight proficiency measures, and (2) develop-
ing and evaluating a fixed wing, integrated contact/instrument training concept.

-A mey of the wcolete *ioi Pmgma for FY 1913 is avdalle wi request to the Director, Hesim Porcs Res=di Ofice,
Post Office Box 396, Waslomgbn 7. D. C
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LOWENTRY - Methods for Improving Navigation Training !or Low Level Flight
Ob ective. To improve navigation techniques for low level flight and to develop training
ioetlols to teach these skills to aviator personnel.

HELFIRE - Methods for Improving Aerial Gunnery From the Helicopter
Oh t To de-elop instructional techniques for improving performance ;n aerial
gunryecin the armed helicopter.

VIGIL - Methods and Techniques for Improving Performance of Ai- Defense Missile Oper-
ator Personnel

Ob ective. Ce develop a baits for improvements in (i) procedures for performing air
o'leiievmissile operator jobs, (2) methods and courses of training for these d ties,

and (3) tests of job proficiency and knowledge.

ARGUS - Analysis of Nuclear Safety Requirements
Oýjcctive: To provide an objective basis for evaluation of current nuclear safety re-
quirements and procedures and to improve operational, inspection, and selection tech-
riques where required.

Functional Area 3: Individual Combat Skills

RIFLEMAN - Improvement of the Combat Proficiency of the Light Weapons Infantryman
Objectiv: To improve the combat proficiency of the light weapons infantryman by con.
ducting research in the area of Advanced Individual Training (AIT) for this soldier.

SWINGSHIFT - Techniques and Training Methods for Improving Individual and Squad In-
fantry Performance in Operations During Limited Visibility

Obtect ve. To increase the individual soldier's effectiveness in infantry operations
dringlmited visibility by development of improved operating techniques and training

methods.

OBSERVE - Improved Methods for Training Aerial Surveiliance Personnel
Ob ect ve. To develop improved methods for tratning aerial observers. The rasearch
odili() determine the requirements to be placed on aerial observers under modern
tactical concepts, (2) determine ihe critical snides prerequisite to meeting these re-
quirements and develop the means for measuring these sk:lls, and (3) develop and
evaluate improved methods for training aerial observers.

RECON - Training Methods and Techniques for Improving Combat Peadiness of the Armored
Cavalry Platoon

Obectve To develop training program guidance, instructional aids, and techniques
to improve the over-all proficiency of the Armored Cavalry Platoon.

Functional Area 4: Team Combat Skills

TRAINCREW - Methods for Improving Tank Crew Performance
Ob:ect..e: To provide Armor with improved techniques for tank crew training by the
Mliio of the present system and the development of improved methods.

RAID - Methods for Improving the Effectiveress of Small Groups Under Stress
Objective: To develop and test principles of group structure and operation. inorder
to provide guides for improving the effectiveness of small groups operating under
stressful (decrement-producing) conditions.

UNIFECT - Development of Procedures fer Increasing the Effectiveness of Small Infantry-
Type Units

O.bjective: To study training procedures utilizing task-related experiences to increase
group esprit and improve team functioning of small infantry-type units.

Functional Area 5 Leades shin

NCO - Training of Potential Noncommissioned Officers
Objecti: To improve the caliber of noncon.missioned officer perfitrmance :n the
Aly T rough curricula and techniques designed to develop noncommissioned officers
as early as possible in their Army careers.
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OFFTRAIN - Studies in Leadership and Leadership Training
Objective. To improve leadership training by the developme.lt of training procedures
and materials based on study of the leadership process in platoon-sized units.

LEAD - Development of Training for Improving the Combat Skills of Leaders in Smal
Infantry Umts

Obect ve: To improve officer training in the critical skills required for effective
na-tibat ladership in small infantry unts.

Functional Area 6. Decisior Making

SPANOCON - Human Factors Influencing Span of Control Within Military Organr-tions
Objective: To explore factors related to improved methods for training platoon and
higher unit commanders to control their unIts under present and future concepts of
military organization.

RESOLVE - Development of War Game Training Procedures
Objective. To develop methods and techniques for constructing and conducting training
war games to si-nulate the decieion-making environment of field grade officers during
battle.

SAMOFF - Analysis of Job and Training Requirements for Air Defense Missile Officers
Objective: To analyze the duties performed by Air Defense missile officers and to
improve school courses and -- the-job training given these officcerc.

COMSTAFF - Officer Performance in Air Defense Systems
Objectiv: To increase the effe -veness of Army officer performance in the opera-
lion. maintenance, and developmen' of air icfcnbe systems.

PIONEER - Decision Making (Basic Research)
Ob'ect ve. Two Sibtasks will be conducted in this area directed toward (I) developing
. 5'lof decision making, and (2) determining the role, in individual problem solving,
of situational and motivational variables on the development of ideas and the treatment
of problem contingencies.

Functional Area 7! Motivation and Stress

FIGHTER - Factors Related to Effectiveness and Ineffectiveness of Individuals in Combat
Objective To develop a systematic understanding of stress asa factor in human perform-

ance. with the long-range objective of application of results to improving combat effec-
tiveness.

QUIZ - Psychological Techniques for Facilitating and Countering Interrogative Proceeses
Obhective. To add to the practical knowledge of techniques of interrogation and ex-
p1 t t! of the individual, and of the means of counteracting these techniques, by
iscovering psychological principles and methods of minipulating behavior.

PIONEER - Motivation and Stress (Basic Research)
Objictive: To study the fundamental aspects of social isolation and sensory depriva-
tion and their effects on performance.

Functional Area 8: Remote Area Operations and Language

SPECI^L - Trairing in Special Warfare, Counter-Insurgency and Related Missions
Z-.ctive. Io increase the capabhiities of Army personnel to perform Special Warfare.
.c -i•zerinsurgency and related unconventional missions through improved traimng
and operational procedures.

CONTACT - Feasibility of Training for Faster Acquisition of Perishable Tactical Informa-
tion From Non-Engish-Speaking Prisonex s of War.

Ob iSv¶ To develop methods for training troops in the acquisition of highly perishable
Itaicti information from non-English-speaking priesoers in the combat zone. A course
based on such methods would be irtended for selected conibat personnel whose work
would complement rather than substitute for the efforts of the experier,ed and highly
trained linguist- interrogator.
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74 A Survey of Problems in the Tactical T ra.'.n of Armor Units (U), by Robert
A. Baker, Decembir r TTCAFDE l Modifted H~ndling Authorized

75 ýjofM OprainalFlying Activities of.Ro.ary Wing Aviator", by Norman W.
0 . 15. Louis, s B. and jAnl .Yug April 1962 (Task

LIFT 111).

76 Sjrve of Gyrtna ligAtvt es,f ixd WIngV iators, by Norman WV.
Ileinistra.~~ Iihoa '. Louila an oj=iiYtYi Aprll 1962 (Task

LIFT 111).

Ipovin FlRight rljoiiec Evaluto in r Helipte~r Pilot Trin, by
".erg . ;L _rer _r..S Wan -. -m-th and Cal im .Htil, y 62

(Task LIFT 11).

?S An Evaluation of Flash Localization Performance %6 ith the Fire Control Systeof the M.48 Tank, by Alfred J. Kraemer, June 1962 t (Task RM NITE (

79 An Attempt tDelpaRarpetoceni Tst. A Report of Siultorinstability. b-y RobGe~rt% D. BaldwcnnADa~ih.Jn 92(akVGLI

Research Reports

Report
No.

8 A Srvey an AnlssoIiiac eerch, by Bruce 0. Bergun said I.
Charlsle.n.7 Novmber 1961 (Ts IIL IV).

9 Development and Evaluation of Methods of Trainn for the Rapid Acquistin
of aoa Skll, y EigneH. Rocklyn, ir I M Mrn, and r

4moiet. anlir lb4(fask CONTACT I).

Research Bulletin

8 WIVa= HinRRO is Doing. September 1962

Training Manuals

A Procedural Guide for Technical Imlemeýntatin of the FORECAST Methods
of T a and 5kl nayis, oy Edgar L.Srvr . Dennis & far, and Robert
koT I eler.-LraininigMethods Division, HumBRRO, July 1961 (Task FORECAST

Research Memoranda

On-Site Training of GuddMa ie rtr:EalainMtrilb yo
wooLmana, Training MehdZvsoHsRRcoe 90(a kLC-ON I).
Identification of Stationary Humn Tagts, by John E. Taylor, U.S. Ar-y
Infantry Human ReseacUnt FoiIB iiilg. Georgia, December 1960 (Task
MOONLIGHT 1).

A Provisional Core Curriculum for Infantry Night Operations Training: Go-

cepuaictin andPFroposed Conrtet by sDert L. Veal, U.4. Armiy Lxanlry
Hua esearc Untot BennGeorgia, December 1960 (Task SWING-

SHIFT 1).
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74 A Survey of Problems in the Tactical T ra.'.n of Armor Units (U), by Robert
A. Baker, Decembir r TTCAFDE l Modifted H~ndling Authorized

75 ýjofM OprainalFlying Activities of.Ro.ary Wing Aviator", by Norman W.
0 . 15. Louis, s B. and jAnl .Yug April 1962 (Task

LIFT 111).

76 Sjrve of Gyrtna ligAtvt es,f ixd WIngV iators, by Norman WV.
Ileinistra.~~ Iihoa '. Louila an oj=iiYtYi Aprll 1962 (Task

LIFT 111).

Ipovin FlRight rljoiiec Evaluto in r Helipte~r Pilot Trin, by
".erg . ;L _rer _r..S Wan -. -m-th and Cal im .Htil, y 62

(Task LIFT 11).

?S An Evaluation of Flash Localization Performance %6 ith the Fire Control Systeof the M.48 Tank, by Alfred J. Kraemer, June 1962 t (Task RM NITE (

79 An Attempt tDelpaRarpetoceni Tst. A Report of Siultorinstability. b-y RobGe~rt% D. BaldwcnnADa~ih.Jn 92(akVGLI

Research Reports

Report
No.

8 A Srvey an AnlssoIiiac eerch, by Bruce 0. Bergun said I.
Charlsle.n.7 Novmber 1961 (Ts IIL IV).

9 Development and Evaluation of Methods of Trainn for the Rapid Acquistin
of aoa Skll, y EigneH. Rocklyn, ir I M Mrn, and r

4moiet. anlir lb4(fask CONTACT I).

Research Bulletin

8 WIVa= HinRRO is Doing. September 1962

Training Manuals

A Procedural Guide for Technical Imlemeýntatin of the FORECAST Methods
of T a and 5kl nayis, oy Edgar L.Srvr . Dennis & far, and Robert
koT I eler.-LraininigMethods Division, HumBRRO, July 1961 (Task FORECAST

Research Memoranda

On-Site Training of GuddMa ie rtr:EalainMtrilb yo
wooLmana, Training MehdZvsoHsRRcoe 90(a kLC-ON I).
Identification of Stationary Humn Tagts, by John E. Taylor, U.S. Ar-y
Infantry Human ReseacUnt FoiIB iiilg. Georgia, December 1960 (Task
MOONLIGHT 1).

A Provisional Core Curriculum for Infantry Night Operations Training: Go-

cepuaictin andPFroposed Conrtet by sDert L. Veal, U.4. Armiy Lxanlry
Hua esearc Untot BennGeorgia, December 1960 (Task SWING-

SHIFT 1).
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Effects oi Tr'aiin Rpoinse Mode. Test Form and Measore on Acqus-t,2,
of Sems-Ord-ee Fata aterial~s, by Joseph F.Follettse, U.S. A yInantry
Human R-sarch Unit, Fort Dunning. Georgia, Acrst 1961 (Task BAS1.CTRAIN 11).

An ARpfasal of Son,. Night Traisnt Problems in Armor Units of Seveýnth
United States ArnrsjU),. by Alfred J. Kracoser. U.S. Army Armor Husman
Research Unit. Fort Knox. Kentucky, May 1961 (CONFIDENTIAL) (Task
ARMORNITE V1I) .

PrgamdInstructios A Plan of Research. by Thomas J. McCrystal,
U.S. Arm~yInfantry Human Research Unit. Fort Demnnig. Georgia. May 1961
(Task BASICTRAIN 11).

The Develpmnt of Performance Critersa for Turret Mechnics, by Jack
Mumfordi an ohn P. Smith, U.S. Army Armor Human Research Unit, Fort

Knoi. Kcnt_;'y. July 1961 (Taok MOBILITY X).

Absolute ldentsfi.atson of Munsell Hues Under Red Illumination by Kleim R.
Miller. U.S. Army Armor Human Research Unit. Fort Knox. Kentucky. July 1961
(Task ARMORNITE IX).

SPA CN Spso Control. 2. Effect on Ieliability of Free and Forced Dis-
trib1utos2 in.ý` Ratin by Dennis Cannon and Hwrd C. Olon. U.S. Army Armor
Human ReserhUit, Fort Knox, Kentucky, August 1961 (Task SPANOCON II).

Teaching Machines andPogamd Instruction - Some Factors to Con=-dcrn
Implemnentation. by_ Roer 0. Smith. Jr.. U.S. Army Air Defense Human
Research Unit, Fort Bliss. Texcas, August 1961 (Task TEXTRUCT tt).

An Anlsso he REEY 'ite With Som Su *e on, for Training (U)l
S,.L ý Wllioams Jr., R.R Ridenour. D. Coopr.9and T.S. Luce, U.S. Army
Air Defense Human Research U~nit, Fort Bliss, Texas, December 1961 (CON.
FIDENTIAL) (Non-Task Related).

Leaderolin at Hioher Levels of Command asVixedby and S eriýVenced
ComatComades, y ajr enra Edmuind B.S Ar et.. U.S.

Army Leadership Human Research U,.it. Preidio .f Monierey, California, De-
cember 1961 (For Official Use Only) (Non-Task Related).

Collected Papers Related to the Study of the Effects of Sensory DeprivationanSocial Isolation by Saff Task ENDRSExb, U.S. Army Leadershi Human Re-
search Unit, Presidia of Mionterey. California. February 1962 (Task PIONEER
VI) .

Expriental Assess ment of a Limited Sensory and Social Envioment,
Sumr , ph uR0Porm by Thomas I. Myers, Donald B.
Murphy. Seward Smith, and Charl~es Wimidle. US. Army Leadership Human
Research Unrit, Presidia of Montrey. California, February 1962 (Task PIONEER
VI).

?ar etecttability on mn A-Scope as Inl cd4 by "" Vrialnd Horizontal
ýW.Am liicaiioSbAD rgtas ~J adi.US Army Air Delense

Human Me rc.-idhiUnit, Fort Bliss. Texas. February- 1962 (Task VIGIL 11).

target Detection: Studl! b. A Method of Anial cing Grou Reponses Simul-
ithe..os fo h o~eo~e~~Cletv normation adReinforce-
.'nenDtr Traiinr ing ~ byie ,tcto.leie-rC. WNolff, Dsvid D. Born-

stem, and Joseph A. VanLoc, U.S. Army Armor Human, Research Unit, Fort
Knox, Kentucky, February 1962 (Task FIREPOWER IV).

An A-nmotated Bibliognaph on the Troubleshooting of EIcrm EsutoLment. by
Clinton . Trafton, S7rm Air Diefense Human Researc Untort Bliss.
-eas,. MIarchi i962 (Task MAINTRAIN).

T E~ffet of Pairing. Ret _trv i.Senal Rate. anid Transfer Conditions
on Vrigiancte Performance, yBrc4 0 eru and Donald J. Lehr. U.S. Army
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Air Defense Homan Research Ur.t, Fort Bliss, Te.s, March 1962 (Ta-k
VIGIl. IV).

A Procedural Guide to the Prof rammiong f Instruction. Prehmnary Report.
m h.Ichng•, .3,,Army Air D)efenc-e Human Research Unit, Fort

Bliss, exas, March 1962 (Task TEXTRUCT I1).

Epioratory Efforts Concerned With a Study of the Interrogation Process
Sfiv-e--A tiv71s. Conceptuhatson and Pilot Stodies, by Hilton M. Bialek,
Je-ra' rWalker, and Joanne H. Hood, U.S. Army Leaderrhip Human Research
Unit. Presidio of Monterey, California, May 1962 (Task Q 3iZ).

SPANOCON Span of Control. I. Development ofaKno'wled~e.Free Span of Con-
trol rest. by Alfred A. Longano.I noD iannn Tand Howard C. "Olsn. U.S.
Army Arnror Human Research Unit. Fort Knox. Kentuckf, May 1962 (Task
SPANOCON I).

The Relation Between Radar Detection and the Observer's Concept of a Target,
by Robert D. Baldwin, A. Dearn Wright and Donald J. Lehr, U.S. Army Air
Defense Human Research Unit, Fort Bliss, Texas, June 1962 (Task VIGIL B).

2. Papers and Articles by HumRRO Personnel

flaker. Robert A., "The Armor Combat Decisions Game." Armor, vol. LXXI. no. I,
January-February 1962 (U. S. Army Armor Human Research Unit).

Baker, Robert A., and Cook, Lt. Col. John G., USA Ret., "The Tank Platoon Combat
Readiness Check," Armor, vol. LXXI, no. 3, May-June 1962 (U. S. Army Armor
Human Research Unit).

Baker, Robert A., Sipowicz, Raymond R., and Ware, J. Roger, "Effects of Practice
on Visual Monitoring." Percet Mot Skills, vol. X1I1, no. 3, December 1961
(U. S. Army Armor Human Research Unt)

Baker, Robert A., Ware, J. Roger. and Sipowicz, Raymond R., "Signal Detection by
Multiple Monitors," Psychol.Rec., vol. 12, no. 2, April 1962 (U. S. Army Armor
Human Research Unit).

Baldwin, Rcbert D., Chambliss, Davis J., and Wright, A. Dean, "Target Detectabillty
as a Function of Target Speed, Noise Level, and Location," 3. Arpl. PsychoL.
vol. 46, no. I, February 1962 (U. S. Army Air Defense Human Research Uit).

Battrick, William T., "Shop Talk and Technical Writing." STWP Review, vol. 8.
no. 1. January 1961 (U. S. Army Armor Human Research Unit).

Berkun, Mitchell M., "Blood and Urinary Responses of Man to an Ordered Series of
Realistically Stressful Situations," paper read at Symposium, Psychonomic Society
meeting. Columbia University, September 1961 (U. S. Army Leadership Human Re-
search Unit).

Bialek, H., "Contrasts Between More Effective and Less Effective Persons," paper
read at Symposium, Psychonomic Society meeting, Columbia Univer .y. September
.961 (U. S. Army Leadership Human Research Unit).

Carvioe, Dennis, and Olson, Howard C., °SPANOCON: Span of Control. 2. Effect on
Reliability of Free and Forced Distributions in Rating," paper read at APA meeting,
1961 (U. S. Army Armor Human Research Unit).

Coleman, Edmund B., "Responses to Transformations: Remembering and Under-
;tanding, " paper read at meeting of the Linguistic Society of America. Chicago,
December 1961 (U. S. Army Air Defense Human Research Unit).

Crawford, Meredith P., "Concepts of Training," in Psycholo ical Principles in Sys-
tem Development, Robert M. Gagne (ed.), Holt, Rinehart, and Win~ton, New York,
1962 (Director's Office, HumRRO).
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Easley. David L., and Kraemer. Alfred J.. "Gun Flash Localization, as a Function of
Reticle Design.' paper read at APA meeting, 196i (U. S. Army Armor Hun-an
Research Unit).

Elasson, Lt. Col. Arne H.. "Let's Take a Look at Quality Control in Helicopter
Training." Arm Aviation. vol. 10, no. 7, July 1961 (U. S. Army Aviation Human
Research Urit-

Eliasson, Lt. Col. Arne H., "Let's Take a Look at New Project: Task LOWENTRY."
.roy Aviation. vol. 10, no. 8. August 1961 (U. S. Army Aviation Human Research
Unt .

Eliasson, Lt. Col. Arne H., "Let's Take a Look at the Basic Skills of Aerial Ob-
servers. Army A at'on, vol. 10, no. It, November 1961 (U. S. A.my Aviation
Human Research Unit.

EIbasson, Lt. Col Arne H., "Let's Take a Look at Aviation Training Research,"
Arm Aviation. vat. ,0, no. 12, December 1961 (U. S. Army Aviation Human Re-searlch Unlt)

Uini

Finan, John L.. "The Systems Concept as a Principlc of Methodological Decision,"
is _Psycholoicat Principles in System Pevelopment, Robert M. Gagne (ed.), Holt.
Rinehart. and Wiston, New York. 1962 (Director's Office. HumRRO).

Floyd, Arthur. Jr., Griggs. Gary D., and Baker, Robert A., "The Role of Expectancy
in Auditory Vigilante." Percept. lot. Skill., vol. XIII. no. 2, October 1961 (U. S.
Army Armor Human Unit).

Haverland, Edgar I NL, "Officer Training Research and Its Implications for Executt'.v
Training." paper read at Symposium on the Implications of Military Training
Research for Industry, APA meeting, 1961 (U. S. Army Air Defense Human Re-
search Unit).

Haverland, Edgar M.. "The Subject-Matter Expert and the Programmer." paper read
at Texas Psychological Association meeting. December 1961 (U. S. Army Air
Defense Human Research Unit).

Haverland, Edgar K.. "How Much Technical Knowledge Doesa Military OL'icer Need,"
paper read at SWPA meeting. 1962 (U. S. Army Air Defe-ce Human Research
Unt).

Hood. Paul D., "The Design for a ParametricStudy of a Leadership Training System,"
paper read at APA meeting. 1961 (U. S. Army Leadership Human Research Unit).

Kelly, Col. Henry E_, USA Ret., "What's Wrong With the Squat?" Army. vol. 12,
no. 1, August 1961 (U. S. Army Infantry Human Research Unit).

Kelly, Col. Henry E.. USA Ret., "Defending Those Wide Gaps." Army. vol. 12, no. 2.
September 1961 (U. S. Army Infantry Huaman Resea-ch Unit).

Kelly. Col. Henry E., USA Ret., "Assembly Areas," ArM, vol. 12. no. 4, November
1961 (U. S. Army Infantry Human Research Unit).

Kelly, Col. Henry E., USA Ret., "When It's Dark in the Daytime," Army, vol. 12,
no. 6, January 1962 (U. S. Army Infantry Human Research Unit).

Kelly, Col. Henry E., USA Ret., "The M14 Automatic?"' infat . vol. 52, no. 1.
January-February 1962 (U. S. Army Infantry Human Research unit).

Kelly. CoL Henry E., USA Ret.. "Why Prone"' Army. vcL 12. no. 8, March 1962
(U. S. Army Infantry Human Research Unit).

Kern, Richard P., "An Investigation of the Role of Defensive Functioning in Relation
to Emotional Arousal and Effectiveness of Performance," paper read at Symposium,
Psychonomic Society meeting. Columbia University. September 1961 (U. S. Army
Leadership Human Research Unit).
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Kraemer, Alfred J., and Easley. David L., " he Effects of Two Types of Coordinate
Systems on Localization of Peripheral Light Flashes," paper read at APA meting,
1961 (U. S. Army Armor Human Research Unit).

Lange, Carl J., "Identifying and Measuring Leadership Characteristics of the-Officer,"
paper .'cad at Symposium on Recent Developments in Measuring Officer Effective-
ne-s, APA meeting, 1961 (U. S. Army Infantry Human Research Unit).

Lange, Carl J., "'Selected Current Research in Military Ps~chology," paper read at
U. S. Military Academy, December 1961 (U. S. Army Infantry Human Research
Unit).

Larnge, Carl J., "Leadership mSmall Military Units SomeRecent Research Findings,'"
Defense Psychol., 1961 (U. ý Army Infantry Human Research Unit).

Lyons. J. Daniel, "Teaching Machines and Programmed Learning ir Use," paper
read at meeting of Southern Soclety for Philosophy and Psychouogy, Memrphis.
April 1962 (U. S. Army Aviation Human Research Unit).

McClelland, William A., "A Procedure for Controlling Army School Curricula,"
paper read at meeting of Workinm Group for the Army School System Study, HM
USCONARC, January 196Z (Director s Office, HumRRO).

McClelland, William A., A Readino Guide to HumRRO Documents Relevant to a
Generalized Procedure for School Curricula Control, January 1962 (Director's
Office, HumRRO).

McFann. Howard I-L, "Summary of Research of Experimental Studies of Stress so
Man," NATO Symposium on Defense Psychology, Soesterberg, The NetherLinds,
August 1961 (U. S. Army Leadership Human Research Unit).

McFann, Howard H.. "Summary of Research in Sensory Deprivation and Social Isola-
tlion," paper read at NATO Symposium on Defense Psychology, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands, August 1961 (U. S. Army Leadership Human Research Unit).

Melching, William H.. "Some Research Needs mSelectingand Training Programmers,"

paper read at Texas Psychological Association meeting, December 1961 (U.S. Army
Air Defense Human Research Umit).

Mye, s, Thomas L. Murphy, Donald B., Smith. Seward, and Windle, Charles, "Ex-
perimental Assessment of a Limited Sensory and Social Environment: Summary
Results of the HumRRO Program," Sumpossum presented at APA meeting, 1961
(U. S. Army Leadership Human Research Unit).

Osanka, Franklin Mark, "Guerrilla War: A Paperback Bibliography," Marine Corps
Gazette, vol. 46, no. 2, February 1962 (Director's Office, HumRRO).

Parrott, Marvin, "The Heavens and the Fields," Revue Militaire Generate. (France).
no. 8, October 1961 (U. S. Army Armor Human Research Unit).

Rocklyn, Eugene H., "Language Programming for the Foreign Student," paper read
at convention of Speech Association of America, New York, December 1961 (Train-
ing Methods Division).

Rocklyn, Eugene H.. "Programming an Intensive Oral-Aural Language Course,"
saper read at SEPA meeting, 1962 (Training Methods Division).

Rogers, James P., "The Improvement of Trouble Shooting Proficiency Through Im-
proved Maintenance Manuals," paper read at APA meeting, 1961 (U. S. Army
Air Defense Human Research Unit).

Rupe. 3. C., "Procedures for Obtaining Human Factors Information as an Integral
Pa-t of Weapon System Design and Development," paper read at 7th Annual AHFE
Conference, October 1961 (U. S. Army Air Defense Human Research Unit).

Shriver, Edgar L., "Using C & R to Translate Logical TIS Into Practical TS." paper
read at Symposium, APA meeting, 1961 (Training Methods Division).
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Sipaw,cs. Raymond It., and Baker, Robert A., "Effects of Intelligence on Vigilance.

A Replication." Perc t. Mot Snills, vol. XIII. no. 3, December 1961 (U. S. Army

Armor Human RosCarcXUru-nc

Smith, Robert G., Jr.. "Military Control- A Frequently Missed Training Opportunity,"
paper read at APA meeting, 1961 (U. S. Amy Air Defense Human Research Unit).

Smith, Robert G., Jr., "Research Problems Caused by the Implementation of Pro-

grammed Instruction," paper read at meeting of SWPA, 1962 (U. S. Army Air
Defense Human Research Unit).

Snyder, Richard, and Burdick. Harry A., "Effects of Uncertainty About Original
Enlistment on Reported Change in Opinion Toward the Army," paper read at APA
meeting, 1961 (U. S. Army Leadership Human Research Unit).

Thomas, Francis H., "Aerial Observer Problems," paper read at 7th Annual AHFE

Conference, Uni:ersity of Michigan, October 1961 (U. S. Army Aviation Human
Research Unit).

Thomas, Francis H., "Target Acquisition From the Armed Helicopter," paper pre-

sented at Classified Visual Search Symposium of the Armed Forces - NCR Com-

mittee on Vision, San Diego, April 1962 (U. S. Army Aviation Human Research
Unit).

Ware, 3. Roger, "Effects of Inteligence on Signal Detection in Visual and Auditory

Monitoring," Perct. Mot. Skills, vol. XIII, no. 1, August 1961 (U. S. Army Armor
Human Research Umt).

Ware, J. Roger, Sipowicz, Raymond R., and Baker, R. A., "Auditory Vigilance in

Repeated Sessions," Percept. Mot. Skills, vol. XIII. no. 2, October 1961 (U. S.
Army Armor Human Research Unit).

Weidenfeller, Edward W., Baker, Robert A., and Ware, J. Roger, "The Effects of

Knowledge of Results (True and False) on Vigilance Performance," Percept. Htot.
Skills, vol. X-V, no. 2, April 1962 (U. S. Army Armor Human Rcscarch Unit).

Whitmore, Paul G., "Deriving and Specifying Instructional Objectives," paper read

at Symposium on Automated Teaching: Research Problems, APA meeting. 1961

(U. S. Army Air Defense Human Research Unit).

Whitmore, P. G., "A Ratior.al Analysis of the Instructional Process," IRE Trans. on

Educ., December 1961 (U. S. Army Air Defense Human Research Unit).

Wolff, Peter C., Cannon, Dennis, and Burnstein, David, "Collective Reinforcement of

Groups," paper presented at MPA meeting, 1962 (U. S. Army Armor Human Re-

search Unit).

Wolff. Peter C., VanLoo, Joseph, and Burnstein, David D., "The Effects of Schedules

of Collective Reinforc-'nent on a Class During a Target Detection Course," paper

read at SEP k meeting, 1962 (U. S. Army Armor Human Research Unit).

Yagi, Kan, "Quantstative Subjective and Projective Responses to an Ordered Series

of Realistically Stressful Situations," paper read at Symposium, Psychonomic

Society meeting, Columbia University, September 1961 (U. S. Army Leadership

Human Research U-st).
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C. BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNE1 DIRECTLY CONCERNED

WITH RESEARCH ACTIVITIES-

Name Ttle Degree Year University Primary Field

Office of the Director, HumRRO, Wasnington. D. C.

Br.ly, E. Sr. Scientist PhD 55 Univ. of Texas English
Cogan. E. Sr. Staff Sci. PhD 51 Univ. of Calif. Psychology
Crawford, M. P. Director, HumRRO PhD 35 Colombia Univ. Psychology
Goffard. S. J. Sr. Staff Sci. FnD 49 Univ. of Minn. Psychology
Hayes, 3. Res. Assistant MS 59 Purdue Univ. Sociology
Heyl. A. Sr. Staff So,. MA 47 Univ. of Texas Mathematics
Kraemer, A. Sr. Staff Sci. PhD 56 Vanderbilt Univ. Psychology
McClelland, W. Deputy Director PhD 48 Unsv. of Mono. Psychology
Osanka, F. Res. Assoc,&te AM 61 No. Ill. Univ. Soc-Anthro.
Stewart, E. Reo. Scientist PhD 56 Univ. of Texas Psychology
Valiance, T. Deputy Director PhD 50 Syracuse Umv. Psychology
Williams, W. Sr. Scientist PhD 55 Univ. of Ten". Indus. Psych.
Windle. C. Sr. Scientist PhD 52 Colombia Univ. Psychology

Training Methods Division, Washington, D. C.

Bloxom, M. Res. Assistant MA 56 Ohio State Univ. Psychology
Brown, 0. Sr. Scientist PhD 52 New York Umv. Psychology
Buchanan, R. Res. Associate MS 60 Univ. of N. C. Psychology
Butler, P. Res. Associate MA 57 Univ. of S.C. Psychology
Clark, 3. Re:. Associate MA 61 Univ. of Kentucky Psychology
Fink. C. D. Res. Scientist PhD 58 Univ. of Colo. Psychology
Froehlich. D. Res. Scientist PhD 61 Univ. of Ill. Psychology
Garvey, IK. Res. Scientist PhD 58 Univ. of Texas Linguistics
Gebhard, R. Res. Scientist MA 58 Univ. of Mi'. Psychology
Hoehn. A. Director of Resch. PhD 51 Univ. of Ill. Educ. Psych.

Kamenske, G. Res. Associate MA 55 Mich. St. Univ. Indus.Psych.
MacCaslin, E. Sr. Scientist PhD 53 Univ. oF Texas 'sychology

McClure, A. Res. Associate MA 51 Univ. of Penn. Psychology
McCrary, J. Res. Scientist PhD 61 Brown Univ. Psychology
McKnight, J. Sr. Scientist PhD 57 Univ. of Miss. Psychology
Montague, W. Res. Scientist MA 52 Geo. Wash.Uimv. Psychology
Rasmussen, E. Technic an .. .. ... Electronics
Rayner, J. Res. Assistant --- Psychology
Rocklyn, E. Sr. Scientist PhD 56 Univ. of Pitt. Psychology
Seidel. R. Res. Scientist PhD 57 Univ. of Penna. Psychology
Shriver, E. Sr. Staff Sci. PhD 53 Univ. of Pitt. Psychology
Trexler, R. Sr. Technician A.B 55 Wash. & Jeff. Coll. Elec. Engnr.
Vmeberg, R. Sr. Staff Sci. PhD 52 New YorkUniv. Psychology

U. S. Army Armor Human Research Unit. Fort Knox. Kentucky

Baker. R. Sr. Staff Sci. PhD 52 Stanford Univ. Psychology
Cannon, L. D. Res. Scientist PhD 59 Purdue Univ. Chn. Psych.
Cook, J. Sr. Technician --- MIl.Ops-Armor
Drucker. E. Res. Associat.e A 58 Univ. of Kentucky Psychology
Easley, D. Sr. Scientist PhD 56 Vanderbilt Univ. Psychology
Haggard, D. Sr. Scientist PhD 56 St. Univ. oflowa Psychology
Miller, A. Res. Scientist PhD 61 Univ. of N. C. Psychology
Oson., N. Sr. Scientist MS 59 N. C. St. Univ. Psychology
Osborn, W. Res. Associate MS 59 Purdue Univ. Indus. Psych.
Pickett, J. Res. Assistant MS 61 Purdue Univ. Exper. Psych.
Schwarto, S. Sr. Scientist BA 33 Long Island Umv. German
Sheldon, R. Res. Scientist PhD 61 St. Univ. of Iowa Psychology
Smith, J. P. Sr. Scientist PhD 54 Ohio State Univ. Education
Willard, N. Director of Resch. PhD 54 Univ. of Minn. Psychology
Wolff, P. Res. Scientist PhD 59 Univ. of Houston Psychology

Shis niter does not nclude --edalst ircoess=cl pýeo pzroisly sogoed is ted•lcol ot logistol suotos of saeoei
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Name Title D_5 iee Year University Primary Field

U. S. Army Leadership Human Research Unit, Presidio of Monterey, California

Berkun. M. Sr. Scientist PhD 56 Yale Univ. Psychc!ogy
Bs]ek, H. Sr. Scientist PhD 57 Claremnont Col. Psychology
Bi rdick H. Res. Scientist PhD 57 Univ. of Mich. Sociology
Caylor, J. Res. Scientist PhD 56 Univ. of Mich. Soc. Psych.
Gay, G. Sr. Technician -- --- Device Engnr.
Hood, J. Ret. Associate PhD 61 Ohio State Univ. Psychology
Hood, P. Sr. Staff Sci. PhD 53 Ohio State Univ. Psychoogy
Kern, R. Sr. Scientist PhD 53 St. Univ. of Iowa Clin. Psych.
McFann, H. Direcior of Resch. PhD 52 St. Univ. oflowa Pnychology
Murphy, D. Sr. Scientist Phi) 53 St. Univ. oflowa Psychology
Myers, T. Sr. Scientist PhD 52 St. Univ. oflowa Psychology
Sebree, E. Sr. Technician BS 19 West Point Engineering
Shovel, M. Sr. Scientist PhD 52 Wash. State Univ. Sociology
IS-th, S. Res. Scientist PhD 59 U. of Rochester Psychology
Snyder, R. Sr. Scientist PhD 52 MIT Psychology
Taylor, E. Sr. Scientist PhD 54 St. Univ. oflosa Psychology
Taylor, J. Sr. Staff Sci. PhD 53 St. Univ. oflowa Psychology
V1joen, B. Technician - --- Device Engnr.
Walker, J. Res. Scientist PhD 61 Univ. of Wash. Psychology
Wheeler, L. Res. Associate BA 59 Stanford Univ. Psychology
Yogi. K. Re.. Associate MS 58 Univ. of Utah Psychology

U. S. Arsn, Infantry HumAn Research Unit, Fort Benning, Georgia

Brown, F. Res. Associate BS 56 ClarionTeach. Col. Education
Brown, R. Res. Scientist PhD 60 S. I11. Univ. Psychology
Felton. E. Res. Associate MS 57 Umv. of Georgia Psychology
Fooks, N. Sr. Technician BS 27 West Point Engineering
George, C. Res. Scientist MA 53 Univ. of Ariz. Psychology
Harris, L. Technician --- -. Device Engor.
Jacobs, T. 0. Sr. Scientist PhD 56 Univ. fPitt. Psychology
Kelly, H. Sr. Technician Mil. Ops.-Inf.
Lange, C. Director of Resch. PhD 51 Univ. ofPitt. Psychology
McCrystal. T. Res. Scientist MA 59 Univ. of Ky. Exper. Psych.
Nichols, T. Sr. Scientist PhD 55 Univ. of Calif. Psychology
Olmstead, 3. Sr. Scientist PhD 56 Univ. of Texas Soc. Psych.
Powers, T. Res. Associate MA 56 Univ. of Kentucky Exper. Psych.
Ward, J. Res. Scientist PhD 62 Tulane Unv. Psychology

U. S. Army Air Defense Human Research Unit, Fort Bliss, Texas

Amimerman, H. Res. Scientist PhD 60 Purdue Univ. Psychology

Baldwin, R. Sr. Staff Sci. PhD 54 Univ. of Iowa Psychology

Berguso. R. Res. Scientist PhD 58 Northwestern Univ. Psychology

Burrell. W. Technician BS 40 Kansas State Col. Mech.Engr.

Coleman, E. Res. Scientist PhD 61 Johns Hopkins U. Psychology

Cox, J. Sr. Scientist PhD 54 Univ. of Texas Educ. Psych.

Christenson. H. Res. Assoc. Ms 60 Univ. of Utah Educ. Psych.

rollettie, 3. Sr. Scientist PhD 61 Tulane Univ. Psychology

Hacr:s. J. Res. Associate BSC 54 U. of Louisville Bus. Admnin.
Haverland, E. Sr. Scientist PhD 54 Univ. of Ill. Psychology

Lehr, D. Res. Assistant BA 59 Mich. State Univ. Psychology

Melching, W. Sr. Scientist PhD 53 U.C.L.A. Psychology

Norred. W . Res. Assistant .. .... Elec. Engr.

Napper, H. Technician --- Elec. Engr.

Rogers, J. Sr. Scientist PhD 56 Emory Univ. Psychology

Rupe, J. Sr. Scientist PhD 50 Purdue Univ. Indus. Psych.

Severns, J. Res. Assistant Es--- se. Engr.

Smith, R. G. Director of Resch. PhD 50 Univ. of Ul. Psychology
Solem, A. Sr. Technician BS 27 West Point Engineering
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rhorne., H. '. Sr Technician -.-.- Device Engr.
Whitmore: P. Res. be•ntist PhD 56 Umv. of Tenn Psychology
Wright, A. D. Res Associate MS S9 I't. Hays Kans. Exper. Psych.

U. S. Army Aviation Human Research Unit, Fort Rucker, Alabama

Blohm, J. Technician ---.. Mel. Ops.-Av,.
Boney. W. Res. Assistant BA 61 Furman College Psychology
Boyd, W. Res. Associate MS 61 N. C. State Col. Indus. Psych.
Colgan, C. Res. Scientist PhD 54 Univ. of Fla. Psychology
Dawivns, P. Sr. Scientist PhD 57 Univ. of Texas Psychology
Dufly, J. Res. Associate MA 53 Univ. of Fla. Psychology
Edmonds, E. Res Assistant MS 61 Auburn Univ. Psychology
Jolley, 0. Sr. Technician --- Mit. Ops.-Avn.
Lyons, J. D. Director of Resch. ;PhD 53 lniv. otll. Psychology
Prophet, W. Sr. Scientist PhD 58 dmv. -I Fla. Sociology
Schulz., R. Res. Associate MA 58 Mich. State Univ. Psychology
Thomas, F. Sr. Staff Sci. PhD 53 Cornell Umv. Psychology
Waller, T. C. Re.. Assistant MS 61 Miss. So. Coll. Psychology
Wright, R. Res. Scientist PhD 62 Purdue Umv. Exper. Psych.
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